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Introduction

In the Name of Allah Most Merciful, Most Beneficent in Mercy
All praise is due to Allah, and may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our leader, the Messenger of Allah, and upon all his family and upon his companions, To proceed:

Know my Muslim brother and sister, may Allah be merciful upon you, that it is compulsory upon us to know four things:

1. The first is knowledge, which is the knowledge of Allah, the Almighty and Majestic, the knowledge of the Prophet, and the knowledge of the religion of Islam. It is not allowed to worship Allah with ignorance since whoever does this is astray.

2. The second is action, since the person who has knowledge but does not implement it has evoked Allah’s anger, as they had knowledge but did not act accordingly. One of the deceptive enticements of Satan is that he discourages people from gaining beneficial knowledge by deceiving the person into thinking that he is excused by Allah due to his ignorance. What this person does not realize is that if he deliberately stays away from learning while he has the ability, the proof is established against him (for punishment). This is the trick that Satan played upon the people of Noah, as Allah mentioned in the Qur’an when they: “put their fingers in their ears and covered themselves with their clothes” … in order to plea that the proof would not be established against them.

3. The third is calling and propagating the knowledge and practice of Islam, for the scholars and callers are the inheritors of the Prophets. Allah the Exalted cursed the Israelites because they “used to forbade others the wickedness that they themselves would do, and what an evil thing they did”. Teaching and calling to Islam is a community obligation, and thus when some of them fulfill this obligation none are blameworthy, but if all leave it, all are blameworthy.

4. The fourth is to have patience and perseverance with any misfortune faced in learning, practicing, teaching and calling others to it.

In order to participate in this noble action of spreading knowledge to relieve people of their ignorance and easing the way for them to seek that knowledge obligatory upon them, we have gathered in this concise book the very basics of Islamic knowledge needed by all, along with the explanation of the last three parts (Juz) of the Noble Qur’an. As it is said, if something cannot be attained in its fullest, one should not neglect what can be attained of it.

We have been keen to remain precise and concise throughout this book, and we have mentioned only the authentic narrations of the Prophet ( ﷺ). We never, however, say that we are perfect and complete, since this is the station of the Prophet ( ﷺ) [As Allah made him infallible in what he relates about Allah and Islam]. If what we say is correct then it is from Allah, and if what we say is incorrect then it is from ourselves and Satan, and Allah and His Messenger are absolved and cleared from it. May Allah have mercy on those that guide us to our mistakes with constructive criticism.

We ask Allah the Exalted to reward with the best rewards everyone who has participated in preparing, publishing and distributing this work, and to accept from them their good deeds and multiple their blessings.

And Allah knows best, and peace and blessing be upon our Leader, our Prophet Muhammad, and all his family and companions.

Second edition : This book was recommended by several Muslim scholars around the world.
For more information, please contact us at : www.tafseer.info  Email : eng@tafseer.info
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The Qur’an is the word of Allah. The superiority of the Qur’an over the words of His creation is like the superiority of Allah Himself over His creation. The movement of the tongue in reciting the Qur’an is the best action that the tongue may ever perform.

There are many virtues in teaching and reciting the Qur’an, some of which are the following:

- The reward of teaching: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “The best of you are those who learn the Qur’an and teach it” (al-Bukhari).

- The reward of reciting: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever reads one letter of the book of Allah will be rewarded for it with a good reward, and this good reward will be increased tenfold.” (at-Tirmidhi).

- The reward of learning the Qur’an, memorizing it and being skillful in its recitation: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “The one who reads the Qur’an while having previously memorized it is with the angels, noble and dutiful, and the one who recites the Qur’an while it is difficult for him will receive two rewards.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim) He also said: “It will be said (in Paradise) to the recitor of the Qur’an who acted upon its teachings: read, ascend, and beautify as you did in your worldly life, for indeed your level is that equal to your last verse.” (at-Tirmidhi).

- Al-Khattaabi said: It has been mentioned in a narration that the number of levels in Paradise is equal to the number of verses of the Qur’an, so it will be said to the recitor: ascend as many levels as the number of verses you used to recite of the Qur’an. Those who recited the entire Qur’an will rise to the highest level in Paradise in the Hereafter, and those who recited part of it will ascend accordingly, until their reward is equal to the last verse of their recitation.

- The reward for teaching the Qur’an to one’s children: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “One who reads the Qur’an, learns it, and acts upon it will place upon his parents a crown of light as brilliant as the sun. He will clothe them with cloaks that are more valuable than this whole world. They will ask: ‘Why are we made to wear this garment [of honor]? It will be said to them: ‘Due to the importance your child paid to the Qur’an’ ” (al-Hakim).

- Intercession of the Qur’an for its recitor in the Hereafter: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Recite the Qur’an, for it will intercede for its companions on the Day of Resurrection.” (Muslim). He (ﷺ) also said: “A slave’s fasting and recitation of the Qur’an will intercede for him on the Day of Resurrection.” (Ahmed).

- The reward of those who congregate for the recitation and study of the Qur’an: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “No people gather in a house of the houses of Allah [mosques], reciting the Book of Allah and studying it among themselves, except that tranquility descends upon them, mercy covers them, the angels surround them, and Allah mentions them to those in His company.” (Abu Dawud).
The Etiquette of Reciting the Qur’an: Ibn Katheer mentioned some of these etiquettes, and among them are the following:

- One should neither recite nor touch the Qur’an except in a state of purification.
- One should use Siwak to clean his teeth before recitation.
- One should wear his best clothes.
- One should face the direction of prayer (Qiblah).
- One should pause his recitation when yawning.
- One should not interrupt his recitation and speak, except if necessary.
- One should be attentive to what he is reciting.
- One should pause at a verse mentioning reward and ask Allah for that reward.
- One should pause at a verse mentioning punishment and seek refuge in Allah from that punishment.
- One should not leave the Qur’an opened, nor place anything on it.
- One should not raise his voice when reciting to the extent that he confuses other adjacent reciters.
- One should not recite in marketplaces and places of distracting noise.

The Manner of Recitation: When Anas (رضي الله عنه) was asked about the recitation of the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم), he said: “He would elongate it, so when he read ‘Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Raheem’, he would elongate Allah, ar-Rahman, and ar-Raheem.” (al-Bukhari).

Multiplication of Reward: Every person who recites the Qur’an purely for Allah’s sake will receive reward, but this reward is multiplied if the recitation is accompanied with attentiveness, contemplation and understanding of what is being recited. If it is done in this manner, each recited letter will be multiplied from ten to seven hundred times.

Daily Recitation: The companions of the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) would recite the Qur’an daily, and none of them would make a habit of reciting the whole Qur’an in less than a week. Rather, they were prohibited from reciting it in less than three days.

Thus my dear brothers and sisters, spend your time in reciting the Qur’an. Set yourself a fixed amount of passage or time to recite daily, and do not leave it no matter what happens, since a small amount recited regularly is better than a large amount recited occasionally. If you forget or fall asleep, make up that recitation on the next day, as the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) said: “Whoever falls asleep and fails to recite his portion of the Qur’an, or part of it, and then recites it between the Fajr and Žuhr prayer of the following day, it will be written for him as if he read it at night” (Muslim).

Do not be of those who neglect the Qur’an or forget it in any way, such as failing to read it, recite it, not contemplating its meanings, not putting its teachings into action or not seeking the cure of illnesses by it.
Sūrah al-Fātihah

In the name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful.

[All] praise is [due] to Allah, Lord of the worlds.
The Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful,
Sovereign of the Day of Recompense.

It is You we worship and You we ask for help.
Guide us to the straight path.
The path of those upon whom You have bestowed favor, not of those who have evoked [Your] anger or of those who are astray.

---

1 *Al-Fātihah*: The Opening (of the Qur'an). Note: Sūrah titles are not an integral part of the Qur'an. A distinguishing word in a particular sūrah or a word defining its subject matter often became a common means of identification among the Prophet's companions and later scholars. Although some names, such as al-Fātihat, were used by the Prophet (ﷺ) in reference to a particular sūrah, they were not specifically designated by him as titles.

2 Allāh is a proper name belonging only to the one Almighty God, Creator and Sustainer of the heavens and the earth and all that is within them, the Eternal and Absolute, to whom alone all worship is due.

3 *Ar-Rahmān* and *ar-Raheem* are two names of Allāh derived from the word "rahmah" (mercy). In Arabic grammar both are intensive forms of "merciful" (i.e., extremely merciful). A complimentary and comprehensive meaning is intended by using both together. Rahmān is used only to describe Allāh, while raheem might be used to describe a person as well. The Prophet (ﷺ) was described in the Qur'an as raheem. Rahmān is above the human level (i.e., intensely merciful). Since one usually understands intensity to be something of short duration, Allāh describes Himself also as raheem (i.e., continually merciful). Rahmān also carries a wider meaning a merciful to all creation. Justice is a part of this mercy. Raheem includes the concept of speciality a especially and specifically merciful to the believers. Forgiveness is a part of this mercy. (See al-Qurtubi's al-Jāmi' u lī Ahkāmīl-Qur'ān, pp. 103-107.)

4 When referring to Allāh (subhānahwata`ūlā), the Arabic term "rabb" (translated as "Lord") includes all of the following meanings: "owner, master, ruler, controller, sustainer, provider, guardian and caretaker."

5 i.e., repayment and compensation for whatever was earned of good or evil during life on this earth.
Certainly has Allâh heard the speech of the one who argues [i.e., pleads] with you, [O Muḥammad], concerning her husband and directs her complaint to Allâh. And Allâh hears your dialogue; indeed, Allâh is Hearing and Seeing.

Those who pronounce thîhâr 2 among you [to separate] from their wives - they are not [consequently] their mothers. Their mothers are none but those who gave birth to them. And indeed, they are saying an objectionable statement and a falsehood. But indeed, Allâh is Pardoning and Forgiving.

And those who pronounce thîhâr from their wives and then [wish to] go back on what they said - then [there must be] the freeing of a slave before they touch one another. That is what you are admonished thereby; and Allâh is Acquainted with what you do.

And he who does not find [a slave] - then a fast for two months consecutively before they touch one another; and he who is unable - then the feeding of sixty poor persons. That is for you to believe [completely] in Allâh and His Messenger; and those are the limits [set by] Allâh. And for the disbelievers is a painful punishment.

Indeed, those who oppose Allâh and His Messenger are abased as those before them were abased. And We have certainly sent down verses of clear evidence. And for the disbelievers is a humiliating punishment.

On the Day when Allâh will resurrect them all and inform them of what they did. Allâh had enumerated it, while they forgot it; and Allâh is, over all things, Witness.

Have you not considered that Allâh knows what is in the heavens and what is on the earth? There is in no private...

---

1 Al-Mujâdilah: The Arguing (or Pleading) Woman.
2 The saying by a husband to his wife, "You are to me like the back of my mother," meaning unlawful to approach. This was a type of divorce practiced by the Arabs before the prophethood of Muḥammad (ṣallallâhu 'alayhi wa sallam).
conversation three but that He is the fourth of them, ¹ nor are there five but that He is the sixth of them - and no less than that and no more except that He is with them [in knowledge] wherever they are. Then He will inform them of what they did, on the Day of Resurrection. Indeed Allah is, of all things, Knowing.

Have you not considered those who were forbidden from private conversation [i.e., ridicule and conspiracy] and then return to that which they were forbidden and converse among themselves about sin and aggression and disobedience to the Messenger? And when they come to you, they greet you with that [word] by which Allah does not greet you ² and say among themselves, "Why does Allah not punish us for what we say?" Sufficient for them is Hell, which they will [enter to] burn, and wretched is the destination.

O you who have believed, when you converse privately, do not converse about sin and aggression and disobedience to the Messenger but converse about righteousness and piety. And fear Allah, to whom you will be gathered.

Private conversation is only from Satan that he may grieve those who have believed, ³ but he will not harm them at all except by permission of Allah. And upon Allah let the believers rely.

O you who have believed, when you are told, "Space yourselves" in assemblies, then make space; Allah will make space for you. ⁴ And when you are told, "Arise," ⁵ then arise; Allah will raise those who have believed among you and those who were given knowledge, by degrees. And Allah is Acquainted with what you do.

O you who have believed, when you [wish to] privately consult the

---

¹ Through His knowledge of them and their secrets.

² This is in reference to the Jews who would greet the Muslims with the words "Death be upon you," rather than "Peace."

³ The reference may be to the sinful type of conversation, as mentioned in the previous verses, or to the practice of two persons speaking in confidence in the presence of a third, which might lead him to assume that he is the subject of their conversation. Such behavior was prohibited by the Prophet (ﬁl) in narrations of al-Bukhārī and Muslim.

⁴ In His mercy, in Paradise, or in everything good.

⁵ To prayer, to battle, or to good deeds.
Messenger, present before your consultation a charity. That is better for you and purer. But if you find not [the means] - then indeed, Allāh is Forgiving and Merciful.

Have you feared to present before your consultation charities? Then when you do not and Allāh has forgiven you, then [at least] establish prayer and give zakāh and obey Allāh and His Messenger. And Allāh is Acquainted with what you do.

Have you not considered those who make allies of a people with whom Allāh has become angry? They are neither of you nor of them, and they swear to untruth while they know [they are lying].

Allāh has prepared for them a severe punishment. Indeed, it was evil that they were doing.

They took their [false] oaths as a cover, so they averted [people] from the way of Allāh, and for them is a humiliating punishment.

Never will their wealth or their children avail them against Allāh at all. Those are the companions of the Fire; they will abide therein eternally.

On the Day Allāh will resurrect them all, and they will swear to Him as they swear to you and think that they are [standing] on something.¹ Unquestionably, it is they who are the liars.

Satan has overcome them and made them forget the remembrance of Allāh. Those are the party of Satan. Unquestionably, the party of Satan - they will be the losers.

Indeed, the ones who oppose Allāh and His Messenger - those will be among the most humbled.

Allāh has written [i.e., decreed], "I will surely overcome, I and My messengers." Indeed, Allāh is Powerful and Exalted in Might.

¹ They assume that their lies will be believed and that they will escape detection as they did in worldly life.
Unquestionably, the party of Allāh - they are the successful.

Sūrah al-Ḥashr

Bismillāh-Rahmānir-Rahīm

1 Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth exalts Allāh, and He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

2 It is He who expelled the ones who disbelieved among the People of the Scripture from their homes at the first gathering. You did not think they would leave, and they thought that their fortresses would protect them from Allāh; but [the decree of] Allāh came upon them from where they had not expected, and He cast terror into their hearts [so] they destroyed their houses by their [own] hands and the hands of the believers. So take warning, O people of vision.

3 And if not that Allāh had decreed for them evacuation, He would have punished them in [this] world, and for them in the Hereafter is the punishment of the Fire.

You will not find a people who believe in Allāh and the Last Day having affection for those who oppose Allāh and His Messenger, even if they were their fathers or their sons or their brothers or their kindred. Those - He has decreed within their hearts faith and supported them with spirit from Him. And We will admit them to gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they abide eternally. Allāh is pleased with them, and they are pleased with Him - those are the party of Allāh.

1 i.e., "that which gives life," explained as the guidance of the Qur'ān or victory over their opponents.

2 Al-Ḥashr: The Gathering.

3 Referring to the Jews of Banun-Nadheer, who broke their pact with the Messenger of Allāh (ﷺ).

4 This was the first time they had ever been gathered and expelled.
That is because they opposed Allāh and His Messenger. And whoever opposes Allāh - then indeed, Allāh is severe in penalty.

Whatever you have cut down of [their] palm trees or left standing on their trunks - it was by permission of Allāh and so He would disgrace the defiantly disobedient.

And what Allāh restored [of property] to His Messenger from them - you did not spur for it [in an expedition] any horses or camels, but Allāh gives His messengers power over whom He wills, and Allāh is over all things competent.

And what Allāh restored to His Messenger from the people of the towns - it is for Allāh and for the Messenger and for [his] near relatives and orphans and the [stranded] traveler so that it will not be a perpetual distribution among the rich from among you. And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has forbidden you refrain from. And fear Allāh; indeed, Allāh is severe in penalty.

For the poor emigrants who were expelled from their homes and their properties, seeking bounty from Allāh and [His] approval and supporting Allāh and His Messenger, [there is also a share]. Those are the truthful.

And [also for] those who were settled in the Home [i.e., al-Madīnah] and [adopted] the faith before them. They love those who emigrated to them and find not any want in their breasts of what they [i.e., the emigrants] were given but give [them] preference over themselves, even though they are in privation. And whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul - it is those who will be the successful.

---

1 Meaning that they went through no hardship (i.e., war) to obtain it.
2 Those of Banū Hāshim and Banū Muṭtalib, whom he (ṣallī Allāhu ‘alayhī wa sallām) had prohibited from accepting zakāḥ.
3 This ruling concerning properties abandoned by an enemy without a war effort differs from that in Sūrat al-Anfāl, verse 41, which refers to spoils of war in which four fifths is distributed among those who fought in Allāh’s cause.
4 Before the settlement of the emigrants (Muhājireen) among the Ānṣār, for whom a share is delegated as well.
And [there is a share for] those who came after them, saying, "Our Lord, forgive us and our brothers who preceded us in faith and put not in our hearts [any] resentment toward those who have believed. Our Lord, indeed You are Kind and Merciful."

Have you not considered those who practice hypocrisy, saying to their brothers [i.e., associates] who have disbelieved among the People of the Scripture, "If you are expelled, we will surely leave with you, and we will not obey, in regard to you, anyone - ever; and if you are fought, we will surely aid you." But Allâh testifies that they are liars.

If they are expelled, they will not leave with them, and if they are fought, they will not aid them. And [even] if they should aid them, they will surely turn their backs; then [thereafter] they will not be aided.

You [believers] are more fearful within their breasts than Allâh. That is because they are a people who do not understand.

They will not fight you all except within fortified cities or from behind walls. Their violence [i.e., enmity] among themselves is severe. You think they are together, but their hearts are diverse. That is because they are a people who do not reason.

[Theirs is] like the example of those shortly before them: they tasted the bad consequence of their affair, and they will have a painful punishment.

[The hypocrites are] like the example of Satan when he says to man, "Disbelieve." But when he disbelieves, he says, "Indeed, I am disassociated from you. Indeed, I fear Allâh, Lord of the worlds."
So the outcome for both of them is that they will be in the Fire, abiding eternally therein. And that is the recompense of the wrongdoers.

O you who have believed, fear Allah. And let every soul look to what it has put forth for tomorrow - and fear Allah. Indeed, Allah is Acquainted with what you do.

And be not like those who forgot Allah, so He made them forget themselves. Those are the defiantly disobedient.

Not equal are the companions of the Fire and the companions of Paradise. The companions of Paradise - they are the attainers [of success].

If We had sent down this Qur’an upon a mountain, you would have seen it humbled and splitting from fear of Allah. And these examples We present to the people that perhaps they will give thought.

He is Allah, other than whom there is no deity, Knower of the unseen and the witnessed. He is the Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful.

He is Allah, other than whom there is no deity, the Sovereign, the Pure, the Perfection, the Bestower of Faith, the Overseer, the Exalted in Might, the Compeller, the Superior. Exalted is Allah above whatever they associate with Him.

He is Allah, the Creator, the Inventor, the Fashioner; to Him belong the best names. Whatever is in the heavens and earth is exalting Him. And He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

1 Literally, "Free" from any imperfection or "the Security."

2 Or "of Safety."

3 Refer to the final paragraphs of the "Introduction" for a brief discussion of these attributes.
to My approval, [take them not as friends]. You confide to them affection [i.e., instruction], but I am most knowing of what you have concealed and what you have declared. And whoever does it among you has certainly strayed from the soundness of the way.

If they gain dominance over you, they would be [i.e., behave] to you as enemies and extend against you their hands and their tongues with evil, and they wish you would disbelieve.

Never will your relatives or your children benefit you; the Day of Resurrection He will judge between you. And Allâh, of what you do, is Seeing.

There has already been for you an excellent pattern in Abraham and those with him, when they said to their people, "Indeed, we are disassociated from you and from whatever you worship other than Allâh. We have denied you, and there has appeared between us and you animosity and hatred forever until you believe in Allâh alone" - except for the saying of Abraham to his father, "I will surely ask forgiveness for you, but I have not [power to do] for you anything against Allâh. Our Lord, upon You we have relied, and to You we have returned, and to You is the destination.

Our Lord, make us not [objects of] torment for the disbelievers and forgive us, our Lord. Indeed, it is You who is the Exalted in Might, the Wise."

**Sûrah al-Mumtaḥinah**

Bismillâh-Rahmân-Rahmâm

O you who have believed, do not take My enemies and your enemies as allies, extending to them affection while they have disbelieved in what came to you of the truth, having driven out the Prophet and yourselves [only] because you believe in Allâh, your Lord. If you have come out for jihâd [i.e., fighting or striving] in My cause and seeking means

1 *Al-Mumtaḥinah*: That (Sûrah) Which Examines. Also called "al-Mumtaḥanah," meaning "The Woman Examined."
2 i.e., close associates and friends.

3 An example to be followed.
There has certainly been for you in them an excellent pattern for anyone whose hope is in Allâh and the Last Day. And whoever turns away - then indeed, Allâh is the Free of need, the Praisedworthy.

Perhaps Allâh will put, between you and those to whom you have been enemies among them, affection. And Allâh is competent, and Allâh is Forgiving and Merciful.

Allâh does not forbid you from those who do not fight you because of religion and do not expel you from your homes - from being righteous toward them and acting justly toward them. Indeed, Allâh loves those who act justly.

Allâh only forbids you from those who fight you because of religion and expel you from your homes and aid in your expulsion - [forbids] that you make allies of them. And whoever makes allies of them, then it is those who are the wrongdoers.

O you who have believed, when the believing women come to you as emigrants, examine [i.e., test] them. Allâh is most knowing as to their faith. And if you know them to be believers, then do not return them to the disbelievers; they are not lawful [wives] for them, nor are they lawful [husbands] for them. But give them [i.e., the disbelievers] what they have spent. And there is no blame upon you if you marry them when you have given them their due compensation [i.e., mahr]. And hold not to marriage bonds with disbelieving women, but ask for what you have spent and let them [i.e., the disbelievers] ask for what they have spent. That is the judgement of Allâh; He judges between you. And Allâh is Knowing and Wise.

And if you have lost any of your wives to the disbelievers and you subsequently obtain [something], then

__________________________

1 To accomplish this or whatever He should will.
2 See footnote to verse 1 of this sūrah.
3 For marriage, i.e., compensate their loss.
4 When a disbelieving wife chose to join the disbelievers, a Muslim husband could demand in return the equivalent of her mahr. Likewise, the disbelievers had a similar right when a believing woman joined the Muslims. This and the following verses were revealed subsequent to the Treaty of al-Hudaybiyyah.
5 From the side of the disbelievers, i.e., war booty or a believing woman seeking refuge with the Muslims.
accept their pledge and ask forgiveness for them of Allâh. Indeed, Allâh is Forgiving and Merciful.

O you who have believed, do not make allies of a people with whom Allâh has become angry. They have despaired of [reward in] the Hereafter just as the disbelievers have despaired of [meeting] the companions [i.e., inhabitants] of the graves.

Whatsoever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth exalts Allâh, and He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

O you who have believed, why do you say what you do not do?

Great is hatred in the sight of Allâh that you say what you do not do.

Indeed, Allâh loves those who fight in His cause in a row as though they are a [single] structure joined firmly.

And [mention, O Mûhammad], when Moses said to his people, "O my people, why do you harm me while you certainly know that I am the messenger of Allâh to you?" And when they deviated, Allâh caused their hearts to deviate. And Allâh does not guide the defiantly disobedient people.

This is an allusion to pregnancy and childbirth, i.e., to falsely attribute a child (whether adopted or born of adultery) to a woman's husband.

\[\text{Sûrah as-\text{Ṣ}aff}^2\]

Bismillâhir-Rahmânir-Rahîm

Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth exalts Allâh, and He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

O you who have believed, why do you say what you do not do?

Great is hatred in the sight of Allâh that you say what you do not do.

Indeed, Allâh loves those who fight in His cause in a row as though they are a [single] structure joined firmly.

And [mention, O Mûhammad], when Moses said to his people, "O my people, why do you harm me while you certainly know that I am the messenger of Allâh to you?" And when they deviated, Allâh caused their hearts to deviate. And Allâh does not guide the defiantly disobedient people.

\[1\text{This is an allusion to pregnancy and childbirth, i.e., to falsely attribute a child (whether adopted or born of adultery) to a woman's husband.}\]

\[2\text{As-\text{Ṣ}aff: The Row.}\]
And [mention] when Jesus, the son of Mary, said, "O Children of Israel, indeed I am the messenger of Allāh to you confirming what came before me of the Torah and bringing good tidings of a messenger to come after me, whose name is Aḥmad."¹ But when he came to them with clear evidences, they said, "This is obvious magic."²

And who is more unjust than one who invents about Allāh untruth while he is being invited to Islām. And Allāh does not guide the wrongdoing people.

They want to extinguish the light of Allāh with their mouths, but Allāh will perfect His light, although the disbelievers dislike it.

It is He who sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of truth to manifest it over all religion, although those who associate others with Allāh dislike it.

O you who have believed, shall I guide you to a transaction that will save you from a painful punishment?

[It is that] you believe in Allāh and His Messenger and strive in the cause of Allāh with your wealth and your lives. That is best for you, if you should know.

He will forgive for you your sins and admit you to gardens beneath which rivers flow and pleasant dwellings in gardens of perpetual residence. That is the great attainment.

And [you will obtain] another [favor] that you love - victory from Allāh and an imminent conquest; and give good tidings to the believers.

O you who have believed, be supporters of Allāh, as when Jesus, the son of Mary, said to the disciples, "Who are my supporters for Allāh?" The disciples said, "We are supporters of Allāh." And a faction of the Children of Israel believed and a faction disbelieved. So We supported those who believed against their enemy, and they became dominant.

¹ Another name of Prophet Muḥammad (ﷺ).
² i.e., fraud or deception.
And [to] others of them who have not yet joined them. And He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

That is the bounty of Allāh, which He gives to whom He wills, and Allāh is the possessor of great bounty.

The example of those who were entrusted with the Torah and then did not take it on is like that of a donkey who carries volumes [of books]. Wretched is the example of the people who deny the signs of Allāh. And Allāh does not guide the wrongdoing people.

Say, "O you who are Jews, if you claim that you are allies of Allāh, excluding the [other] people, then wish for death, if you should be truthful."

But they will not wish for it, ever, because of what their hands have put forth. And Allāh is Knowing of the wrongdoers.

Say, "Indeed, the death from which you flee - indeed, it will meet you. Then you will be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the witnessed, and He will inform you about what you used to do."
O you who have believed, when [the adhān] is called for the prayer on the day of Jumu'ah [Friday], then proceed to the remembrance of Allāh and leave trade. That is better for you, if you only knew.

And when the prayer has been concluded, disperse within the land and seek from the bounty of Allāh, and remember Allāh often that you may succeed.

But [on one occasion] when they saw a transaction or a diversion, [O Muḥammad], they rushed to it and left you standing. Say, "What is with Allāh is better than diversion and than a transaction, and Allāh is the best of providers."

Sūrah al-Munāfiqūn

When the hypocrites come to you, [O Muḥammad], they say, "We testify that you are the Messenger of Allāh." And Allāh knows that you are His Messenger, and Allāh testifies that the hypocrites are liars.

They have taken their oaths as a cover, so they averted [people] from the way of Allāh. Indeed, it was evil that they were doing.

That is because they believed, and then they disbelieved; so their hearts were sealed over, and they do not understand.

And when you see them, their forms please you, and if they speak, you listen to their speech. [They are] as if they were pieces of wood propped up - they think that every shout is against them. They are the enemy, so beware of them. May Allāh destroy them; how are they deluded?

1 Al-Munāfiqūn: The Hypocrites.
2 i.e., bodies with empty minds and empty hearts.
They are the ones who say, "Do not spend on those who are with the Messenger of Allâh until they disband." And to Allâh belongs the depositories of the heavens and the earth, but the hypocrites do not understand.

They say, "If we return to al-Madinah, the more honored [for power] will surely expel therefrom the more humble." And to Allâh belongs [all] honor, and to His Messenger, and to the believers, but the hypocrites do not know.

O you who have believed, let not your wealth and your children divert you from the remembrance of Allâh. And whoever does that - then those are the losers.

And spend [in the way of Allâh] from what We have provided you before death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be among the righteous."

But never will Allâh delay a soul when its time has come. And Allâh is Acquainted with what you do.
Sūrah at-Taghābun ¹

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahīm

1° Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth is exalting Allāh. To Him belongs dominion, and to Him belongs [all] praise, and He is over all things competent.
2° It is He who created you, and among you is the disbeliever, and among you is the believer. And Allāh, of what you do, is Seeing.
3° He created the heavens and earth in truth and formed you and perfected your forms; and to Him is the [final] destination.
4° He knows what is within the heavens and earth and knows what you conceal and what you declare. And Allāh is Knowing of that within the breasts.
5° Has there not come to you the news of those who disbelieved before? So they tasted the bad consequence of their affair, and they will have a painful punishment.
6° That is because their messengers used to come to them with clear evidences, but they said, "Shall human beings guide us?" and disbelieved and turned away. And Allāh dispensed [with them]; and Allāh is Free of need and Praiseworthy.
7° Those who disbelieve have claimed that they will never be resurrected. Say, "Yes, by my Lord, you will surely be resurrected; then you will surely be informed of what you did. And that, for Allāh, is easy."
8° So believe in Allāh and His Messenger and the light [i.e., the Qur‘ān] which We have sent down. And Allāh is Acquainted with what you do.
9° The Day He will assemble you for the Day of Assembly - that is the Day of Deprivation.² And whoever believes in Allāh and does righteousness - He will remove from him his misdeeds and

---

¹ At-Taghābun: Deprivation, another name for the Day of Judgement.

² "At-Taghābun" suggests having been outdone by others in the acquisition of something valued. That Day, the disbelievers will suffer the loss of Paradise to the believers.
And obey Allāh and obey the Messenger; but if you turn away - then upon Our Messenger is only [the duty of] clear notification.

Allāh - there is no deity except Him. And upon Allāh let the believers rely.

O you who have believed, indeed, among your spouses and your children are enemies to you, so beware of them. But if you pardon and overlook and forgive - then indeed, Allāh is Forgiving and Merciful.

Your wealth and your children are but a trial, and Allāh has with Him a great reward.

So fear Allāh as much as you are able and listen and obey and spend [in the way of Allāh]; it is better for your selves. And whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul - it is those who will be the successful.

If you loan Allāh a goodly loan, He will multiply it for you and forgive you. And Allāh is Most Appreciative and Forbearing.

Know of the unseen and the witnessed, the Exalted in Might, the Wise.
O Prophet, when you [Muslims] divorce women, divorce them for [the commencement of] their waiting period and keep count of the waiting period, and fear Allāh, your Lord. Do not turn them out of their [husbands’] houses, nor should they [themselves] leave [during that period] unless they are committing a clear immorality. And those are the limits [set by] Allāh. And whoever transgresses the limits of Allāh has certainly wronged himself. You know not; perhaps Allāh will bring about after that a [different] matter.

And when they have [nearly] fulfilled their term, either retain them according to acceptable terms or part with them according to acceptable terms. And bring to witness two just men from among you and establish the testimony for [the acceptance of] Allāh. That is instructed to whoever should believe in Allāh and the Last Day. And whoever fears Allāh - He will make for him a way out. And will provide for him from where he does not expect. And whoever relies upon Allāh - then He is sufficient for him. Indeed, Allāh will accomplish His purpose. Allāh has already set for everything a [decreed] extent.

And those who no longer expect menstruation among your women - if you doubt, then their period is three months, and [also for] those who have not menstruated. And for those who are pregnant, their term is until they give birth. And whoever fears Allāh - He will make for him of his matter ease.

That is the command of Allāh, which He has sent down to you; and whoever fears Allāh - He will remove for him his misdeeds and make great for him his reward.

---

1 Aţ-Talāq: Divorce.
2 A wife should not be divorced except after the completion of her menstrual period but before sexual intercourse has occurred, or else during a confirmed pregnancy. The pronouncement of divorce begins her waiting period (‘iddah).
3 Such as regret or renewed desire for the wife.
4 i.e., relief from distress.
5 The ruling concerning pregnancy applies also in the case of the husband’s death.
Lodge them\(^1\) [in a section] of where you dwell out of your means and do not harm them in order to oppress them.\(^2\) And if they should be pregnant, then spend on them until they give birth. And if they breastfeed for you, then give them their payment and confer among yourselves in the acceptable way; but if you are in discord, then there may breastfeed for him [i.e., the father] another woman.

Let a man of wealth spend from his wealth, and he whose provision is restricted - let him spend from what Allāh has given him. Allāh does not charge a soul except [according to] what He has given it. Allāh will bring about, after hardship, ease [i.e., relief].

And how many a city was insolent toward the command of its Lord and His messengers, so We took it to severe account and punished it with a terrible punishment.

And it tasted the bad consequence of its affair [i.e., rebellion], and the outcome of its affair was loss.

Allāh has prepared for them a severe punishment; so fear Allāh, O you of understanding who have believed. Allāh has sent down to you a message [i.e., the Qur'ān].\(^3\)

[He sent] a Messenger [i.e., Muḥammad (ﷺ)] reciting to you the distinct verses of Allāh that He may bring out those who believe and do righteous deeds from darknesses into the light. And whoever believes in Allāh and does righteousness - He will admit him into gardens beneath which rivers flow to abide therein forever. Allāh will have perfected for him a provision.

It is Allāh who has created seven heavens and of the earth, the like of them.\(^4\) [His] command descends among them so you may know that Allāh is over all things competent and that Allāh has encompassed all things in knowledge.

1 During their waiting period (referring to wives whose divorce has been pronounced).
2 So that they would be forced to leave or to ransom themselves.
3 Some scholars have interpreted "dhikr" here as "a reminder," meaning the Messenger (ﷺ), since he is mentioned in the following verse.
4 i.e., a similar number: seven.
O Prophet, why do you prohibit [yourself from] what Allah has made lawful for you, seeking the approval of your wives? And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.

Allah has already ordained for you [Muslims] the dissolution of your oaths. And Allah is your protector, and He is the Knowing, the Wise.

And [remember] when the Prophet confided to one of his wives a statement; and when she informed [another] of it and Allah showed it to him, he made known part of it and ignored a part. And when he informed her about it, she said, "Who told you this?" He said, "I was informed by the Knowing, the Acquainted."

If you two [wives] repent to Allah, [it is best], for your hearts have deviated. But if you cooperate against him - then indeed Allah is his protector, and Gabriel and the righteous of the believers and the angels, moreover, are [his] assistants.

Perhaps his Lord, if he divorced you [all], would substitute for him wives better than you - submitting [to Allah], believing, devoutly obedient, repentant, worshipping, and traveling - [ones] previously married and virgins.

O you who have believed, protect yourselves and your families from a Fire whose fuel is people and stones, over which are [appointed] angels, harsh and severe; they do not disobey Allah in what He commands them but do what they are commanded.

O you who have disbelieved, make no excuses that Day. You will only be recompensed for what you used to do.

---

1 At-Tahreem: Prohibition.
2 By means of a kaffarah (expiation). This is required when one is unable to fulfill an oath or when one has taken an oath which would not be pleasing to Allah (subhanahu wa ta’ala).
3 Emigrating for the cause of Allah.
O Prophet, strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites and be harsh upon them. And their refuge is Hell, and wretched is the destination.

Allah presents an example of those who disbelieved: the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot. They were under two of Our righteous servants but betrayed them, so they [i.e., those prophets] did not avail them from Allah at all, and it was said, "Enter the Fire with those who enter."

And Allah presents an example of those who believed: the wife of Pharaoh, when she said, "My Lord, build for me near You a house in Paradise and save me from Pharaoh and his deeds and save me from the wrongdoing people."

O you who have believed, repent to Allah with sincere repentance. Perhaps your Lord will remove from you your misdeeds and admit you into gardens beneath which rivers flow [on] the Day when Allah will not disgrace the Prophet and those who believed with him. Their light will proceed before them and on their right; they will say, "Our Lord, perfect for us our light and forgive us. Indeed, You are over all things competent."

1 i.e., it is expected or promised.

2 In the matter of religion.
Sūrah al-Mulk

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahīm

Blessed is He in whose hand is dominion, and He is over all things competent -

[He] who created death and life to test you [as to] which of you is best in deed - and He is the Exalted in Might, the Forgiving -

[And] who created seven heavens in layers. 2 You do not see in the creation of the Most Merciful any inconsistency. So return [your] vision [to the sky]; do you see any breaks?

Then return [your] vision twice again. 3 [Your] vision will return to you humbled while it is fatigued.

And We have certainly beautified the nearest heaven with lamps [i.e., stars] and have made [from] them what is thrown at the devils 4 and have prepared for them the punishment of the Blaze.

And for those who disbelieved in their Lord is the punishment of Hell, and wretched is the destination.

When they are thrown into it, they hear from it a [dreadful] inhaling while it boils up.

It almost bursts with rage. Every time a company is thrown into it, its keepers ask them, "Did there not come to you a warner?"

They will say, "Yes, a warner had come to us, but we denied and said, 'Allāh has not sent down anything. You are not but in great error.'"

And they will say, "If only we had been listening or reasoning, we would not be among the companions of the Blaze."

And they will admit their sin, so [it is] alienation 5 for the companions of the Blaze.

Indeed, those who fear their Lord unseen will have forgiveness and great reward.

---

1 Al-Mulk: Dominion.
2 i.e., one covering or fitting over the other.
3 i.e., repeatedly.
4 Thereby driving them from the heavens and preventing them from eavesdropping. See 72:8-9
5 From all good and from Allāh's mercy.
And conceal your speech or publicize it; indeed, He is Knowing of that within the breasts.

Does He who created not know, while He is the Subtle, the Acquainted?

It is He who made the earth tame for you - so walk among its slopes and eat of His provision - and to Him is the resurrection.

Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven would not send against you a storm of stones? Then you would know how [severe] was My warning.

And already had those before them denied, and how [terrible] was My reproach.

Do they not see the birds above them with wings outspread and [sometimes] folded in? None holds them [aloft] except the Most Merciful. Indeed He is, of all things, Seeing.

Or who is it that could be an army for you to aid you other than the Most Merciful? The disbelievers are not but in delusion.

Or who is it that could provide for you if He withheld His provision? But they have persisted in insolence and aversion.

Then is one who walks fallen on his face better guided or one who walks erect on a straight path?

Say, "It is He who has produced you and made for you hearing and vision and hearts [i.e., intellect]; little are you grateful."

Say, "It is He who has multiplied you throughout the earth, and to Him you will be gathered."

And they say, "When is this promise, if you should be truthful?"

Say, "The knowledge is only with Allâh, and I am only a clear Warner."

---

1 Another accepted meaning is "Does He not know those whom He created...?"
2 i.e., stable and subservient.
3 In a circular motion, as in an earthquake.
But when they see it approaching, the faces of those who disbelieve will be distressed, and it will be said, "This is that for which you used to call."

Say, [O Muhammad], "Have you considered: whether Allâh should cause my death and those with me or have mercy upon us, who can protect the disbelievers from a painful punishment?"

Say, "He is the Most Merciful; we have believed in Him, and upon Him we have relied. And you will [come to] know who it is that is in clear error."

Say, "Have you considered: if your water was to become sunken [into the earth], then who could bring you flowing water?"

**Sûrah al-Qalam**

Nûn. By the pen and what they inscribe,

You are not, [O Muhammad], by the favor of your Lord, a madman.

And indeed, for you is a reward uninterrupted.

And indeed, you are of a great moral character.

So you will see and they will see.

Which of you is the afflicted [by a devil].

Indeed, your Lord is most knowing of who has gone astray from His way, and He is most knowing of the [rightly] guided.

Then do not obey the deniers.

They wish that you would soften [in your position], so they would soften [toward you].

And do not obey every worthless habitual swearer

[And] scorners, going about with malicious gossip -

A preventer of good, transgressing and sinful.

Cruel, moreover, and an illegitimate pretender.

Because he is a possessor of wealth and children,

When Our verses are recited to him, he says, "Legends of the former peoples."

---

1 The punishment of which they were warned.
2 When they challenged their prophets, saying, "Bring on the punishment, if you are truthful."
3 i.e., inform me.
4 Al-Qalam: The Pen.
5 i.e., claiming a particular lineage falsely. The description given in these verses is of al-Waleed bin al-Mugheerah (see also 74:11-25) or possibly, as asserted by Ibn Katheer, al-Akhnas bin Shurayq.
We will brand him upon the snout.\(^1\) Indeed, We have tried them as We tried the companions of the garden, when they swore to cut its fruit in the [early] morning without making exception.\(^2\)

So there came upon it [i.e., the garden] an affliction from your Lord while they were asleep.

And it became as though reaped. And they called one another at morning.

[Saying], "Go early to your crop if you would cut the fruit."

So they set out, while lowering their voices, [Saying], "There will surely not enter it today upon you [any] poor person."

And they went early in determination, [assuming themselves] able.\(^3\)

But when they saw it, they said, "Indeed, we are lost; rather, we have been deprived."

The most moderate of them said, "Did I not say to you, 'Why do you not exalt [Allāh]?'"\(^4\)

They said, "Exalted is our Lord! Indeed, we were wrongdoers."

Then they approached one another, blaming each other.

They said, "O woe to us; indeed we were transgressors.

Perhaps our Lord will substitute for us [one] better than it. Indeed, we are toward our Lord desirous."

Such is the punishment [of this world]. And the punishment of the Hereafter is greater, if they only knew.

Indeed, for the righteous with their Lord are the Gardens of Pleasure.

Then will We treat the Muslims like the criminals?

What is [the matter] with you? How do you judge?

Or do you have a scripture in which you learn

That indeed for you is whatever you choose?

Or do you have oaths [binding] upon Us, extending until the Day of Resurrection, that indeed for you is whatever you judge?

Ask them which of them, for that [claim], is responsible.

---

1. Literally, "trunk," meaning the nose of an elephant or pig.
2. i.e., without conceding that nothing can be accomplished unless Allāh wills, saying, "...if Allāh wills" ("in-shā'-Allāh").
3. To carry out their plan, confident of their ability.
4. i.e., remember or mention Him by saying, "...if Allāh wills." An additional meaning is "praise" or "thank" Him for His bounty.
5. Of His mercy, forgiveness and bounty.
Or do they have partners? Then let them bring their partners, if they should be truthful.

The Day the shin will be uncovered and they are invited to prostration but they [i.e., the disbelievers] will not be able,

Their eyes humbled, humiliation will cover them. And they used to be invited to prostration while they were sound.

So leave Me, [O Muhammad], with [the matter of] whoever denies this statement [i.e., the Qur'an]. We will progressively lead them [to punishment] from where they do not know.

And I will give them time. Indeed, My plan is firm.

Or do you ask of them a payment, so they are by debt burdened down?

Or have they [knowledge of] the unseen, so they write [it] down?

Then be patient for the decision of your Lord, [O Muhammad], and be not like the companion of the fish [i.e., Jonah] when he called out while he was distressed.

If not that a favor [i.e., mercy] from his Lord overtook him, he would have been thrown onto the naked shore while he was censured.

And his Lord chose him and made him of the righteous.

And indeed, those who disbelieve

would almost make you slip with their eyes [i.e., looks] when they hear the message, and they say, "Indeed, he is mad."

But it is not except a reminder to the worlds.

Sūrah al-Ḥāqqah

Bismillāhī-Rahmānī-Rahīm

The Inevitable Reality -

What is the Inevitable Reality?

And what can make you know what is the Inevitable Reality?

Thamūd and ‘Aad denied the Striking Calamity [i.e., the Resurrection].

So as for Thamūd, they were

1 i.e., those to whom they attribute divinity other than Allāh or partners from among themselves.

2 i.e., when everyone will find before him great difficulty. In accordance with authentic hadiths, "the shin" might also refer to that of Allāh (subḥānahū wa ta‘ālā), before which every believer will prostrate on the Day of Judgement.

3 During worldly life.

4 Allāh will increase His favors to them in this world by way of trial, whereby they will sink deeper into sin and thus into destruction.

5 But instead, Allāh accepted his repentance and provided means for his recovery.

6 Al-Ḥāqqah: The Inevitable Reality or That Which Manifests Realities - another name for the Resurrection.
the sailing ship\textsuperscript{3}

That We might make it for you a reminder and [that] a conscious ear would be conscious of it.

Then when the Horn is blown with one blast

And the earth and the mountains are lifted and leveled with one blow [i.e., stroke] -

Then on that Day, the Occurrence [i.e., Resurrection] will occur,

And the heaven will split [open], for that Day it is infirm.\textsuperscript{4}

And the angels are at its edges. And there will bear the Throne of your Lord above them, that Day, eight [of them].

That Day, you will be exhibited [for judgement]; not hidden among you is anything concealed.\textsuperscript{5}

So as for he who is given his record in his right hand, he will say, "Here, read my record!"

Indeed, I was certain that I would be meeting my account."

So he will be in a pleasant life -

In an elevated garden,

Its [fruit] to be picked hanging near.

[They will be told], "Eat and drink in satisfaction for what you put forth\textsuperscript{6} in the days past."

But as for he who is given his record in his left hand, he will say, "Oh, I wish I had not been given my record

And had not known what is my account.\textsuperscript{7}

I wish it [i.e., my death] had been the decisive one."

My wealth has not availed me.

Gone from me is my authority."

\textsuperscript{3} Which was constructed by Noah.
\textsuperscript{4} i.e., weak, enfeeled and unstable.
\textsuperscript{5} i.e., any person or any secret you might attempt to conceal.
\textsuperscript{6} Literally, "advanced" in anticipation of reward in the Hereafter.
\textsuperscript{7} i.e., ending life rather than being the gateway to eternal life.

\textsuperscript{1} Or "cold."

\textsuperscript{2} Those to which Lot was sent or generally, all cities which were destroyed due to their denial of a messenger from Allah.
[Allāh will say], "Seize him and shackles.
Then into Hellfire drive him.
Then into a chain whose length is seventy cubits insert him."
Indeed, he did not used to believe in Allāh, the Most Great,
Nor did he encourage the feeding of the poor.
So there is not for him here this Day any devoted friend
Nor any food except from the discharge of wounds;
None will eat it except the sinners.
So I swear by what you see
And what you do not see
[That] indeed, it [i.e., the Qur'ān] is the word of a noble Messenger.
And it is not the word of a poet; little do you believe.
Nor the word of a soothsayer; little do you remember.
It is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds.
And if he [i.e., Muhammad] had made up about Us some [false] sayings,
We would have seized him by the right hand;
Then We would have cut from him the aorta.
And there is no one of you who could prevent [Us] from him.
And indeed, it [i.e., the Qur'ān] is a reminder for the righteous.
And indeed, We know that among you are deniers.
And indeed, it will be [a cause of] regret upon the disbelievers.
And indeed, it is the truth of certainty.

So exalt the name of your Lord, the Most Great.

Sūrah al-Ma‘ārij

Bismillāh-Rahmān-Rahīm

A supplicant asked for a punishment bound to happen
To the disbelievers; of it there is no preventer.
[It is] from Allāh, owner of the ways of ascent.
The angels and the Spirit [i.e., Gabriel] will ascend to Him during a Day the extent

1 Another interpretation is "by [Our] right hand," i.e., Allāh would have exacted revenge with might and power.
2 Causing immediate death.
3 Al-Ma‘ārij: Ways of Ascent, i.e., those of the angels into the heavens.
4 In the Hereafter. Disbelievers had challenged the Prophet (ﷺ) by invoking Allāh to bring on His punishment.
of which is fifty thousand years.

So be patient with gracious patience.

Indeed, they see it [as] distant,

But We see it [as] near.

On the Day the sky will be like murky oil,

And the mountains will be like wool,

And no friend will ask [anything of]
a friend,

They will be shown each other. The criminal will wish that he could be ransomed from the punishment of that Day by his children.

And his wife and his brother

And his nearest kindred who shelter him

And whoever is on earth entirely [so] then it could save him.

No!3 Indeed, it is the Flame [of Hell],

A remover of exteriors.4

It invites he who turned his back [on truth] and went away [from obedience]

And collected [wealth] and hoarded.

Indeed, mankind was created anxious:

When evil touches him, impatient,

And when good touches him, withholding [of it],

Except the observers of prayer -

Those who are constant in their prayer

And those within whose wealth is a known right5

For the petitioner and the deprived -

And those who believe in the Day of Recompense

And those who are fearful of the punishment of their Lord -

Indeed, the punishment of their Lord is not that from which one is safe -

And those who guard their private parts

Except from their wives or those their right hands possess,6 for indeed, they are not to be blamed -

But whoever seeks beyond that, then they are the transgressors -

And those who are to their trusts and promises attentive

And those who are in their testimonies upright

And those who [carefully] maintain their prayer:

They will be in gardens honored.

So what is [the matter] with those who disbelieve, hastening [from] before you, [O Muḥammad],

3 An emphatic refusal meaning "It is not to be."
4 This refers to the skin of the head or of the body or to the body extremities - which will be burned away.
5 i.e., a specified share, meaning the obligatory zakāh.
6 i.e., female slaves.
7 In Paradise.
[To sit] on [your] right and [your] left in separate groups? 1
Does every person among them aspire to enter a garden of pleasure?
No! Indeed, We have created them from that which they know. 2
So I swear by the Lord of [all] risings and settings 3 that indeed We are able
To replace them with better than them; and We are not to be outdone.
So leave them to converse vainly and amuse themselves until they meet their
Day which they are promised -
The Day they will emerge from the graves rapidly as if they were, toward an
erected idol, hastening. 4
Their eyes humbled, humiliation will cover them. That is the Day which they
had been promised.

Sūrah Nūḥ 5

Indeed, We sent Noah to his people, [saying], "Warn your people before there
comes to them a painful punishment."
He said, "O my people, indeed I am to you a clear_warner,
[Saying], 'Worship Allāh, fear Him and obey me.
He [i.e., Allāh] will forgive you of your sins and delay you for a specified term. Indeed, the time [set by] Allāh,
when it comes, will not be delayed, if you only knew."
He said, "My Lord, indeed I invited my people [to truth] night and day.
But my invitation increased them not except in flight [i.e., version].
And indeed, every time I invited them that You may forgive them, they
put their fingers in their ears, covered themselves with their garments,6
persisted, and were arrogant with [great] arrogance.
Then I invited them publicly.
Then I announced to them and [also] confided to them secretly
And said, 'Ask forgiveness of your

1 They sat at a distance in order to oppose and mock the Prophet (ﷺ), claiming that they
would enter Paradise before the believers.
2 i.e., a liquid disdained. So how can they expect to
enter Paradise except by the will of their Creator?
3 i.e., Allāh (subhānahū wa tā‘ālā), who
determines the point at which the sun, moon and stars rise and set according to season and
every position of observation.
4 i.e., just as they used to race, whenever an idol was
newly appointed, to be the first of its worshippers.
5 Nūḥ: (The Prophet) Noah.
6 Refusing to look or listen.
Lord. Indeed, He is ever a Perpetual Forgiver.

He will send [rain from] the sky upon you in [continuing] showers

And give you increase in wealth and children and provide for you gardens and provide for you rivers.

What is [the matter] with you that you do not attribute to Allah [due] grandeur

While He has created you in stages? 1

Do you not consider how Allah has created seven heavens in layers

And made the moon therein a [reflected] light and made the sun a burning lamp?

And Allâh has caused you to grow from the earth a [progressive] growth.

And He will return you into it and extract you [another] extraction.

And Allâh has made for you the earth an expanse

That you may follow therein roads of passage."

Noah said, "My Lord, indeed they have disobeyed me and followed him whose wealth and children will not increase him except in loss.

And they conspired an immense conspiracy

And said, 'Never leave your gods and never leave Wadd or Suwâ' or Yaghuth and Ya'ûq and Nasr.' 2

And already they have misled many. And, [my Lord], do not increase the wrongdoers except in error."

Because of their sins they were drowned and put into the Fire, and they found not for themselves besides Allâh [any] helpers.

And Noah said, "My Lord, do not leave upon the earth from among the disbelievers an inhabitant.

Indeed, if You leave them, they will mislead Your servants and not beget except [every] wicked one and [confirmed] disbeliever.

My Lord, forgive me and my parents and whoever enters my house a believer and the believing men and believing women. And do not increase the wrongdoers except in destruction."

---

1 i.e., in various progressive states and conditions.

2 These were the names of specific idols named after pious men of earlier generations.
Say, [O Muhammad], "It has been revealed to me that a group of the jinn listened and said, 'Indeed, we have heard an amazing Qur'an [i.e., recitation]. It guides to the right course, and we have believed in it. And we will never associate with our Lord anyone. And [it teaches] that exalted is the nobleness of our Lord; He has not taken a wife or a son.

And that our foolish one [i.e., Iblees] has been saying about Allâh an excessive transgression.

And we had thought that mankind and the jinn would never speak about Allâh a lie.

And there were men from mankind who sought refuge in men from the jinn, so they [only] increased them in burden [i.e., sin].

And they had thought, as you thought, that Allâh would never send anyone [as a messenger].

And we have sought [to reach] the heaven but found it filled with powerful guards and burning flames.

And we used to sit therein in positions for hearing, but whoever listens now will find a burning flame lying in wait for him.

And we do not know [therefore] whether evil is intended for those on earth or whether their Lord intends for them a right course.

And among us are the righteous, and among us are [others] not so; we were [of] divided ways.

And we have become certain that we will never cause failure to Allâh upon earth, nor can we escape Him by flight.

And when we heard the guidance [i.e., the Qur'an], we believed in it. And whoever believes in his Lord will not fear deprivation or burden.

And among us are Muslims [in submission to Allâh], and among us are the

---

1 Al-Jinn: The Jinn, a species of beings created by Allâh from fire.
2 A plural form may also be understood, i.e., "the foolish ones among us."
3 Before the prophethood of Muhammad (نبي) the jinn used to collect information by eavesdropping on the angels and then pass it on to fortunetellers and soothsayers.
4 In opinion, belief and religious practice.
5 In regard to his account in the Hereafter. Nothing of his good will be diminished, nor will the evil of another be placed upon him.
And whoever has become Muslim - those have sought out the right course.

But as for the unjust, they will be, for Hell, firewood.'

And [Allāh revealed] that if they had remained straight on the way, We would have given them abundant rain [i.e., provision]

So We might test them therein. And whoever turns away from the remembrance of his Lord He will put into arduous punishment.

And [He revealed] that the masjids are for Allāh, so do not invoke with Allāh anyone.

And that when the Servant [i.e., Prophet] of Allāh stood up suppling Him, they almost became about him a compacted mass.

Say, [O Muhammad], "I only invoke my Lord and do not associate with Him anyone."

Say, "Indeed, I do not possess for you [the power of] harm or right direction."

Say, "Indeed, there will never protect me from Allāh anyone [if I should disobey], nor will I find in other than Him a refuge.

But [I have for you] only notification from Allāh, and His messages:" And whoever disobeys Allāh and His Messenger - then indeed, for him is the fire of Hell; they will abide therein forever.

The disbelievers continue] until, when they see that which they are promised, then they will know who is weaker in helpers and less in number.

Say, "I do not know if what you are promised is near or if my Lord will grant for it a [long] period."

[He is] Knower of the unseen, and He does not disclose His [knowledge of the] unseen to anyone

Except whom He has approved of messengers, and indeed, He sends before him [i.e., each messenger] and behind him observers

That he [i.e., Muhammad (ﷺ)] may know that they have conveyed the messages of their Lord; and He has encompassed whatever is with them and has enumerated all things in number.

1 i.e., those who deviate from the truth and act tyrannically.
2 i.e., refuses obedience to Him.
3 The term "masjid" here includes every place of worship or the earth in general.
4 Crowding on top of each other in the manner of locusts in order to hear him (ﷺ). 'They' may refer to the jinn or to the disbelievers among the Arabs.
5 Guardian angels to protect the messenger and the message.
6 This phrase may also be read: "So He [i.e., Allāh] may make evident."
O you who wraps himself [in clothing].

Arise [to pray] the night, except for a little -

Half of it - or subtract from it a little

Or add to it, and recite the Qur’ān

with measured recitation.

Indeed, We will cast upon you a

heavy word.

Indeed, the hours of the night are more
effective for concurrence [of heart and
tongue] and more suitable for words.

Indeed, for you by day is prolonged occupation.

And remember the name of your

Lord and devote yourself to Him with
[complete] devotion.

[He is] the Lord of the East and the

West; there is no deity except Him, so take

Him as Disposer of [your] affairs.

And be patient over what they say and

avoid them with gracious avoidance.

And leave Me with [the matter of] the
deniers, those of ease [in life], and allow them respite a little.

Indeed, with Us [for them] are shackles and burning fire

And food that chokes and a painful

punishment -

On the Day the earth and the mountains

will convulse and the mountains will

become a heap of sand pouring down.

Indeed, We have sent to you a

Messenger as a witness upon you just as

We sent to Pharaoh a messenger.

But Pharaoh disobeyed the messenger, so We seized him with a ruinous seizure.

Then how can you fear, if you
disbelieve, a Day that will make the

children white-haired?

The heaven will break apart therefrom;

ever is His promise fulfilled.

Indeed, this is a reminder, so whoever wills may take to his Lord a way.

1 Al-Muzzammil: The One Who Wraps Himself (in clothing).
2 Allāh (subhānahu wa ta'ālā) addresses the Prophet (ṣallīllāhu 'alayhi wa sallīm), who was asleep, wrapped in his garments.
3 i.e., the revelation, which when descending on the Prophet (ṣallīllāhu 'alayhi wa sallīm) bore down upon him with a great weight. Another meaning is "important ordinances."
4 Another accepted interpretation of the same words is "Indeed, arising at night is more difficult..." meaning that it will only be done by sincere believers and not others.
5 i.e., for recitation of the Qur’ān and for hearing and understanding it.
6 i.e., trust in Allāh and rely upon Him.
7 Another meaning is "How can you avoid [punishment]" on such a Day?
8 From the terror of that Day.
establish prayer and give zakāh and loan Allāh a goodly loan. And whatever good you put forward for yourselves - you will find it with Allāh. It is better and greater in reward. And seek forgiveness of Allāh. Indeed, Allāh is Forgiving and Merciful.

**Sūrah al-Muddaththir**

*O you who covers himself [with a garment],*

1. Arise and warn
2. And your Lord glorify
3. And your clothing purify
4. And uncleanliness avoid
5. And do not confer favor to acquire more
6. But for your Lord be patient.
7. And when the trumpet is blown,
8. That Day will be a difficult day
9. For the disbelievers - not easy.
10. Leave Me with the one I created alone
11. And to whom I granted extensive wealth
12. And children present [with him]
13. And spread [everything] before him, easing [his life].
14. Then he desires that I should add more.
15. No! Indeed, he has been toward Our verses obstinate.
16. I will cover him with arduous torment.
17. Indeed, he thought and deliberated.
18. So may he be destroyed [for] how he deliberated.

Indeed, your Lord knows, [O Muhammad], that you stand [in prayer] almost two thirds of the night or half of it or a third of it, and [so do] a group of those with you. And Allāh determines [the extent of] the night and the day. He has known that you [Muslims] will not be able to do it and has turned to you in forgiveness, so recite what is easy [for you] of the Qur’ān. He has known that there will be among you those who are ill and others traveling throughout the land seeking [something] of the bounty of Allāh and others fighting for the cause of Allāh. So recite what is easy from it and

1. Allāh has known that if they were to continue in such long periods of worship each night, the people would be caused much hardship.
Then may he be destroyed [for] how he deliberated.
Then he considered [again];
Then he frowned and scowled;
Then he turned back and was arrogant
And said, "This is not but magic imitated [from others].
This is not but the word of a human being."
I will drive him into Saqar.¹
And what can make you know what is Saqar?
It lets nothing remain and leaves nothing [unburned],
Altering [i.e., blackening] the skins.
Over it are nineteen [angels].
And We have not made the keepers of the Fire except angels. And We have not made their number except as a trial for those who disbelieve - that those who were given the Scripture will be convinced and those who have believed will increase in faith and those who were given the Scripture and the believers will not doubt and that those in whose hearts is disease [i.e., hypocrisy] and the disbelievers will say, "What does Allâh intend by this as an example?" Thus does Allâh leave astray whom He wills and guides whom He wills. And none knows the soldiers of your Lord except Him. And it [i.e., mention of the Fire] is not but a reminder to humanity.
No! By the moon
And [by] the night when it departs
And [by] the morning when it brightens,
Indeed, it [i.e., the Fire] is of the greatest [afflictions]
As a warning to humanity -
To whoever wills among you to proceed² or stay behind.
Every soul, for what it has earned,
will be retained³
Except the companions of the right,⁴ [Who will be] in gardens, questioning each other
About the criminals,
[And asking them], "What put you into Saqar?"
They will say, "We were not of those who prayed,
Nor did we used to feed the poor.
And we used to enter into vain discourse with those who engaged [in it].
And we used to deny the Day of Recompense
Until there came to us the certainty [i.e., death]."

¹ One of the proper names of Hell.
² To righteousness by acceptance of the warning.
³ i.e., subject or held responsible.
⁴ i.e., the righteous who receive their records in their right hands.
Sūrah al-Qiyāmah

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Raḥim

I swear by the Day of Resurrection
And I swear by the reproaching soul [to the certainty of resurrection].

Does man think that We will not assemble his bones?

Yes. [We are] Able [even] to proportion his fingertips.

But man desires to continue in sin.

He asks, "When is the Day of Resurrection?"

So when vision is dazzled

And the moon darkens

And the sun and the moon are joined,

Man will say on that Day, "Where is the [place of] escape?"

No! There is no refuge.

To your Lord, that Day, is the [place of] permanence.

Man will be informed that Day of what he sent ahead and kept back.

Rather, man, against himself, will be a witness,

Even if he presents his excuses.

Move not your tongue with it, [O Muhammad], to hasten with it [i.e., recitation of the Qur‘ān].

Indeed, upon Us is its collection [in your heart] and [to make possible] its recitation.

So when We have recited it [through Gabriel], then follow its recitation.

Then upon Us is its clarification [to you].

No! But you [i.e., mankind] love the immediate

So there will not benefit them the intercession of [any] intercessors.

Then what is [the matter] with them that they are, from the reminder, turning away

As if they were alarmed donkeys

Fleeing from a lion?

Rather, every person among them desires that he would be given scriptures spread about.

No! But they do not fear the Hereafter.

No! Indeed, it [i.e., the Qur‘ān] is a reminder

Then whoever wills will remember it.

And they will not remember except that Allāh wills. He is worthy of fear and adequate for [granting] forgiveness.

1 Instead of Muhammad (ṣallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam).
2 i.e., made public. Much of their refusal of his message was due to envy and jealousy of the Prophet (ṣallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam).
3 Al-Qiyāmah: The Resurrection.
4 i.e., that of the believer, which blames him when he falls into sin or error.
5 Literally, "to sin ahead of him." This refers to the disbeliever, who denies the Day of Account.
6 i.e., his deeds, which await him in the Hereafter.
7 i.e., that which he did not do or which he delayed.
And leave [i.e., neglect] the Hereafter. 
[Some] faces, that Day, will be radiant, 
Looking at their Lord.¹

And [some] faces, that Day, will be contorted, 
Expecting that there will be done to them [something] backbreaking.

No! When it [i.e., the soul] has reached the collar bones²
And it is said, “Who will cure [him]?”
And he [i.e., the dying one] is certain that it is the [time of] separation
And the leg is wound about the leg,³
To your Lord, that Day, will be the procession.⁴

And he [i.e., the disbeliever] had not believed, nor had he prayed.
But [instead], he denied and turned away.
And then he went to his people, swaggering [in pride].
Woe to you, and woe!
Then woe to you, and woe!
Does man think that he will be left neglected?⁵
Had he not been a sperm from semen emitted?
Then he was a clinging clot, and [Allāh] created [his form] and proportioned [him]
And made of him two mates, the male and the female.
Is not that [Creator] Able to give life to the dead?

..................................................................................................................  
¹ The people of Paradise will actually see their Creator in the Hereafter.
² At the time it is about to leave the body when one is on the verge of death.
³ From the difficulties the person faces at death or his sudden awareness of the realities of both this world and the Hereafter. It may also refer to his shrouding after death.
⁴ Literally, “driving” or “herding” or “the place to which one is driven.”
⁵ i.e., to no end, without responsibility, or without being returned to the Creator for judgement.

Sūrah al-Insān ⁶

Bismillāh-Rahmān-Rahīm

Has there [not] come upon man a period of time when he was not a thing [even] mentioned?
Indeed, We created man from a sperm-drop mixture⁷ that We may try him; and We made him hearing and seeing.
Indeed, We guided him to the way, be he grateful or be he ungrateful.
Indeed, We have prepared for the disbelievers chains and shackles and a blaze.

..................................................................................................................  
⁶ Al-Insān: Man. Also entitle Sūrah ad-Dahr (Time).
⁷ i.e., a combination of the male and female substance, within the womb.
Indeed, the righteous will drink from a cup [of wine] whose mixture is of Kāfūr,¹

A spring of which the [righteous] servants of Allāh will drink; they will make it gush forth in force [and abundance].

They [are those who] fulfill [their] vows and fear a Day whose evil will be widespread.

And they give food in spite of love for it² to the needy, the orphan, and the captive,

[Saying], "We feed you only for the countenance [i.e., approval] of Allāh. We wish not from you reward or gratitude.

Indeed, We fear from our Lord a Day austere and distressful."

So Allāh will protect them from the evil of that Day and give them radiance and happiness

And will reward them for what they patiently endured [with] a garden [in Paradise] and silk [garments].

[They will be] reclining therein on adorned couches. They will not see therein any [burning] sun or [freezing] cold.

And near above them are its shades, and its [fruit] to be picked will be lowered in compliance.

And there will be circulated among them vessels of silver and cups having been [created] clear [as glass],

Clear glasses [made] from silver of which they have determined the measure.

And they will be given to drink a cup [of wine] whose mixture is of ginger

[From] a fountain within it [i.e., Paradise] named Salsabeel.

There will circulate among them young boys made eternal. When you see them, you would think them [as beautiful as] scattered pearls.

And when you look there [in Paradise], you will see pleasure and great dominion.

Upon them [i.e., the inhabitants] will be green garments of fine silk and brocade. And they will be adorned with bracelets of silver, and their Lord will give them a purifying drink.

[And it will be said], "Indeed, this is for you a reward, and your effort has been appreciated."

Indeed, it is We who have sent down to you, [O Muḥammad], the Qurʾān progressively.

So be patient for the decision of your Lord and do not obey from among them a sinner or ungrateful [disbeliever].

---

¹ A sweet-smelling spring in Paradise.
² The meaning here may also be "out of love for Him," i.e., Allāh (subḥānahu wa taʿālā).
And mention the name of your Lord [in prayer] morning and evening
And during the night prostrate to Him and exalt [i.e., praise] Him a long [part of the] night.
Indeed, these [disbelievers] love the immediate and leave behind them a grave Day.
We have created them and strengthened their forms, and when We will, We can change their likenesses with [complete] alteration.
Indeed, this is a reminder, so he who wills may take to his Lord a way.
And you do not will except that Allâh wills. Indeed, Allâh is ever Knowing and Wise.
He admits whom He wills into His mercy; but the wrongdoers - He has prepared for them a painful punishment.

Sûrah al-Mursalât

By those [winds] sent forth in gusts
And the winds that blow violently
And [by] the winds that spread [clouds]
And those [angels] who bring criterion
And those [angels] who deliver a message
As justification or warning,
Indeed, what you are promised is to occur.
So when the stars are obliterated
And when the heaven is opened
And when the mountains are blown away
And when the messengers’ time has come...

1 i.e., neglect. The meaning may also be "leave ahead of them."
2 Al-Mursalât: Those Sent Forth.
3 To Allâh’s human messengers.
4 I.e., when they are gathered to witness

For what Day was it postponed?
For the Day of Judgement.
And what can make you know what is the Day of Judgement?
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
Did We not destroy the former peoples?
Then We will follow them with the later ones.
Thus do We deal with the criminals.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
Did We not create you from a liquid disdained?

concerning their nations. The sentence's conclusion is understood to be "...the promised judgement will then take place."
5 "It" may refer to either the aforementioned occurrences collectively or to the testimony of the messengers.
6 i.e., death and destruction.
And We placed it in a firm lodging
[i.e., the womb]
For a known extent.
And We determined [it], and excellent [are We] to determine.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
Have We not made the earth a container
Of the living and the dead?
And We placed therein lofty, firmly
set mountains and have given you to
drink sweet water.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
[They will be told], "Proceed to that
which you used to deny.
Proceed to a shadow [of smoke]
having three columns
But having] no cool shade and
availing not against the flame."
Indeed, it throws sparks [as huge] as
a fortress,
As if they were yellowish [black]
camels.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
This is a Day they will not speak,
Nor will it be permitted for them to
make an excuse.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
This is the Day of Judgement; We
will have assembled you and the former
peoples.
So if you have a plan, then plan
against Me.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
Indeed, the righteous will be among
shades and springs
And fruits from whatever they desire,
[Being told], "Eat and drink in
satisfaction for what you used to do."
Indeed, We thus reward the doers of
good.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
[O disbelievers], eat and enjoy
yourselves a little; indeed, you are
criminals.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
And when it is said to them, "Bow
[in prayer]," they do not bow.
Woe, that Day, to the deniers.
Then in what statement after it [i.e.,
the Qur’ān] will they believe?
Sūrah an-Naba

Bismillāh-Rahmān-Rahim

1 About what are they asking one another? About the great news?—That over which they are in disagreement.
2 No! They are going to know.
3 Then, no! They are going to know.
4 Have We not made the earth a resting place?
5 And the mountains as stakes?
6 And We created you in pairs
7 And made your sleep [a means for] rest
8 And made the night as clothing
9 And made the day for livelihood
10 And constructed above you seven strong [heavens]
11 And made [therein] a burning lamp
12 And sent down, from the rain clouds, pouring water
13 That We may bring forth thereby grain and vegetation
14 And gardens of entwined growth.
15 Indeed, the Day of Judgement is an appointed time
16 The Day the Horn is blown and you will come forth in multitudes
17 And the heaven is opened and will become gateways
18 And the mountains are removed and will be [but] a mirage.
19 Indeed, Hell has been lying in wait
20 For the transgressors, a place of return,
21 In which they will remain for ages [unending].
22 They will not taste therein [any] coolness or drink

Except scalding water and [foul] purulence...

An appropriate recompense...

Indeed, they were not expecting an account

And denied Our verses with [emphatic] denial.

But all things We have enumerated in writing.

"So taste [the penalty], and never will We increase you except in torment."

Indeed, for the righteous is attainment...

Gardens and grapevines

---

1 An-Naba': The News (or Happening).
2 i.e., the Resurrection.
3 To stabilize the land and balance the earth.
4 Covering and concealing you in its darkness.
5 In proportion to and comparable with their crimes.
6 This announcement will be made to the companions of Hell.
7 Of security, success and reward, including escape and safety from Hell.
And full-breasted [companions] of equal age
And a full cup.
No ill speech will they hear therein or any falsehood - [As] reward from your Lord, [a generous] gift [made due by] account,
[From] the Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatever is between them, the Most Merciful. They possess not from Him [authority for] speech.
The Day that the Spirit [i.e., Gabriel] and the angels will stand in rows, they will not speak except for one whom the Most Merciful permits, and he will say what is correct.
That is the True [i.e., certain] Day; so he who wills may take to his Lord a [way of] return.
Indeed, We have warned you of a near punishment on the Day when a man will observe what his hands have put forth and the disbeliever will say, "Oh, I wish that I were dust!"

By those [angels] who extract with violence
And [by] those who remove with ease
And [by] those who glide [as if] swimming
And those who race each other in a race
And those who arrange [each] matter,
On the Day the blast [of the Horn] will convulse [creation],
There will follow it the subsequent [one].
Hearts, that Day, will tremble,
Their eyes humbled.
They are [presently] saying, "Will we indeed be returned to [our] former state [of life]?
Even if we should be decayed bones?"

1 i.e., a direct route through correct beliefs and righteous deeds.
2 i.e., the deeds he did in this world, which await him in the Hereafter.
3 An-Nāzi‘āt: The Extractors.
4 Of wine which is delicious and does not intoxicating.
5 Speeding to execute Allâh's commands.
6 None of Allâh's creatures can plead with Him on the Day of Judgement except by His permission.
7 i.e., those who tear out the souls of those destined for Hell.
8 i.e., those angels who ease out the souls of those destined for Paradise.
9 Racing to deliver the souls of the believers to Paradise.
10 According to Allâh's decree.
11 Those of the disbelievers who denied the Resurrection.
12 Those of the disbelievers who did not believe.
They say, "That, then, would be a losing return."

Indeed, it will be but one shout,
And suddenly they will be [alert] upon the earth's surface.

Has there reached you the story of Moses? -
When his Lord called to him in the sacred valley of Tūwā,
"Go to Pharaoh. Indeed, he has transgressed.
And say to him, 'Would you [be willing to] purify yourself
And let me guide you to your Lord so you would fear [Him]?'"

And he showed him the greatest sign, 3
But he [i.e., Pharaoh] denied and disobeyed.

Then he turned his back, striving [i.e., plotting]. 4
And he gathered [his people] and called out
And said, "I am your most exalted lord."
So Allāh seized him in exemplary punishment for the last and the first [transgression]. 5

Indeed in that is a lesson [i.e., warning] for whoever would fear [Allāh].
Are you a more difficult creation or is the heaven? He [i.e., Allāh] constructed it.
He raised its ceiling and proportioned it.
And He darkened its night and extracted its brightness. 6
And after that He spread the earth.
He extracted from it its water and its pasture,
And the mountains He set firmly
As enjoyment [i.e., provision] for you and your grazing livestock.

But when there comes the greatest Overwhelming Calamity 7 -
The Day when man will remember that for which he strove,
And Hellfire will be exposed for [all] those who see -
So as for he who transgressed
And preferred the life of the world,
Then indeed, Hellfire will be [his] refuge.
But as for he who feared the position of his Lord and prevented the soul from [unlawful] inclination,
Then indeed, Paradise will be [his] refuge.
They ask you, [O Muḥammad], about the Hour: when is its arrival? 8

1 The disbelievers say this in ridicule of the warning.
2 i.e., "If that were so, we would not be able to escape punishment."
3 i.e., the miracle of his staff becoming a great snake.
4 An alternative meaning is "running [from the snake]."
5 i.e., for Pharaoh's setting himself up as a deity and for his previous oppression of the people and denial of Moses.
6 i.e., created the day from within the surrounding darkness.
7 i.e., the Day of Resurrection.
8 Literally, "resting" or "establishment."
In what [position] are you that you should mention it?  
To your Lord is its finality.  
You are only a warner for those who fear it.  
It will be, on the Day they see it, as though they had not remained [in the world] except for an afternoon or a morning thereof.

---

Because there came to him the blind man, [interrupting].

But what would make you perceive, [O Muḥammad], that perhaps he might be purified.

Or be reminded and the remembrance would benefit him?

As for he who thinks himself without need,

To him you give attention.

And not upon you [is any blame] if he will not be purified.

But as for he who came to you striving [for knowledge]

While he fears [Allāh],

From him you are distracted.

No! Indeed, they [i.e., these verses] are a reminder;

So whoever wills may remember it.

[It is recorded] in honored sheets,

Exalted and purified,

Carried] by the hands of messenger-angels,

Noble and dutiful.

Destroyed [i.e., cursed] is man; how disbelieving is he.

From what thing [i.e., substance] did He create him?

From a sperm-drop He created him and destined for him;

Then He eased the way for him;

Then He causes his death and provides a grave for him.

---

1 Meaning that Muḥammad (ﷺ) had no knowledge of it, so how could he inform them?  
2 i.e., its destination and termination. And to Him belongs ultimate knowledge of it.  
3 i.e., the Hour, the Resurrection.  
4 ‘Abasa: He Frowned.

---

5 ‘Abdullāh, the son of Umm Maktu’ūm.  
6 As a result of what he learns from you.  
7 i.e., without need of faith or need of Allāh (subhānahu wa ta’ālā). Here it is in reference to a certain influential member of the Quraysh whom the Prophet (ﷺ) had hoped to bring to Islam.  
8 The Prophet (ﷺ) was responsible only for conveying the message, not for ultimate guidance.  
9 The revelation. Or "Him," i.e., Allāh (subhānahu wa ta’ālā).  
10 i.e., those who deny Allāh's message.  
11 His proportions, provisions, life span, etc.  
12 Into this world (i.e., his birth). It may also refer to life itself, which has been made easier by Allāh's guidance.  
13 To conceal his decaying body.
Then when He wills, He will resurrect him.
No! He [i.e., man] has not yet accomplished what He commanded him.
Then let mankind look at his food -
How We poured down water in torrents,
Then We broke open the earth, splitting [it with sprouts],
And caused to grow within it grain
And grapes and herbage
And olive and palm trees
And gardens of dense shrubbery
And fruit and grass -
[As] enjoyment [i.e., provision] for you and your grazing livestock.
But when there comes the Deafening Blast
On the Day a man will flee from his brother
And his mother and his father
And his wife and his children,
For every man, that Day, will be a matter adequate for him.
[Some] faces, that Day, will be bright -
Laughing, rejoicing at good news.
And [other] faces, that Day, will have upon them dust.
Blackness will cover them.
Those are the disbelievers, the wicked ones.

**Sūrah at-Takweer**

When the sun is wrapped up [in darkness]
And when the stars fall, dispersing,
And when the mountains are removed
And when full-term she-camels are neglected

---

1. The piercing blast of the Horn which signals resurrection. *As-Ṣākkhah* is also a name for the Day of Resurrection.
2. i.e., to occupy him. He will be concerned only with himself, thus forgetting all others.
4. Those ten months pregnant and nearing delivery. This verse alludes to distraction from the most valued of possessions.
5. Or "when the seas have overflowed [into each other]."
6. With another like soul. It can also mean "joined" (with their groups or sects).
7. On which are recorded the deeds of all people.
8. i.e., all of one's deeds from worldly life, which have accompanied the soul to the Hereafter.
And your companion [i.e., Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ)] is not [at all] mad.  
And he has already seen him [i.e., Gabriel] in the clear horizon.  
And he [i.e., Muhammad (ﷺ)] is not a withholder of [knowledge of] the unseen.  
And it [i.e., the Qur’ân] is not the word of a devil, expelled from the heavens.  
So where are you going?  
It is not except a reminder to the worlds  
For whoever wills among you to take a right course.  
And you do not will except that Allah wills - Lord of the worlds.

Sūrah al-Infitār  

Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim
When the sky breaks apart  
And when the stars fall, scattering,  
And when the seas are erupted  
And when the [contents of] graves are scattered [i.e., exposed],  
A soul will [then] know what it has put forth and kept back.  
O mankind, what has deceived you concerning your Lord, the Generous,  
Who created you, proportioned you, and balanced you?  
In whatever form He willed has He assembled you.  
No! But you deny the Recompense.  
And indeed, [appointed] over you are keepers,  
Noble and recording;  
They know whatever you do.

1 A soul will [then] know what it has brought [with it].  
2 So I swear by the retreating stars -  
Those that run [their courses] and disappear [i.e., set] -  
And by the night as it closes in  
And by the dawn when it breathes [i.e., stirs]  
[That] indeed, it [i.e., the Qur’ân] is a word [conveyed by] a noble messenger [i.e., Gabriel]  
Who is possessed of power and with the Owner of the Throne, secure [in position],  
Obeyed there [in the heavens] and trustworthy.

1 i.e., all of one’s deeds from worldly life, which have accompanied the soul to the Hereafter.  
2 An alternative meaning is "as it departs."  
3 Literally, "possessed by jinn."  
4 i.e., the eastern horizon, where the sun rises.  
5 Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) did not withhold that knowledge of the unseen which Allah had revealed to him in the Qur’ân.  
6 In your denial of the Qur’ân and in your accusations against the Prophet (ﷺ). The meaning is essentially "Surely, you have strayed far from Allah’s path."  
7 Al-Infitār: The Breaking Apart.  
8 Angels who preserve the deeds of men in records.
Indeed, the righteous will be in pleasure,
And indeed, the wicked will be in Hellfire.
They will [enter to] burn therein on the Day of Recompense,
And never therefrom will they be absent.
And what can make you know what is the Day of Recompense?
Then, what can make you know what is the Day of Recompense?
It is the Day when a soul will not possess for another soul [power to do] a thing; and the command, that Day, is [entirely] with Allāh.

Sūrah al-Mu’taffifeen ¹

Bismillāh-Rahmān-Rahīm

Woe to those who give less [than due].²
Who, when they take a measure from people, take in full.
But if they give by measure or by weight to them, they cause loss.
Do they not think that they will be resurrected
For a tremendous Day -
The Day when mankind will stand before the Lord of the worlds?
No! Indeed, the record of the wicked is in sijjān.
And what can make you know what is sijjān?
It is [their destination³ recorded in] a register inscribed.

Woe, that Day, to the deniers,
Who deny the Day of Recompense.
And none deny it except every sinful transgressor.
When Our verses are recited to him, he says, "Legends of the former peoples."

No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were earning.
No! Indeed, from their Lord, that Day, they will be partitioned.
Then indeed, they will [enter and] burn in Hellfire.
Then it will be said [to them], "This is what you used to deny."
No! Indeed, the record of the righteous is in ‘illiyūn.
And what can make you know what is ‘illiyūn?
It is [their destination⁶ recorded in] a register inscribed
Which is witnessed by those brought near to Allāh.

¹Al-Mu’taffifeen: Those Who Give Less.
²i.e., those who cheat people by giving them less than what they paid for when weighing or measuring - an amount so little as to hardly be noticed.
³The lowest depths of Hell.
⁴i.e., their sins.
⁵i.e., they will not be able to see Him.
⁶The highest elevations of Paradise.
And when they returned to their people, they would return jesting.
And when they saw them, they would say, "Indeed, those are truly lost."
But they had not been sent as guardians over them.
So Today those who believed are laughing at the disbelievers,
On adorned couches, observing.
Have the disbelievers [not] been rewarded [this Day] for what they used to do?

**Sūrah al-Inshiqaq**

1. When the sky has split, open
2. And has listened [i.e., responded] to its Lord and was obligated [to do so]
3. And when the earth has been extended
4. And has cast out that within it and relinquished [it]
5. And has listened [i.e., responded] to its Lord and was obligated [to do so] -
6. O mankind, indeed you are laboring toward your Lord with [great] exertion and will meet it.
7. Then as for he who is given his record in his right hand,
8. He will be judged with an easy account
9. And return to his people in happiness.
10. But as for he who is given his record behind his back,
11. He will cry out for destruction
12. And [enter to] burn in a Blaze.
13. Indeed, he had [once] been among

---

1. Which is delicious and does not intoxicating.
2. i.e., its lingering odor.
3. The highest spring in Paradise and the most favored drink of its inhabitants.
5. Al-Inshiqaq: The Splitting.
6. It will have heard Allah's command and will have inclined immediately to compliance and willing obedience.
7. i.e., stretched flat and spread out.
8. Of the dead and all else buried therein.
9. i.e., striving throughout your life until you meet your Lord, hastening toward death.
10. i.e., you will find all that you intended and accomplished awaiting you in the Hereafter.
    Another meaning is "And will meet Him [i.e., your Lord]" and be recompensed in full by Him.
his people in happiness;
Indeed, he had thought he would never return [to Allâh].
But yes! Indeed, his Lord was ever, of him, Seeing,
So I swear by the twilight glow
And [by] the night and what it envelops
And [by] the moon when it becomes full
[That] you will surely embark upon
[i.e., experience] state after state.¹
So what is [the matter] with them
[that] they do not believe,
And when the Qur’ân is recited to them, they do not prostrate [to Allâh]?
But those who have disbelieved deny,
And Allâh is most knowing of what they keep within themselves.
So give them tidings of a painful punishment,
Except for those who believe and do righteous deeds. For them is a reward uninterrupted.

Sûrah al-Burûj ²

By the sky containing great stars
And [by] the promised Day
And [by] the witness and what is witnessed,
Destroyed [i.e., cursed] were the companions of the trench
[Containing] the fire full of fuel,
When they were sitting near it
And they, to what they were doing against the believers, were witnesses.⁴

And they resented them not except because they believed in Allâh, the Exalted in Might, the Praiseworthy,
To whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. And Allâh, over all things, is Witness.
Indeed, those who have tortured⁵ the believing men and believing women and then have not repented will have the punishment of Hell, and they will have the punishment of the Burning Fire.
Indeed, those who have believed and done righteous deeds will have gardens beneath which rivers flow. That is the great attainment.
Indeed, the assault [i.e., vengeance] of your Lord is severe.

¹ i.e., various stages, both in this life and in the Hereafter.
² Al-Burûj: The Great Stars. Also explained as “the planets” or their “high positions in the heaven.”
³ Or “May they be destroyed” or “cursed.” The “companions of the trench” (or ditch) were agents of a tyrannical king who refused to allow his people to believe in Allâh. Their evil deed in obedience to their ruler earned for them the curse of Allâh (subhânahu wa ta’âlîa).
⁴ After casting the believers into a trench filled with fire, they sat at its edge, watching them burn to death. This event occurred before the time of Prophet Muhammad (ṣallallâhu ‘alayhi wa sallam).
⁵ Or, in this instance, the literal meaning of “burned” is also appropriate.
**Sūrah aṭ-Ṭāriq**

1. By the sky and the night come -
2. And what can make you know what is the night comer?
3. It is the piercing star -
4. There is no soul but that it has over it a protector.
5. So let man observe from what he was created.
6. He was created from a fluid, ejected,
7. Emerging from between the backbone and the ribs.
8. Indeed, He [i.e., Allāh], to return him [to life], is Able.
9. The Day when secrets will be put on trial.
10. Then he [i.e., man] will have no power or any helper.
11. By the sky which returns [rain]
12. And [by] the earth which cracks open,
13. Indeed, it [i.e., the Qur’ān] is a decisive statement,
14. And it is not amusement.
15. Indeed, they are planning a plan,
16. But I am planning a plan.
17. So allow time for the disbelievers. Leave them awhile.

Indeed, it is He who originates [creation] and repeats.

And He is the Forgiving, the Affectionate,

Honorable Owner of the Throne,

Effecter of what He intends.

Has there reached you the story of the soldiers -

[Those of] Pharaoh and Thamūd?

But they who disbelieve are in [persistent] denial,

While Allāh encompasses them from behind.

But this is an honored Qur’ān

[Inscribed] in a Preserved Slate.

---

1. *aṭ-Ṭāriq*: That Which Comes at Night.
2. Whose light pierces through the darkness.
3. i.e., exposed, examined and judged.
4. With the growth of plants.
5. i.e., Do not be in haste for revenge, for you will see what will become of them.
knows what is declared and what is hidden.
And We will ease you toward ease. 1
So remind, if the reminder should benefit; 2
He who fears [Allâh] will be reminded.
But the wretched one will avoid it - [He] who will [enter and] burn in the
greatest Fire,
Neither dying therein nor living.
He has certainly succeeded who purifies himself
And mentions the name of his Lord and prays.
But you prefer the worldly life,
While the Hereafter is better and more enduring.
Indeed, this is in the former scriptures,
The scriptures of Abraham and Moses.

Sûrah al-Ghâshiyah 3

Bismillâh-Rahmân-Rahîm
Has there reached you the report of the Overwhelming [event]?
[Some] faces, that Day, will be humbled,
Working [hard] and exhausted. 4
They will [enter to] burn in an intensely hot Fire.
They will be given drink from a boiling spring.
For them there will be no food except from a poisonous, thorny plant
Which neither nourishes nor avails against hunger.
[Other] faces, that Day, will show pleasure.

____________________
1 To the path of Allâh's religion, which is easy and natural, or toward Paradise, by giving opportunities for righteous deeds.
2 i.e., wherever it will be heard and understood.
3 Al-Ghâshiyah: The Overwhelming, one of the names of the Resurrection.
4 Another accepted meaning is "They were working hard and exhausted," i.e., doing deeds during worldly life which did not benefit them since they were not accompanied by faith or done for the acceptance of Allâh (subhânâhu wa ta'âlâ).

____________________
5 i.e., any insult, falsehood, immorality, idle or vain talk, etc.
1 Have you not considered how your Lord dealt with `Aad -
2 [With] Iram 4 - who had lofty pillars,
3 The likes of whom had never been created in the land?
4 And [with] Thamūd, who carved out the rocks in the valley?
5 And [with] Pharaoh, owner of the stakes? 6 -
6 [All of] whom oppressed within the lands
7 And increased therein the corruption.
8 So your Lord poured upon them a scourge of punishment.
9 Indeed, your Lord is in observation.
10 And as for man, when his Lord tries him and [thus] is generous to him and favors him, he says, "My Lord has honored me."
11 But when He tries him and restricts his provision, he says, "My Lord has humiliated me."
12 No! 8 But you do not honor the orphan
13 And you do not encourage one another to feed the poor.
14 And you consume inheritance, devouring [it] altogether, 9
15 And you love wealth with immense love.
16 No! When the earth has been leveled - pounded and crushed
17 And your Lord has come 10 and the angels, rank upon rank,
18 And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, but how [i.e., what

---

2 You are not over them a controller.  
3 However, he who turns away and disbelieves -
4 Then Allah will punish him with the greatest punishment.
5 Indeed, to Us is their return.
6 Then indeed, upon Us is their account.

Sūrah al-Fajr 1

Bismillahr-Rahmānir-Rahīm

By the dawn
And [by] ten nights 2
And [by] the even 3 number and the odd 4
And [by] the night when it passes,
Is there [not] in [all] that an oath [sufficient] for one of perception? 3

---

1 Al-Fajr: The Dawn.
2 Usually interpreted as the first ten nights of the month of Dhul-Hijjah.
3 Based upon the following verses, what has been sworn to by Allah is that He will certainly punish the disbelievers.
4 Another name for the first people of `Aad, to whom Prophet Hād was sent.
5 Supporting their tents or buildings.
6 By which he tortured people.
7 He is proud rather than grateful, attributing the favor to his own merit.
8 It is not like you imagine. Rather, Allah tries people through prosperity and hardship and rewards both gratitude and patience with honor in the Hereafter.
9 Not caring whether it is lawful or unlawful.
10 To pass judgement.
good] to him will be the remembrance?
He will say, "Oh, I wish I had sent ahead [some good] for my life."¹
So on that Day, none will punish [as severely] as His punishment,
And none will bind [as severely] as His binding [of the evildoers].
[To the righteous it will be said], "O reassured soul,
Return to your Lord, well-pleased and pleasing [to Him],
And enter among My [righteous] servants
And enter My Paradise."

**Sūrah al-Balad** ²

---

I swear by this city [i.e., Makkah] -
And you, [O Muḥammad], are free of restriction in this city -
And [by] the father³ and that which was born [of him],
We have certainly created man into hardship.
Does he think that never will anyone overcome him?
He says, "I have spent wealth in abundance."
Does he think that no one has seen him?
Have We not made for him two eyes?
And a tongue and two lips?
And have shown him the two ways?⁴
But he has not broken through the difficult pass.⁵
And what can make you know what is [breaking through] the difficult pass?
It is the freeing of a slave

---

1 The everlasting life of the Hereafter.
2 Al-Balad: The City.
3 Said to be Adam (upon him be peace).
4 Of good and evil.
5 i.e., the steep incline or obstacle. In other words, he has not spent in the cause of Allāh but only boasts of spending in front of others.
6 Or "the companions of good fortune," i.e., those who receive their records in their right hands and proceed to Paradise.
7 Or "the companions of ill fortune," i.e., those who receive their records in their left hands and proceed to Hell.
8 The cover over Hell will be sealed and locked, containing its fire and its inhabitants.
[with corruption].

4 Thamúd denied [their prophet] by reason of their transgression,
5 When the most wretched of them was sent forth. 4
6 And the messenger of Allâh [i.e., Šâlih] said to them, "[Do not harm] the she-camel of Allâh or [prevent her from] her drink."
7 But they denied him and hamstrung 5 her. So their Lord brought down upon them destruction for their sin and made it equal [upon all of them].
8 And He does not fear the consequence thereof. 6

Sûrah al-Layl 7

Bismillâhir-Rahmânir-Raheem

1 By the night when it covers
2 And [by] the day when it appears
3 And [by] He who created the male and female,
4 Indeed, your efforts are diverse.
5 As for he who gives and fears Allâh
6 And believes in the best [reward],
7 We will ease him toward ease.
8 But as for he who withholds and considers himself free of need
9 And denies the best [reward],
10 We will ease him toward difficulty.
11 And what will his wealth avail him when he falls? 9
12 Indeed, [incumbent] upon Us is guidance.
13 And indeed, to Us belongs the Hereafter and the first [life].
14 So I have warned you of a Fire

______________

4 To hamstring the she-camel which had been sent by Allâh as a sign to them.
5 And then killed.
6 Allâh is not asked about what He does, but His servants will be asked.
8 With darkness.
9 i.e., when he dies or is destroyed. It can also mean when he falls into the Hellfire.

1 Ash-Shams: The Sun.
2 The earth. Also interpreted as the sun. The same applies to the following verse.
3 i.e., balanced and refined it, creating in it sound tendencies and consciousness.
which is blazing.

None will [enter to] burn therein except the most wretched one

Who had denied and turned away.

But the righteous one will avoid it -

[He] who gives [from] his wealth to purify himself

And not [giving] for anyone who has [done him] a favor to be rewarded

But only seeking the countenance of his Lord, Most High.

And he is going to be satisfied.

Sūrah adh-Dhuḥā

By the morning brightness
And [by] the night when it covers with darkness,

Your Lord has not taken leave of you, [O Muhammad], nor has He detested [you].

And the Hereafter is better for you than the first [life].

And your Lord is going to give you, and you will be satisfied.

Did He not find you an orphan and give [you] refuge?

And He found you lost and guided [you],

And He found you poor and made [you] self-sufficient.

So as for the orphan, do not oppress [him].

And as for the petitioner, do not repel [him].

But as for the favor of your Lord, report [it].

Sūrah ash-Sharḥ

Did We not expand for you, [O Muhammad], your breast?

And We removed from you your burden

Which had weighed upon your back

And raised high for you your repute.

For indeed, with hardship [will be] ease [i.e., relief].

Indeed, with hardship [will be] ease.

So when you have finished [your

______________________________

1 i.e., without intending reciprocation for some benefit to himself.
2 Adh-Dhuḥā: The Morning Brightness, i.e., the brightness or heat of the sun.
3 And becomes still.
4 Anyone who seeks aid or knowledge.
5 Ash-Sharḥ or al-Insirāḥ: Expansion.
6 i.e., enlighten, assure and gladden your heart with guidance.
7 By forgiving any errors which you may have committed previously or might commit consequently. "Burden" can also refer to the anxiety experienced by the Prophet (ﷺ) at the beginning of his mission.
of the low, 4
Except for those who believe and do righteous deeds, for they will have a reward uninterrupted.
So what yet causes you to deny the Recompense? 5
Is not Allāh the most just of judges?

Sūrah al-‘ālaq 6

Recite in the name of your Lord who created -
Created man from a clinging substance.
Recite, and your Lord is the most Generous -
Who taught by the pen -
Taught man that which he knew not.
No! [But] indeed, man transgresses
Because he sees himself self-sufficient.
Indeed, to your Lord is the return.
Have you seen the one who forbids
A servant when he prays?
Have you seen if he is upon guidance
Or enjoins righteousness?
Have you seen if he denies and turns away -
Does he not know that Allāh sees?
No! If he does not desist, We will surely drag him by the forelock 7 -
A lying, sinning forelock.
Then let him call his associates;
We will call the angels of Hell. 8
No! Do not obey him. But prostrate and draw near [to Allāh].

1 At-Teen: The Fig.
2 Referring to the places known for their production, i.e., Damascus and Jerusalem, respectively. It could also refer to the fig and olive trees or to the fruits themselves.
3 i.e., upright, symmetrical, and balanced in form and nature.
4 This can refer to the depths of Hell, to decrepit old age or to immorality.
5 More literally, “What makes you lie concerning it?”
6 Al-‘ālaq: The Clinging (or Suspended) Substance. The sūrah has also been called Iqra’, meaning “recite” or “read.”
7 It may also mean “slap him” or “blacken his face at the forelock.”
8 Those who push the wicked into the Fire.
Sūrah al-Qadr 1

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahim

Indeed, We sent it [i.e., the Qurān] down during the Night of Decree.

And what can make you know what is the Night of Decree?

The Night of Decree is better than a thousand months.

The angels and the Spirit [i.e., Gabriel] descend therein by permission of their Lord for every matter. 3

Peace it is until the emergence of dawn.

Sūrah al-Bayyinah 4

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahim

Those who disbelieved among the People of the Scripture and the polytheists were not to be parted [from misbelief] until there came to them clear evidence -

A Messenger from Allāh, reciting purified 6 scriptures

Within which are correct writings [i.e., rulings and laws].

Nor did those who were given the Scripture become divided until after there had come to them clear evidence.

And they were not commanded except to worship Allāh, [being] sincere to Him in religion, inclining to truth, and to establish prayer and to give zakāh. And that is the correct religion.

Indeed, they who disbelieved among the People of the Scripture and the polytheists will be in the fire of Hell, abiding eternally therein. Those are the worst of creatures.

Indeed, they who have believed and done righteous deeds - those are the best of creatures.

Their reward with Allāh will be gardens of perpetual residence beneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever, Allāh being pleased with them and they with Him. That is for whoever has feared his Lord.

1 Al-Qadr: Decree or Destiny. Other meanings are "precise measurement [i.e., amount or extent]," "value," "gravity" or "greatness."
2 They bring down the decree for everything destined to occur in the coming year.
3 Upon the believers.
4 Al-Bayyinah: Clear Evidence.
5 i.e., from their erroneous beliefs and superstitions.
6 i.e., containing no falsehood.
7 Into sects and denominations.
Sūrah al-‘aadiyāt ⁶

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahīem

By the racers, panting,

And the producers of sparks [when] striking ⁸

And the chargers at dawn, ⁹

Stirring up thereby [clouds of] dust,

Arriving thereby in the center ¹⁰ collectively,

Indeed mankind, to his Lord, is ungrateful.

And indeed, he is to that a witness, ¹¹

And indeed he is, in love of wealth, intense.

But does he not know that when the contents of the graves are scattered

And that within the breasts is obtained, ¹²

Indeed, their Lord with them, that Day, is [fully] Acquainted.

Sūrah az-Zalzalah ¹

When the earth is shaken with its [final] earthquake

And the earth discharges its burdens

And man says, "What is [wrong] with it?" -

That Day, it will report its news

Because your Lord has inspired [i.e., commanded] it.

That Day, the people will depart

5 Or "the weight of a small ant."

6 Al-Aaadiyāt: The Racers.

7 i.e., the horses of those fighting for Allah's cause as they race to attack the enemy.

8 Their hoofs while galloping over rocky terrain.

9 While the enemy is unaware.

10 i.e., penetrating into the enemy ranks during a surprise attack.

11 Through his speech and his actions.

12 i.e., when all secrets are made known.

¹ Az-Zalzalah: The Earthquake.
² See verse 84:4.
³ In terror and amazement.
⁴ From the place of Judgement to their final abode. Another interpretation is "emerge separately" (from the graves).
Sūrah al-Qāri‘ah

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahīm

1 The Striking Calamity -
2 What is the Striking Calamity?
3 And what can make you know what is the Striking Calamity?
4 It is the Day when people will be like moths, dispersed.2
5 And the mountains will be like wool, fluffed up.3
6 Then as for one whose scales are heavy [with good deeds],
7 He will be in a pleasant life.
8 But as for one whose scales are light,
9 His refuge4 will be an abyss.5
10 And what can make you know what that is?
11 It is a Fire, intensely hot.

Sūrah at-Takāthūr

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Rahīm

1 Competition in [worldly] increase diverts you
2 Until you visit the graveyards.7
3 No! You are going to know.

1 Al-Qāri‘ah: That Which Strikes or The Sudden Calamity, another name for the Resurrection.
2 The people will be as such after having been expelled from their graves.
3 i.e., beginning to disintegrate.
4 Literally, "mother" (a man’s original refuge), which will envelop him as in an embrace.
5 i.e., the pit of Hellfire.
6 At-Takāthūr: Competition in Increase.
7 i.e., remain in them temporarily, meaning until the Day of Resurrection.
8 The conclusion of this verse is estimated to be "...you would not have been distracted from preparing for the Hereafter."
9 i.e., with actual eyesight.
10 i.e., the comforts of worldly life and whether you were grateful to Allāh for His blessings.
[continuously] counts it. 4
He thinks that his wealth will make him immortal.
4 No! He will surely be thrown into the Crusher. 5
And what can make you know what is the Crusher?
5 It is the fire of Allâh, [eternally] fueled,
Which mounts directed at the hearts. 6
Indeed, it [i.e., Hellfire] will be closed down upon them
In extended columns. 7

Sûrah al-Fîl 8

Have you not considered, [O Muḥammad], how your Lord dealt with the companions of the elephant? 9
Did He not make their plan into misguidance? 10
And He sent against them birds in flocks,
Striking them with stones of hard clay,
And He made them like eaten straw. 11

Sûrah al-‘Aṣr 1

By time, 2
Indeed, mankind is in loss,
Except for those who have believed and done righteous deeds and advised each other to truth and advised each other to patience.

Sûrah al-Humazah 3

Woe to every scorners and mocker
Who collects wealth and

1 Al-‘Aṣr: Time.
2 An oath in which Allâh swears by time throughout the ages.
3 Al-Humazah: The Scorer.
4 Rather than spending in the way of Allâh.
5 i.e., Hellfire, which crushes and destroys all that enters it.
6 Covering them and penetrating them.
7 Interpreted to be either columns of fire or columns of iron to which are chained the inmates of Hell.
8 Al-Fîl: The Elephant.
9 i.e., the army under the command of Abrahah al-Ashram which was accompanied by a huge elephant and came with the intention of destroying the Ka‘bah at Makkah.
10 Causing them to perish.
11 i.e., husks which have been chewed by cattle. This event took place in the year of the Prophet’s birth.
Sūrah Quraysh

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Raheem

For the accustomed security of the Quraysh 2 -

Their accustomed security [in] the caravan of winter and summer 3 -

Let them worship the Lord of this House, 4

Who has fed them, [saving them] from hunger and made them safe, [saving them] from fear.

Sūrah al-Mā‘ūn

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Raheem

Have you seen the one who denies the Recompense?

For that is the one who drives away the orphan

And does not encourage the feeding of the poor.

So woe to those who pray

[But] who are heedless of their prayer 6 -

Those who make show [of their deeds]

And withhold [simple] assistance.

Sūrah al-Kawthar

Bismillahir-Rahmānir-Raheem

Indeed, We have granted you, [O Muhammad], al-Kawthar.

So pray to your Lord and sacrifice [to Him alone].

Indeed, your enemy is the one cut off. 8

1 Quraysh: (The tribe of) Quraysh.
2 i.e., the honor and reputation Allāh had given them as guardians of the Holy Ka‘bah, which allowed them to travel without fear of being harmed.
3 i.e., the trading caravans that traveled south in winter and north in summer.
4 i.e., the Ka‘bah.
5 Al-Mā‘ūn: Assistance.
6 i.e., the hypocrites who are unconcerned if they miss prayers when no one sees them.
7 Al-Kawthar: Literally, "the most abundant good." Also, a river in Paradise.
8 From all good in this world and the Hereafter.
For you is your religion, and for me is my religion."

**Sūrah an-Naṣr**

When the victory of Allāh has come and the conquest, 3

And you see the people entering into the religion of Allāh in multitudes,

Then exalt [Him] with praise of your Lord and ask forgiveness of Him. Indeed, He is ever Accepting of repentance.

**Sūrah al-Masad**

May the hands of Abū Lahab be ruined, and ruined is he. 5

His wealth will not avail him or that which he gained.

He will [enter to] burn in a Fire of [blazing] flame

And his wife [as well] - the carrier of firewood. 6

Around her neck is a rope of [twisted] fiber.

---

1 *Al-Kāfīrūn*: The Disbelievers. The Prophet (ﷺ) mentioned that this sūrah is disassociation from *shirk* (worship of anything other than Allāh) for him who recites it. (Narrated by Ahmad, Abū Dāwūd and at-Tirmidhī - ḥasan.)

2 *An-Naṣr*: Victory.

3 The conquest of Makkah.

4 *Al-Masad*: Fiber. This sūrah is also known as *al-Lahab* (Flame).

5 Abū Lahab (the Prophet’s uncle), who was an enemy of Islām.

6 She used to put thorns in the Prophet’s path and slander him (ﷺ). The word “firewood” was used by the Arabs to allude to slander and backbiting.
Sūrah al-Ikhlāṣ ¹

Say, "He is Allāh, [who is] One, ²
Allāh, the Eternal Refuge. ³
He neither begets nor is born,
Nor is there to Him any equivalent."

Sūrah al-Falaq ⁴

Say, "I seek refuge in the Lord of daybreak
From the evil of that which He created
And from the evil of darkness when it settles
And from the evil of the blowers in knots ⁵
And from the evil of an envier when he envies."

Sūrah an-Nās ⁶

Say, "I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind,
The Sovereign of mankind,
The God of mankind,
From the evil of the retreating whisperer ⁷
Who whispers [evil] into the breasts of mankind -
From among the jinn and mankind."

¹ Al-Ikhlās: Purification, i.e., the purification of faith - the sūrah's theme. In narrations by al- ² i.e., single, unique and indivisible. ³ i.e., the one sought in times of difficulty and need, the one depended upon by all existence. ⁴ Al-Falaq: Daybreak. This and the following sūrah were revealed together and are recited when seeking Allāh's protection from all kinds of evil. ⁵ i.e., those who practice magic.
⁶ An-Nās: People or Mankind.
⁷ i.e., a devil who makes evil suggestions to man but disappears when one remembers Allāh.
## A Key to the Arabic Letters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Letter or Mark</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol Used in English Text</th>
<th>The shape of the letters if they are connected with other letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ٍ (vowel)</td>
<td>alif</td>
<td>aa or ā</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>baa</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت/ة</td>
<td>taa</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>س/ة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>thaa</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>ن/ث</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>jeem</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ن/ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>ḥaa</td>
<td>ḥ</td>
<td>ن/ح</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>khaa</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>ن/خ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>daal</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ن/د</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>dhaal</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>ن/ذ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>raa</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ن/ر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>zaay</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ن/ز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>seen</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>س/س</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>sheen</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>ش/ش</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>šaad</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ص/ص</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>dhaad</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ض/ض</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>taa</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ط/ط</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>thaa</td>
<td>ẓ</td>
<td>ظ/ظ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>'ayn</td>
<td>’</td>
<td>غ/’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>ghayn</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>ع/غ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>faa</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>ف/ف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>qaaf</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>ق/ق</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>kaaf</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ك/ك</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>laam</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>ل/ل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>meem</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>م/م</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>noon</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ن/ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه/ه</td>
<td>haa</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ه/ه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>waaw</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>و/و</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>й (as vowel)</td>
<td>waaw</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>й/Й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>yaa</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ي/ي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י (as vowel)</td>
<td>yaa</td>
<td>ee or i</td>
<td>י/י</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Hamzah**: This appears in three forms: 1) on a line, 2) by itself, 3) on an alif

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>fatkah</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kasrah</td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammah</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaddah</td>
<td></td>
<td>doubled letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukoon</td>
<td></td>
<td>absence of vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) From where does a Muslim take his creed and faith? The Muslim takes his creed and faith from the Book of Allah [the Qur'an] and the authentic Sunnah of His Prophet محمد (PBUH), who does not speak of his own desire, rather [as Allah says]: “It is only revelation revealed.” [53:4] These two sources should be understood according to the understanding of the companions (Siyahabah), and the righteous predecessors of the religion of Islam. Islam, Iman and Ihsan.

2) How many levels are there in the religion of Islam? There are three levels in the religion of Islam. Islam, Iman and Ihsan.

3) What is ‘Islam’, and how many pillars does it have? ‘Islam’ is: Submission to Allah, by believing in Tawheed, Compliance to his orders, by obeying Him, Avoiding and absolving oneself from all forms of polytheism and idolatry, as well as those who commit them.

The pillars of Islam are five, as mentioned in the narration of the Prophet محمد (PBUH): “Islam is built on five [pillars]: To testify that none is rightfully worshipped but Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah, Muhammed-ur-Rasool-ullah), to establish the Salah (prayers), to offer the Zakaah (obligatory charity), to perform Hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) and to fast the month of Ramadan.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

4) What is ‘Iman’, and how many pillars does it have? ‘Iman’ is: Belief and conviction in the heart, Speech of the tongue, Action of the limbs.

Iman increases by performing good deeds and decreases by committing sins. Allah (SWT) said: “Verily, We have sent you (O Muhammed) as a witness, as a bearer of glad tidings, and as a warner.” [48:8] The Prophet محمد (PBUH) said: “Iman is seventy odd branches: the highest is to say that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah), the lowest is to remove harm from the path; and modesty is a branch of Iman.” (Muslim) What supports this fact is the enthusiasm which a Muslim feels in seasons of good deeds [such as Ramadan and Hajj] and the slackening a Muslim feels upon committing sins. Allah (SWT) says: “Indeed good deeds do away with the evil ones.” [11:114]

Iman has six pillars, as mentioned in the hadith of the Prophet محمد (PBUH): “Iman is to believe in Allah, His angels, His Books, His Messengers, the Day of Judgment, and Qadar (Divine Measure) and what it brings of good or evil.” (al-Bukhari)

5) What is the meaning of the phrase ‘Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah’? This statement means to negate that any being other than Allah has the right to be worshipped, and to affirm that it is Allah (SWT) Alone who deserves worship.

6) Which of the sects will be the one that will be saved on the Day of Resurrection? The Prophet محمد (PBUH) said: “My Ummah (nation) will split into seventy three sects, all of which will go to Hellfire, except for one.”

His companions asked: “Which one is that O Messenger of Allah?”

He replied: “The one that will be upon the way of me and my companions.” (at-Tirmidhi).

Thus the truth and the correct path is the way of the Prophet محمد (PBUH) and his companions (Siyahabah). Therefore, if one wishes to be saved on the Day of Judgment and desires that one’s deeds be accepted by Allah, one must adhere strictly to the way of the Prophet محمد (PBUH) and his companions (Siyahabah) and avoid all innovations in religious matters.
7. **Is Allah with us?** Yes, Allah is with us with His perfect knowledge, His hearing, His seeing, His protection, His absolute comprehensiveness, His omnipotent power and His divine will. However, Allah Himself is not a part of His creation, and nothing of His creation can encompass Him.

8. **Can Allah be physically seen?** The Muslim scholars are in agreement (*ijmaa’*) that Allah cannot be physically seen in this life, but that the believers will physically see Him on the Day of Resurrection as well as in Paradise. Allah (ﷻ) said: “On that Day, some faces will beam (in brightness and beauty), looking at their Lord.” [75:22-23]

9. **What is the benefit of knowing Allah’s Names and Attributes?** The first obligation that Allah obligated upon the people is to know Allah (ﷻ). If they truly come to know Allah, they will worship Him as He deserves. Allah (ﷻ) said: “And know that there is none that is rightfully worshipped except Allah…” [47:190] Bringing the expansive mercy of Allah to mind causes one to hope, remembering His characteristic of being severe in punishment for disobedience instigates fear, and acknowledging His characteristic of being the exclusive Bestower of Bounties creates a feeling of gratefulness. Therefore, what is meant by worshipping Allah through His Names and Attributes is that one learns them properly, understands their meanings, and acts accordingly. There are some traits which are regarded as praiseworthy if they are found in a person, such as knowledge, mercy, and justice, while there are others which are blameworthy, such as divinity, and dominance, and pride. There are yet other praiseworthy traits which humans have been ordered to seek and acquire, but they are never to be attributed to Allah (ﷻ), such as servitude, being in a state of need, humility, solicitation and others similar to this. The most beloved human being to Allah is one who has traits which He loves, and the most hated one to Allah is one who has traits which He hates. Allah (ﷻ) says: “And to Him belong the most beautiful names, so supplicate to Him with them…” [7:180] The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Allah has ninety-nine Names, i.e., one hundred minus one, and whoever enumerates them will go to Paradise.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim).

Whoever researches the Qur’an and the authentic Sunnah will enumerate them, as they are as follows:

- **Ar-Rahman** (الرَّحْمَنِ) The All-Comprehensive in Mercy, Beneficent, Benevolent
- **Ar-Rahem** (الرَّحِيمِ) The Most Merciful
- **Al-Malik** (المَلِكِ) The King, The Sovereign
- **Al-Qudus** (القُدُسِ) The Most Holy and Exalted
- **As-Salam** (السَّلَامِ) The Peace and Blessing; Giver of Peace and Security
- **Al-Mumin** (المُؤْمِنِ) The Guarantor
- **Al-Muhaymin** (المُهْيَمِينُ) The Guardian; Preserver; Ever Watching
- **Al-Aziz** (الْعَزِيزِ) The Almighty
- **Al-Jabar** (الجَبَارِ) The Compeller; the Irresistible
- **Al-Mutakabbir** (المَكْبُورِ) The Majestic in His Greatness; Supreme
- **Al-Khalil** (الخَالِي) The Creator
- **Al-Bari’** (البَرَّ) The Originator; Maker
- **Al-Mushawwir** (المُصَوِّرُ) The Fashioner of Forms and Shapes; Shaper
- **Al-Awwal** (الأَوْلِ) The First
- **Al-Akhir** (الآَخِرِ) The Final; the Last
- **Azh-Zahir** (الْازْهَارِ) The Manifest; the All Victorious
- **Al-Badin** (الأَبْنَٰئِ) The Hidden; Inward
- **As-Samee’** (السَّمِيعُ) The All
Hearing *Al-Baseer (ال بصیر) The All Seeing *Al-Maula (ال مولى) The Protecting Friend; Patron, and Helper *An-Naseer (ال ناصر) The Giver of Aid *Al-‘Afuwu (ال فعال) The Pardoner, the Effacer of Sins *Al-Qadeer (ال قادر) The Capable; the Able *Al-Lateef (ال لطيف) The Subtle; the Kind *Al-Khabeer (ال خبير) The All Aware *Al-Witr (ال وتر) The One (from odd numbers) *Al-Jameel (ال جميل) The Beautiful *Al-Hayy (ال حي) The Modest *As-Sitteer (ال سطير) The Concealer *Al-Kabeer (ال كبير) The Great *Al-Muta’aa (ال متاع) The Self-Exalted *Al-Waahid (ال واحید) The One; the All Inclusive ; the Indivisible *Al-Qahhaar (ال قهر) The All Compelling; the Conqueror; Subduer *Al-Haqq (ال حق) The Truth; the Reality *Al-Mubeen (ال مبين) The Clear and Self Evident *Al-Qawy (ال قوي) The Most Powerful; Strong *Al-Mateen (ال مستقیم) The Firm; Strong; Steadfast *Al-Hay (ال حي) The Eternally Living *Al-Qayyoom (ال قیوم) The Self Subsisting; Sustainer of All *Al-‘Ali (ال علي) The Most High and Exalted *Al-‘Azeem (ال اعظم) The Most Magnificent *Ash-Shakoor (ال شكور) The Grateful; The Thankful; The Appreciative *Al-Haleem (ال هالیم) The Forbearing; Relenting; Indulgent *Al-Waase’ (ال واسع) The Vast; the All Encompassing; All Sufficient *Al-Aleem (ال علیم) The All Knowing; the Omniscient *Al-Tawwaab (ال تواب) The Wise *Al-Ghani (ال غنی) The All Rich; the Entirely Independent, The Self-Sufficient *Al-Kareem (ال كریم) The Generous; Gracious; Noble *Al-Ahad (ال واحد) The One; Singular *As- Samad (ال صمد) The Perfect in Everything; the Self Sufficient; the Eternally Besought of All; the Everlasting *Al-Qareeb (ال قرب) The Close One *Al-Mujeeb (ال مجيب) The Answerer *Al-Ghafoor (ال غفور) The All Forgiving *Al-Wadood (ال وادود) The Loving *Al-Waliy (ال ولي) The Protecting Friend; Patron and Helper *Al-Hameed (ال همید) The All Praiseworthy *Al-Hafeez (ال حافظ) The Protector; Preserver; Guardian *Al-Majeed (ال مجد) The Majestic; Glorious *Al-Fattaaah (ال فتاح) The Opener; Granter of Victory *Ash-Shaheead (ال شهید) The Witness; Testifier *Al-Muqaddim (ال مقدّم) The Expediter; He who brings forward *Al-Mu’akkhir (ال مٰکھير) The Delayer; He who puts far away *Al-Maleek (ال ملک) The Owner; Master *Al-Muqtadir (ال مقتدر) The All Determiner; Dominant *Al-Musa’ir (الم سعیر) The One Who Determines the Values *Al-Qaabid (الم قابید) The Restrainer; Constrictor; Restrictor; Taker *Al-Baasit (الم باس) The Expander; Magnificent; Magnanimous *Ar-Raaziq (ال رازق) The Provider; Sustainer *Al-Qaahir (الم قاضی) The Dominant; Irresistible *Ad-Dayyaan (ال دیان) The One in Whose debt everybody is *Ash-Shaakir (ال شاکر) The Bestower of the Reward for Good; Grateful; Thankful *Al-Mannaan (الم نان) The Gracious; Benefactor *Al-Qadir (الم قادر) The All Able *Al-Khallaaq (الم خالق) The One Who Creates *Al-Maalik (المالک) The Owner, Master *Ar-Razzaaq (ال رازق) The Provider; Sustainer *Al-Wakeel (الم وكی) The Trustee; Dependable; Trustworthy *Al-Raheeb (الم حیب) The Watchful *Al-Muhsin (الم خین) The Excellent; Good *Al-Haseeb (الم حسب) The

There are three levels of Enumerating them: 1) To count and know them and their expressions. 2) To understand their meanings and that which they indicate. For example, knowing that Allah is Al-Hakeem (the Wise) entails that the Muslim resigns all his affairs to Allah, since it is all according to His wisdom. Similarly, knowing that Allah is Al-Quddoos (the Holy) entails that the Muslim believes that Allah is free from all imperfections. 3) To call on Allah by them, and that is of two types: a) Glorifying and worshiping Allah in accordance to these names. b) Supplicating to Allah and asking Him by them.

10 What is the difference between the Names of Allah and His Attributes? The Names of Allah and His Attributes both share the trait that it is allowed to seek refuge and to swear oaths by them, but there are some important differences between them, some of which are as follows: a. It is allowed to supplicate to Allah using one of His Names, or name oneself “the slave of” one of His Names, but this is not allowed with his Attributes. Thus, one may call himself Abd al-Kareem (the slave of the Most Generous) but not Abd al-Karam (slave of Generosity), and one may supplicate “O Most Generous (Kareem)” but not “O Karam (Generosity) of Allah!” b. One may derive Attributes from Allah’s Names, but one may not derive names from his Attributes. Thus one may derive the Attribute ‘rahmah’ (mercy) from His Name ‘Ar-Rahman’ (The Merciful), but not the name ‘al-mustawi’ (The One who Rises Over) from His Attribute of ‘al-istiwaa’ (Rising Over). c. One may not derive Names from the actions of Allah. Thus, one may not say that one of the names of Allah is al-ghaadib (the Angry) based on the fact that Allah becomes angry. One may, however, derive Attributes from His actions, and thus affirm that one of the Attributes of Allah is Ghadab (anger) due to the fact that He becomes angry.

11 What is belief in the Angels? Belief in the angels means to believe with firm conviction that they exist, and that Allah (الله) created them in order to worship Him and carry out His commands, as He said: “…they are honored servants. They cannot precede Him in word, and they act by His command.” [21:26-27]

---

1 Allah mentions in the Quran that He ‘rose over’ the Throne after creating the Heavens and the Earth in six days.
Belief in Angels includes: 1) believing in their existence; 2) believing in all those who have been named to us like Jibreel (Gabriel); 3) believing in all what we have been told about their attributes, such as their mighty creation; 4) believing in all what we have been told about their particular duties and activities, such as the Angel of Death.

What is the Qur’an? The Qur’an is the word of Allah (ﷻ), the recitation of which is an act of worship. He actually spoke it as it is, with its letters and sounds which Jibreel (Gabriel) heard from Him and then conveyed to the Prophet Muḥammad (ﷺ). Similarly, all divinely revealed books are the words of Allah.1

Can we suffice with the Qur’an without need of the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ)? This is not allowed, as we were commended in the Qur’an to follow the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ). Allah said: “And whatever the Messenger has given you, take; and whatever he has forbidden you, refrain from it…” [59:7]

The Sunnah was revealed to the Messenger as an explanation of the Qur’an, and one cannot know the details of the religion, such as the method of prayer and fasting, without the Sunnah. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Indeed I have been given the Qur’an and along with it something similar (the Sunnah). Indeed it is feared that [a day will come when a] man whose stomach will be full, resting on his couch, says: ‘Take this Qur’an only. Make lawful what you find in it from the lawful, and prohibit what you find in it from the unlawful’. ” (Ahmed and Abu Dawud) 2

What is belief in the Messengers? Belief in the Messengers is to have firm conviction that Allah sent Messengers to every people from their own kind [tribe, nation, etc.], calling them to worship Allah alone without partner, and to disbelieve in idolatry and worshipping others.

Also, it is to believe that they all are truthful, reliable (trustworthy), rightly guided, noble, righteous and dutiful, pious, honest and that they guide others to the right path. One must also believe that all God’s Messengers fulfilled their missions of conveying the message, that they are the best of the creation, and that they never committed shirk with Allah from the time of their birth until their death.

What is belief in the Last Day? Belief in the Last Day is to have firm conviction that the last day will certainly come, as well as belief in all that occurs after death, such as: trials of the grave, its comfort and punishment; the blowing of the trumpet; the resurrection of all humanity and standing before their Lord, the spreading of the scrolls of their deeds; the laying of the scales [which measure deeds]; the bridge [over Hellfire which all must cross]; the Reservoir [from which the followers of the Prophet (ﷺ) will drink]; the intercession [of the Prophet for

---

1 When we say this, we of course mean the actual Books that were revealed from Allah such as the original Torah, Zaboor (Psalms), Injeel (Gospel) and not the corrupted scriptures existent now. The Qur’an has been protected from any tampering and corruptions, and it remains in its original pure form as revealed by Allah to the Angel Gabriel, who transmitted it to the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ).

2 The meaning of this and other texts in this regard is that the Sunnah legislates just as the Qur’an.
creation and his nation] ; and then proceeding to either the Paradise or the Hellfire.

16 What are the types of intercession which will take place on the Day of Resurrection? There are many types of intercession on the Day of Resurrection, the most magnificent being the Greater Intercession, when all people will stand for fifty thousand years waiting to be judged.

In this type of intercession, the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) will intercede for them and ask Allah to let the judgment begin. This intercession is a privilege exclusively granted to our leader, Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), and this is what is meant by ‘the praiseworthy rank’ (‘al-Maqam al-Mahmood’), which has been promised to him.1

A second type of intercession is the opening of the gate of Paradise. The first person who will ask that it be opened is our Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) [who will enter it first], and the first nation to enter will be his nation.

A third type is the intercession on behalf of certain groups of people who were ordered to be taken to Hellfire, that they do not enter it.

A fourth type is the intercession on behalf of the disobedient monotheists (Muwahhideen) who entered the Hellfire, to be removed from it.

A fifth type is the intercession for raising the degrees of certain people of Paradise.

The third, fourth and fifth types of intercession are not exclusive to our Prophet Muhammad, but he is the first to whom they will be granted. Following him will be the other Prophets, Angels, righteous and martyrs.

A sixth is the intercession for certain groups of people to enter Paradise without being judged.

A seventh type will be to lessen the punishment [in Hellfire] of certain disbelievers. Specifically, this is the intercession of our Prophet (ﷺ) for his uncle Abu Talib.

Then, by the Grace and Mercy of Allah and without any intercession, countless numbers of people only known to Allah who died believing in monotheism (Tawheed) will be ordered to be taken out from the Hellfire and placed in Paradise.

17 Is it allowed to seek the aid and intercession of those who are still alive? Yes it is allowed, and Islam has encouraged Muslims to help others, as Allah (ﷻ) said: “And cooperate in righteousness and piety.” [6:2].

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Allah helps the Muslim as long as he helps his brothers.” (Muslim).

As for intercession, its reward is great. What is meant by intercession is that one acts as a mediator. Allah said: “Whoever intercedes for a good cause will have a share as reward there from...” [4:85]

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Intercede and you will receive reward.” (al-Bukhari)

However, there are certain conditions which must be met for this type of intercession to be allowed: 1) The person from whom intercession is sought must be alive, since the dead have no power to help themselves, let alone others. 2) The language used in the intercession should be comprehensible. 3) The person from

1 This is also ‘the praiseworthy rank’ (‘al-Maqam al-Mahmood’) which we mention in the supplication recited after the adhaan.
whom intercession is sought must be present.  4) The thing which is being sought must be within the capabilities of the intercessor.  5) It should be limited to worldly matters.  6) It should be limited to permissible matters that do not contain harm.

18 How many types of “Tawassul” (seeking near approach to Allah) are there?
There are two types of Tawassul, permissible and impermissible. The permissible type of Tawassul is of three forms: 1) Invoking Allah by mentioning His Names and Attributes.  2) Invoking Allah by mentioning one's good deeds, as did the three people who were trapped in the cave.  3) Seeking the supplication of a pious Muslim who is alive and present, from whom it is hoped that his supplication will be accepted.

The impermissible type of Tawassul is two types: 1) To ask Allah by the ‘Jaah’ (rank and status) of the Prophet (ﷺ), or some ‘wali’ (saint of pious person), like when it is said: “O Allah, I ask you by the status of the Prophet (ﷺ), or by the status of Hussein (贫困人口), and similar supplications. There is no doubt that the status of the Prophet (ﷺ) with Allah is indeed great, as is the status of the pious. Nevertheless, the companions, who were the most sincerely keen to seek all means of performing good acts, did not seek Tawassul in supplicating to Allah by means of the Prophet (ﷺ) when they were suffering from a drought, even though his grave was in their vicinity. Rather, they sought Tawassul by seeking the supplication of Al-Abbas (贫困人口) [while he was alive].  2) To ask Allah to provide one’s need by swearing an oath in the name of the Prophet (ﷺ) or a Wali (saint or pious person), like to say for example: “O Allah! I ask you by Abdul-Qadir Jailani,” or “by the right of Prophet Muhammad.” This is not allowed, since making an oath in the name of one of the creations is prohibited if the oath is made in the name of a creation imploring Allah. Moreover, people's obedience to Allah does not impose any rights for them upon Allah.

19 What is the ruling of asking the deceased or those who are absent? Asking one who is dead or not present is shirk, for supplication is an act of worship that is an exclusive right of Allah. Allah (ﷻ) said: “And those, whom you invoke or call upon instead of Him, own not even a Qitmir (the thin membrane over the date-stone). If you invoke (or call upon) them, they hear not your call, and if (in case) they were to hear, they could not grant it (your request) to you. And on the Day of Resurrection, they will disown your worshipping them. And none can inform you (O Muhammad) like Him Who is the All-Knower (of each and everything)” [35:13-14]
Also, the Prophet (ﷺ), said: “Whoever dies while he is supplicating to rivals (associates) along with Allah shall be admitted into Hellfire.” (al-Bukhari)

---

1 The person from whom intercession is sought must be addressed through a known means of communication, such as talking or writing to him.
2 Reference is made to the narration of al-Bukhari of the saying of Omar (贫困人口): “O Allah! We used to seek tawassul by means of our Prophet [while he was alive], and You would then send rain upon us; now we seek tawassul of our Prophet’s uncle as a means to You, therefore send rain upon us!”
3 Or anyone else. Abdur-Qadir Jailani was a scholar known for his piety.
4 Such as saying, “By my mother!” or “By the stars!” or “By my honor!”
How can one supplicate to one who is dead, while the dead themselves are in need of the supplications of the living? The dead no longer have the opportunity to do any deeds nor be rewarded, except for that reward that continues to reach them through the supplication of the living among other things. It is the living who still have the chance to do good deeds. The dead are overjoyed when someone supplicates to Allah for them, so how can they called upon while they themselves are in need?

As for asking a person who is not in the presence of the one supplicating, how is it possible that he can answer their call if he cannot hear them?

20 Are Paradise and Hellfire in existence now? Yes they are. Paradise and Hellfire were both created by Allah before mankind. Paradise and Hellfire are everlasting and they will never cease to be. By His Grace He created people to enter Jannah (Paradise), and by his Justice He created people to enter Hellfire, and everyone is facilitated towards that for which he was created.

21 What does it mean to have belief in Qadar? It is the firm assertion that all good and evil is by Allah’s Decree and Measure, and that Allah does whatever He wills. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “If Allah were to punish the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth, He could do so and He would not be unjust to them, and if He were to be merciful to them, His mercy would be better for them than their deeds. If you spend the size of the mountain of Uhud in gold for the sake of Allah, He will not accept it from you unless you believe in Qadar, and that you believe that whatever befalls you could never have passed you, and whatever passes you could never have befallen you. If you were to die believing other than this, you would enter Hellfire.” (Ahmed)

Belief in Qadar includes belief in four things: 1) To believe that Allah knows everything, every single detail; 2) To believe that Allah wrote all this in the Book of Decrees, as the prophet (ﷺ) said: “Allah wrote the measures of the various creations fifty thousand years before He created the heavens and the earth.” (Muslim) 3) To believe that the Will of Allah comes to pass and that nothing can prevent it, and to believe in His Ultimate Ability which nothing can render incapable. Whatever Allah willed came to be, and whatever He did not never came to be. 4) To believe that Allah is the Creator and Originator of everything, and that everything other than Allah is His creation.

22 Do people really have an ability, desire and will of their own? Yes, people do have will, desire and choice of their own, yet these are not outside the Will of Allah, as Allah said: “And you do not will, except that Allah wills.” [81:29]

1 Reference is made to the narration of Muslim and others: “When a person dies his deeds are cut off except for three: flowing charity, knowledge that continues to benefit, and a righteous child that supplicates for him.”

2 This statement is taken from the authentic narration wherein the Prophet (ﷺ) when asked why one should perform deeds if everything is preordained, answered: “Perform good deeds, for everyone is facilitated to that which he was created for.”

3 Al-Lawh-il-Mahfooth, literally, “The Protected Tablet.”
The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Do good deeds, for everyone is facilitated in that for which they are created.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

Allah bestowed upon us intelligence as well as the faculties of hearing and seeing so that we can differentiate between good and bad. Would an intelligent person ever steal and then say that he only stole because Allah decreed that for him? If he said this, none would excuse him. Rather they would punish him and say: “Allah has decreed this punishment upon you also.” It is not allowed to rely upon Qadar as an excuse, since this amounts to disbelief. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Those who associated partners with Allah will say ‘If Allah had willed we would not have associated anything (with Allah) and neither would our fathers, nor would we have prohibited anything.’ Likewise denied those before them...” [6:148]

What is Ihsan? The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “It is to worship Allah as though you are seeing Him, and if you cannot see Him, then know for sure that He sees you.” (Muslim) Ihsan is the highest of the three levels of religion.

What are the conditions for righteous deeds to be accepted? The conditions for righteous deeds to be accepted are as follows: 1) Correct belief in Allah and maintaining Tawheed, as Allah does not accept any deed from one who commits shirk; 2) Purity of intention, by doing good deeds for the sake of Allah alone; 3) Following the example of the Prophet (ﷺ). The person should perform the deed in the exact manner explained by the Prophet (ﷺ). One should only worship Allah through those things specifically legislated in the religion.

If one of these three conditions is missing, then the deed is unacceptable. Allah (ﷻ) said: “And We shall turn to whatever deeds they did (in this life), and We shall make such deeds as floating dust scattered about.” [25:23]

What should Muslims refer to in case they differ? Muslims must refer back to the Islamic law, since this is what was mentioned in the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ). Allah (ﷻ) said: “…then if you differ in any matter, refer it to Allah and the Messenger,” [4:59]

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “I have left two things among you which if you adhere to, you will never go astray: the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Prophet.” (Ahmed)

How many types of Tawheed are there? There are three types of Tawheed: 1) Tawheed ar-Ruboobiyyah: This type is to affirm that Allah is One and Unique in His actions, such as creation, provision, giving life and death, and others. The disbelievers during the time of the Prophet (ﷺ) affirmed this aspect of Tawheed even before he was commissioned as a prophet. 2) Tawheed al-Uloohiyyah: This type is to single out Allah in all forms of worship, such as prayer, making vows, charity, and others. It was for the establishment of this Tawheed that Allah sent prophets and revealed books. 3) Tawheed al-Asmaa-way-Sifaat: This type is to affirm what Allah and His Prophet mentioned about Allah’s Beautiful Names and Exalted Attributes, without distorting their meanings or rendering them void of meaning, and without delving into the “how” of these Names and Attributes or likening Him to any of His creation.
27 What is a ‘Wali’? A Wali is a God-conscious, righteous, and pious believer. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Behold! verily on the awliyaa (pl. wali) of Allah there is no fear, nor shall they grieve; Those who believe and (constantly) guard against evil” [10:62-63]

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Indeed my wali is Allah and the righteous believers.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

28 What is our obligation towards the companions of the Prophet (ﷺ)? Our obligation towards the Companions is that we love them, are pleased with them and ask Allah to be pleased with them, and have a clean heart concerning them. We should safeguard our tongue from speaking ill of them, we should promote their merits and virtues, and we should hold ourselves back from mentioning their faults and any disputes that occurred between them.

The Companions were not infallible and they may have made mistakes; however, they judged according to the best of their abilities. They will receive double reward for those decisions in which they were correct, and one reward for those in which they erred.¹ They endeavored to judge correctly, and thus their mistakes are forgiven.

Their many virtues do away with any mistakes they may have made. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Do not revile my companions for by the One in Whose Hands is my soul, if any one amongst you were to spend as much gold as Uhud it would not amount to as much as a handful of one of them, or even a half of it.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

29 Should we exaggerate in praising the Messenger (ﷺ) beyond that which Allah has designated to him? Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) is undoubtedly the best and most noble of all creatures. Nevertheless, it is not allowed that we exceed the bounds in his praise as the Christians did with Jesus (_nv), the son of Mary, since the Prophet forbade us from doing so. He said: “Do not exaggerate in praising me as the Christians did with [Jesus] the son of Mary, for I am only Allah’s slave, so say: ‘The slave of Allah and His Messenger.’” (al-Bukhari)

30 How many types of fear are there? There are four types of fear.

1) The first is the obligatory type. This is the fear of Allah, since belief in Allah is based upon two things: the absolute love of Allah and the absolute fear of Allah.
2) The second is that fear which is considered greater shirk (shirk akbar). This is when someone fears harm from the various gods worshipped by idolaters.
3) The third is the prohibited type (but does not reach the level of shirk). It is when the fear of people leads one to commit a sin or leave something obligatory.
4) The last is the permissible type, such as the natural fear one feels from wolves and other wild animals.

31 How many types of trust are there? There are three types of trust:

1) The first is the obligatory type, which is the trust in Allah and reliance upon Him in all affairs. An example of this is to have trust in Allah that He is the one who brings good and

¹ This is in accordance to the narration reported in al-Bukhari and Muslim which says: “If the judge rules and strives his utmost to arrive at the correct judgment and is correct, he has two rewards, and if he rules and strives his utmost to arrive at the correct judgment but is incorrect, he has one reward.”
wards off harm. 2) The second is the prohibited type, which is of two kinds: a. The greater shirk (shirk akbar). This is when someone relies entirely on things which Allah has created as means, and believing that these means independently bring benefit or harm (without the power of Allah); b. The lesser shirk (shirk asghar). This is when someone relies upon others for sustenance, although not believing that the person is independently its cause. His attachment to him, however, is to such an extent that the person is seemed more than just a mere cause;

3) The third is the permissible type, which is to entrust another person or rely upon them to perform something within their capabilities, such as buying and selling.

How many types of love are there? There are four types of love:

1) Love of Allah, which is the basis of faith;
2) Love for Allah, which is allying with and loving all believers in general. As for individual Muslims, they are to be loved according to their closeness to Allah and obedience to Him. This type of love is obligatory.
3) Love along with Allah, which is associating others in that type of love which is only meant for Allah, as the love of the polytheists for their gods. This type of love is the foundation of shirk;
4) Natural love, like the love of one’s parents and children, and the love of food and other things. This type of love is permissible.

Is it allowed to be unjust to a non-muslim? Injustice is forbidden. The Prophet (ﷺ) related in a Hadeeth Qudsi1, that Allah (ﷻ) has said: “Verily I have made injustice unlawful upon Myself, and I have forbidden it amongst my servants as well, so do not be unjust to one another.” (Muslim)

What is bid’ah? Ibn Rajab said: “Bid’ah is anything which is initiated and has no evidence in the Islamic Law to prove its validity.” Anything which has evidence in Islamic law proving its validity is not an innovation, religiously speaking, even if it may linguistically be called a bid’ah (innovation).

Is there such a thing in religion called good bid’ah and evil bid’ah? The Qur’an and Sunnah have disapproved of religious innovation (bid’ah), which is anything initiated in religion that does not have valid evidence in Islamic law.

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever does an act of worship which is not in our religion will have that act rejected.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

He also stated: “Every unprecedented affair in Islam is a bid’ah, every bid’ah is a deviation.” (Ahmad)

Imam Malik said about the meaning of the religious innovation: “The person who initiates a religious innovation is implicitly claiming that Muhammad (ﷺ) has been deceitful about conveying the message of Islam, since Allah (ﷻ) said: “Today I have perfected your religion for you and completed upon you my blessings…” [5:3]

1 The more pious a person is, the more he is to be loved. The first and foremost in this category is Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), then the rest of the prophets, then the companions, and then others, each according to their level of piety.

2 Hadeeth Qudsi, or Divine Hadeeth, A hadeth of Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) in which he directly relates from Allah, in meaning and words, using the pronoun "I".

3 Bid’ah: Literally, innovation. Anything new or unprecedented.
There are some hadeeth which praise innovation in its linguistic meaning. The innovation in these narrations refers to an act of worship that was originally an Islamic practice, but later abandoned by Muslims. The Prophet (ﷺ) encouraged us to remind people of such valid acts of worship, as mentioned in the hadeeth: “He who introduces some good practice in Islam will receive the reward of it and the reward of those who followed him in this practice after him without decreasing their reward a bit.” (Muslim)

This is the meaning of the saying of Umar (رضي الله عنه) “What a good innovation it is!”

The innovation Umar meant here was the Taraweeh prayers. It was legislated beforehand, as the Prophet (ﷺ) encouraged others to pray and he himself performed it in congregation for three days. He then, however, refrained from doing so due to the fear of it being taken as obligatory. Then at the time of Umar, he gathered the people and ordered it to be performed in congregation.

36) How many types of nifaq (hypocrisy) are there? There are two types of hypocrisy: 1) Hypocrisy in belief (greater hypocrisy): This is an outward show of faith while actually disbelieving and concealing it. This type is an act of shirk. If a person dies persisting in this hypocrisy, he dies in a state of disbelief. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Verily, the hypocrites will be in the lowest depth (grade) of the hellfire.” [4:145].

Some of the traits of this category of hypocrites are that they seek to deceive Allah and the believers; they mock and make fun of them; they aid the enemy to gain victory over the believers; and they seek the rewards of this world with their good deeds and not the Hereafter.

2) Hypocrisy in deeds (lesser hypocrisy), which is not an act of shirk but is still dangerous, since it may lead to major hypocrisy if one fails to repent from it. Some of the traits of this category of hypocrites are that if they speak they lie; if they promise they break it; if they argue they are abusive; if they take an oath they betray it; and if they are entrusted they prove deceitful.

Beware my brothers and sisters lest you have one of these traits, so take precautions against them.

37) Must a Muslim fear of hypocrisy? Muslims should fear hypocrisy. The companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) were afraid of having traits of the lesser hypocrisy. It has been reported by ibn Abi Maleekah رضي الله عنه: “I met thirty of the companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) and all of them were afraid of committing acts of hypocrisy.”

Ibraheem at-Taimi رضي الله عنه said: “I never compared what I did to what I said, except that I came to fear that I was a liar.”

Al-Hasan al-Baṣri (رضي الله عنه) said: “No one fears hypocrisy except a believer, and no one feels secure from it but a hypocrite.” Umar said to Hudhaifah1 (رضي الله عنه): “I plead to you by Allah, did the Messenger of Allah mention me among them?” – meaning the hypocrites. He said: “No, and I will not inform anyone of this after you.”

---

1 Hudhaifah was the keeper of the secrets of the Prophet (ﷺ). He was also the only person who was informed by the Prophet (ﷺ) who the hypocrites were in Madeenah.
What is the greatest and most grievous sin in the sight of Allah? The greatest and most grievous of sins is shirk: to associate others with Allah in those things specific to him. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Indeed idolatry is great injustice.” [31:1]

When the Prophet (ﷺ), was asked which sin is the greatest, he replied: “To associate others with Allah (thus making them a rival), while it was He Who created you.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

How many types of shirk are there? There are two types of shirk, the greater shirk and the lesser shirk:

1) The greater shirk. Committing this type of shirk takes a person outside the fold of Islam, and Allah will never forgive it 1, as Allah has said: “Indeed Allah does not forgive that one associates a partner with Him, and he forgives other than that to whomever He Wills.” [4:48]

This type of shirk has four subcategories: a. shirk in worship and supplication; b. shirk in intention, desire and goal; c. shirk in obedience, which is obeying scholars in making unlawful what Allah has made lawful or making lawful what He has made unlawful; d. shirk in love, to love someone as Allah should be loved.

2) The lesser shirk. Committing this type of shirk [although great] does not take one outside the fold of Islam. The lesser shirk has two subcategories: a. noticeable shirk, and it can be related to sayings such as swearing an oath in the name of someone or something other than Allah, or it can be related to acts such as believing in omens. An omen is when one predicts that certain evil will befall upon seeing certain birds [or other objects], or hearing certain words or names, places, and other objects. b. hidden shirk, which is light showing off in one's worship.

What is the difference between greater and lesser shirk? There are several differences between the greater and lesser forms of shirk. Among the differences is that one who commits greater shirk is judged to be a disbeliever and will reside in the Hellfire forever, whereas one who commits lesser shirk is not judged as a disbeliever, and he will not reside in the Hellfire forever.

Another difference is that greater shirk renders all good deeds worthless, whereas lesser shirk renders worthless only that particular deed in which it is committed.

There is a difference of opinion whether repentance is a condition for the forgiveness of lesser shirk as it is for greater shirk, or whether it is similar to other grievous sins in that Allah may forgive it if He wills without repentance. Whichever is correct, lesser shirk remains a grave matter.

Is there any way of protecting oneself from lesser shirk before one commits into it, and is there any way of expiating this sin if one does? Yes, to protect oneself from showing off with his good deeds, he should do them only for Allah’s sake alone.

To protect oneself of even a little bit of showing off, one should supplicate to Allah, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “O people avoid this shirk, for indeed it is more inconspicuous than the footfall of an ant!”. The Companions asked, “How can

---

1 That is, if they die in that state. If they sincerely repent from it, however, Allah will forgive it.
2 If one does all their acts of worship purely for others, like the hypocrites, this is considered greater shirk.
we avoid it when it is more inconspicuous than the footfall of an ant?”. He replied: “Say: ‘O Allah we seek refuge in You from committing shirk knowingly, and we ask forgiveness for that which we do unknowingly’.” (Ahmed)

The expiation of the sin for swearing an oath in the name of someone or something other than Allah has been mentioned by the Prophet (ﷺ) in his saying: “Whoever swears an oath by Laat and Uzza¹, let him say Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

The expiation of the sin for believing in omens has been mentioned by the Prophet (ﷺ) in his saying: “Whoever turns back from his need due to an omen has committed shirk.” The Companions asked: “What is the expiation of that?”

He replied: “To say: O Allah, there is no good except that it comes from you, there is nothing evil except that it is by Your Will, and there is no god besides You” (Ahmad)

42 How many types of showing off is there? There are four types of showing off:

1) That the showing off is the basic reason for a deed. This is the state of the hypocrites.

2) That the deed is done both for Allah as well as showing off. This type of deed as well as the previous type are rejected, and the person is punishable.

3) The deed is done for Allah, but then the intention of showing off enters into it. If the person fights against this intention to show off and turns away from it, it will not harm him. If his intention changes and he succumbs to his desires, this will destroy the good deed he was performing.

4) That one feels the intention to show off after the completion of the deed. This is merely whispering and has no effect on the deed or the one who does it.

There are other inconspicuous ways which may lead one to show off in one’s actions, so you must be very careful of them.

43 How many types of disbelief (kufr) are there? Disbelief is of two kinds: the greater kufr and the lesser kufr:

a. The greater kufr deems its perpetrator out of the fold of Islam, and this has five categories:

1) the kufr of denial;

2) the kufr of arrogance (even after affirming the truth);

3) the kufr of doubt;

4) the kufr of turning away;

5) the kufr of hypocrisy;

b. The lesser kufr which is regarded as a sin, but does not take its perpetrator outside the fold of Islam. An example of this type is killing a Muslim.

44 What is the ruling concerning swearing a vow²? The Prophet (ﷺ) discouraged it, saying: “Indeed it does not bring about any good.” (al-Bukhari)

This applies to vows made purely to Allah.³ If, however the vow was made to one other than Allah, like a grave or a wali, then it is considered impermissible⁴, and one is not to fulfill it.

---

1 These were two idols worshipped during the time of the Prophet (ﷺ).

2 A vow is when a person promises to fulfill a certain act of worship if his need is fulfilled.

3 Making a vow to Allah is makrooh (disliked), due to this hadeeth. It is as such because it makes it seem that the person only does the act of worship if his need is fulfilled, otherwise he would not have performed it. If a person does make a vow to Allah, however, it becomes obligatory to fulfill it.

4 Rather, in most cases it is considered shirk, because the person trusts that due to this vow made to the grave or wali, his need will be fulfilled.
45 What is the ruling concerning witchcraft? Witchcraft exists, and it is some sort of illusion as Allah said: “And suddenly their ropes and staffs were made to seem to him as if they were moving.” [20:66].

However, the Qur’an and Sunnah have reported that sorcery does have an effect on things. Witchcraft is forbidden, and it is considered a major sin about which the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Avoid the seven sins which doom a person to Hell.”

They asked, “What are they?” He replied, “Committing Shirk with Allah (shirk) and witchcraft…” (al-Bukhari and Muslim).

Also, Allah (ﷻ) said: “We are only a trial so do not disbelieve…” [2:102]

As for the narration, “Learn witchcraft but do not practice it”, this and its likes are a fabricated lie and have no basis of validity whatsoever.

46 What is the ruling about going to a soothsayer or diviner? It is forbidden to go to soothsayers and diviners, and if one goes to them, knowing that they do not know the unseen but seeking to benefit from what the jinns inform them, his prayer will not be accepted for forty days, as the Prophet (ﷺ) has said: “Whoever goes to a diviner and asks him about something, will not have his prayer accepted for forty days.” (Muslim)

If a person goes to a diviner believing in his claim of knowing the unseen, he has disbelieved in the religion of Muḥammad (ﷺ), due to his saying: “Whoever goes to a soothsayer or diviner and believes in what he says, he has indeed disbelieved in what has been revealed to Muḥammad.” (Abu Dawud)

47 When can seeking rain by the stars become a form of shirk, whether greater or lesser? Whoever believes that the stars have an effect without the will of Allah and ascribes the sole reason of rain to the stars has committed greater shirk. If someone believes the stars have an effect by the will of Allah, and that Allah has made them a reason for the coming of rain, and that Allah made it customary that rain falls when a certain star appears, he has committed lesser shirk. This is due to the fact that the person has made them a cause for something without any tangible, logical or religious evidence. (Astrology)

However, it is allowed to study the stars to determine the seasons and thus the times of the year that are likely to be rainy. (Astronomy)

48 How many kinds of sins are there? There are two kinds of sin: major sins and minor sins. 1) Major sins (Kaba’ir), include every sin for which either a prescribed punishment has been legislated in this life, a punishment has been associated with it in the Hereafter, it is mentioned to be a reason of earning the anger or curse of Allah, or it is mentioned to negate faith.

2) Minor sins (Sagha’ir) are all types of sins other than the above.

---

1 Any impermissible vow is not to be fulfilled, since the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever vows to obey Allah then he should obey Him, and whoever vows to disobey Allah then he should not disobey him.” (al-Bukhari)

He also said: “Vows are two: for Allah, the expiation of which is to fulfill it, and for Satan, which is not allowed to be fulfilled, and the expiation of its sin is the expiation of breaking an oath.” (Abu Dawud, at-Tirmidhi and an-Nasa‘î)
Are there any reasons that a minor sin becomes a major one? Yes, there are many reasons that cause a minor sin to become a major one. They include being adamant in doing them, persistence in committing them again and again, thinking them to be menial, bragging about them and committing them in public.

What is the ruling concerning repentance? How is it made acceptable? It is obligatory that one repents immediately after realizing one’s mistake. Committing a sin is not a major problem in itself, since it is a part of human nature. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Everyone repetitively makes mistakes, and the best of those who repetitively make mistakes are the ones who often repent.” (at-Tirmidhi)

He (ﷺ) also said: “If you weren’t to commit sins, Allah would have swept you out of existence and replaced you by another people who would commit sins. They would ask forgiveness from Allah and He would grant them pardon.” (Muslim)

The real problem is persisting stubbornly in committing sins and delaying seeking repentance for them. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Indeed Allah accepts the repentance of those who do evil in ignorance, and repent soon afterwards” [4:17]

There are four conditions for repentance to be accepted: 1) discontinuation of that sin [if one happened to be in its midst]; 2) feeling remorse and regret for committing it; 3) determination not to return to that sin in the future; 4) if the sin is related to the rights of another person, then ensuring that the rights are returned to those to whom the injustices were done.

Must repentance be made from all sins? When does the time for repentance end? What is the reward for the repentant person? Yes, repentance must be made for each and every sin. Allah accepts a person’s repentance as long as he is not in the face of death and the sun has not yet risen from the west.1 If one is truthful in seeking repentance, his sins will be changed into good deeds2, even if they were so many that they reached into the sky.

What are the obligations Muslims owe to their leaders? Leaders of the Muslims should be obeyed whether people are pleased with what they do or not. It is unlawful to rebel against them even if they are unjust.3 It is not also acceptable to disobey them and curse or supplicate against them.

Instead, people should supplicate for their righteousness and success to that which is right. People should also perceive that obedience to them is obedience to Allah as long as long as they do not enjoin disobedience to Allah.

If one of the Muslims’ leaders enjoins disobedience to Allah, he should not be obeyed in that matter. He should, however, still be obeyed in whatever good he

---

1 One of the greater signs of the Day of Judgment is that the Sun will rise from the west and not the east. Once it has, no repentance will be accepted, and no one’s faith will be accepted if they happened to accept Islam after this occurrence.
2 The proof of this is the saying of Allah (ﷻ): “Except those who repent and believe (in Islamic Monotheism), and do righteous deeds, for those, Allah will change their sins into good deeds, and Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.” [Surah al-Furqan (25):70]
3 As long as they are Muslim, it is not permissible to rebel against them.
enjoins. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Hear and obey the commander even if he smites your back and takes your property, hear and obey.” (Muslim)

53 Is it allowed to ask about the wisdom of the rulings of Allah in His commandments and prohibitions? Yes, on the condition that one does not make his belief and obedience dependent upon knowing the wisdom and contentment about it.

Knowing the wisdom behind the commandments and prohibitions increases a believer’s steadfastness in remaining upon the truth, but absolute submission without questioning is a proof that one has complete faith and devotion to Allah and His perfect Wisdom, and this was the state of the companions.

54 What is the meaning of the saying of Allah (ﷻ): “Whatever befalls you of good is from Allah, and whatever befalls you of evil is from yourself.” [4:79] ?

Good in the above verse means blessing, and evil means ordeal, and both of them are from the Qadar of Allah. However, the good is ascribed to Allah because it is He who bestowed it on people.

As for evil, it was also created by Allah, not in vain but for a wise purpose. From this perspective, even evil is considered of what Allah has bestowed on people, since He never does anything evil and all His acts are good. The Prophet (ﷺ) said [in a supplication]: “All good is in Your hands and evil is not attributed to You.” (Muslim)

The actions of the people are created by Allah, and at the same time are done by the people. Allah (ﷻ) said: “As for he who gives (charity) and fears Allah and believes in goodness, Surely We will ease his way unto the state of ease. But as for he who withholds and considers himself free of need and disbelieves in goodness, Surely We will ease his way unto the state of difficulty.” [92:5-10]

55 Is it allowed to say that someone is a martyr (Shaheed)? Describing a certain person as a martyr is the same as saying that he is in the Paradise. The Ahl-us-Sunnah 2 do not designate someone as a person of Paradise or Hellfire except those of whom the Prophet (ﷺ) informed us.

The reason for this is that we cannot know the hidden depth and ultimate realities of what a person died upon, and a person will be judged according to his final deeds. Moreover, inner intentions are not known to anyone except Allah.

However, we expect that good people will receive good rewards and we fear that those who do evil will be punished.

56 Is it allowed to judge that a particular Muslim is a disbeliever? It is not allowed to judge that a Muslim is a disbeliever, polytheist or a hypocrite if he has not done anything which proves this, or there remain some factors present in his situation which prevent him from being regarded as such. Rather, we regard him as a Muslim and leave his affair to Allah.

---

1 The general rule is as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “There is no obedience to anyone in the disobedience to Allah: obedience is only for the known good.” (Bukhari and Muslim).

2 The Ahl-us-Sunnah are those people who cling tightly to the sources of Islam, the Quran and the Sunnah, in accordance with the understanding of the first three generations of Muslims and the righteous scholars after them.
Is it allowed to perform tawaf in places other than the Ka’bah? The only place that we are allowed to perform tawaf in worship is the Noble Ka’bah, and it is not allowed to make similarities between the Noble Ka’bah and any other place in the world, no matter how noble it be.

Whoever performs tawaf at other places with the intention of honoring it has disobeyed Allah.

What are the major signs of the Greater Hour (immediately prior to Resurrection Day)? The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “It will not come until you see ten signs, and then he mentioned: 1) the smoke, 2) the Dajjal (Antichrist), 3) the Beast, 4) the rising of the sun from the west, 5) the descent of Jesus son of Mary (ﷺ), 6) Ya’jooj and Ma’jooj (Gog and Magog), 7) the land-sliding in three places: one in the east, one in the west and one in the Arabian Peninsula, 8) and the last of which will be a fire emerging from Yemen, and will drive the people to their gathering place.” (Muslim)

What is the greatest trial to befall humanity? The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “From the time of the creation of Adam until the Hour arrives, there will never be a greater trial than that of the Dajjal (Antichrist).” (Muslim)

He is a human man that will appear at the end of time. The word “Kafir” (disbeliever) is written between his eyes which would be readable to every believer. He is one-eyed, his right eye looking like a floating grape. He will first claim righteousness, then prophethood, then divinity. He will come to certain people and call them, and they will deny him and reject his claim. Their wealth will follow him and they will wake up in the morning and find nothing left with them. He will call others and they will answer his call and say that he is truthful. He will command the sky to rain and command the ground to bring forth its vegetation, and it will. He will come with water and fire: his water is fire and his fire is water.

A believer should seek refuge in Allah from this trial at the end of every prayer and read upon him the opening verses of Surah al-Kahf if he is alive to see this trial. He should seek to avoid meeting him, fearing this trial, since the Prophet (ﷺ) commanded us to do so: “Whoever hears of the Dajjal should keep distant from him. By Allah, a man will come to him thinking himself to be a believer, but will end up following him due to the great doubts he will create.” (Abu Dawud)

The Dajjal will remain on earth for forty days: a day which will be like a year, a day like a month, a day like a week, and the remaining days like normal days. He will also wander every place on earth except for Makkah and Medina, then Jesus (ﷺ), will descend and kill him.
A man by the name of Abdullah met a man named Abd-un-Nabi and felt apprehension of this name, thinking, “How can someone make himself the slave and worshipper of someone other than Allah?!” Abdullah thus addressed Abd-un-Nabi, saying: “Do you worship someone other than Allah?” Abd-un-Nabi replied. “No! I do not worship anyone other than Allah. I am a Muslim and I worship Allah alone.”

Abdullah: Then why does your name resemble some Christians names, like Abd-al-Maseeh. It’s not strange to hear this name amongst them since they worship Jesus (\(\text{\textregistered}\)). Those that hear your name will immediately think that you worship the Prophet (\(\text{\textregistered}\)). This is contrary to Muslim belief about the Prophet. Muslims do believe that Muhammad (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) was a Messenger of Allah, but still they must believe that he was merely a slave and worshipper of Allah.

Abd-un-Nabi: But Prophet Muhammad (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) is the best human ever raised amongst humanity, and he is the leader of all Messengers. We name ourselves with this name seeking its blessings and seeking to draw near to Allah by his elevated status and special position. We seek intercession of the Prophet (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) by his status and position. That’s not all, my brother’s name is Abd-ul-Hussein and my father’s name is Abdur-Rasool. Calling ourselves by these names is an old and wide custom amongst our people. Don’t be too strict in this issue. The matter is simple and religion is easy.

Abdullah: This is another issue even worse than the first: to seek from other than Allah what only He can give. Calling upon the Prophet (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) or someone lesser in status, such as Hussein (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) or other righteous people, for something that only Allah is able to give is an act in total contradiction to the Tawheed which we have been commanded to implement. It is in direct opposition to the meaning of the statement Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah.

I shall present to you some examples that will show you the importance of this issue, and that there are terrible consequences for calling oneself by these names. I have no goal or intention except to clarify the truth and follow it, to make falsehood clear and to avoid it, and to enjoin goodness and forbid evil. Only Allah is the only One who helps, and we place our trust in Him. There is no power or strength except by Allah (\(\text{\textregistered}\)). But before I do so, let me remind you of the saying of Allah (\(\text{\textregistered}\)):

“The answer of the believers, when summoned to Allah and His Messenger, in order that He may judge between them, is no other than this: they say, 'We hear and we obey'.” [24:51]

And Allah said: “And if you dispute about anything, refer back to Allah and His Messenger if you truly believe in Allah and the Last Day.” [4:59]

Now… you said that you declare that Allah is One, and that you testify Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah. Can you explain its meaning?

Abd-un-Nabi: Tawheed is to believe that Allah exists, that He created the heavens and the earth, that He gives life and death, that He controls all existence, and that

---

1 Abdullah literally means the slave/worshipper of Allah.
2 The slave/worshipper of the Prophet.
3 The slave/worshipper of the Messiah, i.e. Jesus. This is a common name among Arab Christians.
4 The slave/worshipper of Hussein, the grandchild of the Prophet and son of Ali.
5 The slave/worshipper of the Messenger.
He is the Provider and Sustainer, the Omniscient, the Sublime, the All-Capable…"

**Abdullah**: If only this is what *Tawheed* means, then Pharaoh and his people, Abu Jahl and others would be considered monotheists as well. They were not ignorant of the fact that Allah exists, nor are the majority of *mushrikoon*. Pharaoh, who claimed Divine Lordship for himself, believed in the depth of his heart that Allah exists and that only He has control of the creation. The proof for this is that Allah (ﷻ) said: **“And he (Pharaoh) denied it in injustice and arrogance but knew in himself with certainty…”** [27:14]

This acknowledgement became clear when he was about to drown. In reality, the *Tawheed* for which Allah sent the Messengers, for which He revealed the sacred scriptures, and on account of which the Quraish 1 were fought is singling out Allah in worship. Worship is defined to be all that Allah loves and is pleased with, from our speech and actions, whether done by our hearts or our limbs.

The word * ilaah* in the phrase *Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah* means *something or someone worshipped*, and thus the meaning of *Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah* is that nothing and no one is to be worshipped except Allah.

Do you know why Allah sent messengers to the earth, the first being Noah (ﷺ)?

**Abd-un-Nabi**: To call the *mushrikoon* to the worship of Allah alone, and to abandon all partners they ascribed to Him.”

**Abdullah**: Yes, that’s right. And in what way were the people of Noah committing *shirk*?

**Abd-un-Nabi**: I don’t know.

**Abdullah**: Allah sent Noah to his people when they exaggerated the affairs of certain righteous men: *Wadd, Suwaa’, Yaghoot, Ya’ooq* and *Nasr. 2*

**Abd-un-Nabi**: Do you mean that *Wadd, Suwaa’* and the others were pious people and not the names of some wicked leaders of the disbelievers?"

**Abdullah**: Yes indeed, they were righteous people whom the people of Noah took as objects of worship. Then afterwards, the Arabs followed them.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: What you are saying is indeed strange!

**Abdullah**: Should I tell you something even more strange? The final Prophet, our leader Muḥammad (ﷺ), was sent by Allah to a people who would seek forgiveness from Allah when they sinned, a people who worshipped Allah, performed *tawaaaf* around the Ka’bah, performed *sa’y* between Ṣafaa and Marwah, performed Hajj, and gave charity. They did all these acts of worship, but they would make some creation, such as angels and saints, as intermediaries between themselves and Allah. They wished to draw near to Allah through them and seek their intercession.

Muḥammad (ﷺ) was sent to them to renew the religion of their father, Ibraheem (_square). (Abraham), and to inform them that these beliefs that they held and acts of worship which they performed are to be directed exclusively to Allah; they should not be rendered to anyone other than Him. He alone is the Creator, and no other

---

1 The Arab tribe who persecuted the early Muslims in the time of the Prophet.
2 See *Surat-Nooh*. 
have any right to share in these things. He is the only Provider and Sustainer. The seven heavens and seven worlds and everything they encompass are all under His dominion and control. Even those so-called gods that they worshipped acknowledge that they are under Allah’s dominion and control.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: These are some strange things which you are saying, do you have any proof?

**Abdullah**: There are many proofs. One is the saying of Allah (ﷻ): “Say, ‘Who provides for you from the heaven and the earth? Or who controls hearing and sight. And who brings the living out of the dead and brings the dead out of the living? And who arranges every matter?’ They will say ‘Allah’ so say ‘Then will you not fear Him?’” [10:31]

Another is the saying of Allah:

> Say: ‘To whom belongs the earth and whoever is in it, if you should know?’ They will say ‘To Allah.’ Say, ‘Then will you not remember?’ Say ‘Who is Lord of the seven heavens and Lord of the Great Throne?’ They will say ‘To Allah.’ Say ‘Then will you not fear Him?’ Say ‘In whose hand is the realm of all things - and He protects while none can protect against Him, if you know?’ They will say ‘To Allah.’ Say ‘Then how are you deluded?’ Rather We have brought them the truth and yet indeed they are liars.” [23:84-91]

These *mushrikoon* would say in invocation to Allah during the Hajj: “Here I am at Your service, O Allah! Here I am at Your service. Here I am at Your service, and You have no partner. Except for a partner whom You own. You own him and all that he owns.”

Thus, the pagan Arabs used to acknowledge that Allah alone administers all affairs of the universe, a belief known as *Tawheed ar-Ruboobiyyah*, but this acknowledgement did not make them Muslims.

What made these people disbelievers was the fact that they supplicated to angels, prophets, and other righteous people with the intention of seeking their intercession and to draw near to Allah. Therefore, it is obligatory to direct all supplication, vows, sacrifices, seeking of aid, and all other acts of worship to Allah alone.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: If *Tawheed* does not only mean, as you say, acknowledging the existence of Allah and his total control of everything in the universe, then what is it?

**Abdullah**: The *Tawheed* for which Allah sent the Messengers and revealed the Sacred Scriptures, and which the *mushrikoon* refused to accept was to single out Allah in worship, directing worship to Him alone and none else. This *Tawheed* entails that one does not direct any worship to beings other than Allah, whether it be supplication, vows, offering sacrifice, seeking help and aid, or anything else. This is the *Tawheed* which is intended in the phrase *Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah*.

The *mushrikoon* understood that the word *ilaah* meant those objects to which they directed worship, whether they were angels, prophets, saints, trees, graves or *jinns*. They did not understand the word *ilah* to mean the Creator, the Provider, or

---

1 The *Jinn* are a creation of the Unseen parallel to humans and have a free will. They are often known in English as 'spirits'.
the Administrator, since they knew that it was only Allah who had these traits, as mentioned before. The Prophet (ﷺ) came to call them to this phrase of Tawheed: the Shahaadah (testimony) of Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah and its practical implementation, not merely saying it with one’s tongue.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** It is as if you are saying that the pagan Arabs of the tribe of Quraish were more knowledgeable about the meaning of this phrase than many Muslims today!

**Abdullah:** Yes, this is the sad reality. The ignorant disbelievers knew that the Prophet (ﷺ) meant by this phrase that one should single out Allah in worship and disbelieve in all those who are worshipped other than Allah, and that they must reject them.

When he said to them, “Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah!” they said, as Allah mentions: **“Do you make all the gods to be One God - this is indeed an amazing thing!”** [38:5]

They did believe, however, that Allah is the only being who controls the entire universe. If the most ignorant of the disbelievers knew this, what is truly amazing is that many who claim to be Muslims today do not know the meaning of this phrase, something which the ignorant pagans even knew.

Many Muslims think that Islam is the mere verbal pronunciation of this phrase of Tawheed without having anything to do with belief in its meaning. What good can be found in people who claim to follow Islam when the ignorant pagans of the Quraish were more knowledgeable than them of the meaning of laa ilaah ill-Allah!

**Abd-un-Nabi:** But I do not associate others with Allah. Rather, I bear witness that there is no Creator, Provider or Sustainer except Allah, and that none have any power to benefit or harm except Allah alone, without peer or partner. I also bear witness that not even Mu‘ammad (ﷺ) has the power to bring benefit or harm, not even to himself, moreover those less than him in status, such as Ali, Hussein ( ﷺ) Abdul Qadir al-Jilani and others. But I am a sinner, and these righteous people hold a special status with Allah. So I ask them to intercede for me by their special status.

**Abdullah:** As I already mentioned, the Qur’an narrates that the people against whom the Prophet (ﷺ) fought acknowledged what you do as well. They believed that their idols have no control over any aspect of the universe, and they as well only sought intercession by their special status. I have already given you proof about this from the Qur’an.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** But these verses were revealed in relation to those that worshipped idols! How can you equate the prophets and the righteous with idols?

**Abdullah:** Some of these idols, as stated before, were named after certain righteous people, just as they were in the time of Noah (ﷺ). The disbelievers only sought their intercession because of special status they held with Allah. The proof for this is the saying of Allah (ﷻ) : **“And those who take friends and allies besides Him say ‘We only worship them that they may bring us nearer to Allah in position.’”** [39:3]

As for your saying, “How can you equate the prophets and saints with idols?” The answer is that some of the disbelievers to whom the Prophet (ﷺ) was sent used to call on saints, as Allah said: **“Those whom they invoke seek means of access to their Lord, striving as to which of them would be nearest, and they hope for
His mercy and fear His punishment. Indeed, the punishment of your Lord is ever feared.” [17:57]

Others used to call upon Jesus and his mother Mary (مريمًا), as Allah said: “…when Allah will say ‘O Jesus, Son of Mary did you say to the people ‘Take me and my mother as deities besides Allah?’ He will say ‘Exalted are You! It was not for me to say that to which I have no right…” [5:116]

Some of the pagans also would call out to the angels, as Allah (الله) said:
“The Day when He will gather them all and then say to the angels: ‘Did these people used to worship you?’” [34:40]

You should reflect over these verses, since they prove that Allah equally deems as disbelievers those that direct worship to idols, and those that direct worship to angels, prophets and saints. The Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) fought against all of them without differentiation.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: The disbelievers sought their benefit, but I don’t. I bear witness that Allah is the one who brings benefit and harm and controls all things, and I do not seek this except from Allah (الله). The saints have no power to do these things. I only direct myself to them hoping that they intercede for me before Allah.

**Abdullah**: What you just said is exactly what the disbelievers said. The proof is the saying of Allah (الله) : “And they worship other than Allah that which neither harms them nor benefits them saying, ‘These are our intercessors with Allah.’” [10:18]

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But I do not worship anyone except Allah. To resort and supplicate to them is not worship!

**Abdullah**: I ask you, do you admit that Allah made it obligatory upon you to make your worship purely for Allah alone, and that this is Allah’s right upon you? As Allah (الله) said: “And they were not commanded except to worship Allah being totally sincere to Him in religion, inclining towards the truth and away from falsehood.” [98:5]

**Abd-un-Nabi**: Yes, certainly. Allah has made this a duty upon me.

**Abdullah**: I ask you to explain to me what this thing is that Allah made obligatory upon you. What does it mean to make your worship purely for Allah alone?”

**Abd-un-Nabi**: What do you exactly mean by this question?

**Abdullah**: Pay close attention to what I am saying so you can understand. Allah (الله) said: “Call upon your Lord in humility and privately; indeed, He does not like transgressors.” [7:55]

Is supplication an act of worship done for Allah?

**Abd-un-Nabi**: Yes, it is the basis of worship, as in the hadeeth: “Supplication is worship.” (Abu Dawud)

**Abdullah**: As long as you acknowledge that it is worship, if you were to supplicate to Allah night and day in fear and hope for some of your needs, and then you supplicate to a prophet, angel or saint at his gravesite for the same needs, have you associated others with Allah in this worship?
**Abd-un-Nabi:** Yes, I would have associated others with Allah. That is correct. It's clear.

**Abdulrahman:** I'll give you another example, the saying of Allah (ﷻ) : “Therefore pray to Allah and sacrifice to Him.” [108:2] If you understand what this means and obeyed this command of Allah by slaughtering an animal for Him, is your slaughtering an act of worship done for Allah?

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Yes, it is worship.

**Abdulrahman:** Then if you were to sacrifice an animal for a creature, such as a prophet, a jinni or someone else along with Allah in this worship?

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Yes, this is undoubtedly an act of shirk.

**Abdulrahman:** I have given these two examples, supplication and offering sacrifice, because supplication is one of the most important verbal types of worship, and offering sacrifice is one of the most important acts of physical worship.

Nevertheless, worship is not limited to these two types; rather, it includes many other forms as well, such as vows, swearing oaths, seeking refuge and seeking aid, and so on.

Another thing, did the polytheists about whom the Qur’an was revealed worship angels, the saints, the idol Al-Lat and others?"

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Yes they did.

**Abdulrahman:** Were they doing any acts of worship other than supplication, offering sacrifice, seeking refuge, seeking aid and resorting to them? They acknowledged that they were the slaves of Allah and under His total dominance, and that Allah controlled all things, yet they supplicated and resorted to them because of the high rank they held, seeking their intercession. This fact is as clear as daylight.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Do you deny that the Prophet (ﷺ) will intercede and do you disavow yourself from it?

**Abdulrahman:** No, I do not deny it at all, nor do I disavow myself from it. Indeed he is the one who will intercede, and his intercession will be accepted.

I look forward to his intercession. But this matter of intercession is entirely in the command of Allah, as He (ﷻ) said : “Say: For Allah is all intercession...” [39:34] Intercession can only be granted by Allah’s permission, as He (ﷻ)said: “Who is it that can intercede with Him except by His permission?” [2:255] The Prophet (ﷺ) can never intercede for anyone except after Allah’s permission, as He (ﷺ) said : “And they cannot intercede except on behalf of one whom He approves.” [21:28]

Allah is not pleased with anything except Tawheed, as He said : “And whoever seeks another religion besides Islam, it will not be accepted from him and he will be of the losers in the Hereafter.” [3:85]

If we agree that all intercession is entirely in the command of Allah and only by His permission, and that neither the Prophet (ﷺ) himself nor anyone else can
intercede for anyone unless Allah approves of it, and that this intercession will only be granted for those who truly single out Allah in worship (Tawheed), it should be clear that intercession is an exclusively right of Allah.

For this reason, I ask Allah for the intercession of His Prophet ( ﷺ) by saying, “O Allah, do not deprive me of the intercession of the Prophet,” “O Allah I ask You to allow him to intercede for me,” and similar invocations.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** We have agreed that it is not allowed to ask from someone what he is not able, but Allah has given the Prophet ( ﷺ) the right to intercede. Since he has been given this right, he is able to do it. Thus as such, I am allowed to ask him for what he is able, and this is not associating him as a partner with Allah.

**Abdullah:** Had Allah ( ﷻ) allowed you to do so, this would have been true. But Allah ( ﷻ) has said : “And do not supplicate another along with Allah.” [72:18]

Seeking intercession is a type of supplication. The one (Allah) who gave the Prophet ( ﷺ) the right to intercede is the one who prohibited you to call out in supplication to any person or thing other than Him, no matter who or what.

Another important point is that intercession will also be granted to people other than the Prophet ( ﷺ), since it has been narrated that the angels, the children who have died before puberty, and the righteous will be given the right to intercede as well. Is it allowed then to seek their intercession as well since Allah will allow them to intercede?

If you affirm this, then you have again reverted to the worshipping of the righteous which Allah mentions in the Qur’an. And if you do not, your previous claim – that you are asking the Prophet ( ﷺ) for his intercession since Allah gave him the right – is invalid.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** But I don’t associate others in the worship of Allah. Resorting to the righteous is not shirk.

**Abdullah:** Do you admit and acknowledge that the prohibition of shirk in the worship of Allah is greater than the prohibition of fornication and adultery, and that Allah does not forgive the sin of shirk?

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Yes, I do. This fact is very clear from the Qur’an.

**Abdullah:** You have just denied that you have committed shirk, a sin which Allah has prohibited. Will you, by Allah, clarify for me what kind of shirk you are talking about and claiming you have not committed?

**Abd-un-Nabi:** Shirk is to worship idols, to direct oneself to them, to seek things from them and to fear them.

**Abdullah:** And what is worshipping idols? Do you think that the disbelievers of Quraish used to believe that those pieces of wood and stone create, provide sustenance and control the affairs of those who call out to them in supplication? They didn’t believe this, as I have explained before.

**Abd-un-Nabi:** I don’t believe that either. Rather, I believe that worshipping idols is directing oneself to a piece of wood or stone, a grave or any other thing, supplicating it or offering a sacrifice to it, and saying that this is done to draw near to Allah, and to keep harm away through the blessings of these deeds.
**Abdullah**: This is true. This is exactly what you do at these stones, tombs, graves and other places. Moreover, when you mention that *shirk* is the worship of idols, do you mean that it is limited to those types of deeds alone, and that relying upon the righteous and supplicating them is not classified as *shirk*?

**Abd-un-Nabi**: Yes, that is what I meant.

**Abdullah**: Then how do you interpret all these verses of the Qur’an we mentioned before which clearly state the unlawfulness of relying on the prophets, the righteous and the angels, and indicate the disbelief of those that do these actions.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But those who supplicate to the angels and prophets were not regarded as disbelievers for this reason. They only became disbelievers when they said that the angels are the daughters of Allah and that Jesus Christ is the son of Allah. As for us, we don’t say that Abdul-Qadir is the son of Allah or that Zainab is the daughter of Allah.

**Abdullah**: To declare that Allah has a son or daughter is totally different kind of disbelief than what we are talking about. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Say: He is Allah: the One: the eternally absolute and independent whom all seek for their needs. He is not begotten nor He begets.” [112:1-3]

Whoever denies this has become a disbeliever, even if he does not deny the end of this chapter [which says: “And there is no one who is His peer or likeness.”] [112:4] Allah (ﷻ) also said: “Allah has not taken any son, nor has there ever been with Him any deity - then each deity would have taken what it created and some of them would seek to overpower others. Allah is Exalted above what they describe.” [23:91]

Thus Allah has distinguished between these two kinds of disbelief. Another proof is that the polytheists who supplicated *Laat* (a famous pagan idol) because he was a righteous person did not make him the son of Allah.

Similarly, those that worship the *jinn* do not make them the sons of Allah. The books of jurisprudence of the four schools: the Hanafi, Maaliki, Shafi’i and Hanbali schools – all mention in the chapters dealing with apostasy and apostates, that whoever says that Allah has a son or a daughter is an apostate from Islam, and whoever associates partners with Allah is an apostate as well. This shows that they also distinguished between the two kinds of polytheism.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But Allah says: “And indeed the friends of Allah have no fear on them and they will not be sad.” [10:62]

**Abdullah**: We believe that this is true, yet we also believe that they are not to be worshipped. We reproach that they are worshipped along with Allah, and they are associated with Him in worship.

However, it is obligatory for us to love the friends of Allah and follow their good examples. We must acknowledge any miraculous events associated with them, unlike the innovators who deny them. Islam, the religion of Allah, is a middle path between two extremes.
**Abd-un-Nabi**: Those upon whom the scriptures of the Qur’an were revealed did not declare their testimony of *Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah*. They also denied the prophethood of Muḥammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) the Messenger of Allah. They denied the Day of Judgment and the truthfulness of the Qur’an, describing it as some kind of sorcery.

We, on the other hand, testify that There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah and that Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allah. We believe in the Qur’an, the Hereafter and resurrection, and we also pray and fast. How can you say that we are like those people?

**Abdullah**: There is a consensus among the scholars that if a person affirms the truth of the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) in one thing and belies him in another, then he is a disbeliever and hasn’t entered Islam.

This rule is also applicable to anyone who believes in some parts of the Qur’an and disbelieves in other parts, or acknowledges *Tawheed* but denies the obligation of prayer, or acknowledges *Tawheed* and prayer but denies the obligation of Zakah, or acknowledges all these things but denies the obligation of fasting Ramadan, or acknowledges all the previous but denies the obligation of Hajj.

When some people at the time of the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) did not comply with the duty of Hajj, Allah revealed about them: **“And Pilgrimage thereto is a duty men owe to God; those who can afford the journey, but if anyone disbelieves then verily Allah stands not in need of any of His creatures.”** [3:97]

Whoever denies the resurrection is a disbeliever by the consensus of the Muslims. Thus Allah made it quite clear in His Book that whoever believes in some rulings of Islam and disbelieve in others is undoubtedly a disbeliever.

Instead, Muslims are ordered to comply with all of the rulings of Islam. So do you acknowledge that those who believe in some rulings of the Islam and disbelieve in others are disbelievers?

**Abd-un-Nabi**: Yes, I do. It is crystal clear in the Qur’an.

**Abdullah**: Therefore, if you acknowledge that the one who declares the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) to be truthful and then denies the obligation of prayer, or if he acknowledges everything but denies the resurrection, then – according to all of the schools of jurisprudence – he is a disbeliever and this was made clear in the Qur’an. *Tawheed* is the greatest of the obligations which has been brought by the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم), greater than prayer, charity, fasting and pilgrimage. How can denying any one of these acts be considered disbelieving, even if a person follows the Prophet in the rest of the Islamic duties, while denying *Tawheed*, the religion of all of the Prophets, not be considered disbelieving?! Glory be to Allah! How amazing is this ignorance!

Reflect upon the fact that the companions of the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) fought against Banu Haneejah in Yamaamah¹ while they had accepted Islam with the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) and testified that There is none that has the right to be worshipped except

---

¹ This was a tribe who has testified to *Tawheed* and also the prophethood of Muḥammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم), but they also heeded the call of another, Musailimah, that he received revelation from Allah.
Allah and that Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allah, and they would pray and make the call to the prayers.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But those people testified that Musailimah was a prophet of Allah, and we say that there is no prophet after Muḥammad.

**Abdullah**: But you raise Ali ibn Abi Talib, Adul Qadir al-Jilani and others prophets and angels and put them in equal rank with Allah.

If putting someone in an equal rank with the Prophet (ﷺ) is regarded as disbelief and deems the person an apostate, even his testimony of faith and prayer not benefiting him, it is clear that raising a person to the status of divinity is even worse.

Another point. If the reason for judging the earlier people as disbelievers was that they coupled committed *shirk* with disbelief in the Prophet, the Qur’an, the Resurrection etc, then what do you say about what the scholars from all the schools of jurisprudence wrote about the ‘Judgments concerning the Apostate.’. After mentioning various types of disbelief, they ruled that each one alone and in itself takes a person outside the fold of Islam. From these things are some which may seem insignificant to the one who committed it, such as saying something that angers Allah without actually believing in it, such as saying something jokingly or in mockery.

Those about whom the following Qur’anic verses were revealed: “Say ‘Is it Allah and His verses and His Messenger that you were mocking?’ Make no excuse. You have disbelieved after your belief.” [9:64-65]

They claimed they were not serious about what they said and that they were just joking. However, Allah explicitly declared them to have disbelieved after having been Muslims, even though they accompanied the Prophet in the expedition of Tabuk.

Another example is when the companions of the prophet (ﷺ) came by a tree worshipped by non-Muslims, they asked the prophet to assign for them a tree just like the non-Muslims. The Prophet (ﷺ) swore a solemn oath by Allah that their request was just like that of the Israelites when they said to Moses (as Allah mentions): “Make for us a god like the gods they have.” [7:138]

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But the Israelites and those that asked for a tree to hang their weapons and devote themselves to it didn’t become disbelievers by their mere asking.

**Abdullah**: They did not become disbelievers, since they didn’t carry out what they asked for. If they would have done so they would have become disbelievers. If those people that the Prophet (ﷺ) reproached had disobeyed the Prophet (ﷺ) and taken a ‘tree’ for themselves after his prohibition they would have disbelieved.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: But I have another problem concerning the story of Usamah ibn Zaid (ﷺ) when he killed the person [in battle] even after he cried “Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah”. The Prophet (ﷺ) rebuked him saying: “O Usamah! You killed him after him having said Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah?” (al-Bukhari) and the saying of the Prophet (ﷺ): “I have been commanded to fight against all people until they say Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah...” (Muslim)
How do we reconcile these two narrations and what you have just said? Guide me, and may Allah guide you.”

**Abdullah**: It is well known that the Prophet (ﷺ) fought against the Jews, while they said Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah. The companions fought against the followers of Musailimah, who also testified that there is no deity worthy of worship except Allah, and that Muhammud is the Messenger of Allah and would even offer prayers.

Those who deny the resurrection are disbelievers, as you just acknowledged. Similarly, if someone denies any of the pillars of Islam, he is a disbeliever even if he says Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah. How can it be possible that the pronunciation of this phrase Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah is not accepted from those who deny thing from the branches of Islam, and at the same time be accepted from those who deny its base, Tawheed, the most basic foundation preached by all prophets?

I don’t think you understand these narrations properly. In the narration of Usamah (流动性), the Prophet (ﷺ) rebuked him because he killed someone after having claimed Islam by saying Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah. Usamah had thought that the man only said this fearing for the loss of his life. Anyone who declares their belief in Islam must be protected, unless he does not act accordingly. Allah (流动性) said : “O you who believe, when you go forth in the cause of Allah, investigate fully and do not say to one who gives you a greeting of peace: ‘You are not a believer’, aspiring for the goods of worldly life; for with Allah are many acquisitions. You were like that before then Allah bestowed His favor (with Islam) upon you: so investigate, indeed Allah is ever acquainted with all that you do.” [4:94]

The second narration you mentioned conveys the same meaning: to hold back from anyone who professes Islam and Tawheed unless he acts in a way that contradicts what he professes.

This claim is supported by the fact that the same Prophet (ﷺ) who said to Usamah: “You killed him after he said Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah?”, and who said: “I have been commanded to fight the people until they say Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah.” Also, he said about the Khawarij: “Wherever you meet them, kill them,” (al-Bukhari) even though the Khawarij were amongst the most fervent in worshipping and glorifying Allah, to the extent that the companions of the Prophet would belittle their own worship in comparison with theirs!

The Khawarij learnt from the companions, professed Islam and did many acts of worship, yet all these things did not prevent the companions from fighting and killing them when they clearly violated the Islamic law.

**Abd-un-Nabi**: So what would you say about the fact that people will seek help from Adam, then Noah, then Abraham, then Moses, then Jesus, peace be upon all of them, as has been authentically reported. All of them will excuse themselves, and finally people will seek the aid of Muhammud. This shows that seeking aid from others besides Allah is not committing shirk.
You are confusing things. We acknowledge that seeking aid from a living and present person is not incorrect if he is able to provide that help.

This is similar to what Allah mentioned about Moses (ﷺ): “And the one from his faction called for his aid against the one from his enemy...” [28:15]

This is also similar to one asking help from others else in times of warfare and other affairs which are within their capabilities.

What we are reproaching is that type of seeking aid which is considered an act of worship, that type in which you seek aid from the righteous at their graves, or when they are not present, or you ask them for things that only Allah can do.

On the Day of Resurrection, however, people will seek the aid of the prophets to supplicate to Allah for the judgment to commence and to ease the calamity of that situation for the people of Paradise. This kind of seeking aid is allowed in this life as well as the Hereafter: to approach a righteous person whom you meet personally and hears your words, and then say to him, “Supplicate to Allah for me.”

This is like what the companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) used to do in his life. But after he died, they ceased to do so - May Allah forbid (such blasphemy). They never asked him at his grave. Rather, scholars throughout history have even rebuked people who merely sought to supplicate to Allah at the grave of the Prophet (ﷺ).

What do you say about the story of Ibraheem (ﷺ) when he was thrown into the fire, and Jibreel (the angel Gabriel ﷺ) came to him while he was in the air before he was about to land in the fire? Jibreel asked him, “Are you in need of help?” He replied, “If it is from you, then I am in no need of it.”

If seeking aid was shirk, then Jibreel wouldn’t have offered it to Ibraheem.

This dubious claim is no different from the previous one. Moreover, the narration is not even authentic.

But say we were to assume that it is authentic, Jibreel did actually have the ability to help him in this affair, as Allah describes: “[A revelation] taught to him (Muḥammad ﷺ) by the one who is Very Strong [Jibreel].” [53:5]

If Allah (ﷻ) had allowed Jibreel to take the fire, its surroundings and the mountains themselves and throw them to some place in the east or west, he would have been able to do it. The case here is like that of a rich man offering to lend some money to a poor man who is in need, but the poor man refuses and prefers to wait for Allah’s sustenance, so that no one will have a favor or merit to hold over him. This is no way comparable to that type of seeking aid which is considered worship and shirk common nowadays.

My brother, you should also know that the people of before to whom the Prophet Muḥammad ﷺ was sent committed forms of shirk lesser than those committed by people nowadays, and we can say this due to three reasons:

---

1 They do so believing that there is more chance that Allah would accept their supplications due to the blessings of the place.
1. The polytheists of before used to worship others besides Allah only in times of ease. In times of calamity, they would call out supplicating to Allah alone, as is proved in the verse : “And when they ride a ship on sea they supplicate Allah, sincere to Him in religion, but when He delivers them safely to the land - Lo, they associate partners with Him.” [29:65]

Allah (ﷺ) also said : “And when waves come over them like canopies they supplicate Allah, sincere to Him in religion, but when He delivers them to the land, there are some of them who are moderate (in faith). And none rejects Our signs except every treacherous and ungrateful.” [31:32]

The polytheists whom the Prophet (ﷺ) fought against supplicated to Allah as well as others only in times of ease. In times of hardship, they would call out supplication to Allah Alone, and abandon their other gods. But the polytheists of today invoke others besides Allah both in the times of ease as well as crisis. If some difficulty arises, you see them calling out: “Yaa Rasoolallah! (O Messenger of Allah!),” “Ya Hussein!” and others. Unfortunately, only a few understand this point.

2. The polytheists of before used to call out to truly righteous people who truly held a high status with Allah, such as the prophets, the righteous, the angels, or at least stones and wood that is an obedient creature of Allah. The polytheists of today, however, call out supplicating to the most wicked and evil of people (some of their tyrants and wicked leaders).

Those that hold these beliefs in regards to the pious or obedient wood or stone are in a better state than those who hold these beliefs in people well-known for their evilness and corruption.

3. Most of the shirk committed by people during the time of the Prophet (ﷺ) violated Allah’s sole right to worship (Tawheed al-Ulooliyyah), and not His exclusive powers and dominion (Tawheed ar-Ruboobiyyah). These days, however, people commit shirk in both Allah’s dominion and powers as well as His sole right over worship. For example, they attribute ‘nature’ as the entity which controls events in the universe and brings life and death, etc.

Let me conclude now by mentioning a great issue by which you will understand that which has proceeded.

There is no disagreement about the fact that Tawheed must be a belief held by the heart, proclaimed by speech, and acting accordingly. If any one of these conditions is not met, a person is not a Muslim. If the person acknowledges Tawheed but does not act according to it, he is an obstinate disbeliever like the Pharaoh and Iblis¹ (who knew the truth but opposed defiantly).

Many people in this issue make the mistake of saying that what we have mentioned is true and correct, but they are not able to abide by it as it is not allowed in their land and among their people. They say that they must agree with them and sweet talk them, or otherwise they would be harmed.

¹ Iblis is the personal name of Satan.
However, the person who argues the case in this manner doesn’t realize that most of the leaders of disbelief know the truth, but did not abide by it for some lame excuse, as Allah said about them: “They have exchanged the signs of Allah for a paltry price and turned people away from His way. Indeed it is evil what they do.” [9:9]

Likewise, whoever displays Tawheed openly in public but does not understand it and believe in it in his heart is a hypocrite. He is considered worse than an outright disbeliever, as proven by the saying of Allah: “The hypocrites are in the lowest dregs of Hellfire. And you will not find for them any helper.” [4:145]

This issue becomes crystal clear if you think about what was said by the people of before. Some of them knew the truth yet did not follow it due to the fear of losing their worldly possessions, like Qaaroon, fear of losing their worldly status, like Haamaan, or fear of losing their dominion and authority, like the Pharaoh.

You will also see those who outwardly conform to Tawheed, yet they do not believe inwardly, like the hypocrites. If you could ask them what they actually believe in their hearts, they would not know.

It is crucial here to understand two verses of the Book of Allah (ﷻ): The first verse is one that has proceeded, the saying of Allah: “Say: ‘Is it Allah and His verses and His Messenger that you were mocking?’ Make no excuse. You have disbelieved after your belief.” [9:64-65]

If some of those who went out to fight against the Byzantines with the Prophet (ﷺ) disbelieved by some words they emitted from their mouths in jest, it becomes clear that someone who speaks words of disbelief or acts according to them due to the fear of losing property, status or dominion and authority, or does so for the sake of sweet talking someone is committing a more heinous act of shirk.

The reason for this is that the person who says something in jest does not usually believe in what he says, but rather he says it for the sake of amusing other people. On the other hand, the person who says or does disbelief fearing or desiring some created thing or creature, has believed truthfully in the promise of the Satan, as Allah informs us: “The Satan promises you poverty and bids you to do vile deeds.” [2:268]

…and feared his punishment, as Allah informs us: “That is only the Satan who strikes fear into his followers.” [3:175]

This person also does not believe and does not fear the promise of Allah: “…and Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself and abundance.” [2:268]

“Do not fear them (i.e. the Satan and his followers) but fear Me.” [5:3]

Is a person whose condition is as mentioned above, to be affiliated to the friends and allies of Allah or to the friends and allies of the Satan?

The second verse is the saying of Allah, “Whoever disbelieves in Allah after his belief - except for one who is coerced while his heart is secure in faith. But those who open their breasts to disbelief, upon them is wrath from Allah and for them is a grievous punishment. That is because they preferred the life of this world over the Hereafter and that Allah does not guide the disbelieving people.” [16:106]
Allah did not excuse anyone for pronouncing words of committing acts of disbelief except those people who did so under compulsion, their hearts reaming firm and tranquil upon faith.

No other people are excused. They are disbelievers, whatever the excuses may be, such as fear, desire or sweet talking someone, or because of the love of one’s homeland, family, tribe, or property, or doing so in jest or otherwise. The only person who is excused, according to the verse, is the person who is forced into uttering or doing an act of disbelief.

However, the verse indicates that a person can only be forced to say or do an act of disbelief. One can never be forced into inwardly believing in a certain doctrine. When Allah says: “That is because they preferred the life of this world over the Hereafter and that Allah does not guide the disbelieving people.” [16:107]

He makes it clear in this verse that the punishment that those people received was not because of their belief or ignorance, or their hatred of religion or love of disbelief. Rather, they were punished because of their love of worldly pleasures and preferring them over the religion, and Allah knows best.

After all this, isn’t it time that you repent to your Lord, return to Him, and leave what you are doing. You have heard how important and dangerous this matter is!

Abd-un-Nabi: I seek forgiveness from Allah and return to Him. I testify that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah, and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. I reject all that I used to worship along with Allah before.

I also ask Allah to excuse me for my past and pardon me, and deal gently with me with His forgiveness and His mercy, and make me firm upon Tawheed and the correct creed and belief until I meet Him on the Day of Resurrection. I ask Allah to give you a good reward – my brother Abdullah – for presenting to me this sincere advice, for verily the religion is sincere advice, and for your rebuking of my name Abd-an-Nabi.

I am informing you now that I will call myself Abd-ur-Rahman (slave of the Most Merciful). I thank you for reproaching me for this incorrect belief that I had which, if I had met Allah with it, I would not ever have been saved from the punishment of Hellfire.

One last thing, could you please tell me about some reprehensible things that many people do these days?

Abdullah: Of course I will, so lend me an ear. Don’t follow every issue in which the scholars have differed seeking to interpret them the way you wish and causing them to be a trial. In reality, only Allah knows the correct interpretation of these issues.

Follow the way of those who are firmly grounded in knowledge, who say about those verses of the Qur’an that seem ambiguous to them: “We believe in the Book; the whole of it is from our Lord.” [3:7]

In controversial issues, be like those who follow the sayings of the Prophet (ﷺ): “Leave that which you doubt for that which you do not doubt.” (Ahmed and at-Tirmidhi) “One who avoids doubtful matters clears himself in regard to his
religion and his honor.” (Muslim) “Sin is what disturbs your heart, and you dislike that anyone would see it.” (Muslim),

…and: “Seek the judgments and verdicts of your heart, seek the judgments and verdicts of yourself [the Prophet (ﷺ) repeated this three times]. Goodness is that which soothes your soul, while sin is what disturbs it, even if people have given you its verdict.” (Ahmed)

★ Beware of following false desires, since Allah has warned against it in His saying: “Have you seen him who takes his desire as his god…” [45:23]

Beware of being fanatical about certain individuals or opinions, or about the customs and beliefs of your forefathers, since this will prevent you from following the truth.

★ Truth is the ultimate goal of the believer and he, more than anybody else, should follow it once it is clear. Allah (ﷺ) said: “And when it is said to them ‘Follow what Allah has revealed’ they say ‘We will rather follow that which we found our fathers upon. Even though their fathers did not understand anything, nor were they guided’?” [2:170]

★ Beware of blindly imitating the disbelievers, since the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever imitates a people is one of them.” (Abu Dawud)

★ Beware of placing your reliance and trust on other than Allah, for He (ﷺ) said: “And whoever relies upon Allah – then He is sufficient for him.” [65:3]

★ Do not obey anything of the creation if it involves disobedience to Allah, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “There is no obedience to something of creation if it involves disobedience to the Creator.” (Ahmed)

★ Beware of harboring evil thoughts about Allah, for Allah (ﷻ) said in a Hadeeth Qudsi [as related to us by the Prophet (ﷺ)]: “I am the way My slave thinks about Me.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

★ Beware of wearing a string or thread or similar charms to ward off evil before it happens or cure the problem after it befalls.

★ Beware of wearing talismans and good luck charms to ward off the evil eye, for it is a form of idolatry. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever wears something [amulet, etc.], will be left to it.” (at-Tirmidhi)

★ Beware of seeking blessings from trees, stones, buildings, relics and artifacts, since this is a form of shirk.

★ Beware of believing and acting upon omens, since this is a form of shirk, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Believing and acting upon omens is shirk, Believing and acting upon omens is shirk.” (Ahmed and Abu Dawud)

★ Beware of believing in sorcerers, astrologers, or those that claim to know the unseen (such as soothsayers and diviners). Many magazines and newspapers have special sections devoted to their prognostications. Affirming the truthfulness of these things is shirk, as no one knows the unseen except Allah.

★ Beware of claiming that the rain falls because of the movement of certain stars, since this is shirk. Only Allah controls the fall of the rain.
★ Beware of swearing an oath by other than Allah, who or whatever it may, since this is a form of *shirk*. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “*Whosoever swears an oath by other than Allah has disbelieved or committed shirk.*” (Ahmed and Abu Dawud). This includes swearing an oath by the name of a prophet, by trust, status or protection or life, etc.

★ Beware of cursing time, the wind or the extreme heat or cold, for indeed it is like cursing Allah who created them and decreed their effects.

★ Beware of saying ‘if’ when some unpleasant thing occurs, since this opens the door of Satan for you and necessitates opposition to the Divine Measure of Allah (*Qadar*).

> **When something happens say:** “Allah has decreed, and what He wills He does.”

★ Beware of taking graves as Mosques, and do not pray in any Mosque in which there is a grave. the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: “*Verily those before you took the graves of their prophets as places of worship. Do not take graves as places of worship, for indeed I forbid you from that.*” (Muslim and Abu Awanah).

★ Beware of being deceived by the fabricated narrations attributed to the Prophet (ﷺ) and affirming them to be true, especially concerning *Tawassul* through him or pious people from his nation. There are many viscous lies in this regards, including the saying “Seek *waseelah* (to draw near to Allah) by my status, since my status is great before Allah,’ and ‘If you have a crisis, then seek by those in the graves,’ and ‘Allah commissions at the grave of every *wali* an angel to bestow the needs of the people (who ask aid),’ and ‘If one of you had a good thought about a stone, it would benefit him,’ and the likes.

★ Beware of celebrating various so called religions occasions, like the Prophet’s Birthday, the Night of *al-Israa* and *Mi’raj* (The Night Journey and Ascension), and night of the Middle of Sha’ban and other celebrations which have been fabricated by people. There is no evidence that can be used to support these celebrations, neither from the Prophet (ﷺ), nor the Companions, who loved him more than we do and were the keener about all that is good. If there was any good in these celebrations, the companions would have raced to perform them.
It has been mentioned in a narration that “Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah” is the key to Paradise. But does everyone who says it deserve to have the door of Paradise opened for him?

Wahab ibn Munabbih was asked: “Isn’t the statement “Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah” the key to Paradise? He answered: “Yes, but every key has a set of teeth. If you come with the key that has the correct set of grooves, the door will open for you. If you come with a key that doesn’t have the correct set of grooves, the door will not open for you.”

Many narrations have been reported from the Prophet (ﷺ) which explain the correct grooves which it must have. For instance he (ﷺ) said: “Whoever says ‘Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah’ sincerely” and he also said “with certainty in his heart” and he also said “truthfully from his heart” and so on. These narrations clarify that in order for this key to open the gates of Paradise, ‘Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah’ must be said with submission to what its meaning entails, remaining firmly upon it throughout one’s life and with other characteristics.

Based on evidence from the Qur’an and the Sunnah, the scholars of Islam have concluded that certain conditions must be fulfilled, and certain factors must not be present for this phrase to serve as the key to Paradise and to benefit the person who utters it.

These conditions are as follows:

1 **Knowledge**: its opposite being ignorance. Since every statement has a meaning, one must know the meaning of Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah. The meaning of this phrase is that one rejects that anything or anyone else deserves worship, affirming it for Allah alone. Thus this phrase means ‘none deserves worship except Allah. The proof that one must know the meaning is the saying of Allah (ﷻ) “…except him who bears witness unto the truth and they know it.” [43:86]

Also, the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Whoever dies knowing that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah) will enter paradise.” (Muslim)

2 **Certainty** [the opposite of which is doubt]: Certainty is to believe that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah) with surety, having no doubt whatsoever. Allah (ﷻ) said describing the true believers: “The (true) believers are only those who believe in Allah and His Messenger then do not doubt, and struggle for the sake of Allah with their possessions and their selves…” [49:15]

It is not enough that a person merely utters this phrase, but he must have absolute certainty about its meaning, or it is pure hypocrisy. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah) and that I am His Messenger. None meet Allah with these two [testimonies], having no doubt about them, except that they will enter paradise.” (Muslim).

3 **Acceptance**: If you have knowledge of the meaning of this phrase and you are certain about it, then this should have an effect on a person: that one accepts what this phrase necessitates with their heart and tongue [by
accepting Islam]. Whoever rejects the call of Tawheed and does not accept it, then he is a disbeliever, whether that rejection be due to arrogance, stubbornness or jealousy. Allah (ﷻ) mentioned about the disbelievers who rejected Tawheed due to arrogance: “For when it was said unto them, ‘none has the right to be worshipped except Allah’ (‘Laa Ilaaha ill-Allah’) they would puff themselves up with pride [and denied it]. And they said: ‘What! Shall we forsake our gods for a crazy poet?’” [37:35-36]

4 Compliance: to Tawheed completely. This is the real test and outward proof of belief. It is to abide by what Allah legislated and abstain from what He prohibited. Allah (ﷻ) said: “Whoever submits his whole self to Allah and is a doer of good has indeed grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold…” [31:22]. This is the absolute compliance.

5 Truthfulness: the opposite of which is lying. This is to say the testimony truthfully, since if one utters it without being truthful, he is a hypocrite. The proof of this is in the saying of Allah (ﷻ): “….they say with their tongues what is not in their hearts…” [48:11]

6 Love: The believer must love this phrase, what it necessitates, and also those who act according to it. The sign of this love is to prefer what Allah loves even though it may be against his desires. He loves those who love Allah and His Messenger, and he hates the enemies of Allah and His Messenger. He follows in the Messenger’s (ﷺ) footsteps and accepts his guidance.

7 Purity of Intention: This means to only say this statement seeking the face of Allah and His pleasure, As Allah (ﷻ) said: “And they were not commanded except that they should worship Allah being sincere in their religion for Him and worshipping none except Him Alone, and establish prayer and give charity and that is the right (straight) religion.” [98:5]

The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: “Allah has forbidden the Hell-fire for anyone who says ‘none has the right to be worshipped except Allah (Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah), desiring the face (and pleasure) of Allah.” (Al-Bukhari and Muslim)

Keeping all these conditions in mind, one must adhere to this statement firmly until the last breath.
In the grave, the deceased will be tested with three questions. If they answer them correctly, they will be saved, and if not, they are doomed. One of these questions is ‘Who is your Prophet (ﷺ)?’ No one will be able to answer correctly except those who have fulfilled the conditions of this testimony, and those who Allah inspires with the answers and bestows upon him firmness in the face of this severe test.

These are the people who will benefit on that day when one’s money or relatives will be of no avail. The conditions of the testimony of ‘Muhammad (ﷺ) is the Messenger of Allah (Muhammadur-Rasool-ullah) are as follows:

1. Obedience to what the Prophet (ﷺ) commanded, as Allah commands us to obey him: “Whoever obeys the Messenger, has obeyed Allah.” [4:80]

Allah (ﷻ) also said: “Say if you love Allah, then follow me: Allah will love you and forgive your sins. Verily Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.” [3:31]

In addition to this, entering Paradise is conditional upon obedience to the Prophet (ﷺ) as he said: “All of my community of followers will enter Paradise except for those that refuse.” They said: “O Messenger of Allah and who refuses?” He said: “Those that obey me will enter Paradise and those that disobey me refuse” (al-Bukhari).

Those that truly love the Prophet (ﷺ) must obey him, since obedience is the natural outcome of love. Those who claim to love the Prophet (ﷺ) and do not follow and obey him are not true to their claim.

2. Belief in all what the Prophet (ﷺ) informed us. Whoever believes anything which has been authentically confirmed to be of his statements as false out of desire has given lie to Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ). The Messenger (ﷺ) was protected from erring in religion, as Allah (ﷻ) said: “He doesn’t speak from his own inclination. It is indeed a revelation revealed (to him from Allah).” [53:3-4]

3. Avoiding everything he prohibited and reproached. The first and foremost thing that must be avoided is shirk, then the major sins, ending with the lesser sins as well as those things that are makrooh (disliked). The more the believer loves the Prophet (ﷺ), the more his faith increases. When a believer’s faith increases, Allah places within him the love to perform good deeds and the hate of disbelief, wickedness and disobedience.

4. Not worshipping Allah except by what has been legislated by His Prophet (ﷺ). This issue is critical, for it is not allowed to worship Allah by any act except what has been shown by His Messenger (ﷺ), as he said: “Whoever innovates an act of worship in our religion, that thing is rejected” (Muslim).

Thus, all types of unprecedented worship is not acceptable to Allah.

Note: Be certain that loving the Prophet (ﷺ) is an obligation. Rather, it is not enough that one merely love him; one should love him more than everything else, even his own self. If someone loves something, they prefer it over himself and

1 The other two are: “Who is your God?” and “What is your religion?”
strive to be in agreement with it. Thus, the one who truly loves the Prophet (ﷺ) is the one upon whom this love can be seen. He obeys him, implements his Sunnah, implements his commands and imitates his deeds. He stays clear from what he forbids, tries to behave like him both in times of ease and hardship, and in times when he feels motivated to practice Islam and otherwise. Obedience is the fruit of love, and without it, love can never be true.

There are signs which show that one loves the Prophet (ﷺ). From them are the following:

1) Mentioning him a lot and sending praises upon him. If one loves something he mentions it often.
2) Longing to meet him. Anyone who loves another longs to meet his beloved.
3) Respecting him when he is mentioned. Ishaq said: The Companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) would not mention him after his death except that they would fall still, the hairs of their skin would stand, and they would weep.
4) Hating those who Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ) hate, and showing enmity to those who show enmity to them. One also should stay away from those who oppose his Sunnah and introduce new matters in his religion, such as the people of innovation (bid’ah).
5) Loving those who the Prophet (ﷺ) loved, such as the believing members of his family, his wives, and his companions from the Emigrants (Muhajiroon) and the Helpers (Ansar). One should hate those who hate them, take as enemies those who show enmity to them and curse them.

From the signs that one loves the Prophet (ﷺ) is that one emulates his noble manners and qualities. The Prophet (ﷺ) was the most noble of humans in manners. Aishah said of him, “The manners of the Prophet (ﷺ) were that of the Quran,” meaning that he kept himself from committing any act which the Quran did not command. He was the bravest of people, and he would be most brave at times of battle. He was the most generous of people, and he would be most generous in Ramadan. He was the most sincere towards others and the most forbearing of people. He never sought revenge for himself, but at the same time, he was the strictest of people in regards to the commandments of Allah. He was the most humble of people and tranquil. He was shyer than a secluded virgin. He was the best of people to his family, and the most merciful of people towards the creation, and encouraged others to have mercy as well.

O Allah! Send your praises upon him, his family, his wives, his companions and those who followed them in righteousness until the Day of Resurrection, and remove them from all harm.
These are some dangerous beliefs, sayings and actions that take one out of the fold of Islam. They are as follows:

1. *Shirk* (Associating partners with Allah, polytheism, idolatry). Allah said:
   
   “...Allah does not forgive that partners should be set up with him in worship; but He forgives anything else to whom He pleases...” [4:48]

2. Setting up intermediaries between oneself and Allah, making supplication (*du’a*) to them, asking them for their intercession (*Shafa’ah*) and trusting upon them is disbelief by the consensus of the scholars.

3. Anyone who does not consider those who commit *shirk* to be disbelievers, or who has doubts concerning their disbelief, or considers their way and doctrines to be correct is himself a disbeliever.

4. Anyone who believes that any guidance other than the Prophet’s is better, or that any rule and legal decision other than the Prophet’s is better than his.

5. Anyone who hates and detests anything of what the Messenger of Allah has brought has left the fold of Islam, even if he practices it. As Allah said:
   
   “This is because they hate what Allah has sent down, so He has made their deeds fruitless.” [47:9]

6. Anyone who ridicules or mocks any aspect of the religion brought by the Messenger of Allah or of any of its rewards or punishments becomes a disbeliever. The proof of this is in the saying of Allah:
   
   “Say: Was it Allah and His Signs and His Messenger that you were mocking? Make no excuse; you have disbelieved after your belief.” [9:65-66]

7. Practicing sorcery and black magic, or being pleased by it, is disbelief. The proof of this is in the saying of Allah:
   
   “But neither of these two (angels, Haroot and Maroot) taught anyone (sorcery and magic) till they had said (warning them): ‘Indeed, we are a trial, so do not disbelieve.” [2:102]

8. Supporting and aiding the disbelievers against the Muslims is disbelief. Allah said:
   
   “Whoever among you takes them as allies is surely one of them. Truly, Allah does not guide the wrongdoers.” (5:51).

9. Anyone who believes that some people are excused from following the Islamic Law is a disbeliever, as Allah said:
   
   “And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it will not be accepted from him and in the hereafter he will be from among the losers.” [3:85]

10. Avoiding and turning completely away from the religion of Allah by abstaining from learning its precepts or not acting upon it. Allah said:

    “And who does greater wrong than he who is reminded of the revelations of his Lord and turns aside from them; truly We shall exact retribution from the guilty.” [32:22]

---

1. These are not the only things which render a person a disbeliever, but rather the main facets from which others mainly branch.
Prayer is the second pillar of Islam, and it is not valid except if performed in a state of purification. Purification is performed by means of either water or earth.

**Types of Water:**

1) **Taahir:** This is that type of water which is considered clean and pure in itself, and purifies other things as well. This type can be used to purify oneself from states of ritual impurity and to clean impurity.

2) **Najas:** Two types of water are considered najas. a) A small amount of water which has been contaminated with [even a small amount of] impurity; b) A larger amount of water which has been contaminated with impurity, and this contamination has caused a change in its taste, color or smell.

**Note:** A large amount of water does not become impure if it becomes contaminated with impurities except if one of its characteristics – its color, taste or smell – has changed. A small quantity, however, is regarded impure as soon as it becomes contaminated [whether or not its characteristics change or not]. A quantity of about 210 liters is considered large, while anything less is considered small.

**Utensils:** It is permissible to use and decorate [one’s houses] with containers and utensils made from any type of material, except of gold and silver. It is a sin to use these utensils to purify oneself [and otherwise], but the purification remains valid. It is also allowed to use the utensils and clothes of the disbelievers, except if one is certain that they are impure.

**Skins of Impermissible Animals** The skins of animals that are not permissible to eat are impure. There are two types of animals which are impermissible to eat: 1) those animals that are always regarded as impermissible to eat, even if they were slaughtered in the Islamic method; 2) those animals regarded impermissible only if they are slaughtered in an un-Islamic method.

However, the skin of the latter type may be made use of, with the condition that the skin is tanned, and thereafter used for dry objects and not liquids.

**Removal of Impurities** To clean oneself from the impurities which exit the anus or private area is called Istinjaa, whereby one cleans the passages of the urethra and anus with clean water to remove any urine, feces etc. If a stone, leaf or paper etc. is used, it is called Istijmaar.

The material used for Istijmaar should be permissible and pure, and one which is able to clean the area properly. It should not be food \(^1\), and three or more stones [or its like] should be used. It is obligatory that one cleans himself by Istinjaa or Istajmaar whenever something passes his anus or privates.

When answering the call of nature, it is prohibited to remain at that place more than necessary, or to urinate or defecate in water used by people, in pathways, where people seek shade, or under a fruit-bearing tree. It is also forbidden to face the direction of the Ka’bah (Qiblah) during the process.

It is undesirable that one take something that has the name of Allah written on it to the place where he answers the call of nature, that one speak while in the

---

\(^1\) Neither should it be a bone or dung.
process, or that one urinate [or defecate] in a crack or hole (as it may have an animal dwelling therein). One should also not touch their private parts with the right hand or face the direction of the Ka’bah (Qiblah) inside buildings. However, all of the above is allowed in cases of necessity.

It is preferred and desired that one washes or wipes an odd number of times, and uses both stones [or its like] and water in the process of purification.

**Siwak (Miswak):** It is from the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ) to use Siwak to clean one’s teeth and mouth. It is especially recommended to do so before each prayer, before reciting the Qur’an, before rinsing one’s mouth in ablution, after waking from sleep, before entering the Mosque or one’s house, and anytime when the smell of one’s mouth has changed.

It is preferred that one begins with the right side while using Siwak or in purification, and that he uses the left hand to remove what is not desired (e.g., in removing any impurities).

**Ablution (Wudoo):** The essential elements¹ of wudoo are as follows:

1) Washing the face (once), including the rinsing of the mouth (madmadah) and nose (istinshaaq) by inhaling water into the nostrils and then expelling it;
2) Washing the hands and arm, from the fingertips up to and including the elbows (once);
3) Wiping over the entire head, including wiping the ears (once);
4) Washing the feet from the toe-tips up to and including the ankles (once);
5) Performing the wudoo in the proper sequence, mentioned thus far.

6) Succession, in that one washes one part after another without a long pause.

The obligatory acts² of wudoo are that one says “Bismillah (in the name of Allah)” before starting, and to wash the hands three times after waking from the night’s sleep before one puts them into any vessel of water.

The praiseworthy acts³ of wudoo are as follows:

* using the siwak;
* washing one’s hands to the wrists before the face;
* rinsing one’s mouth and nose before washing the face [and not after];
* to exaggerate rinsing one’s mouth and nose if they are not fasting;
* running one’s wet fingers through the beard if it is thick;
* washing the areas between the fingers and toes;
* starting with the right parts of the body;
* washing each part twice or thrice;
* inhaling water up into the nostrils with the right hand and expelling it with the left;
* rubbing the body parts while washing;
* washing the body parts thoroughly;
* reciting the authentic supplications which have been mentioned in hadith upon completion.

The disliked actions (makroohaat) of wudoo include making it with extremely cold or hot water; washing any part more than three times; to shake off the water of any part; to wash the interior of the eye. As for drying oneself with a towel after

---

¹ Essential elements: *Rukn*, (pl, *Arkaan*). Those acts that if left, even unintentionally, obligate that one repeat the wudoo.

² Obligatory acts: *Waajib* or *Fard* (pl. *Waajibaat*, *Faraa'id*). Those acts that if left, intentionally or unintentionally, do not obligate that the wudoo be repeated. If they are left intentionally, however it is considered a sin.

³ Praiseworthy acts: *Mustahab*. Those acts for which one will receive reward if done. If left, there is no sin.
making wudoo it is permissible and not considered makrooh ¹.

Note: It is not enough to merely placing water in one’s mouth or a handful of water to one’s nose when rinsing them. Rather, water must actually be swirled around in the mouth and inhaled (by one’s breath) into the nostrils. Also, the water must be blown out from the nose (by exhalation). This is the only valid method.

The Manner of Wudoo: * make intention (Niyyah) in your heart; * say ‘Bismillah’ (in the name of Allah); * wash both your hands; * rinse your mouth; * rinse your nose by snuffing in water and blowing it out; * wash your face (the extent of the face is from the hairline of the head, to the chin, and from ear to ear); * wash your hands and arms [from the tips of your fingers] to your elbows; * wipe over your head starting from the front working your way to the back; * wipe the outer part of the ear and insert the tips of your wet forefingers into your ears and wipe inside of them; * wash your feet [from the tips of the toes] to above the ankles.

Note: If a man’s beard is not thick, the skin underneath it must be washed, but if it is thick, he must only washes the outer part.

Wiping over Kuffs and Socks: A foot covering of leather or similar material is called a khuff, and if it is of wool or similar cloth, it is called a sock (jawrab).

It is only allowed to wipe over khuffs and socks when making wudoo in order to purify oneself from lesser states of impurity. Wiping over the Khuffs or socks is conditional upon the following:

1) They must have been worn in a state of purity after completing wudoo or Ghusl (both feet); 2) It should only be done if one has worn it in a state of purity after having performed wudoo or Ghusl (and not Tayammum); 3) That they fully cover the area that is usually washed; 4) That they are permissible [not stolen or made of prohibited material, etc]; 5) That they are free from impurities.

Wiping over the Turban: It is allowed to wipe over one’s turban with the following conditions: 1) The person is a male; 2) It covers the normal part of the head which a turban covers; 3) It should only be performed in wudoo (and not Ghusl) 4) It should only be done if one has worn it in a state of purity after having performed wudoo or Ghusl (and not Tayammum)

Wiping over the Scarf (Khimaar): It is allowed for the woman to wipe over her head covering with moist hands on the following conditions: 1) The person is a female; 2) It should be a type which is wrapped around underneath the jaw; 3) It should only be performed in wudoo (and not Ghusl) 4) It should only be done if one wears it in a state of purity after having performed wudoo or Ghusl (and not Tayammum). 5) that it covers the normal part of the head which a scarf usually covers.

¹ This was mentioned here as some are under the opinion that drying oneself with a towel is disliked.
The time limit of the wiping over the *khuffs*, socks, turban and scarf for one who is in his place of residence is 24 hours, while for the traveler it is 72 hours (for a journey that exceeds 85 k.m. in which it is allowed to shorten one’s prayers).

The beginning time of the wiping for the resident is considered from the first time one wipes after wearing the piece of clothing until the same time the next day (24 hours).

**The Extent of Wiping:** When wiping over the *khuff*, one should pass his moist hand from the tips of his toes to his ankles with his fingers slightly open.

**Note:** If someone first wipes while they are considered a traveler and then becomes a resident, or vice versa, or he is in doubt about when he first wiped, he should regard himself as a resident.

**Casts and Bandages:** Casts and bandages used to cover wounds may be wiped with moist hands on the following conditions:  1) There is a genuine need for the cast or bandage;  2) That it does not exceed the required area to cover the wound properly;  3) The cast or bandage should be wiped, while the other parts must be washed as normal.

One must remove the cast or bandage that exceeds the necessary area to be covered, unless some harm is feared.

**Note:** ★ It is better to wipe both of the two khuffs simultaneously and not beginning with the right khuff first. ★ It is not allowed to wipe over the bottom or back of the khuff or sock. ★ It is undesirable to wash the khuffs instead of wiping over them, or wiping them more than once. ★ As for the turban and scarf, one must wipe over most of it.¹

**Nullifiers of Wudoo:**  1) passage of anything through the privates or the anus, such as urine, feces, gas, pus, blood, semen, pre-semenal fluid or prostatic fluid, etc;  2) loss of consciousness, by sleep, fainting, etc – except “nodding off” while sitting or standing;  3) release of urine or feces from passages other than the urethra or the anus;  4) passage of other forms of impurities from the body, other than urine or feces, such as large amount of blood;  5) eating the flesh of camel;  6) touching the private parts directly, without there being a barrier (like clothes, etc.);  7) touching the private parts of others with sexual desire;  8) apostasy from the religion of Islam.

If someone is sure about being in a state of purity, and then doubts whether he has broken it, he should act according to what he is sure about.

**Bathing (Ghusl):** The things that necessitate a full bath are the following:  1) Diurnal ejaculation of semen due to desire, or passage of semen during sleep, with or without pleasure;  2) entrance of the head of the penis into the vulva, even without ejaculation;  3) upon accepting Islam, whether for the first time or after apostasy;  4) menstruation;  5) postpartum bleeding;  6) death of a Muslim.

**The Obligatory Acts of Ghusl:** It is obligatory to have the intention that one is performing ghusl in order to purify themselves from a state of major impurity. Then,

---

¹ It is treated like a shoe or a sock, in that only a part of it is wiped.
it is sufficient to wash the entire body including rinsing one’s mouth and nostrils. A complete Ghusl entails eight things: 1) saying ‘Bismillah’ at the beginning; 2) washing the hands before entering them into a vessel; 3) washing the impurities from the private parts; 4) making wudoo; 5) pouring water on the head three times; 6) pouring water on the entire body; 7) rubbing the body with the hands; 8) starting with the right side of the body.

Impermissible acts during the state of minor impurity: 1) touching the Qur’an; 2) prayer; 3) performing the Tawaaf around the Ka’bah.

Impermissible acts during the state of major impurity: 1) recitation of the Qur’an; 2) attending the Mosque (Masjid);

Disliked acts during the state of major impurity: 1) It is disliked that one sleeps after sexual intercourse or emission of semen without making wudoo; 2) it is disliked to waste water while bathing.

Dry Ablution (Tayammum): The conditions for Tayammum are as follows: 1) It should only be done when one does not have the ability to use water; 2) It should be done with pure dust that is not burnt or scorched;

The Essential Elements of Tayammum: 1) Wiping the entire face 2) Wiping the hands to the wrists. 3) Sequence 4) Succession.

The Nullifiers of Tayammum: 1) Those acts which nullify the Wudoo; 2) Availability of water if Tayammum was performed due to its unavailability; 3) Disappearance of the cause that had originally made Tayammum allowable, i.e., if a person did Tayammum due to some sickness and this sickness is cured.

The Praiseworthy Acts of Tayammum: * doing the actions in sequence and succession if they are purifying themselves from a state of major impurity; * postponing it to the last moment they need it; * supplicating with those invocations said upon completing wudoo; * It is undesirable to pat the dust repetitively for Tayammum.

Manner of Perfuming Tayammum: * the person begins by making intention (Niyyah) with his heart; * then he says ‘Bismillah’ (in the name of Allah); * then he strikes the dust once with both his hands; * then he wipes his face by passing the palms over the face and beard; * then he wipes his hands, the top of the right hand with the palm of the left, and the top of the left hand with the palm of the right.

Removal of Impurities: There are three types of beings:

1) Living beings, which are of two kinds: A) Those which are filthy and impure (najjas) like dogs and pigs and their derivatives, and birds and animals larger than the cat in their build, and are not lawful to be eaten. The urine, stool, sweat, semen, milk, mucus and vomit of this category of animate beings is considered filthy and impure. B) Pure and clean (tahir): there are three kinds of living beings considered clean and pure: a. Humans and all parts of the human are clean, including semen, sweat, saliva, mucus, milk, and the wetness of the private part of the female. As for urine, feces, pre-seminal fluid, prostate fluid and blood, they are impure. b. Animals which are lawful to eat, their urine, dung and droppings, sweat, semen, milk, mucus, vomit pre-seminal fluid and prostatic fluid is considered pure. c. Animals which are difficult for
humans to avoid contact with and are not allowed to be eaten, such as the donkey, cat and mouse: only their saliva and sweat are not impure.

2) Dead beings: All dead beings are impure, except the dead of humans, fish, locusts, and those insects that do not have flowing blood, such as scorpions, ants and mosquitoes.

3) Non-living beings. All inanimate things are pure, such as earth, stones and their likes, except for those specifically mentioned above as impure.

Note: All blood, pus and secretions from wounds are impure, but a small amount is excused during prayer, if it is from a being regarded as pure. Blood that is pure is of two kinds: the blood of fish, and the blood that remains in meat after slaughtering a lawful animal. Any part that is cut off a live animal, as well as their embryos are all impure. Removal of impurities does not need a specific intention. Therefore, if rain cleans it [without one intending it], for instance, it becomes clean. Touching a filthy and impure thing or stepping on it does not invalidate the ablution, yet one must remove the impurity from the body, shoes or clothes.

Cleansing of Impurity is conditional upon the following: It should be cleaned by pure water; The washed garment should be wrung and squeezed outside the water if it is a type which is wrung and squeezed; The filth should be removed by scrubbing etc. if mere mashing is insufficient to remove it; If the impurities are those of the dog, the contaminated object should be washed seven times with water, and the eighth time with dirt or soap.

Useful Notes:
- If the earth is soiled with liquid impurities like urine, then it should be cleansed by pouring water over it until the color and smell of the impurity disappear. If the earth is soiled with impure solid impurities like feces, then it and all its remnants must be removed.
- If removal of the filth and impurity is impossible except with water, then water must be used.
- If the place of the impurity is not exactly known, the probable area and its surroundings are cleansed until it is certain that the impurity is removed.
- A person who performs wudoo for voluntary prayers may make the obligatory prayers with the same wudoo.
- The person who sleeps or passes gas does not have to perform istinjaa, since gas itself is not impure. One needs only to perform wudoo prior to the prayer and other acts of worship.
Rulings about the
Natural Blood of Women

Menstruation

In the following discourse, ‘Hayd’ is a periodic flow of blood from the womb, while ‘Istihaadah’ is a follow of blood from the womb outside of the period due illness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Ruling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the earliest and latest age for menses ?</td>
<td>The earliest age for menses is 9 years. Any flow of blood from the vagina before that age is Istihaadah. There is no latest age for menses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the shortest period that menses can last ?</td>
<td>It may last as little as 24 hours. If it lasts less than that, it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the longest period that menses can last ?</td>
<td>It may last up to 15 days. If it lasts more than that, it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the minimum length of time between two menstrual periods one must be considered pure ?</td>
<td>The length of time must be at least 13 days. If blood appears before the completion of this time span, it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long does menses last for majority of women ?</td>
<td>7-9 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long do the majority of women remain pure between two menses ?</td>
<td>23-24 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the blood that flows during pregnancy a kind of menses ?</td>
<td>Any blood, brown substance, or yellow substance that appears during pregnancy is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does a woman know that her menses is over ?</td>
<td><strong>This can be known by one of two ways: 1)</strong> by observing white discharge at the end of menses; <strong>2)</strong> by the cessation of bleeding and disappearance of blood, or brown or yellow substance for those that do not usually see this white discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the ruling concerning female discharge while she is pure ?</td>
<td>Any clear or white, sticky discharge is not considered impure, while blood and brown or yellow substance is. However, both of these two types nullify the wudoo, and if the flow continues, it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the ruling concerning the brown or yellowish discharge that comes from the vagina ?</td>
<td>If it comes directly before or after the menses, it is of the menses, but if it is seen at other times, it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if the menses commences before or after its normal time ?</td>
<td>Whenever the signs of menses appear, it is to be considered menses, on the condition that at least 13 days have passed since the completion of the previous menses, otherwise it is considered Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The differences between menstruation (Hayd) and istihaadah include: 1) the blood of menstruation is dark reddish towards black, whereas the blood of istihaadah is bright red like the blood of a nosebleed; 2) the blood of menstruation is thick and may be mixed with solid like pieces, whereas the blood of istihaadah is thin, flowing profusely like the blood which flows from a wound; 3) the blood of menstruation usually has a foul offensive smell, whereas the smell of istihaadah is like normal blood.

There are things that are prohibited during menses, such as prayer, fasting, sexual intercourse, reciting Quran, remaining in Masjid, touching the Quran and circumambulation (Tawaaf).
### Postpartum Bleeding (Nifaas)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Ruling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What if a woman gives birth but does not see any blood?</td>
<td>The ruling of nifaas then does not apply to her, there is no obligatory bath due upon her, and it does not break her fasting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if she sees the signs of childbirth?</td>
<td>The blood and amniotic fluid which accompanies labor signaling the onset of childbirth birth is not considered nifaas, but rather Istihaadah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about the blood that flows during childbirth?</td>
<td>This is nifaas, even if the baby has not fully come out, or has only come out partially. It is not obligatory to make up the missed prayers during that time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When does the time of childbirth begin?</td>
<td>One should start to count the days as soon as the baby comes out completely from the womb of the mother.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the shortest period of nifaas?</td>
<td>There is no set minimum limit. Thus, whenever blood stops flowing after childbirth, it becomes obligatory upon the woman to take a full bath and start offering prayers, and she should not wait for the full forty days to resume them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the longest length of time nifaas may last?</td>
<td>The longest length of time is 40 days, and whatever blood is seen after this time is not considered nifaas. Instead, after this time elapses, it becomes obligatory upon the woman to take a full bath and start offering prayers, except if the end of this 40 day time period happens to fall at the same time she normally experienced her menses prior to pregnancy, [in which case she would consider the blood as menstruation]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if a woman gives birth to twins or more?</td>
<td>The time of starting the calculation of nifaas begins with the birth of the first child.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What about the blood after a miscarriage?

If the miscarried fetus is eighty days old or less, the blood is considered Istihaadah, and if it is ninety days old or more, the blood is of nifaas. The fetus should be examined if it is between 80 to 90 days. If it has the shape of a human then the blood is of nifaas, and if not then the blood is of Istihaadah.

What if the blood stops before forty days, and then it returns again?

If the blood stops before the completion of forty days, she is considered pure, and she should bathe and pray. If the flow of blood returns before the completion of forty days, she should again stop praying and consider it as nifaas, [until she becomes pure again]. She continues in this manner until she completes her forty days.

Notes:

☆ The women in the state of Istihaadah must pray, and she must perform a new wudoo for each prayer.
☆ If the woman becomes pure before the setting of the sun, she must pray the Żuhr and Afternoon Aṣr Prayers of that day, and if she becomes pure before the time for Fajr arrives, she must pray the previous Maghrib and Isha prayers.
☆ If the time of the prayer arrives and the woman experiences menses or nifaas before performing that prescribed prayer, she does not have to make that prayer up after becoming pure.
☆ A woman must loosen the braids in her hair when performing Ghusl after menses and nifaas whereas she does not have to do so when performing Ghusl after intercourse.
☆ It is unlawful for the husband to have sexual intercourse with his wife during menses or nifaas, but it is allowed to take sexual pleasure in ways other than intercourse.
☆ It is disliked for the husband to have sexual intercourse with his wife during Istihaadah, yet it is allowed if there is a strong need.
☆ It is an obligation for a woman in a state of Istihaadah to perform ablution for each obligatory prayer after cleaning her private parts.
☆ It is allowed for a woman to take medicine to postpone her menses in order to complete her Hajj or Umrah rituals, or to complete the fast of Ramadan, on the condition that the medicine does not harm her in any way.
Call to Congregational Prayer (Adhan) and Announcement of the Beginning of Prayer (Iqamah)

Both the *Adhan* and the *Iqamah* are community obligations (*Fard Kifaayah*) for men who are not travelling (in a state of residence), while they are *Sunnah* for one praying alone and travelers. As for women, they are disliked (*Makrooh*).

Neither the *Adhan* nor the *Iqamah* are allowed to be made before their times, except for the *Adhan* of the Dawn Prayer (*Fajr*), for which the first of the two is allowed to be called any time after the middle of the night.

The Prerequisites (Shuroot) for the Prayer:
1. Islam.
2. Sanity (Aql).
3. Maturity and Discretion.
4. Cleanliness from filth according to one’s ability.
5. The entrance of the time of prayer.

The times are as follows:
- The time of *Žuhr (Noon)* prayer begins when the sun starts its decline after its zenith in the sky until the shade of anything is equal to its length.
- The time of *Asr (Afternoon)* prayer begins from the time *Žuhr* ends until the shadow of an object is double its own length; this is what is preferred, but due to need it can be extended until the sun sets.
- The time of *Maghrib (Sunset)* prayer starts after the setting of the sun until the disappearance of redness or twilight of the sky.
- The time of *Isha (Night)* prayer is up until the middle of the night, and can continue up until the time of the dawn if necessary.
- The time of *Fajr (Dawn)* prayer begins at dawn, until the sun rises.
6. Covering the private areas according to one’s ability with something opaque.
7. Absence of impurities on the body, clothes and the place of prayer according to the best of one’s ability.
8. Facing the Prayer Direction (Qiblah) according to one’s ability.

The Essential Elements, or Pillars (Arkaan) of Prayer:
1. Standing (Qiyaam) in prayer for those who are able;
2. Saying Allahu Akbar (Takbeerat-al-Ihraam) for commencement of the prayer. This statement makes all other words and actions not related to the prayer prohibited.
4. Bowing (Rukoo').
5. Standing after Rukoo'.
6. Straightening up fully after Rukoo'.
7. Prostrations (Sujood, sing, Sajdah) on the seven parts of the body (two feet, two knees, two palms of hands, and the head which includes the forehead with the nose).
8. Sitting up after the Sajdah and sitting between the two Sajdahs.
9. Saying the last testimony (Tashahhud).
10. Sitting for the last Tashahhud.
11. Saying prayers for the Prophet (*ṣalātu ḥabībīna rasūlu Allāh*).
12. Ending the Prayer with saying “As-Salaam Alaikum wa Rahmatullah” (Tasleem).
13. To perform each of these pillars properly, in that one settles fully into their positions.

---

1 There are two *adhaans* for the Fajr prayer, one for *tahajjud* (the voluntary night prayer) and one for fajr.
2 Note that the middle of the night is not 12:00 a.m., but rather half the time between Maghrib and Fajr.
3 The first appearance of light in the sky.
4 What is meant by *pillars* here are those actions which, if left, must be made up for, or else the prayer is rendered invalid.
these pillars in the order mentioned above.

The prayer is not regarded as valid except if these pillars are performed. If someone misses any of them in one unit (Rak’ah) of the prayer, that unit is void, whether it is left intentionally or forgetfully.

**The Obligatory Acts (Wajibaat) of Prayer:**

1) All of the Takbeeraat (saying “Allahu Akbar” ²), apart from Takbeerat-ul-Ihram.
2) Saying “Sami’a Allahu ³Ilman ⁴Hamidah”, after standing from rukoo’ by the Imam in a congregational prayer and by the individual if not in a congregation.
3) Saying “Rabbana wa lakal-Hamd” ⁴ after standing from rukoo’.
4) Saying “Subhaana Rabbiyal-A‘zeem” ⁵ once in the bowing.
5) Saying “Subhaana Rabbiyal-A’laa” ⁶ once in the prostration.
6) Saying “Rabbi ighfir li” ⁷ between the two sajdahs.
7) The first Tashahhud.
8) To sit for the first Tashahhud.

Whoever leaves any one of these eight obligations of sayings or actions intentionally, his prayer is void. If he leaves anything of them due to forgetfulness, he should make the two prostrations of forgetfulness.

**The Praiseworthy Acts (Sunan) of Prayer:**

They are of two types: sayings and actions. Not performing the *Sunan* acts of prayer does not invalidate the prayer, even if left intentionally.

**The Sunan of sayings include the following:**

* reciting the opening supplication;
* seeking refuge from Satan (*al-Isti’adhah*);
* beginning the recitation of the Qur’an with the name of Allah (*Basmalah*);
* saying “*Ameen*” at the end of *Surah-al-Fatiha* aloud in prayers in which the recitation is audible;
* reciting some verses from the Qur’an after the *Fatiha*;
* the Imam reciting aloud (the followers or *ma’moom* are prohibited to recite aloud, while a person offering his prayer individually is free to choose);
* saying “*Hamdan Katheeran Tayyiban Mubarak* fihi Mil`as-Samaawaati wa Mil`al-Arda…” after saying “*Rabbanaa wa-lakal-Hamd*”;
* saying “*Subhaana Rabbiyal-A‘zeem*, “*Subhaana Rabbiyal-A’laa*” and “*Rabbi ighfir li*” more than once in bowings, prostrations and the sittings;
* saying a supplication before the final saying of “*As-Salam alaikaum wa Rahmatullah*”.

**The Sunan of actions include the following:**

* raising the hands at the time of *Takbeerat-al-Ihram*;
* at the time of bending for the *rukoo’*, at the time of raising up from it to a standing position, and at the time of standing up from the first *at-Tashahhud*;
* placing the right hand on the left below the chest while standing;
* keeping the eyes on the spot of prostration; keeping the feet separated while standing;
* placing the knees on the ground first, then the hands and the forehead

---

¹ What is meant by the *obligatory acts* here are those actions which, if left, the person must make two prostrations for forgetfulness at the end of the prayer, but need not make up the actual missed acts.
² “Allah is the Greatest”.
³ “Allah hears him who praises Him”.
⁴ “O Our Lord to You is praise”.
⁵ “Glory be to Allah, the Great”.
⁶ “Glory be to Allah, the Exalted”.
⁷ “O Lord forgive me”.
Prostrations of Forgetfulness: It is from the Sunnah to make [two] prostrations of forgetfulness if one mistakenly recites something in a place where they should not, such as reciting the Qur’an in prostration. It is permissible to prostrate for leaving a Sunnah act of the prayer. However, it is an obligation (Wajib) to make the prostrations of forgetfulness if one adds a bowing, prostration, standing, sitting or gives salutations before the end of the prayer, or makes a clear mistake in the recitation of the Qur’an which changes its meaning, if one leaves any obligatory act, or if one is doubtful about an addition at the time of adding it.

The prayer becomes invalid if one intentionally leaves off making the obligatory prostrations of forgetfulness. A person may make these two prostrations before or after the final salutations. However, if one forgets to make the prostrations of forgetfulness until quite a while later after the completion of the prayer, then it is no longer necessary.

The Description of the Prayer:

✶ One begins by facing the prayer direction (Qiblah) saying “Allahu Akbar”.

✶ The Imam (leader) says all the Takbeeraat (saying of Allahu Akbar) aloud so that those following may hear him, while the followers say them quietly.

✶ He raises his hands at the beginning of the Takbeer near to his shoulders, and then he places his hands below his chest with his right hand on top of the left.

✶ He keeps his eyes at the place of his prostration and says an opening supplication which has been reliably reported in an authentic narration. For example, he may say, “Subhaanak Allahumma wa bi Hamdika wa Tabaaarakasmuka wa Ta`ala Jadduka wa la ilaaha ghairuk”

“You are Glorified O Allah, and Praised; Your Name is Blessed; Your Majesty is Exalted, and none has the right to be worshipped but You.”
Then he says “A’udhu billahi min-ash-Shaitan-ir-Rajeem” (I seek refuge in Allah from the accursed Satan). Then he says “Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Raheem” (In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent in Mercy, Most Merciful).

All of this is stated quietly, and then he recites Surah al-Fatiha aloud if he is the Imam in a prayer in which is read aloud. It is recommended that the followers recite Surah al-Fatiha in the times of quietness of the Imam if the prayer is one which is read aloud, and obligatory if the prayer is one which is read quietly, i.e., Žuhur and Asr.

Then he reads whatever else he wishes from the Qur’an. It is better to make his recitation of the Fajr prayer with the “Muفاṣṣal” chapters, of the “shorter” chapters in the Maghrib prayer, and in the rest of the prayers from the “medium” chapters. The longer Mu фаṣṣal chapters are from Surah Qaaf [50] to Surah an-Naba’ [78], the latter to ad-Ḍuha [93] are known as the “medium”, and “shorter” from there to Surah an-Nas [114]. The Imam recites aloud in the Fajr prayer and in the first two rak’ahs of the Maghrib and Isha prayers. All other prayers are to be recited silently.

Then he raises his hands as he did in Takbeerat-al-Ihram and says “Allahu Akbar” and then bows. He puts his hands firmly on his knees while spreading his fingers and straightens his back such that the head is equal with his mid-section, neither higher nor lower. Then he says, “Subḥaana Rabbiyal-Ažeez” (Glory be to Allah, the Great) three times.

Then he raises his head saying, “Sami’Allahu liman Ḥamidah” (Allah hears him who praises Him). Then he raises his hands as he raised before bowing to a standing posture and says “Rabbanaa wa-lakal-Ḥamd” (O Our Lord, to You is praise) adding to it, “Ḥamdan Katheeran Tayiban Mubaarakan fihi Mil‘-as-Samaawaati wa Mil‘-al-Ārd wa Mil‘a ma Shi‘ta min Shay’in ba’d” (Many praises that are pure and blessed, the fullness of the heavens, the fullness of the earth, and the fullness of whatever You wish afterwards).

Then he prostrates while saying “Allahu Akbar”. He keeps his stomach away from his thighs and thighs from his calves while prostrating on his forehead and nose, both palms of the hands, both knees, and toes of both feet, with the fingers and toes pointing towards the Qiblah; and he says three times in the prostration “Subḥaana Rabbiyal-‘alaa” (Glory be to Allah, the Exalted). He can say that several times or he can supplicate whatever he wills.

Then he raises his head saying, “Allahu Akbar” sitting on his left thigh while propping the right foot with the heel up and the toes planted to the ground facing the Qiblah. Then he says “Rabbighfir-li, warḥamni, wajburni, warf‘ani, warzuqni, wansurni, wahnini, wa-a‘fini, wa-a‘fi anni” (O Allah forgive me, and have mercy on me, and strengthen me, and give me sustenance, and give me victory, and guide me, and pardon me, and bestow clemency on me).

Then he prostrates as the previous prostration and raises his head saying, “Allahu Akbar” and stands up repeating the second Rak‘ah as the first.
Then he sits in the state of *Iftirash* for the first testimony (*at-Tashahhud al-Awwal*), putting his right hand on his right thigh and left hand on his left thigh and making a fist of his right hand while making a circle with the thumb and middle finger and pointing with his middle finger says “*At-Tahiyyatu illali was-\-Salawatu wa-\-Tayyibaat, as-Salaamu alaika ayyuhan-Nabiu wa Rahmatullahi wa barakatuh, was Salamu alaina wa ala Ibadillahi-Saaliheen. Ash-hadu allaa ilaahu illallahu wa Ash-hadu anna Mu\-\-hammadan Abduhu wa Rasuluh*” (The best of salutations and greetings are for Allah, and prayers and everything pure and good. May the peace, mercy and blessings of Allah be on you, O Prophet. May the peace be upon us and on the righteous slaves of Allah. I testify that there is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah and I testify that Muhammad is His Slave and Messenger).

Then he stands and prays the third and fourth *Rak’ah*, making them shorter than the first two. He recites in them *Surah-al-Fatihah* only and sits in the state of *Tawarruk* for the last testimony (*at-Tashahhud al-Akheer*) and says the same as in the first and adds to it, “*Allahumma \-\-alli ala Mu\-\-hammad wa ala Aali Mu\-\-hammad kama \-\-allaita ala Ibraaheem wa ala Aali Ibraaheem, innaka \-\-ameedum Majeed, wa Baarik ala Mu\-\-hammad wa ala Aali Mu\-\-hammad kama baarakta ala Ibraaheem wa ala Aali Ibraaheem, innaka \-\-ameedum Majeed*” (O Allah, send prayers upon Mu\-\-hammad and the followers of Mu\-\-hammad, just as You sent prayers upon Abraham and upon the followers of Abraham. Verily, You are full of praise and majesty. And send blessings upon Mu\-\-hammad and upon the family of Mu\-\-hammad, just as You sent blessings upon Abraham and upon the followers of Abraham. Verily, You are full of praise and majesty).

It is from the *Sunnah* to say “*Allahumma Inni A’udhu bika min adhaabi Jahannam, wa min adhaabil-Qabr, wa min fitnataal-Ma\-\-hya wal-Mamaat, wa min fitnat-ad-Dajjal*” (O Allah I seek refuge in You from the punishment of Hellfire, and from the punishment of the Grave, and from the trial of life and death, and from the trial of the Dajjal (Antichrist). He then may also say other supplications as mentioned in the Qur’an and the *Sunnah*.

Then he says “*As-Salaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah*” (Peace and the Mercy of Allah be upon you) turning his head to his right and then saying the same, turning his head to his left.

It is the *Sunnah* of the Prophet (\(\text{ṣ} \text{ṣ} \text{ṣ}\)) to say some of the supplications after the completion of the prayer as mentioned in the Hadith.  

---

1 Some of these are as follows: One says, “*Astaghfirullah*” [I ask for Allah’s forgiveness] three times, and then says, “*Allahumma in\-\-naka antas-Salaam wa minkas-Salaam Tahaarakta ya Dhul-Jalaali wal-Ikraam*” (O Allah You are the Peace, and from You is Peace, You are Blessed, O One of Majesty and Generosity). One also says, “*LA ILAAHA ILLALLAH, wahdahu la shareeka lah, lahu-nulku balahul-hand, wa huwa ‘ala kuli shaiyin qadeer. La hawa la ta quwwata illa billah, LA ILAAHA ILLALLAH wala na’abudu illa iyyah, lahu-ul-ni’matu balahul-fadi wa lahuth-thana-ul-\-\-hasan, LA ILAAHA ILLALLAH mukhliseena lahud-deen wa lau w karhali-
The Prayer of the One Who is Ill: If standing increases one’s illness or if a person is unable to stand, he should pray sitting. If one is not able to pray sitting, he should pray while lying down on his side. If one is not able to perform the bowing and prostration, he should signal [with his body] to symbolize them. If one misses any of his prayers, he should make them up belatedly. If one is not able to make each prayer in its time, he may combine the Zuhr and the Asr prayers together, and the Maghrib and the Isha prayers together in either of their respective times.

The Prayer of the Traveler: If the distance of the journey is more than around eighty kilometers, and it is a lawful journey, the person may shorten the Zuhr, the Asr and the Isha prayers from four Rak’ah to two. If the person intends to stay at his destination for more than four days – 20 obligatory prayers – he should perform them in their full forms and not shorten them. One should perform the prayers fully when praying behind an Imam who is resident. If one remembers a prayer in his journey that he had forgotten as a resident or vice-versa, he should pray it in its complete form. The traveler may perform the prayers in their complete form if he wishes, yet to shorten them is better.

The Friday Prayer (Salat-al-Jumu’ah): This prayer is better than the Zuhr. It is an independent prayer and not a shortened form of Zuhr. It is not allowed to perform it with four Rak’ahs, to make it with the intention of Zuhr, or to combine it with the Asr prayer, even if there may be a valid reason for that.

The Odd-numbered Prayer (Salat-al-Witr): This prayer is a Sunnah and it is to be made after Isha until the time of Fajr. The least number Rak’ahs for the Witr prayer is one, and the most number of Rak’ahs one may pray is eleven. It is better to make the salutation after every two Rak’ahs. One may also make all the Rak’ahs continuously, four, or six, or eight, and then perform the

kafiroon. la mani’a lima a’atait, wala mu’tiya lima mana’at, wala yanfa’u thal-jaddi minkal-jad.” (There is no god except Allah alone, without partner, to Him belongs all sovereignty and praise and He is over all things omnipotent. There is no might and no power except with Allah, There is no god except Allah and we worship none except Him. For Him is all favor, grace and glorious praise. There is no god except Allah and we are sincere in religion to Him although the disbelievers detest it. O Allah, none can prevent what You have willed to bestow, and none can bestow what You have willed to prevent, and no wealth or majesty can benefit anyone since from You is all wealth and majesty.) He may add after Salat-al-Fajr and Salat al-Maghrib after the preceding, “La ilaaha illallahu wadhahu la shareeeka lah, lahu-mulku wa lahu-hamd, yuhl la yumeet, wa huwa ‘ala kuli shai’in qadeer.” (There is no god except Allah, alone without partner, to Him belongs all sovereignty and praise, He gives life and causes death and He is Omnipotent over all things.) After every prayer, the individual should say, “Subhaanallah” (Glorified be Allah or How perfect is Allah), “Al-hamdulillah” (All praise is for Allah) and “Allahu Akbar” (Allah is the Greatest) each thirty-three times and then for the hundredth say, “La ilaaha illallahu wadhahu la shareeeka lah, lahu-mulku wa lahu-hamd, wa huwa ‘ala kuli shai’in qadeer.” (There is no god except Allah alone without partner, to Him belongs all sovereignty and praise and He is Omnipotent over all things). Then one should read the Verse of the Throne (2:255), Surah al-Ikhlas (112) and Sura al-Falaq (113) and Sura al-Nass (114). After Salat-al-Fajr and Salat-al-Maghrib, he should repeat the recitation of these chapters three times.
odd Rak’ah after the even number are completed. ✪ One may perform three, five, seven or nine Rak’ahs together. ✪ The least complete form of Witr prayer is to perform it in three Rak’ahs with two salutations [meaning performing two Rak’ahs and making the salutations and then one Rak’ah by itself with another salutation at the end of it]. It is also allowed to make two Rak’ahs after the Witr while sitting.

**Funerals (Janaazah):** ✪ Washing the deceased Muslim’s body, placing the shroud upon him, making the funeral prayer, carrying him and placing him in the grave are all community obligations (Fard Kifaayah). ✪ Martyrs in Islamic Jihad are not to be washed or placed in the shroud, but rather should be buried as they died and it is allowed to pray the funeral prayer upon them. ✪ The shroud of the Muslim male contains three sheets while the female’s shroud should be of five sheets: a loincloth, head covering, upper wrap and two over-all wraps. ✪ The Sunnah is for the Imam or a person praying alone to stand at the chest of the male and the middle of the female. ✪ One stands and says “Allahu Akbar” four times, raising his hands every time: in the first he says “Allahu Akbar” and seeks refuge in Allah, says “Bismillah” and reads only al-Fatihah silently; in the second he says “Allahu Akbar” and reads the salutations on the Prophet (ﷺ); in the third he says “Allahu Akbar” and supplicates to Allah for the deceased; in the fourth he says “Allahu Akbar” and then stands a bit and then says “as-Salaamu alaikum” once on his right. ✪ It is not allowed to raise the grave above the level of the ground except a hand span, to put any type of plaster on it, to kiss it, to place incense near it, to write on it, to circumambulate around it, to build a mosque on it, or to place a grave in a mosque. Moreover any tombs (or buildings) built over a grave must be demolished. ✪ There are no restrictions about the words of solace and condolences for the grieving relatives. A person may say, “A’dham Allahu Ajrak wa Ahsan Aza’ak wa Ghafara li Maitak” (May Allah increase your reward and bestow goodness to you in your grief and forgive your deceased). He may say when consoling a Muslim who has lost a relative who was a disbeliever, “Adham Allah Ajrak wa Ahsan Aza’ak” (May Allah increase your reward and bestow goodness to you in your grief).

✪ It is obligatory for a person who knows that his family will wail over him upon his death to write a will advising them not to do so; otherwise, he may be punished by their wailing on him.

✪ Imam Shaafi’i, said that it is disliked that one sits for the condolences, referring to the gatherings in which the family of the deceased waits for those who desire to visit them for condolences. Instead, they all should go about their business, whether men or women.

✪ It is from the Sunnah to prepare food for the grieving family (since they are preoccupied by their grief) and it is disliked to eat of their food or to prepare food for the people who gather at their place.
It is from the Sunnah to visit the graves as long as it does not entail travelling. It is also allowed to visit the grave of a non-muslim. A non-muslim should not be prohibited from visiting the grave of a Muslim.

It is from the Sunnah to say when entering the graveyard of Muslims:

“Assalamu alaykum ahlad-diyari min-al-mu’mineena wal-muslimeen, wa-inna in sha’Allahu bikum lahiqoon, yarahumullah al-mustaqdimeena minna wal-
musta’khireen, nas’alAllaha lana walakum-ul-aafiyah, Allahumma laa tahrimna
ajrahum, wa laa taflatna ba’dahum, waghfir lana wa lahum”

(Peace be upon you all, O inhabitants of the graves, from among the believers and the Muslims. Verily we will, Allah willing, be united with you. May Allah forgive those of you that proceeded and those that will come afterwards. We ask Allah for us and you well being. O Allah do not deprive us of the reward and do not tempt us after them, and forgive us and them).

It is prohibited to write the Qur’an on the shroud for fear of defiling the Qur’an and showing disrespect to it. Moreover there has been no authentic report sanctioning it.

A comprehensive supplication for the deceased is to say: “Ighfir lahu warhamhu,
wa aafih w’afu anhu, wakrim nuzulahu, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’e wath-thalji, wa wasse mudhkalahu, waghassilhu bil-
ma’
followed by *Surah Sabbih* [87] in the first *Rak’ah* and by *al-Ghaashiyyah* [88] in the second *Rak’ah*. The Imam then delivers two sermons like in the Friday Prayer, except that he should repeat often *Allahu Akbar*. ★ If one makes this prayer like a supererogatory prayer, it is acceptable and correct since the *Takbeeraat* are additional and praising Allah and sending salutations on the Prophet (ﷺ) between them are *Sunnah*.

**Prayer of Eclipse (Ṣalat al-Kusoof or Khusooof):**  ★ This is a *Sunnah* prayer, and its time is from the beginning of the eclipse, whether lunar or solar, until it finishes. ★ It is not to be made belatedly if the eclipse is over. The way in which it is done is to pray two *Rak’ahs* in which the Qur’an is recited aloud. ★ In the first *Rak’ah*, one should recite *al-Faatihah* and a long *surah*, then do a long bowing (*rukoo’*), then raise one’s head and say, “*Sami’a Allahu lIman ħamidah, Rabbanaa wa laka’l-ḥamd*” (Allah listens to the one who praises Him; our Lord to You be praise)” after standing upright, as in other prayers. ★ After that he does not go into prostration like in other prayers. Instead, he should then recite *al-Faatihah* again and another long *surah*. Then comes another long bow (*rukoo’*). After that, one raises his head and stands upright. ★ Then he should do two lengthy prostrations (*sujoods*). ★ Then one should pray the second *rak’ah* like the first. ★ Then he should recite the *Tashahhud* and say the *salaam*. ★ If a person comes late missing the first bowing (*Rak’ah*), he has missed that *Rak’ah* and will have to make it up.

**Prayer for Rain (Ṣalat-al-Istisqa’a):**  It is *Sunnah* to pray it in case there is a drought or lack of rain. The manner of performing this prayer is like Ṣalat-al-Eid except that one makes the sermon after the prayer.

The *Sunnah* is to reverse one’s cloak as an indication of optimism for a change of circumstances once the prayer is over.

**Notes:** It is commanded to straighten the rows of congregation as the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “*You will straighten your rows or it will be that Allah will cause differences among you.*”

And Nu’man ibn Basheer (ﷺ) said, “I saw a man attach his shoulder to the shoulder of the man next to him and his knee to his knee and his ankle to his ankle.”

The congregational prayer is obligatory for men, even while travelling, if possible.
The categories of wealth upon which Zakah is obligatory are four:
1) freely grazing livestock;
2) produce;
3) moveable valuables (i.e. gold, silver, and paper money etc);
4) trade items.

Zakah is obligatory if five conditions are met:
1) Islam;
2) freedom from slavery;
3) ownership of the “Nisaab” (amount upon which Zakah becomes due);
4) complete and stable ownership;
5) completion of a year, except in the case of produce.

The Zakah of freely grazing livestock is of three kinds: camels; cattle; goats and sheep. The Zakah on them becomes obligatory on two conditions:
1) The animals are free grazing for a year or more;
2) They are for kept milk and reproduction and not for work. If they are for sale or trading, they are then considered trade items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zakah of Camels:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 camels or less: there is no Zakah on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 camels and less: for each 5, one sheep is due.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 35 camels: a one-year old she-camel, if not available, a two-year old he-camel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 – 45 camels: a two-year old she-camel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 – 60 camels: a three-year old she-camel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 – 75 camels: a four-year old she-camel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 – 90 camels: two, two-year old she-camels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 – 120 camels: two, three-year old she-camels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 120 camels: for every 40, a two-year old she-camel is due; and for every 50, a three-year old she-camel is due.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zakah of Cows:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 30 cows: there is no Zakah on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 39 cows: one, one-year old calf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 59 cows: one, two-year old calf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 cows or More : for every 30 a one-year old calf; and for every 40 a two-year old calf.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zakah of Sheep and Goats:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 40 sheep: there is no Zakah on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 120 sheep: one sheep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121 – 200 sheep: two sheep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 – 399 sheep: three sheep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 sheep or More : for every 100, one sheep is due.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zakah on Land Produce:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is obligatory upon three conditions: 1) The produce could be measured by amount and stored, like barley and wheat of grains and like raisins and dates of fruits. But that which is not measured by amount and stored, like fresh vegetables and legumes, have no Zakah; 2) It reaches the minimum amount (Nisaab), which is 653 kilograms; 3) The person who will pay the Zakah has the produce in his possession at the time when it is obligatory to pay Zakah, i.e., when the signs of ripeness show on the fruit and crops and they are ready for harvest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zakah on Agricultural Products:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Products that are produced without efforts of irrigation, thus being the product of rainwater or free flowing streams and springs, have a Zakah rate of 10% (1/10 th).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Zakah on agricultural products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
produced by effort and labor in irrigation is $5\%$ (1/20th). That which is partially by effort and partially without, is according to the greater of the two; the counting would be according to the number of the days that effort and labor is used.

**The Zakah on Moveable Valuables:**

1) Gold: Zakah is due on gold only when it reaches 85 grams; 2) Silver: Zakah is due on silver only when it reaches 595 grams.

Zakah is due on money in any of its forms and currencies (e.g., bank notes) when its value is equivalent to the amount of the gold or silver mentioned above.

Since the prices of gold and silver vary from time to time and from country to country, Zakah should be based on whichever of the two works out better for the poor. The Zakah on moveable valuables and money is one fortieth, $1/40$th ($2.5\%$).

Jewelry and ornaments that are for daily use have no Zakah on them. However, what is used for trade and savings must have the Zakah paid on them. It is allowed for women to wear what is customary of gold and silver jewelry. It is allowed to put a small amount of silver on utensils, and it is also allowed for men to have a small amount of silver in the likes of a ring and glasses.

Gold is prohibited to have on utensils and it is prohibited for men except a minute amount in something that is used for some other purpose, like a button or a gold tooth, without them resembling women.

If a person has wealth that fluctuates, increasing sometimes and decreasing at others, then he should specify a day when he takes inventory and calculates his wealth and pays the $1/40$th ($2.5\%$) on that, even if a year has not passed.

Those who are salaried or who have fixed incomes from rental real estate properties, for instance, have no Zakah due on them unless they save some of that amount. They must pay the Zakah of the saved amount if a complete year passes while the saved amount is in their possession. If it is difficult to calculate, they simply choose a day to reckon their account as mentioned above.

**Zakah on Debts:**

If a person lends some money to a rich person, or if the debtor has sufficient funds and it is possible to get the money back from him, the Zakah for that loan is to be calculated and paid when the money is recovered for each of the years that lapsed, even if they are many.

But if the debt is with someone who is bankrupt, there is no Zakah due since the person is not certain about its recovery and has no control over it.

**There is no Zakah for trade items except with four conditions:**

1) That the payer of the Zakah owns them; 2) That he intends to trade with them; 3) That they reach the minimal amount, which is like that of gold and silver (whichever is lesser); 4) That a year has lapsed while these items are in his possession.

If these four conditions are fulfilled, he must pay the Zakah due from the value of the inventory. If the items do not reach the minimal amount of Zakah and the person is in possession of gold, silver or other money, he adds them to the value of the trade items to reach the minimal amount. If one intends to use the trade items for private use, like clothes, house and car, there is no Zakah due on them. If he changes his intention (decides to use the items for trade again), he calculates the year from the time he changes his intention.
**Zakat-ul-Fitr:** It is obligatory on every Muslim who has food that is surplus to his needs and the needs of his family members on the last night of Ramadan and *Eid* Day. Zakat-ul-Fitr is two and a quarter kilos of staple food of the country in which it is being given. This amount is per person, male or female, and his dependants.

It is believed to give it out on the *Eid* Day before the prayer of the *Eid*. It is not allowed to delay it past the prayer of the *Eid* but one may give it out a day or two before *Eid*. One may also give to one person an amount of food that is enough for a group and vice versa.

It is obligatory to distribute the Zakah immediately as it becomes due and the guardian is responsible to give Zakah on behalf of children and the insane.

It is *Sunnah* for the responsible person to distribute it personally and let it be known to the people. Intention for the person on whose behalf the Zakah is given is necessary.

It is important to note that voluntary charity would not suffice for obligatory Zakah, even if the person gave all his wealth away.

It is preferable to give the amount of Zakah to the poor of the country where the person lives but in case of some overwhelming need, sending it to other countries is also allowed. Giving Zakah two years in advance is proper and allowed, if the wealth reaches the amount where Zakah becomes due.

**People who deserve Zakah:**

1) For the poor and utterly destitute; 2) For the poor who are needy; 3) For the officials who collect and distribute it; 4) For those who need additional attraction to Islam, whether Muslims or non-Muslims; 5) For the liberation of slaves and captives; 6) For helping people who are burdened with legal debt; 7) For those who are struggling in the way of Allah in Jihad; 8) For the travelers who are cut off from their homeland.

They are to be given according to their need except for the officials who work to collect and distribute the Zakah, since they are given according to a fair and agreed upon salary, even if they are rich.

It fulfills the obligation to hand over the Zakah to the *Khawarij* (a group of Muslims who dissented from the companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) and *Bughaat* (those who rebelled against a righteous Imam) and the likes if they take control and rule the land. It fulfills the obligation if the ruler takes the Zakah by force or by one’s consent, and whether he is a just or an unjust ruler.

It does not fulfill the obligation to give the Zakah to a non-believer (other than those who need additional attraction to Islam), a slave, rich person, one’s dependents, or a member of Bani Hashim (descendents of the Prophet (ﷺ)).

If after giving the Zakah to an undeserving person out of ignorance the person comes to know about it, his obligation is not fulfilled except for the case that he gave to someone thinking that the person was poor and later on found out that he was rich.

**Voluntary Charity:** The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said “Verily, what reaches a believer of his good deeds after his death is: knowledge that he taught and publicized; a pious son who supplicates for him; a book of Qur’anic script (*Mus’haf*); a Mosque that he built; a rest house that he built for the travelers; a water canal that he made; and any charity that he spent while healthy and alive; all this will reach him after his death.” (Ibn Maajah).
Fasting: Fasting is obligatory upon every sane, post-pubescent Muslim, capable of fasting the month of Ramadan - other than the women experiencing their monthly menses or post-partum bleeding. Able children should be ordered to fast in order to become accustomed to its practice.

The time of Ramadan’s commencement is known by one of two signs: 1) Sighting the new moon by a trustworthy Muslim, male or female; 2) Completing of thirty days of the month of Sha’ban.

The time of the obligatory fast is from Fajr until Maghrib. The person have the intention to fast before Fajr.

The Nullifiers of the Fast: The fast is nullified by the following: 1) Sexual intercourse in the vagina. One must make up that day and expiate the sin of this act by freeing a slave, and if he cannot do that, he must fast two consecutive months. If he is not able to either of those, he must feed sixty poor people, and for those that cannot do even this, nothing is due; 2) Ejaculation due to kissing, hugging or masturbation, etc. There is nothing due for a person who has a wet dream; 3) Eating or drinking something intentionally. If someone does so forgetting that he is fasting, the fast remains correct (and he continues the fast till sunset); 4) Letting blood, by means such as cupping or blood donation. A little amount for a medical examination and unintentional bleeding, like a wound, does not nullify the fast; 5) Intentional vomiting.

Fasting is not nullified by the following: * Dust entering one’s throat; * Water unintentionally comes to one’s throat while washing his mouth; * Ejaculation due to thinking about desire; * Wet dreams; * Unintentional bleeding; * Unintentional vomiting;

If someone eats thinking that it is night and then it becomes clear that it is the day, he must make up for that day. If he eats doubting about the coming of the dawn, thinking that it is still nighttime, his fast is still valid, but if he eats not certain about the setting of the sun, and it happens to still be daytime, he must make up for that day.

Those Allowed not to Fast: * It is prohibited for a person to not fast unless he has a legitimate excuse. * Women in their monthly menses and postpartum bleeding must break the fast. * When saving someone’s life is conditional on breaking a person’s fast, it is obligatory upon that person to break his fast. * It is Sunnah for the traveler to break his fast if the journey is long enough to allow shortened prayers and if fasting is difficult for him. * It is also Sunnah for a sick person not to fast if he fears that fasting might cause him harm. * It is allowed to break the fast for a resident who intends to travel in the day. * It is allowed for a woman who is pregnant or nursing to break the fast if she fears any harm on the child or herself. * All types of people mentioned above must make up the days missed. The pregnant or nursing woman should additionally feed a poor person for every day missed if she breaks her fast because she fears harm for the child only. * If a person breaks his fast because of aging or because of a chronic disease from which it is not expected that he will recover, then he must feed a needy person for every day of Ramadan, and he does not have to make up those days. * Whoever postpones making up the days he missed until the next Ramadan due to a legitimate
If his postponement was not for a legitimate excuse, then he must make up the missed days in addition to feeding a needy person for each day he did not make up. If a person dies without making up some missed days due to some genuine excuse, then there is no sin on him and no making up is required. If there was no legitimate excuse, a needy person must be fed for each day missed and it is desired that someone from his relatives fast in lieu of him for what he neglected of the fast of Ramadan or the fast of a vow. All vows to Allah that do not entail disobedience to Allah should be fulfilled. If a person does not fast for a legitimate reason and then this reason lapses during the day of fast, similarly if a non-muslim accepts Islam, a woman becomes clean from her menses, a sick person is cured, a traveler returns from the journey, a child reaches puberty, or the temporarily insane person regains his sanity, all of these people must make up the fast of that day in the midst of which this happened, even if they fasted for the remaining portion of that day. No one may fast in lieu of another who is excused from fasting Ramadan.

**Voluntary Fasts:** The best voluntary fast is to fast every other day. The second best fast is to fast every Monday and Thursday. The next in line is to fast three days of every month, during the days of the full moon, the 13th, 14th and 15th [of the Islamic lunar month]. It is from the Sunnah to fast most of the month of Muharram and Sha’ban. It is also Sunnah to fast the day of Ashooraa (10th of Muharram), the day of Arafat (9th of Dhul-Hijjah) and six days of Shawwaal. It is disliked to single out the month of Rajab, Fridays, Saturdays, or the day of doubt (the thirtieth day of Sha’ban) for fasting. It is prohibited to fast the day of Eid-al-Fitr or Eid-al-Adha. It is also prohibited to fast the days of Tashreeq (11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijjah), except for the person who must compensate for not slaughtering in making the Hajj-at-Tamattu’ or Qiran (see pilgrimage - Hajj).

**Notes:**
- It is allowed for the person in the state of major impurity, like a person who has had sexual intercourse or a woman in menses or postpartum bleeding who becomes clean before the crack of dawn, to postpone his bath until after dawn [yet before sunrise]. He may also take his predawn meal before his bath. This does not harm his fast. It is allowed for a woman to take medicine to postpone her menses if she intends by this to participate with the Muslims in the fast of Ramadan, on the condition that this does not harm her in any way. It is allowed for the fasting person to swallow saliva and mucous if it is within his mouth. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “My nation will remain on goodness as long as they hasten to break the fast and take their pre-dawn meals at their latest time.” (Ahmed). He (ﷺ) also said, “The religion will continue to prevail as long as people hasten to break the fast, because the Jews and Christians delay in doing so.” (Abu Dawud). It is a loved act that one makes a supplication when breaking his fast, since the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “The fasting person, at the time of his breaking the fast, has a supplication that will not be rejected.” (Ibn Majah). One of the invocations reported is to say as the
Prophet (ﷺ) said, “Dhahab ad-dhama’u wabtallit-il-urooq wa thabat-al-Ajru insha-Allah” (Abu Dawud). (the thirst has disappeared, and the veins are nourished, and the reward is confirmed, by the will of Allah.) ✪ It is from the Sunnah to break fast with fresh dates. If fresh dates are not available, then dry dates should be eaten. If neither of those two is available, he should break his fast with water. ✪ The fasting person should avoid Kuhl (a kind of eye powder), eye drops and eardrops in order to avoid the matters concerning which the scholars have differed. If a person is in medical need of such drops, then there is no harm, even if he feels the drops in his throat. ✪ It is from the Sunnah to use the Siwak at all the times of the fast. There is no time in which it is disliked according to the correct judgment of the scholars of jurisprudence. ✪ The fasting person must avoid all backbiting, hate-mongering, falsehood, etc. If someone abuses the fasting person or curses him, he should say, “I am fasting,” and guard his tongue and limbs from all that which is sinful concerning his fast. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “For he who does not leave off saying falsehood and acting upon it, Allah has no need for him to leave his food and drink.” (al-Bukhari and Ahmed) ✪ It is from the Sunnah for a fasting person who is invited to a meal to supplicate for the host and to partake in breakfast, even if he is not fasting. ✪ The Honored Night (Lailat-ul-Qadr) is the best night of the year. It falls in one of the last ten nights of Ramadan. The most emphasized is the twenty-seventh night. The performance of good deeds on this night is better than in a thousand months (about 83 years). ✪ This night has visible signs, of which are a whitish dawn without much brightness of the Sun, and also mild weather. ✪ A Muslim may pass by it without knowing it. One should perform as much worship as possible in Ramadan and especially in the last ten nights, seeking not to miss standing for prayers in any of these nights. If he stands in prayer with the Imam for Ṣalat-at-Taraweeh, he should not leave until the Imam completes the Taraweeh so that the whole night of his is written for him. ✪ It is Sunnah for the person who begins a voluntary fast to complete it, but it is not obligatory. If he intentionally breaks his fast, then there is no need to make that fast up as compensation. **Devotion (I’tikaaf):**

I’tikaaf means to remain in the Mosque (Masjid) in order to perform worship.

The condition is that he should not be in a state of major impurity and should not go outside the Masjid except for that which is absolutely necessary, like eating, going to the bathroom or making an obligatory Ghusl.

I’tikaaf is void if one goes outside the Masjid without true need or if one has sexual intercourse. I’tikaaf can be done any time of the year but it is recommended in Ramadan, especially the last ten days.

The least amount for I’tikaaf is any set period of time, yet it is better that it lasts for no less than a day and night. A woman should not perform I’tikaaf except with the permission of her husband.

The Sunnah is to increase one’s worship of Allah and to avoid indulging in usual permissible acts, avoiding all things that do not concern the person.
**Hajj and Umrah are obligatory once in a lifetime for anyone who is:**

1) Muslim; 2) Sane; 3) Pubescent; 4) Free, not a slave; 5) Has the means to perform it with respect to being able to afford its provisions and conveyance.

A sixth condition is required for a woman, which is to have a husband or Mahram who accompanies her to the pilgrimage. (Mahram is either her husband or a close male relative whom she is prohibited to marry by Islamic law, like her brother, father, uncle or nephew etc.). If she does make Hajj without a Mahram, her Hajj is correct but she is sinful for not fulfilling the condition.

If someone procrastinates in making Hajj until he dies while he had the wealth and wherewithal to make it, someone should make the Hajj and Umrah on behalf of the deceased from the deceased’s wealth.

Hajj of a non-muslim is not correct nor is the Hajj of an insane person. But a child or a slave can make it, even though it does not count as their obligatory Hajj for them. If a poor person borrows money to make Hajj, his Hajj is sound.

If a person makes Hajj on behalf of someone else while he himself has not yet made his own Hajj, he will have that Hajj count as his own Hajj.

**Ihram:** It is Sunnah for the person who wishes to enter the state of Ihram to take a bath, wear perfume, take off all stitched clothing and wear two clean white unstitched pieces of cloth, one which covers the lower half of the body and the other draped over the shoulders.

One who intends only Umrah should proclaim, “Labbaik Allahumma Umratan” (Here I am at your service for obedience O Allah for Umrah). Those that intend Hajj should say the same but substitute “Hajjan” for “Umratan”, and those that intend both should say, “Hajjan wa Umrah”.

If he fears that something will prevent him from completing his Hajj rites, he should make a condition in this proclamation by saying: “fa inn habasani haabis fa mahalli haithu habasani” (If I am prevented by any obstacle, my place of ending is wherever I am obstructed).

**Types of Hajj:**
The person who intends Hajj has three choices: Tamattu’, Ifraad or Qiran.

1) The best is to make Tamattu’ wherein one enters the state of Ihram for the Umrah in the months of Hajj (Shawwaal, Dhu’l-Qa’dah and Dhu’l-Hijjah) and then leaves the state of Ihram. He then enters the state of Ihram again for Hajj (in the same year), and completes its rites. 2) Ifraad is to make Ihram for Hajj alone. 3) Qiran is to combine both Hajj and Umrah in one Ihram, or to enter into Ihram for the Umrah first and then to add Hajj to it before one begins the circumambulation of the Umrah.

Once the one intending Hajj is on his conveyance for travel [after entering the state of Ihram], he should say: “Labbaik Allahumma Labbaik. Labbaika la-Sharika laka labbaik. Innal-Ḥamda wan-ni’mata laka wal-Mulk. La Sharika laka” (Here I am at Your service, O Allah! Here I am at Your service. Here I am at Your service, You have no partner, Here I am at Your service, O Allah. Verily, all the praise, all the grace belongs to You, and the dominion. You have no partner). This is called the Talbiyyah.
It is more rewarding that one repeats this frequently with a raised voice. However, women should not raise their voices in the *Talbiyyah.*

**There are nine things that are prohibited while in the state of Ihram:**

1) Cutting the hair; 2) Clipping the nails; 3) For the male, wearing stitched clothes. One who does not find an unstitched garment to wear is excepted from this. In such a case he may wear pants. Also, if he does not find sandals, he then can wear *Khuff* (leather socks) after cutting off what might cover the ankles. He need not offer any compensation for this; 4) Covering the head; 5) Wearing perfume on the body or clothes; 6) Hunting wild game ordinarily allowed; 7) Contracting a marriage; this is impermissible, but there is no compensation due if done. 8) Touching the wife as foreplay to sexual activity; if one does this, he must compensate by slaughtering a sheep, fasting for three days, or feeding six needy people. 9) Having sexual intercourse; if this happens while one is in the state of *Ihram,* the Ḥājj is invalidated. He must complete his Ḥajj and perform it again the following year, along with slaughtering a camel and distributing the meat to the needy of Makkah. If one does this after leaving the state of *Ihram* and completing the first section of the Ḥajj rites, his Ḥajj is not invalid but he must compensate that sin by slaughtering a camel. If he has sexual intercourse during *Umrah,* that *Umrah* is null and void and he must slaughter a sheep and make the *Umrah* over again. Only sexual intercourse makes the Ḥajj and *Umrah* totally null and void.

*What applies to men applies also to women in respect of the Ḥajj rites except that women may wear stitched clothing. However, they are not allowed to wear a complete *Burqa’* or *Niqab* (face veils with openings for eyes) and gloves during *Ihram.*

**Offering Fidyah (Compensation):** The *fidyah* is of two types:

1) *Fidyah* wherein one can choose from a variety of options: This includes *fidyah* for cutting the hair, clipping the nails, wearing stitched clothes or covering the head. A person may choose as *fidyah;* fasting three days, feeding six needy people each a kilo and a half of staple food, or slaughtering a sheep. The *fidyah* for killing of a wild animal by hunting is to slaughter the like of what he killed from cattle. If not, one must pay the price of the animal according to its value [and that is to be given in charity].

2) *Fidyah* wherein one has to follow a set order when offering *fidyah:* This covers the case of the *fidyah* of the person making *Tamattu’* and *Qiran* who must slaughter a sheep, and the *fidyah* of the person who had sexual intercourse while in a state of *Ihram* who must slaughter a camel. If the person making *Tamattu’* and *Qiran* and the person who has sexual intercourse while he was in *Ihram* do not find the specified animal or cannot afford to buy it, they must fast for three days in the Ḥajj time and seven when they return to their homes. The *fidyah* (compensation) may only be distributed to the needy of Makkah.

---

1 A woman can cover her face in front of non-*mahram* men after entering *ihraam* with part of her garment, lowering it from the top of her head over her face, or she may wear any other type of face covering, without committing the forbidden action of wearing *niqaab.*
**Entering Makkah:** When the person performing the Ḥajj or Umrah enters Makkah, he says the legislated supplication. After that, he begins the circumambulation (Ṭawaf) of Umrah, if he is making the Tamattu’ and the Ṭawaf of arrival, if he is making Ifraad or Qiran.

One begins his Ṭawaf with his right shoulder uncovered and a part of the cloth over his left shoulder (Idtiba’), and starts at the Black Stone (al-Hajr al-Aswad). One should touch the Black Stone with his right hand or kiss it if possible. Otherwise, one simply points to it and says “Bismillah” (in the name of Allah).

He repeats this in every round. Keeping his left side to the Ka’bah, he circumambulates seven times, walking quickly with short steps (Ramal) in the first three rounds to the best of his ability. When he passes the Yemeni Corner ¹, he touches it with his right hand if possible.

In the space between the Yemeni Corner and the Black Stone one should say, “*Rabbana aatina fid-dunya hasanatan wa fil-aakhirati hasanatan wa qina adhaban-naar*” (O our Lord, grant us the best in this life and the best in the next life and protect us from the punishment of the Fire) (Al-Baqarah 2:201).

He may supplicate with whatever he wishes during the rounds. Then he should perform a two Rak’ah prayer behind the Station of Abraham (Maqaam Ibraheem), if he is able to do so, reading in them Surah al-Kafiroon [109] and Surah al-Ikhlaas [112]. Then he should drink as much water as he can from the well of Zamzam.

Afterwards, he should return to the Black Stone and touch it with his right hand if possible and supplicate at the Multazam (the are of the Ka’bah between the Black Stone and the Door). Then he goes for Ša’i (going earnestly between Šafa and Marwah) by first going to the mount of Šafa, ascending it saying, “*Abda bima Bada‘ Allahu bih*” (I begin with what Allah began). Then he recites the verse of Allah, the meaning of which is: “Indeed, Šafa and Marwah are among the symbols of Allah, so whoever makes Ḥajj or Umrah to the House there is no blame upon him for proceeding between them. And whoever does good voluntarily, then indeed Allah is All-Appreciative, All-Knowing” (2:158).

He then says “*Allahu Akbar*” and says “*Laa Ilaaha Ill-Allah, *” and faces the Ka’bah and raises his hands and supplicates.

Then he descends and walks until he reaches the green marker. When he reaches the green marker, he runs as fast as he can to the next green marker. After that, he walks until he reaches al-Marwah, whereupon he repeats the same ritual as he did on Šafa.

He then descends and repeats the same as he did in the first round until he completes seven rounds, one round being from one mount to the other. After that, he shaves or shortens his hair, shaving being the best, except in the *Umrah* of *Tamattu*’ since he will make the Ḥajj afterwards.

---

¹ The corner before the Black Stone.
As for the person making Qiran or Ifraad, he is not allowed to Tawaf al-Ifaadah, until after he throws the pebbles at the Pillar of Aqabah (Jamrat-ul-Aqabah) on the Day of Eid. The woman is like the man except that she does not walk fast in the walking of circumambulation or between Safa and Marwah. ¹

**The Description of Ḥajj:** On the 8th of Dhul-Hijjah (Yaum at-Tarweeh), if the pilgrim was staying in Makkah, he enters into the state of Ihram and heads to Mina to spend the night of the 9th (the Islamic day begins at sunset) there.

The next morning, when the sun of the 9th of Dhul-Ḥijjah rises, he commences towards the plain of Arafat. He combines Ẓalat-ad-Ḍuhr and Ẓalat-al-ʿAsr in their shortened form and performs them at the time of Ẓalat-ad-Ḍuhr.

A pilgrim can stay in any place in the plain of Arafat except for the valley of Uranah. He should supplicate saying “Lā ilāha ill-Allāh wahdāhu la šarīka lah, laḥul-ḥamal wahul-ṭanī, wahūwa al-la kullī shayʿīn qadīr” (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah, to Him belongs all praise and sovereignty and He is omnipotent over all things). He should strive earnestly in invocation seeking repentance and yearning sincerely to come closer to Allah. When the sun sets, he proceeds towards Muzdalifah with calmness and dignity, saying the Talbiyyah and remembering Allah.

When he reaches Muzdalifah, he combines Ẓalat-al-Maghrib and Ẓalat-al-Isha and shortens them. Then he spends the night there.

He makes Ẓalat-al-Fajr in the first of its time and remains making supplications until the light of day appears before the sun has actually risen. After that, he sets off and when he reaches the valley of Muhāssir, he should hurry through it if he is able to do so.

When the pilgrim comes to Mina, he begins by stoning the Greater Pillar (Jamrat-ul-Aqabah) with pebbles (bigger than a chickpea and smaller than a hazel nut). He says “Allahu Akbar” as he throws each pebble and raises his hand.

It is conditional that the pebbles fall inside the ring around the pillar even if they don’t reach the actual pillar. He discontinues the Talbiyyah with the first throw of the pebbles. Then he shaves his head or shortens his hair, shaving being better. Then he slaughters his animal for sacrifice.

With his stoning and shaving (or shortening) his hair, he departs from the state of Ihram and enters the first state of “dissolving the restrictions” (at-Ṭahālull al-Awal), in which everything that was restricted to him is now allowed, except sexual intercourse which remains prohibited. Then he proceeds to make the Tawāaf al-Ifaadah, which is obligatory for the completion of Ḥajj.

Then he performs Ṣaʿi between Safa and Marwah if he is making Tamattu’ or if he did not do the Ṣaʿi when he made the Tawāaf of arrival.

Once he completes this, he is free from all restrictions including sexual intercourse (at-Ṭahālull ath-Thani). He then returns to Mina and spends the two nights of Tashreeq (the 11th and 12th of Dhu’l-Hijjah) which are compulsorily,

¹ A woman does not get her head shaven upon the completion of Umrah or Ḥajj. Instead, she cuts a fingertip length of hair from her entire head.
throwing the seven pebbles at each of the three pillars (Jamaraat) when the sun has passed its zenith, supplicating after each throwing. He begins with the first Jamrah, then the middle, pausing a short distance after each to supplicate and then the Jamrat-al-Aqabah.

One does not pause to supplicate after throwing the Jamrat-al-Aqabah. He throws pebbles on the second day in a similar manner. If he wishes to leave before the setting of the sun on the second day, the twelfth of Dhul-Hijjah, he may. However, if the sun sets while he is still in Mina, he must stay for the third day also and throw the stones of the third day – except if the crowd thwarts his quick movement out of Mina and the sun sets. In this case he may still leave if he had intended to do so, even if he actually exits after the setting of the sun.

The person making Qiran is like the person making Ifraad except that he must slaughter a sacrificial animal, just as the person making Tamattu' must also slaughter a sacrificial animal.

Those who wish to travel back to their homes should not leave until they make the Farwell Tawaaf (Tawaaf al-Wadaa’), making it their last rite in Makkah, except for a woman experiencing menses or postpartum bleeding, since she is absolved from this obligation.

If one becomes preoccupied by some business after making Tawaaf al-Wadaa’, he must make the Tawaaf al-Wadaa’ again. Those who leave without making the Tawaaf al-Widaa’ should return to Makkah if they are nearby, and those that have gone too far must slaughter a sacrificial animal as fidyah.

The Pillars (Arkan) of Hajj are Four: 1) Ihram, and this includes the intention to make Hajj; 2) Stopping (al-Wuqoof) at Arafat; 3) Circumambulation of the Ka’bah (Tawaaf al-Ifaadah); 4) Walk between Safa and Marwa (Ṣa’i).

The Obligations (Waajibaat) of Hajj are Seven: 1) Making the Ihram from the assigned places (al-Miqaat); 2) Staying at Arafat until the night; 3) Spending the night at Muzdalifah until after the middle of the night; 4) Spending the nights at Mina during the days of Tashreeq; 5) Throwing the pebbles at the Jamaraat; 6) Shaving the head or cutting the hair; 7) The Farewell Tawaaf (Tawaaf al-Wadaa’).

The Pillars (Arkan) of Umrah are Three: 1) Ihram; 2) Circumambulation (Tawaaf of Umrah); 3) Ṣa’i of Umrah.

The Obligations of Umrah are Two: 1) Ihram from the assigned places (al-Miqaat); 2) Shaving the head or cutting the hair.

The person who leaves a pillar (Arkan) will not have his Hajj or Umrah complete and it becomes null and void. Someone who leaves an obligation must compensate for it by slaughtering a sacrificial animal. Someone who leaves a Sunnah of the Hajj or Umrah has no fault against him.

The Conditions of Performing (Tawaaf) are Thirteen: 1) Islam; 2) Being sane; 3) Determined intention; 4) Passing of the beginning of the time of Tawaaf; 5) Covering one’s private parts for the one who is able; 6) Cleanliness from both the greater and lesser states of impurity, except for a child; 7) Completing seven rounds and being certain that one has done seven; 8) Making the Ka’bah on the
left side; he who does otherwise must repeat the circumambulation; 9) Not going backwards while walking. 10) Walking, by the one who is able; 11) Making the rounds continuously; 12) Making the rounds inside the Masjid al-Haram; 13) Starting the rounds from the Black Stone.

The acts of the Sunnah for Tawaf include touching the Black Stone with the right hand and kissing it, saying “Allahu Akbar” near it, touching the Yemeni Corner with the right hand, having one’s right shoulder uncovered (Idtibaa’) and walking quickly with short steps (Ramal) at the time this is supposed to be, supplicating and remembering Allah in the Tawaf, getting close to the Ka’bah, and making the two Rak’ah afterwards.

**The Conditions (Shuroot) of Proceeding between Șafa and Marwah (Șa’i) are Nine:** 1) Islam; 2) Being sane; 3) Intention; 4) Making the rounds continuously; 5) Walking, by the one who is able; 6) Completing seven rounds; 7) Covering the distance between the two mounts; 8) Making it after a correct Tawaf; 9) Beginning at as-Șafa and completing at al-Marwah.

The acts of the Sunnah of the Șa’i include cleanliness from the lesser state of impurity and any impurity, covering the private parts, mentioning Allah during the Șa’i, running quickly in the places where this should be done, climbing up on the mounts, and performing the Șa’i directly after the Tawaf.

**Note:** The best thing to do is to throw the stones at the Jamaraat on the same day. However, it is acceptable if one postpones one day’s throwing until the next day, or even all the throwing of the Tashreeq days until the last day.

**Ud’hiya - The Sacrificial Animals offered for those not making Hajj**
To slaughter a sacrificial animal is an emphasized Sunnah. The one who intends to slaughter should not cut his hair or clip his nails from the beginning of Dhul-Hijjah until he slaughters his sacrificial animal.

**Aqeeqah - The Slaughtering of a Sacrificial Animal for the Newborn**
This is a Sunnah. Two sheep should be slaughtered for a boy and one for a girl. Slaughtering on the seventh day after the birth is best. It is also Sunnah to shave the newborn’s head and give in charity silver in the amount of the weight of that hair.
Satan wishes to tempt mankind to fall into one of seven pitfalls. He wishes for the most sinful first and, if he is unsuccessful in that, he tries the next and so on. These seven are, in descending order from the most sinful to the least:

1) Associating partners with Allah in polytheism/idolatry (Shirk) and disbelief (Kufr); 2) Innovation in religion (Bid’ah) and leaving from the way of the Prophet (Nabi) and the way of his companions; 3) Committing the greater sins (Kaba’ir); 4) Committing the lesser sins (Sagha’ir); 5) Inciting to an over abundance of the allowed things; 6) Inciting to do certain acts of obedience when there are others that are more obligatory and greater in reward; 7) Sending the devils of the men and jinn to annoy and bother the Muslim.

Sins are wiped clean and absolved by various things, including truthful repentance, seeking forgiveness from Allah, doing good deeds, facing of trials and tribulations, giving charity, and having other people make supplications for one’s forgiveness.

If any of one’s sins were not forgiven by Allah in this life, the individual may be punished in his grave, on the Day of Resurrection or in the Hellfire. Once Allah has purified him from his sins, then, only by Allah’s will and mercy, will he be allowed to enter Paradise if he died upon monotheism (Tawheed). If he died upon polytheism, idolatry, disbelief or greater hypocrisy, he will enter the Hellfire and reside therein forever.

Sins and acts of disobedience have great effects on a person. The effect on the heart is that it brings a sense of alienation, humiliation and illness. It also creates a barrier between the sinner and Allah.

The effect on the religion is the same. Moreover, it deprives one of the inclinations towards obedience to Allah. It also deprives him of the supplications of the Messenger of Allah (Nabi), the angels and the believers. The effect on the sustenance is that it deprives one of provisions, the blessings of the sustenance, and, furthermore, it creates even more poverty.

The effect on the individual is that it deprives one of his blessings in life and makes increased hardships for him. The effect on one’s deeds is that his deeds become unacceptable. The effect on the society is that it creates insecurity, increases the cost of goods, increases the tyranny of the rulers and the enemies, causes drought, etc… All this and much more is the result of sin.

Tranquility of the heart and its happiness and relief from anxiety is the cherished goal of all people, since only by this do people have a wholesome and good life.

This is attained by religious, natural, and by practical means, all of which merge together only for a believer, since he alone combines: 1) Belief in Allah; 2) Obedience to the commands of Allah and avoidance of that which is prohibited; 3) Beneficence to Allah’s creation by speech, action, and various kinds of good deeds; 4) Preoccupying oneself with beneficial knowledge and action, both in the affairs of Allah’s religion and the affairs of the life of this world; 5) Avoidance of anxiety about future or past action, while instead
having concern about the present course of positive action; 6) Much remembrance of Allah; 7) Mentioning often both the internal and external blessings of Allah; 8) Looking at those that are beneath us (with compassion) and not looking with envy at those who are above us in the wealth of this world; 9) Striving to relieve oneself from the causes of anxiety and achieving the means which bring true happiness; 10) Seeking refuge in Allah and seeking His aid in relief from anxiety, as the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) taught us: “None of you has cause of anxiety or depression and then says ‘Allahumma inni abduk ibnu abdik, ibnu amatik, naašiyati bi-yadik, maadin fiyya ḥukmuk, adlun fiyya qadaa-uk, as‘aluka bikkul ismin huwa łak, sammaita bihi nafsak, auw anzaltahu fi kitabik, auw ‘allamtahu ahadan min khalaqik auw ista‘tharta bihi fi ilmil-ghaybi ‘indak, an taj‘alal-Qur‘’ana rabee’a galbee, wa nura şadri, wa jala‘a ḥüzni wadhahaaba hammi’ (‘O Allah, I am Your servant, the son of Your servant, the son of Your maidservant, my forelock is in Your hand, Your command over me is executed and Your decree over me is perfectly just. I ask You by every name belonging to You by which You have named Yourself, or have revealed in Your Book, or have taught to any of Your creation, or have preserved in the knowledge of the unseen that is exclusively with You, that You make the Qur’an the life refreshment of my heart and the light of my breast, and a departure for my sorrow and a release from my anxiety’) except that Allah makes that anxiety and depression depart and replaces it with happiness.”

Ibraheem al-Khawaas said, “Five things are a cure for the heart: reciting the Qur’an with contemplation; keeping the stomach empty; standing in the night (for prayer); supplicating with humility during the pre-dawn period; sitting with the righteous people.”

Whoever has a calamity befall him and wants to make it lighter, he should imagine that it could indeed be much greater and he should contemplate the great reward (for remaining steadfast with patience and perseverance).

It is confirmed that the Prophet (ﷺ) would make twelve Rak’ahs of supererogatory prayers regularly (Sunan ar-Ratibah) every day. They are as follows: two before Ṣalat-al-Fajr; four before Ṣalat-ad-Dhuhr and two after it; two after Ṣalat-al-Maghrib; two after Ṣalat-al-Isha.

It is also authentically reported that he would make other voluntary prayers like four Rak’ahs before Ṣalat-ad-Duhr, Ṣalat-al-Âšr and Ṣalat-al-Jumu‘ah; four after Ṣalat-ad-Duhr, Ṣalat-al-Maghrib and Ṣalat-al-Isha; two after the call to prayer (Adhan) of Ṣalat-al-Maghrib; and two after Ṣalat-al-Witr.

If the person who recites the Qur’an from memory is able to contemplate, reflect and comprehend better than by reading, then this is best for him. However, if it does not make any difference if one reads from memory or from the Qur’an (with regards to reflecting upon the meanings), then it is better to read from the Qur’an.
It is prohibited to make voluntary prayers in the times that have been specifically prohibited. These are: 1) After the dawn until the rising of the sun and its appearance above the horizon to the height of a short spear; 2) At the time of the zenith of the sun, until it starts declining; 3) After Salah al-Asr until the setting of the sun.

The prayers that are made for certain causes are correct if made in these times, like the prayer of greeting the Mosque (Tahiyyat al-Masjid), the two Rak’ah after Tawaaf, the Sunnah prayer of Fajr, the funeral prayer, the two Rak’ah of Wudoo, the prostration of recitation and the prostration of thankfulness.

Those who enter the Masjid of the Prophet (ﷺ) should first make two Rak’ah of greeting the Masjid, then come to the Prophet’s (ﷺ) noble grave⁠¹ and, facing the grave with his back to the prayer direction (Qiblah), with humility and downcast eyes and a heart full of respect and awe for the Prophet (ﷺ) as if he is before him in view, say “As-Salamu alaika ya Rasulullah”; if he adds to this [by saying for example, “and the blessings of Allah”], it is good.

He then moves to the right an arm length and says, “As-Salamu alaika ya Aba Bakr as-Siddeeq” (Peace be upon you, O Abu Bakr the Truthful) and also, “As-Salamu alaika ya Umar al-Faruq” (Peace be upon you, O Umar the Separator between Truth and Falsehood) “Allahumma Ijzihi ma an Nabiyihi wa anil-Islam khaira” (O Allah give them the good reward for following the Prophet and aiding Islam). Then he turns to the Qiblah, places the grave to his left, and supplicates to Allah.

Marriage is a Sunnah for those who have sexual desire and do not fear falling into the sin of fornication. Marriage is permissible for the person who has no sexual desire. It is an obligation for the one who has sexual desire and fears falling into the sin of fornication. The obligation is such that he should do it first rather than performing Hajj. It is unlawful to gaze at women, and to be in seclusion with them, since this is a source of temptation.

The following conditions have to be fulfilled for a valid marriage of a man to a woman: 1) Specifying the two partners for marriage, and thus it is not allowed for a man to say, for instance, “I have married you to one of my daughters” when he has more than one; 2) The consent of the husband and wife, the husband being of maturity and rightly guided, and the wife being free and of discretion; 3) A guardian for the woman, since a woman can arrange her own marriage herself and none other than a legal guardian cannot arrange her marriage, unless the guardian refuses to marry her to a person who is compatible with her. The most appropriate person to arrange her marriage is her father, then grandfather and so on upward, or her son and grandson and so on downward, or her full brother then her paternal

---

¹ The noble grave of the Prophet (ﷺ) was originally outside the Masjid in the living quarters of his wife Aishah and later expansions after the generation of the companions brought it into the premises of the mosque. The manner of visit, although not specifically mentioned in reports, is mentioned as an example because it helps avoid many of the common innovations that are done by the ignorant masses at his grave.

² Thus he will be standing in the Rawdah, the blessed area between the grave of the Prophet (ﷺ) and his Minbar, which he stated to be a garden (rawdah) from the gardens of Paradise.
uncle and so forth (and the ruler is the guardian for those that have no guardian);  
4) Witnesses; there must be two male witnesses of maturity, sound mind and integrity;  
5) The two partners are devoid of those traits that disallow marriage, like being related by wet nursing, blood or marriage.

The traits that disallow marriage forever are of various categories:  
1) By blood relationship, like: * The mother or the grandmother and so on upward; * The daughter or daughter of a son and so on downward; * The sister, or the daughter of a sister or the daughter of her son or daughter, or the daughter of a brother and any of her daughters or daughters of her sons and daughters and so on downward; * Maternal or paternal aunt and so on upward;  
2) By wet nursing, and this prohibition is like that of blood relationship stated above, even in respect of marriage;  
3) By marriage, this being the mother of his wife, the grandmothers, the wives of his father, his grandfather and so on upward, the wife of his son, grandson and so on downward, and daughters of his wife, their daughters and so on downward.

The traits that disallow marriage temporarily are of two kinds:  
1) By reason of combination, like combining two sisters or combining a woman with her aunt;  
2) By reason that may lapse eventually, like the woman being the wife of another man at that time.

A son or daughter, although obligated to obey his/her parents at all times in obedience to Allah, does not have to obey his/her parents to marry someone whom they do not want to marry. They do not have to obey their command in this and their disobedience here will not be considered grievous disrespect.

**Divorce:** It is not allowed for a husband to divorce his wife while she is in her menses or postpartum bleeding, after having intercourse with her during the time of purity between two menstrual periods. Although it is not allowed to divorce during these times, if one does, it is considered valid.

Divorce is a disliked act if done without valid reason, but it is allowed if needed. Divorce is a Sunnah for the person that is harmed by remaining in a destructive marriage. It is not obligatory to obey the parents in the matter of divorce. It is not allowed for the person that wishes to divorce his wife to do so more than once in one sitting (saying for instance, “I divorce you three times,” or “the number of stars in the sky,” or “the number of grains of sand in the desert,” etc).

The pronouncement of divorce must be during a time of purity (not during the period of menses) when the husband has not yet had intercourse with his wife. He then divorces her through one pronouncement of divorce and leaves her until the determined waiting period (‘Iddah) lapses.

For the woman who has the possibility that her husband may return her into the state of marriage (Talaaq ar-Raj’i), it is prohibited for her to leave her house of residence, as it is forbidden for him to remove her before the completion of the determined waiting period (Iddah).

Divorce takes place by uttering it verbally [or in written form] and it does not take place by mere intention.
■ **Types of determined waiting period (‘Iddah):** There are various types of ‘Iddah: 1) The ‘Iddah of the pregnant woman until her delivery; 2) The ‘Iddah of the widow is four months and ten days; 3) The ‘Iddah of the woman who is divorced during her menses period (which is *Talaaq Bid’i*) is three complete menstrual cycles after the divorce; 4) The ‘Iddah of the woman who does not experience menses is three months.

During the period of the ‘Iddah, it is obligatory for a woman who has the possibility that her husband may return her into the state of marriage to remain in her home with her husband, and he is allowed to see her and be alone with her until the period of ‘Iddah is over - perhaps Allah will guide them to reconciliation.

The return (Raj’ah) of the woman to her husband and voiding of the divorce is either by the clear statement of the husband, like saying: “Raja’tuki” (I have returned you, i.e., to myself in marriage) or by having sexual intercourse. The act of returning her to the state of marriage does not require her consent.1

■ **Oaths (Aimaan):** When one swears a solemn oath, expiation for that oath is required, if the oath fulfills the following four conditions:

1) The oath is made intentionally. If someone merely says, “By Allah” or, “No, by Allah,” in passing conversation without his heart intending a solemn oath, this is called unintentional oath (Laghuw) and is not an oath that should be expiated; 2) The oath is made for doing something of the future which is possible, and not of some undefined unknown past thing, in mere conjecture in which he deems himself true, in a lie (which is called *Yameen al-Ghamoos* and is a grievous sin), or about some future event in which he thinks will truly happen and yet it does not; 3) The person swearing the oath does it upon his free will without any compulsion; 4) The person who swears that oath does not act according to his oath or does what he swears not to do.

The person who swears an oath and makes it conditional by saying, “Insha-Allah” (if Allah wills) does not have to expiate and compensate for that oath on two conditions: 1) That the condition of “if Allah wills” was directly connected with the sentence of swearing the oath; 2) That the person intends to make the oath conditional, like by saying “Wallah, Insha-Allah” (by Allah, if Allah wills).

It is *Sunnah* for the person who swears an oath about something and then sees that something else is more beneficial to expiate that oath and to go for that which is better.

■ The expiation for the oath (*Kaffarat-al-Yameen*) is: to feed ten needy people, each of them a half of a *Saa’* (approximately a kilo and a half) of food or to clothe them or to free a slave. Those who are too poor and do not find the wherewithal to pay this compensation must fast three consecutive days. It does not suffice to fast for those who have the wealth to pay this amount.

It is allowed for the person to pay the compensation either before or after he breaks his oath. One act of compensation suffices the person who swore the same

---

1 If she has a valid reason for not wanting to remain with her husband after that, she can file for a “Khul’”, an annulment of the marriage from the wife’s part.
oath more than once. However, if he made the oath for more than one thing, then each oath needs separate expiation.

- Remembrance of Allah in and outside the prayers does not count unless the person actually verbalizes it so that he can hear himself without annoying others.

- **Vows (Nadhr). There are various types of vows:**
  1. A general, unspecified vow, like when someone says: “I make a vow that if Allah heals this sick person”, but does not mention a definite thing to do. In this case, one must expiate for this vow just the way he would expiate for an oath if he gets cured.
  2. Vow in argumentation and anger, like when a person makes his vow conditional upon something else with the intention of encouraging or discouraging himself from doing something, for instance if he says, “If I speak to you I will fast for an entire year.” The person can either fulfill what he pledged or expiates for this vow like the compensation of Kaffarat-al-Yameen above.
  3. The vow which is allowed, like to say, “I make a vow I will wear my clothes” and the ruling of this is that he has the choice to fulfill his vow or to expiate for it the way he would expiate for an oath (Kaffarat-al-Yameen)
  4. The vow which is disliked, like to say, “I make a vow I will divorce my wife.” The ruling here is that it is the Sunnah to make the Kaffarat al-Yameen and not to fulfill the vow. However, if one fulfills such a vow, then he does not have to make the Kaffarah.
  5. Vow of disobedience, like to say, “I make a vow I will steal.” The ruling here is that it is prohibited for him to fulfill this vow and it is obligatory to make the Kaffarat-al-Yameen. If he does fulfill it, he is sinful yet there is no Kaffarah.
  6. Vow to do an act of obedience, like to say, “I make a vow I will pray this obligatory prayer”, intending to come closer to Allah by this. If one makes that vow conditional upon something else, like getting cured from an illness, he must fulfill what he pledged if that condition occurs. If the vow is not conditional upon something else, then one should absolutely fulfill it.

- **Mourning the deceased (Ihdaad):** It is not allowed for a woman to mourn for a deceased person for over three days except for her husband, since it is obligatory for her to mourn for him four months and ten days.
  
  In this period it is not allowed for the wife to wear any kind of makeup like rouge, eye makeup, or to wear jewelry, including even a ring, to wear perfume, and to wear attractive bright colored clothing like red or yellow.
  
  However, it is allowed for her to trim her fingernails, to clean her body and hair, to remove undesired body hair and to bathe. There is no specific color of clothes (such as black) that the mourning woman should wear in her mourning period.
  
  The wife must remain residing in the house of her husband and it is forbidden for her to leave it except for a necessity and, in such a case, she should do that during the daytime.

- **Wet nursing and suckling (Rada’ah):** The prohibitions concerning contracting marriages due to relations by suckling is just like those of blood relations if three conditions are fulfilled: 1) That the milk is produced by childbirth, not by some
other reason; 2) That the suckling is within the two years of the baby’s life; 3) That
the baby is breastfed five definite separate times of suckling or more. What is
meant by suckling here is to suck the nipple of the breast until milk is extracted,
and it is not necessary that he becomes fully satisfied. Rada’ah does not establish
the right of continual payment of expenses or of inheritance.

- Last will and testimony (Wasiyah): 1 To make a last will and testimony is
obligatory for the person who owes other people something for which they do not
have a proof or legal document. In this case, he wills the fulfillment to those people.

It is a Sunnah for the wealthy person to bestow a fifth of his wealth to the poor
relatives who are not of his legal inheritors (as determined in Islamic law) or to
some poor people or scholars or righteous persons.

It is disliked that a poor person bequeaths some of his property when he has
inheritors, unless those heirs are wealthy as, in that case, it is allowed. It is
forbidden to bequeath more than a third of one’s wealth to other than his inheritors.
It is also forbidden to bequeath even a small amount small to the determined
inheritors unless the other heirs allow it after his death.

The will is void if the testator says, “I have gone back on this,” “I have nullified
this,” “I have changed my mind,” or likewise.

It is good that he writes in the beginning of his will as follows: “In the Name of
Allah the Most Comprehensive in Mercy, Most Merciful. This is what ‘name of the
testator’ willed: that he testifies that there is none that has the right to be
worshipped except Allah, and that Muḥammad is his slave and Messenger, and that
Paradise is real, and that Hellfire is real, and that the Hour of Resurrection is
coming of which there is no doubt, and that Allah will resurrect those who are in
the graves. I will that those who are left behind of my family should fear Allah in
His rights and rectify their affairs among themselves, and that they should obey
Allah and His Messenger if they are truly believers. I enjoin upon them that which
Ibraheem enjoined on his sons when he died: ‘O my sons, Verily, Allah chose for
you the religion, so do not die except as Muslims.’”

- It is recommended that those that send salutation of peace and blessing of Allah
upon the Prophet (Sallallahu ‘Alaihi wa Sallam) combine both as-Šalat (here meaning to bless, extol and
praise) and as-Salam (here meaning peace and security from all derogation).

It is disliked to say, “Peace and blessing of Allah be upon him” for other than
the prophets, saying for instance Abu Bakr ‘ṣal Allahu alaihi wa sallam’ (peace
and blessing of Allah be upon him) or ‘alaihis-Salam’ (peace be upon him), and yet
it is allowed by consensus to say this for them in conjunction with and following
with the Prophets, like the saying ‘Allahumma sallu ala Muḥammad wa ala Aali
Muḥammad wa aṣ-ṣaḥābi wa aswa’ajihī wa Dhuḥriyyatihī’
(O Allah your peace be upon Muḥammad and the family of Muḥammad and
his companions and wives and descendents).

1 Note that the last will and testimony mentioned here is other than the inheritance rights that are
determined amounts given by obligation to the specific categories of relatives as enumerated in
detail in the Qur’an and Sunnah.
It is a beloved act to ask Allah to be pleased with and have mercy upon the companions (Syahabah) and followers (Taabi‘een) and those after them of the scholars and sincere worshippers and all the good righteous Muslims. One may say, for instance, Abu Haneefah, Maalik, Ash-Shaafa‘e and Ahmed, ‘Radi Allah anhum’ (may Allah be pleased with them) and ‘Rahimahum Allah’ (may Allah’s mercy be upon them).

**Slaughtering:** The permission to eat of a lawful animal that lives on land and is domesticated is conditional upon it being slaughtered.

Slaughtering has four conditions: 1) That the person slaughtering is of sound mind; 2) That the instrument of slaughtering is other than a tooth or nail, since it is not allowed to slaughter with them (and it is preferred that it is a very sharp knife); 3) To cut the windpipe, esophagus and the two jugular arteries, or one of them; 4) To say, “Bismillah” (in the name of Allah) as one is cutting with the knife. It suffices to say it in other than Arabic. It is a Sunnah to say along with it, “Allahu Akbar” (Allah is the Greatest). This condition is not a requirement if it is forgotten accidentally, but not if one is ignorant that it should be done.

**Hunting:** It is allowed to hunt a lawful wild animal by shooting it. This is permissible for those that hunt intentionally [for the sake of hunting for food]. However, it is disliked if it is done for sport or a pastime. It is prohibited if the hunter harms other people’s homes and farmlands while following his prey.

Hunting is allowed given four conditions: 1) That the hunter is of those who fulfill the conditions of the slaughterer; 2) That the hunting instrument is a permissible instrument for slaughtering and hunting, whereby it is sharp like a spear and an arrow. If the instrument of hunting is a predatory animal like a hunting dog or falcon, it must be well trained; 3) That the hunter intends the game, which means that he shoots intending to hunt the game, whereas if he was just firing off without aim or intention then it is not allowed; 4) To say “Bismillah” (In the name of Allah) when one fires the instrument, and this condition is not disregarded due to forgetfulness. Thus, if one forgets to say “Bismillah” it is unlawful to eat from that hunted animal.

**Food:** This includes all that which is eaten or drunk. The general ruling about food is that everything is allowed (except that which is specifically prohibited). This allowance is according to three conditions: 1) That the food is pure and clean; 2) That it is not harmful; 3) That it is not something held detestable.

Every impure (Najas) food is unlawful, like blood and carrion. Everything harmful, like poison, is forbidden. That which is held detestable, like dung, urine, lice and fleas, is also forbidden. Some of the terrestrial animals that are prohibited include domesticated donkeys, predatory animals that hunt with a canine tooth like lions, cheetahs, dogs, pigs, monkeys, cats, foxes and squirrels, except for hyenas. All birds that hunt by their talons are prohibited, like eagles, falcons, hawks, kites and owls. All birds that eat carrion are prohibited, like vultures, buzzards and storks. Everything that is considered revolting by the Muslims around the world are
prohibited like bats, rodents, wasps, bees, flies, moths, hooplues (type of bird), shrews, porcupines, snakes, worms, rats, roaches, beetles and geckos.

This prohibition includes everything that Islamic law has ordered to be killed of the obnoxious and poisonous animals, like scorpions, or prohibited killing like ants, or that which is the product of that which is allowed to eat and that which is not allowed to eat, like the cross between a hyena and a wolf.

That which is a cross between two lawfully edible animals is not prohibited, like the mule born to female wild ass and stallion horse.

Those animals that were unknown to the Arabs and are not mentioned specifically in Islamic law are referred to their nearest resemblance of the animals of Hijaz in the Arabian Peninsula, and thereupon what resembles the unlawful is unlawful and what resembles the lawful is lawful. If an animal is closer to a mixture of an allowed and a prohibited animal, prohibition is the rule that take precedence.

Everything else is allowed of the animals, like cattle and horses, and the wild animals like giraffes, rabbits, jerboas, desert lizards, gazelles and deer, and of birds, like ostriches, chickens, peacocks, parrots, pigeons, sparrows, ducks, and all the water birds and sea animals except for frogs, snakes and alligators.

It is allowed to eat agricultural products fertilized by impurities and filthy wastewater and material. However, if the taste or smell of the impurities is apparent, then it is prohibited. It is disliked to eat charcoal, dust, and mud.

It is disliked to eat onions and garlic unless they are cooked. The starving person may eat whatever saves him from starvation but he may satisfy his dire nutritional need only (until wholesome food is available).

Private Parts:

The private parts of a person are that which one is embarrassed to show. Here we will discuss the private parts that are obligated to be covered in prayer (Salah) and in circumambulation (Tawaaf).

The private parts of a male boy who has reached ten years of age is between his navels to his knees, whereas the private parts of the boy between seven and ten is just his sexual organs and anus. The mature woman’s private parts are her entire body except her face, hands and feet. If she prays or circumambulates and her forearm is showing, her worship is null and void.

The private parts must be covered at all times outside of prayer times and it is disliked that they are exposed except for necessity, even in darkness and private. It is allowed to reveal them to another person for dire necessity, like for medical examination and circumcision.

Rulings concerning the Mosque (Masjid): It is obligatory to build Mosques to fulfill the needs of the community.

They are the most beloved places on earth to Allah (Ar). It is not allowed to sing in them, clap, use musical instruments, give a poetry recital of unlawful poetry, allow mixing and mingling of males and females together, have sexual intercourse, or buy and sell.

If someone buys or sells in the mosque, it is the Sunnah to say to this disobedient
person: "La rabaha Allah tijaratark" (may Allah not give you any profit in your trading). It is forbidden to publicly proclaim that one has lost something in the mosque, and it is the Sunnah to say to the person who does so "La raddaha Allahu alai" (May Allah not return it to you).

It is allowed to teach children in the Mosque who do no harm therein, to contract a marriage, to judge a case (as a court of law), to recite lawful poetry, to sleep for the person in seclusion (I’tikaaf) and at other times, to have the guest sleep therein and the sick person, and to take midday naps.

It is the Sunnah to keep the Mosques free of noise, clamor, quarrels, abundant conversation or detested loud talk. They should also not be used as pathways to other avenues except due to necessity. It is disliked that someone conducts any unnecessary conversation in the Mosques about the life of this world.

The rugs, lights and electricity of the Mosques are not be used for weddings or condolences.

Ibn al-Jauzi (,) said, “The greatest punishment is that a person does not even realize that his sins are causing him punishment. To be glad about them is even a worse form of punishment, like the person who is happy and proud of his achievement of unlawful wealth and of being proficient in committing his crimes.”

**Time:** The predecessors used to warn against wasting time in useless things. Time is like a field, every time you plant therein a seed grain, it will produce for you a thousand grain seeds. Would a smart person waste this opportunity to plant or would he procrastinate with planting?

It is obligatory for the husband to pay the expenses of his wife (and children) including all their needs of food, drink, clothes and housing according to the recognized customs and behavior.

It is obligatory for the owner of an animal to provide food, water and care to the animal. If he refuses to comply with this obligation, he must be forced to do so. If, however, he continues in obstinate disobedience or is not able to fulfill the requirements, he must be compelled to sell the animal or rent it or slaughter it if it is edible.

It is forbidden to curse an animal, to burden it excessively, or to milk it in a manner that harms its offspring, just as it is forbidden also to hit it (except lightly for training) or brand it in the face.

It is forbidden to wear a garment with the picture of a person or an animal on it, or to hang the picture of a person or animal on the walls, or to sell pictures, since these all of the major sins.

Any sexual relationship outside marriage is prohibited in Islam and considered fornication and adultery (Zina) and this includes homosexual acts.

This sin has levels, and the worst of it is to commit adultery with the woman who has a husband, or to fornicate with a blood relation or a neighbor or to commit rape.

Allah (ﷻ) obliges us with His grace by bestowing on us sons and daughters - indeed they are of the unparalleled beauty of the life of this world - and yet they are
also the source of trials and temptations, as Allah (ﷻ) said: “Verily your wealth and your children are tests”.

The father must strive earnestly for the betterment of those under his responsibility, as Allah said, “O you who believe, save yourselves and your family from the Hellfire.”

And the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “Each of you is a guardian, and each is responsible for his flock…” (Muslim). Just because a child reaches the age of puberty does not mean that the responsibility of the father or guardian ends and he is now excused. If he is neglectful about giving them sincere advice and training or careless about preventing that which harms them in the affairs of the life of this world or the hereafter, he deserves the stern warning of painful punishment for his dishonesty concerning his betrayal of this great trust. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, “There will be no servant that Allah entrusts with an obligation to lead a group and then dies the day that he dies and he is dishonest to his responsibility to that group, but that Allah will make it unlawful for him to enter Paradise.” (al-Bukhari).

- Asceticism and denouncement of the ornamentations of the life of this world (Zuhd): True asceticism is not to leave what strengthens the person and establishes him firmly on goodness and the path of righteousness leading to the hereafter; rather this is false asceticism and ignorance.

  True asceticism is to leave the excessiveness in things of this life and those things that are not absolutely necessary for existence. This was the way of the Prophet (ﷺ) and his companions (ﷺ).
The person who contemplates the natural course of events that Allah has placed in His creation will notice that trials and tribulations are part of the pre-ordained events. Allah (ﷺ) said: “And we will surely test you with something of fear, hunger and the loss of wealth and lives and fruits: and give good tidings to the patient” [2:155].

A person is seriously mistaken if he thinks that the pious people do not suffer trials and tribulations, since suffering trials and tribulations is a sign of faith. The Prophet (ﷺ) was asked: “Who are those that face the most trials?” He (ﷺ) said, “The Prophets and then the righteous and then the best and those in line in goodness. A man is tested according to his religion; if he has firmness in his religion his test is increased, and if he has weakness it is lighted upon him.” (Ibn Majah). These trials are a sign that Allah loves that servant as the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “If Allah loves a people He tests them.” (Ahmed).

These trials are a sign that Allah wishes what is good for that servant, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “If Allah wants good for His servant, He hastens his punishment in the life of this world. If He wants evil, He holds back from his sins until He smites upon him (the punishment) entirely on the Day of Resurrection.” (at-Tirmidhi).

These trials are a means of atonement for sins, including even the little amount of difficulties. The Prophet (ﷺ) has said, “No Muslim is harmed by even a thorn and anything greater but that this atones for his sinfulness, [his sins fall from him] as leaves fall from a tree.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim).

For these reasons, a righteous Muslim is afflicted with trials as a means to expiate for some past sins or as an increase of his grades in Paradise. If he was indeed sinful, it acts as expiation for his past sins and as a reminder of the danger of these sins. Allah (ﷺ) said, “Corruption has appeared throughout the land and sea for what the hands of people have earned...” [30:41]

The tests are of various kinds. One test is by having goodness befall a person, like having one’s wealth increase. Another is the test by having evil befall a person, like that of dreadful fear or hunger or the decline of one’s wealth and property. Allah (ﷺ) said, “We test you by good and by evil as a trial” [21:35].

Another type of test is illness or death caused by the evil eye, sorcery or black magic caused by jealousy. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “Most of those that die of my community other than the ordination and predestination of Allah are by the evil eye.” (al-Taialisi).

**The Protection:** We should take the safeguarding measures against the evil eye and sorcery before they occur, as it is said, “protection is better than cure.” There are many protective measures; some of them are as follows:

- Strengthening oneself by monotheism and faith in Allah, believing that He alone is the controller of the creation, and by doing as many good deeds as possible.
- Having good thoughts about Allah and reposing one’s trust in Him. One should not imagine about the illness and evil eye just because some mishap occurs, since imagination itself is a kind of illness.
If a person is known for the fact that he emits the evil eye or that he is a sorcerer, then one should avoid that person as much as possible as a precautionary measure, but not out of fear.

One should praise Allah by mentioning His blessings (Tabreek) whenever he sees something admirable. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “If you see something in yourself or your wealth or in your brother that you love, then you should praise Allah for the blessings, for verily the evil eye is real.” (al-Hakim). “Tabreek” here means the saying of “Baarak Allah lak” – “May Allah’s blessing be upon you” and not by saying “Tabaarak Allah” – “Blessed is Allah”.

Another way to protect oneself from sorcery is to start in the morning by eating seven dates (Ajwah) of Madinah.

One should seek Allah’s shelter, trust in Him, have good thoughts about Him, and seek refuge in Allah from the evil eye and sorcery by saying the various forms of authentically reported supplications and incantations that are to be said in the morning and evening, since these forms of remembrance have an effect which increases in strength or decreases according to two things: 1) One’s faith in what Allah has revealed is the truth and is beneficial by the grace of Allah; 2) How frequently one remembers these supplications and incantations using his lips and tongue with total attentiveness of his ears and heart, since supplications are not answered from an inattentive heart, as mentioned by the Prophet (ﷺ).

The Time of Supplications and Incantations: The supplications of the morning are to be said after Ṣalat-al-Fajr and those of the evening are to be said after Ṣalat al-Asr. If one forgets then they are to be said when they are remembered.

The Signs of Being Afflicted by the Evil Eye: Treatment by reciting supplications and incantations (Ruqyah) does not contradict with medicine. The Qur’an is a cure for natural, physiological and spiritual illnesses. If a person is healthy without any physical sickness, the affliction by sorcery may take the following symptoms:

- temporary headache and yellowness in the color of the face; abundance of sweat and urination; weakness in appetite; itchiness and sensation of crawling on the skin; feeling hot or cold in the extremities; fluttering of heartbeat and palpitations; temporary backache or shoulder ache; depression; constricted breathing; insomnia; agitation and extremities of unnatural anger or fear; abundant burping or sighing; laziness and lethargy; sleepiness; other health problems that do not have any apparent medical reason.

The one who is afflicted by the evil eye may have some or all of these symptoms depending on how strong the affliction is.

A believer must remain strong in his faith and in his heart. He should not be a prey for delusions and false doubts if he has any of these symptoms, since delusions and false doubts are harder to free oneself from.

People who have the symptoms mentioned above may be totally healthy people or they may have a physical illness. Sometimes these symptoms can be caused by weakness of faith, like the constriction of the chest, depression and laziness, and thus one should review sincerely his connection with Allah.
If the illness is truly caused by the evil eye,¹ the remedy is by two measures:

1) If the envier who had put the evil eye is known, that person should be requested to wash himself and the afflicted person should wash with the envier’s bathwater or some of it; 2) If the envier who had put the evil eye is not known, the treatment is by Ruqyah (incantations, only those that are legal in Islamic Law), by Du’a (supplications) and by Hijaamah (cupping therapy).

If the illness is by sorcery and black magic (Sihr),² the treatment is by one of the following methods:

1) If the place of the spell is known then one goes to that place and unravels the knots of the spell of sorcery while reciting the Mu’awwidhatain (two Qur’anic chapters beginning with “Qul A’udhu” - “Say I seek refuge...” - being Surah-al-Falaq [113] and Surah-an-Naas [114]), and then burns the knots as well as the object used in the spell.
2) By ar-Ruqyah ash-Shar’iyah, which is the recitation of the Qur’an, especially by “Mu’awwidhatain” and Surah-al-Baqarah, and by various supplications (of the Sunnah) as will be mentioned.
3) By nullifying sorcery, Nushrah, which is of two kinds: a. Unlawful Nushrah which is nullifying the sorcery by sorcery, and going to the sorcerers to break the spells; b. Lawful Nushra which includes taking seven leaves of the Sidr tree; then pulverizing them with a stone grinder; then reciting upon this material the following chapters of the Qur’an three times: Surah-al-Kafiroon [108]; Surah-al-Ikhlas [112] Surah-al-Falaq [113] and Surah-an-Naas [114]. Then place this in water and have the afflicted person drink it and wash with it. The process mentioned above should be repeated until the afflicted person is cured. This cure is reported by Abdur-Razzaaq in his book called al-Muṣāmanaf.
4) Dislodging the spell from the body by inciting vomiting or giving laxative medicines to clear the intestines if sorcery was done through food intake or by Hijaamah ³ or if it was done through any other way.

The Conditions of Ruqyah: 1) It should be by the Names of Allah and His Attributes; 2) It should be in the Arabic language or with meaningful words; 3) It should be with

---

¹ The evil eye is defined as harmfulness from a jinn that afflicts a person upon whom it befalls by the will of Allah. The causes include admiration of a person emitting the evil eye while the devils are present and while there is no obstruction to this evil eye, like remembrance of Allah and prayer, etc. This is confirmed by the authentic hadeeth that says: “The evil eye is real.” (al-Bukhari) And in another version there is the addition, “and the devil attends to this and the jealousy of the son of Adam.” (Ahmad) It is called the Ain (eye) because this is the instrument, and not because it actually causes the harm. This is proven by the fact that even a blind person can send the evil eye on another although he cannot see.

² Sihr is sorcery and black magic caused by the tying of knots, chants, wicked spells, and deeds done and sayings said by the intender of evil that directly affects the body of the afflicted or his heart or mind. It has reality to it since some of it may cause death or illness, may cause a person not to be able to have sexual relations with his wife, or may cause dissention between husband and wife to the point of divorce. Some of it is by idolatry, blasphemy and disbelief (by which a person apostates from Islam) and some of it may be lesser than that but remains of the most grievous of the greater sins.

³ Hijaamah (cupping of blood) is mentioned in many authentic narrations, for instance, what Ahmad and an-Nasa’i report: “Of the best remedies is cupping of blood...” (Al-Bukhari, Muslim) Allah may cure many physical and spiritual illnesses like evil eye and sorcery by cupping.
The belief that the incantation in itself does not cure but that cure is only from Allah.

**The Conditions of the Raaqi - One Performing Ruqyah:**
1) It is preferred that he is a pious, God-fearing Muslim because the closer the person to Allah, the stronger the effect;
2) The person directs himself to Allah with sincerity during the Ruqyah process wherein he concentrates with his heart on what he is pronouncing with his tongue. It is better if the afflicted person does Ruqyah on himself because others are usually preoccupied in their hearts, and because the person himself has a greater sense of his critical condition and need. Allah has promised that He will answer those that supplicate to Him in their critical need.

**The Conditions for the Person Being Treated with Ruqyah:**
1) It is preferred that he/she is a righteous believer since the effect of the Ruqyah will be according to the strength of the afflicted person’s faith. Allah (ﷻ) said, “And We send down of the Qur’ān that which is a healing and a mercy for the believers, but it does not increase the wrongdoers except in loss”[17:82];
2) The person must sincerely ask Allah to cure him;
3) The person does not despair if recovery does not happen quickly, since Ruqyah is supplication (Du’a) and if one hastens for his supplication to be fulfilled, he may not be answered. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “Any one of you will be answered as long as he does not deem that it is taking too long and says, ‘I supplicated but was not answered.’” (al-Bukhari and Muslim).

**Methods of Performing Ruqyah:**
1) Reciting the Ruqyah and blowing with negligible amount of saliva.
2) Reciting the Ruqyah without blowing.
3) Taking the saliva (after recitation) with the fingertip and mixing it with dust and rubbing the affected area with it.
4) Reciting the Ruqyah while massaging the affected painful area.

**Some of the Qur’ānic verses and the Narrations of the Prophet (ﷺ) which are used for Ruqyah are as follows:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quran text</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Translation of the meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الله لا إله إلا هو القيم لا تأخذه سبحة ولا قومه إلا نعيم من ذا القدر يسمع علمه إلا بإذنهم ولا يحيطون بهما ولا يعلموه إلا بإعذابهم لا يجدون له عيبًا ولا يفترون ما هو عليه ولا يعلمون ما هو إلا بإرثه وهم كأنه لا يشعرون هو القيم هو السميع العظيم</td>
<td>Allāh Lā ‘Ilāh ‘Illā Huwa Al-Hayyu Al-Qayyūmu Lā Ta’khudhu Sinatu Sinatu Wa Lā Nawmun Lahu Mā Fī As-Samāwāti Wa Mā Fī Al-<code>Ard Man Dīh Al-</code>Alādhī Yāshfā’u <code>Indahhu ‘Illā Bī’iddinihi Yaʾlamu Mā Bayna </code>Aydihim Wa Mā Khalfahum Wa Lā Yūḥiṭīna Bishay’īn Min ‘Ilmihi ‘Illā Bimā Shīʾa Wasiʾa Kursiyuhi As-Samāwāti Wa Al-<code>Arda Wa Lā Yaʿūduhu Hiṣfuhumū Wa Huwa Al-</code>Alīyyu Al-`Azhīm</td>
<td>Allah – there is no deity except Him, the Ever-Living, the Sustainer of [all] existence. Neither drowsiness overtakes Him nor sleep. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. Who is it that can intercede with Him except by His permission? He knows what is [presently] before them and what will be after them, and they encompass not a thing of His knowledge except what He wills. His Kursi is the Most High, the Most Great. Verse of the Throne [2:255]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Messenger has believed in what was revealed to him from his Lord, and [so have] the believers. All of them have believed in Allah and His angels and His books and His messengers, [saying], "We make no distinction between any of His messengers." And they say, "We hear and we obey. [We seek] Your forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the [final] destination."

Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity. It will have [the consequence of] what [good] it has gained, and it will bear [the consequence of] what [evil] it has earned. "Our Lord, do not impose blame upon us if we have forgotten or erred. Our Lord, and lay not upon us a burden like that which You laid upon those before us. Our Lord, and burden us not with that which we have no ability to bear. And pardon us; and forgive us; and have mercy upon us. You are our protector, so give us victory over the disbelieving people." [2:285-286]

“And We inspired to Moses, ‘Throw your staff’ and at once it devoured all their ropes and staffs. And they say, ‘We have no ability to bear. And pardon us and forgive us; and have mercy upon us. You are our protector, so give us victory over the disbelieving people.” [7:117-119]

“Or do they envy people for what Allah has given them of His bounty?” [4:54]

“And when I am ill, it is He who cures me.” [26:80]

“And He cures the chests of the believing people.” [9:14]

“They said, ‘O Moses, either you throw or we will be the first to throw.’ He said, ‘You throw.’ And suddenly their ropes and staffs seemed to him that they were moving. And Moses sensed an apprehensive fear within himself. We
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Verse</strong></th>
<th><strong>Translation</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20:65-69</td>
<td><em>Fear not. Indeed, you will be superior. Throw what is in your right hand. It will swallow up what they have crafted. What they have crafted is only the trickery of a sorcerer, and the sorcerer will never succeed wherever he may be.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:82</td>
<td><em>And We send down of the Qur'an that which is healing and mercy for the believers, but it does not increase the wrongdoers except in loss.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41:44</td>
<td><em>Say, ‘It is, for those who believe, a guidance and cure.’</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59:21</td>
<td><em>If We had sent down this Qur'an upon a mountain, you would have seen it humbled and cringing from fear of Allah.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67:3</td>
<td><em>So return your vision, do you see any clefts?’</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68:51</td>
<td>“And indeed those who disbelieve would almost make you slip with their eyes when they hear the message and they say, ‘Indeed he is mad.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:26</td>
<td><em>But Allah sent down His tranquility upon His Messenger and upon the believers and made them adhere upon the word of righteousness.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48:26</td>
<td>“Certainly Allah was pleased with the believers when they pledged allegiance to you under the tree, and He knew what was in their hearts, so He sent down tranquility upon them and rewarded them with an imminent conquest.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48:18</td>
<td>“Then Allah sent down His tranquility upon His Messenger and upon the believers and sent down soldiers whom you did not see.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48:4</td>
<td>“It is He who sent down tranquility into the hearts of the believers that they would increase in faith along with their faith.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Prophetic Narrations:

- **“As‘alullāh al-‘Aẓīm Rabbāl-‘Aẓīm an yashfiyak”** (I ask Allah The Supreme, Lord of the Magnificent Throne to cure you) seven times;
- **“U‘eedhuka bikalimatīllahī-ta‘ammah min kullī shai‘taannīn wa haammah wa min kullī ‘aynī laammah”** (I commend you to the protection of Allah’s perfect words from every devil, pest, and envious evil eye), three times;
- **“Allahumma Rabban-Nas, adhhibil-ba‘as, ishfi antash-Shaafi laa shifaa‘ illa shifaa‘uka shifaa‘an laa yughaadiru saqama”** (O Allah, Lord of mankind, remove the harm and heal him, for You are the Healer and there is no healing except Your healing, a healing which does not leave behind any disease), three times;
- **“Ḥasbi‘llāh LAA ILAAHA ILL-‘ALLAH alaihī tawakkaltu wa huwa Rabbul-‘Arshil-‘Aẓīm”** (Allah suffices me, there is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah, I trust upon him and He is the Lord of the magnificent Throne), once;
- **“Bismillahi arqeeka min kullī sharri yu‘dheeka wā kullī naafsīn aw ‘ainī haasidīn Allāhu yashfeeka. Bismillahi arqeeka”** (In the name of Allah I incant, seeking your cure from every evil which harms you and from every envious soul or eye. May Allah cure you. In the name of Allah I incant seeking your cure), three times;
Place your hand on the part that has pain and say: “Bismillahi. A’udhu bi 'izzatillahi wa qudratihi min sharri maa ajidu wa uhaadhír” (In the name of Allah I seek refuge in the power of Allah and His ability from the evil that I am afflicted and about which I am apprehensive), seven times.

**Notes:**

1) It is not allowed to confirm the foolish superstitions surrounding the evil eye, like that one should drink urine of the envier who had put the evil eye or that the effect of the evil eye is nullified by the death of the envier who had put the evil eye and so on.

2) It is forbidden to place talismans and amulets of leather, cords or strings, etc., on what is feared to become afflicted with the evil eye. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, “Whoever hangs up anything will be entrusted to its care.” (at-Tirmidhi). If it contains Qur’anic verses, there is difference of opinion in Islamic jurisprudence on this issue yet it is better to avoid it.

3) Writing “Maa Shaa Allah” (By the will of Allah) and “Tabaarak-Allah” (Blessed be Allah) or making a picture of a sword or knife or eye or placing the Qur’an in the car, or attaching some verses of the Qur’an in the house, etc., does not ward off the evil eye. In fact, it may be of the talismans that are prohibited.

4) The sick person must have certainty that Allah will answer the supplications and he should not deem that the treatment is taking too long. If the sick person is told that he must take certain medication for his entire life, he won’t get fretful, so how is it possible that he becomes anxious when some time passes doing the *Ruqyah* without seeing any improvement? A sick person should know that there is a reward for every single letter recited of the Qur’an, and this reward is increased tenfold. He should make the supplications, seek Allah’s forgiveness and perform abundant charity since these things help to cure a sick person.

5) Reciting the Qur’an in chorus is against the *Sunnah* of the Prophet (ﷺ) and its effect is weak. Similarly, depending entirely on the cassette player for listening to the Qur’anic recitation is also weak because that recitation lacks the intention of the person reciting the Qur’an which is one of the conditions of the person performing *Ruqyah*. However, listening to the Qur’an by means of a cassette player can be useful. It is the *Sunnah* to repeat the *Ruqyah* until the person is cured unless the process causes tiredness to the person. In that case, the person performing the *Ruqyah* should decrease the dosages so that the sick person does not become jaded or agitated. Repeating a specific verse of the Qur’an or supplication of the Prophet (ﷺ) for a certain number of times is not correct if that is not supported by a valid proof from the *Sunnah*.

6) There are signs through which one can realize that the person doing the incantations of *Ruqyah* is actually practicing sorcery and black magic (Sihr). Do not be deceived by what he may show off to you of his religiosity. He may start off with reciting the Qur’an and then switch over to something else. He may be of those that go regularly to the Mosque for prayers and is continually in the remembrance of Allah with the intention of deceiving people. Do not be tricked by all this, and beware!

**Some of the signs of sorcerers are:** ✽ To ask the sick person about his name and the name of his mother, since knowledge or lack of knowledge of this information
does not affect the treatment; ✧ To ask for a piece of clothing of the sick person, like his shirt or tee-shirt; ✧ He may ask the sick person to slaughter an animal of a particular trait to please the jinn and he may even smear the blood of this animal on the sick person; ✧ He may write some words of incantations of talismans of which the meaning is obscure and which may not even have any meaning; ✧ He may give the ill person a piece of paper on which there are squares and designs in which there are letters or numbers and this is called al-Hijab; ✧ He may ask the ill person to seclude himself in a room, possibly a very dark room, for a certain amount of time and this is called al-Hajbah; ✧ He may order the sick person not to touch any water for some period of time; ✧ Give the ailing person something to bury in the ground, or some paper to burn or use as incense; ✧ To inform the sick person about some of his personal details that nobody knows, or to tell him his name, where he lives and his ailment, etc., even before the sick person speaks; ✧ Diagnose the disease as he enters the place or by phone or letter.

7) The position of the people of Sunnah is that it is possible for a jinni to “possess” (i.e., enter the body) a human. The proof of this is the saying of Allah (ﷻ): “Those who consume interest are not able to stand except as one stands who is touched by Satan into insanity” [2:275]. Scholars of the Qur’anic exegesis unanimously agree that the word “Mass” (touch) in this verse means the affliction of satanic insanity which attacks a human when he is possessed by the devil jinni.

A Beneficial Note: Ḥasad (jealousy, envy) is the desire for the deprivation of a blessing, talent, or merit possessed by another person. It often causes the evil eye. Envy is one of the greatest sins; rather it is the origin of all sins and the first thing by which Allah was disobeyed. Because of jealousy, Iblis (Lucifer) refused to prostrate to Adam (our common father) and Qabil (Cain) killed his brother.

The Cure for Ḥasad: To know that jealousy is one of the greatest sins and that it devours the good deeds as fire devours dry wood, as reported in authentic prophetic narrations;

To know that whatever Allah has given other people of blessings is by His predetermined Decree and Wisdom. Therefore, not accepting what Allah had predetermined is rebelling against Him and is a weakness in faith in Allah’s predestination and preordained decree;

To say “Maa Shaa Allah. Baarak Allahu lak” (As Allah wills. May Allah’s blessing be upon you or May Allah bless you.) when you see something that you like and admire, since this shows your goodness;

To know the reward for not envying. The authentic narrations of the Prophet (ﷺ) confirm that the person who sleeps and does not have an iota of jealousy for anyone in his heart has a great reward. When the Prophet (ﷺ) gave the glad tidings of Paradise to one of his companions, Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas (����) spent the night in this person’s home (to observe his worship) and he became convinced that absence of any envy was indeed the reason for the glad tidings.
The entire creation is in dire need of Allah. By necessity, they need that which only Allah possesses and can give. He (全能) is Absolutely Free and Independent of needing them.

Suplicating, invoking and asking Allah is an obligation that Allah has imposed upon us, as He the Most Exalted said, “And your Lord says, ‘Call upon Me; I will respond to you.’ Indeed, those who scorn My worship will enter Hell in disgrace” [40:60].

The Prophet ﷺ said, “Whoever does not ask Allah, angers Him”. Thus Allah is happy with the supplications of His servants to Him. He loves those that repeatedly invoke him in need.

He brings the supplicants nearer to Himself. The companions of the Prophet ﷺ sensed this truth and therefore they would not belittle asking Allah about even the smallest thing, nor would they (lower themselves to) ask other creatures for their needs.

Their close attachment to Allah and Allah’s closeness to them was an embodiment of the verse of Allah (全能): “And if my slaves ask about Me, then verily I am close…” [2:186].

Supplication has a great standing with Allah since it is the most generous and noble thing to Him, it may even change predestination. The supplications of a Muslim are answered without doubt if the causes of acceptance are fulfilled and the nullifiers are avoided. The supplicant is given one of the three things as the Prophet ﷺ said, “There is not a Muslim who supplicates with a supplication which does not contain any sin nor cutting off of relations, except that Allah gives him for it in one of three ways: either He will answer his prayer or accumulate it for him for the Hereafter or turn away from him an equal amount of evil.” They said, “Then we will ask a lot.” He ﷺ said, “Allah has more.” (Ahmed and at-Tirmidhi).

Supplication (Dū’a) is of two types:

1) Supplication of worship, such as prayer and fasting;
2) Supplication of asking and seeking.

Differing superiority of good deeds: Which deeds of worship are better, to recite the Qur’an, to remember Allah or to supplicate to Allah?

Generally speaking, recitation of the Qur’an is the best, next is the remembrance of Allah and then is supplication.

Yet it may be that there are circumstances when the less preferred proceeds the more preferred. For instance, supplication on the day of Arafah (in Hajj) is more rewarding than reciting the Qur’an; similarly remembering Allah with the manners...
that are authentically reported after the daily obligatory prayers is better than reciting the Qur’an.

**Conditions for Du’a to be Answered:** There are external and internal conditions for someone’s supplications to be answered:

**The external conditions:** These conditions include having good deeds precede the supplication, like charity, purification by ablution, prayer, facing the prayer direction (Qiblah), raising the hands for supplication, praising Allah (SWT) by that which He deserves, using His Names and Attributes appropriately in the supplication. As for the last point, if the supplicant is asking for Paradise, he invokes Allah by Allah’s Grace and Mercy. If he is supplicating against a wrongdoer and oppressor, he shouldn’t mention Allah as the Most Beneficent in Mercy and the Most Generous but mention that he is the Enforcer, the Dominant, the Victorious, etc. Among the reasons of acceptance is sending salutations upon the Prophet ﷺ in the beginning, middle and end. Other important factors are admitting one’s mistakes and sins, thanking Allah for his blessings and seizing the opportunity of the most advantageous times for supplication which have been mentioned in authentic reports.

**These times are many and from among them are:**

**During the course of day and night:** ★ The last third of the night when Allah descends to the lowest of the heavens directly above this world; ★ Between the call to prayer (Adhan) and the announcement for standing to prayer (Iqamah); ★ After Wudoo (ablutions); ★ In prostration; ★ Before the final salutations of prayer; ★ After the obligatory prayers; ★ After completion of the recitation of the entire Qur’an; ★ While travelling; ★ When calling out against a tyrant oppressor; ★ When calling out in dire need; ★ The supplication of the parent for his or her child; ★ The supplication of a Muslim for his absent brother Muslim; ★ When the two armies meet in battle;

**During the course of the week:** on Friday, especially the last hour of the day;
★ During the course of the months: the month of Ramadan at the time of breaking the fast and at the time of taking predawn meal in order to start the fast; ★ During the nights of the last ten days of Ramadan; ★ During the month of Dhul-Hijjah on the day of Arafat; ★ In noble places such as Mosques in general; ★ The Ka’bah in the Masjid al-Haram of Makkah, especially between the Black Stone and the Door, the station of Ibraheem, on top of the mounts of Safa and Marwah, the Plain of Arafat, Muzdalifah, Mina, and at the place of drinking the water of Zamzam.

**The internal conditions for acceptance of the supplication are:** sincere repentance preceding the supplication; returning any rights to the respective people which may have been taken unjustly; having one’s food, drink, clothes and home all of the pure and lawful income; doing many good deeds; avoiding all of the prohibitions; remaining clear of the doubtful and from false desires; concentrating in one’s heart while praying; placing one’s trust in Allah’s care; having strong hope for Allah’s shelter; seeking refuge in Allah with humility; humble repetition of the supplication; entrusting Allah with the response; and not turning one’s attention to any other.
Barriers to the acceptance of one’s supplication:
A person may invoke Allah and not be answered or it may take a long time before his prayer is answered. There are many reasons for this, including the following:

★ It may be that one supplicates to other than Allah along with supplicating to Allah (and this is idolatry, the greatest sin and greatest reason for non-acceptance).
★ It may be that one asks in profuse detail while it is better to be general, like when one asks to be saved from the extreme heat of Hellfire, its bitter cold and its darkness etc, whereas it is better to seek refuge from the Hell-fire generally.
★ It may be that one supplicates against another or even against himself unjustly.
★ It may be that he asks for something sinful or for cutting off relations.
★ It may be that he makes the answer of the supplication conditional by saying, for example, “O Allah forgive me if You Will,” or similar to this.
★ It may be that he hastens the response saying, “I have supplicated but there has been no response at all,” and then leaves off supplicating in apathy and weariness.
★ It may be that one calls out with an inattentive and neglectful heart.
★ It may be that one does not use the proper etiquette in the supplications. For instance, the Prophet ﷺ heard a man supplicating without giving salutations to the Prophet ﷺ and so he said, “This one has been too hasty.” He then called him over or said to another person: “When you pray in supplication, praise Allah and extol Him, then send your salutation to the Prophet ﷺ and then, after this, supplicate for what you wish.” (Abu Dawud and at-Tirmidhi).
★ It may be that one prays for something that is already accomplished and decided otherwise, like supplicating to remain in the life of this world forever.
★ It may be that the person tries to be artificially expressive and rhyming in his supplication. Allah (ﷻ) said, “Supplicate your Lord with humility and in fear, indeed he does not like those that trespass the limits.” Ibn Abbas ﷺ said, “Beware of rhyming in your supplications for verily my experience was that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and his companions never did that.” (al-Bukhari).
★ It may be that one raises his voice too loud, since Allah (ﷻ) said, “Do not be too loud with your prayer nor too soft with it but take with it a middle course between these two.” A’ishah ﷺ said “This was revealed about supplication.”

The beloved etiquette of the supplicant is to organize his invocation to Allah as follows: 1) First, one praises Allah and extols Him; 2) Second, he gives his salutations upon the Prophet ﷺ; 3) Third, he seeks repentance from his sins and acknowledges his wrongdoings; 4) Fourth, he thanks Allah for his multiple blessings; 5) Fifth, he begins with his supplications, being keen to use the supplications mentioned in the Qur’an, which are called Jawaami’ (comprehensive), and the supplications that are authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ or the righteous predecessors; 6) Finally, he closes the supplication with the salutation upon the Prophet ﷺ.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occasion for the Supplication</th>
<th>The Supplications of the Prophet ﷺ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before sleep</td>
<td>“Bismik-Allahumma amootu wa ahya” (By your name, O Allah, I die and come to life)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After waking up</td>
<td>“Alhamdu lillahi-ladhi ahyana ba’d a ma amatana wa-ilaihin-nushoor” (All praise is for Allah who gave us life after having taken it from us and unto Him is the resurrection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For those shaken in a nightmare</td>
<td>“A’udhu bi-kalimaatillahit-taammaati min ghadabihi wa sharri ‘ibaadihi, wa min hamazaatish shayaateeni wa ann yahduroon” (I seek refuge in the Perfect Word of Allah from His anger, from the evil of His slaves and from the instigations of the devils and from their presence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If one sees a dream</td>
<td>If one of you sees a dream that he likes then this is from Allah and he should praise Allah and speak about it. If one sees disliked dreams, this is only from the Satan and he should seek refuge (in Allah) from the evil of it and not speak to anyone about it, for then it will not harm him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When departing the home</td>
<td>“Allahumma inni a’udhu bika an adilla auw udall, auw azilla auw uzall, auw ažlima auw užlam, auw ajhala auw yujhala alaiyy” (O Allah, I take refuge with You lest I should stray or be led astray, or slip or be slipped, or wrong or be wronged, or behave foolishly or be treated foolishly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When entering the Mosque</td>
<td>When one enters the Mosque, he should put his right foot first and say: “Bismillah, wasālalatu wassalamu ala rasūlillah, Allahumma iftah li abwaab rahmatik” (In the name of Allah, and prayers and peace and blessings be upon the Messenger of Allah, O Allah, open the gates of Your mercy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When departing from the Mosque</td>
<td>When one departs from the Mosque, he should put his left foot first and say, “Bismillah, wasālalatu wassalamu ala rasūlillah, Allahumma arhamni wa iftah abwaaba fadhlik” (In the name of Allah, and peace and blessings be upon the Messenger of Allah, O Allah, have mercy on me and open the gates of Your bounty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the newlyweds</td>
<td>Baarakallahu laka, wa baarakala alaika, wajama’a bainakuma fi khair. (May Allah bless you. May Allah’s blessings be upon you, and may He unite both of you in goodness.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For those that hear the sounds of a donkey or rooster</td>
<td>“If you hear the braying of an ass, seek refuge in Allah from Satan for it has seen a devil. If you hear the crow of a rooster, ask Allah for his bounty for it has seen an angel.” “If you hear the barking of the dog and braying of the ass in the night then seek refuge in Allah”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anas narrated that a man was with the Prophet ﷺ and a man passed by and he said, “O Messenger of Allah, indeed I love this person.” So the Prophet ﷺ said to him, “Have you informed him.” He said, “No.” He (ﷺ) said, “Inform him.” He went to him and said, “Uhibbuka fillah.” (I love you for Allah’s sake). He replied: “Aḥabbak-Allah alladhi aḥbabtan liahu” (May Allah love you for whose sake you loved me).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If your Muslim brother sneezes</td>
<td>“If one of you sneezes then say, “al-Hamdulillah” (All praise is for Allah) and then his brother or companion says to him “yarhamukallah” (May Allah have mercy on you). Then he replies “yahdeek-Allah wa yusliḥ baalak” (May Allah guide you and rectify you). If a non-muslim sneezes and praises Allah, one replies to him, “yahdeek-Allah”, asking Allah to guide him without asking Allah for his mercy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation</td>
<td>Supplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When in distress</td>
<td>“Laa Ilaaha ill-Allahul-Ażemul-haleem, Laa Ilaaha ill-Allahu rabbul-Ażemul-Ażem, Laa Ilaaha ill-Allahu rabbus-samaawaati warabbul-ardī warabbul-Arshil-kareeem” (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah, the Magnificent, the Forbearing. There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah, Lord of the Magnificent Throne. There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah, Lord of the Heavens, Lord of the Earth and Lord of the Noble Throne).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Allahu Allahu Rabbi, La ushriku bihi shai’an” (Allah, Allah my Lord, I do not associate partners with Him).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ya Haiyu Ya Qayyum, bi-rahatika astaghfeeth” (O Eternally Alive, O Absolutely Independent, I seek aid in Your Mercy).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Subhāan-Allahil-Ażem” (Glory be to Allah the Magnificent).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplicating against the enemy</td>
<td>“Allahumma mu’jri as-saḥaab munzil al-kitaab sari’ul-ḥisab, ihzim al-aḥzaab Allahumma ihzīmhum wa zalzālhum” (O Allah who moves the clouds and reveals the book and is quick in recompense, defeat the troops, O Allah, defeat them and shake the earth beneath them).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If something is difficult</td>
<td>“Allahumma la saḥla illa ma ja’alahu saḥlan wa anta ta’alul-hazn idha shi’ta saḥlan” (O Allah there is nothing easy except that which You make easy, and you make sadness easy if you will).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To fulfill a pledge of debt</td>
<td>“Allahumma inni a’udhu bika minal-hammi wal-hizn wal-ajzi wal-kasal wal-jubni wallabikh, wa dhal’ad-daini wa ghalabatir-rijaal” (O Allah I seek refuge in You from anxiety, sorrow, weakness, laziness, cowardice, miserliness, the burden of debts and from being over powered by men).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When going to the toilet</td>
<td>If you enter the toilet, you say, “Allahumma inni a’udhu bika minal-khubthi wal-khapa’iith” (O Allah I seek refuge in you from the filthy and filthy ones). On exiting, you say: “Ghufranak” (Your forgiveness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To counter the whispering of the devil in prayer</td>
<td>[The Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said to one of his companions who was afflicted with evil whisperings in prayer, “That is a devil called Khanzab, so if you sense his presence, seek refuge in Allah from him and spit (with mostly air) on your left side three times.”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In prostration</td>
<td>“Allahummaghur fi li dhanbi kullahu digqahu wa jīlahu wa awwalahu wa aakhirahu wa ’alaantiyatuhu wa sirrahuh” (O Allah forgive me all of my sins, the minute of it, great of it, the first of it, the last if it, the open of it and the secret of it).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Subhāanaka rabi bi-bihamdik, Allahummaghur li” (Glorified are You, O my Lord, and I praise You. O Allah, forgive me).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Allahumma inni a’udhu bi-ridaka min sakhatik wa bi mu’afaatika min ugoobatik, wa’a’udhu bika mink, la wḥsee thana’an alaik, anta kama athnaita ala nafsik” (O Allah, I take refuge in Your pleasure from Your displeasure, and in Your pardon from Your punishment. I take refuge in You from You. I cannot count Your praise since You are as You Yourself have praised Yourself).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For prostration of Qur’an recitation</td>
<td>“Allahumma laka sajadtu, wabika aamantu, wa laka aslamtu, sajada waḥji illathī khalqahu wa ṣawwarahu wa ṣawwaqam wa abṣaraahu, ṭabaarakallahu aḥsan-ul-khaaliqeen” (O Allah, unto You I have prostrated and in You I have believed, and unto You I have submitted. My face has prostrated before He Who created it and fashioned it, and brought forth its hearing and sight. Blessed is Allah, the Best of Creators).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At the end of prayer</strong></td>
<td>“Allahumma inni žalāntu naʃfī žulman katheeran wala yaghfirudh-duñoobā illa anta, faʃhirlī maghfishrātān min indīk wārāhānī innāka antal-Ghafoor-ur-Raheem” (O Allah, I have indeed wronged my soul excessively and none can forgive sins except You, so forgive me with Your forgiveness and have Mercy upon me. Surely, You are The Most-Forgiving, The Most-Merciful)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After prayer</strong></td>
<td>“Allahumma a’inni ’ala dhikrika wa shukrika waʃusni ibaadatik” (O Allah help me to remember You, to thank You, and to worship You in the best of manners). “Allahumma inni ‘a’odhu bika min al-kuʃr wa al-faqr wa ’adhaab al-qabr” (O Allah, I seek refuge in you from disbelief, poverty and the punishment of the grave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For those that do a good deed</strong></td>
<td>If a person to whom a good deed is done says to the person who did it, “Jazaak-Allahu khairan” (May Allah reward you), he has completed the thanks. Then the person should reply, “wa jazaak” (and may you be rewarded) or ‘wa iyaak’ (and to you).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When one sees rain</strong></td>
<td>“Allahumma sayyiiban naʃfī an” (O Allah [make it] beneficial rainfall) two or three times. “Mutirna bifadlihi wa raḥmatihi” (we have had the rain fall upon us by the bounty of Allah and His mercy). Then he supplicates by that which we wishes, since the supplication is accepted at the time of rainfall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When the wind blows fierce</strong></td>
<td>“Allahumma inni as’aluka khairaha wa khaira ma fiha wa khaira ma arsalta bihi, wa a’udhu bika min sharriha wa shari ma fiha wa shari ma arsalta bihi” (O Allah, verily I ask You for the goodness of this and the goodness that is in it and the goodness that You sent with it, and I seek refuge from this and the evilness of what is in it and the evilness that You sent with it).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When one sees the new crescent</strong></td>
<td>“Allahumma ahiʃla alaiʃna bil-yaʃni waʃ-l-Imaan was-salaamah wa-ʃ-laam, hilaal khairan wa rusherdi rabbi wa rabbuk-Allahu” (O Allah, have the new crescent come upon us with blessedness and faith and peace and Islam, a crescent of goodness and guidance. My Lord and your Lord is Allah).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When saying farewell to a traveler</strong></td>
<td>“Astaud’-Allahu dinak wa ʃamanataka wa khawaʃmaa ʃma’lik” (I entrust my farewell of you to Allah with your religion and trustworthiness and final deeds). The traveler replies saying, “Astaud’i ʃukumullah-ʃallah la yude’u wada’iḥu” (I entrust my farewell of you to Allah who does not lose those entrusted to Him).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For travel</strong></td>
<td>“Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, subhaan-ʃallahi sakhkhara lana hadha wa ma kunna lahu muʃrīneen, wa-lna ila ʃabbina laʃmungīlībah, Allahumma inna nas’aluka fi safarīna hadha al-birra wat-taqwa, wa minal-ʃamli ma tarda, Allahumma hawwa alaiʃna saʃaraʃna hadha, waʃti anwa bu’dah, Allahumma antas-ʃahībī fis-safar, waʃ-khalifatuu fiʃ-ahl, Allahumma inni a’udhu bika min w’atha-ʃ-is-ʃafar, waka-aabtiʃ-ʃanjar, wasu’-il-munqalaʃī fiʃ-maali al-ʃ-wal-ahl” (Allah is the greatest, Allah is the greatest, Allah is the greatest, Glorified be He, The One Who has placed this (means of transport) at our service, and we ourselves would not have been capable of that, and to our Lord is our final destiny. O Allah, we ask You for Beneficence and God-consciousness in this journey of ours, and we ask You for deeds that please You. O Allah, facilitate our journey and let us cover its distance quickly. O Allah, You are the Companion on the journey and the Successor over the family, O Allah, I take refuge with You from the difficulties of travel, from witnessing a depressing scene, and I take refuge in You from evil in our wealth and family). And when he returns he says this and adds: “Aa’iʃun aabidun li-Rabbīna Haamīdun” (Returning worshipping our Lord and praising Him).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Allahumma aslamtu nafsi ilaika, wafawwadtu amri ilaika, wa wajjahtu wajhi ilaika, wa alja’tu zahrī ilaika, raghibatan wa rahbatan ilaika la malja wala manja minka illa ilaika, aamantu bi-kitabik-alladhi anzalta wa bi-nabiyyik-alladhi arsulta.”

(O Allah, I submit my soul unto You, and I entrust my affair unto You, and I turn my face towards You, and I put my trust in You, in hope and fear of You. Verily there is no refuge or safe haven from You except with You. I believe in Your Book which You have revealed and in Your Prophet whom You have sent.)

“Alhamdu lillahi ilaha;) (Praise is for Allah who fed us and satisfied our thirst and sufficed us and gave us refuge and how many people are there that do not have anyone to suffice them and give them refuge).

“Allahumma qini ‘adhbaabaka yauma tab’athu ibaadak” (O Allah save me from your punishment the day Your slaves are resurrected).

“Subhaanak-Allahumma Rabbi bika wa’datu janbi ,bika arfa’uhu in amsakta nafsi faghfir laha wa in arsaltaha fa’hfa’z-ha bima tahfa’z bihi ibaadak-as-saalheen” (Glory be to you O Allah, O my Lord, by your name I lie down and by your name I get up. If you hold back my soul, forgive it and if you send it back, protect it the way you protect your righteous slaves).

He reads the last two surahs of the Qur’an – al-Falaq and an-Naas – and blows on the palms of his hands and wipes all over his body. He should not sleep until he has read Surah-as-Sajdah and Surah-al-Mulk every night.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When retiring for sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Allahumma baa’id baini wabaina khataaaya kama ba’adta bainal-mashriqi walmaghribi, Allahumma naqiqini min khataaayaaya kama yunaqqath-ubul-abyaadu min-ad-danas, Allahummsgilsni min khataaayaaya bith-alji wal ma’i wal-barad” (O Allah, distance me from my sins just as You have distanced the East from the West. O Allah, purify me of my sins as a white robe is purified of filth. O Allah, cleanse me of my sins with water, snow and hail).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At the opening of prayer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Allahummmaj’al fi qalbi noora wafi lisaani noora, waj’al fi sam’i noora waj’al fi basari noora wa min fauqi noora wamin tahti noora wa ‘an yameeni noora wa ‘an shimaali noora wa min amami noora wa min khalfi noora, waj’al fi nafsi noora wa a’azim li noora, wa azdhim li noora waj’al li noora waj’alni noora. Allahumma a’atini noora waj’al fi asabi noora wa fi lahmi noora wa fi dami noora wa fi sha’ri noora wa fi basari noora” (O Allah, place within my heart light, and upon my tongue light, and within my ears light, and within my eyes light, and place above me light and beneath me light and on my right light and on my left light and in front of me light and behind me light and place in me light and make the light great for me and make my light brighter and make light for me and make me light. O Allah, bestow upon me light and make light in my nerves and light in my flesh and light in my blood and light in my hair and light in my skin).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Prophet said, “If any of you intends to undertake a matter then let him pray two supererogatory units -Rak’ah- of prayer and after that supplicate: ‘Allahumma inni astakheeruka bi’ilmika wastaqdiruka biqudratika wa as’aluka min fadlik, ja innaka taqdiru wala aqdiri, wa’alama wala ‘alam wa-anta ‘allaamul ghuyooob, Allahumma in kunta ta’lamu anna hadhal-amra – (thumma yusammihi bi’ainihi) - khayrulli fi dini wa ma’asheeqi waa’aqibati amri faqdirihu li wayassirhu li thumma barik li fihi wa in kunta ta’lamu anna hadhal-amra sharrulli fi dini wama’asheeqi waa ‘aqibati amri fasrifhi anna wasrifnee anhu, waqdir liylal-khayra haythu kana thumma rad-dhinee bihi’” (O Allah, I seek Your counsel by Your knowledge and by Your power I seek strength, and I ask You from Your great blessings, for verily You are able while I am not able and verily You know while I do not know, and indeed You are the Knower of the unseen. O Allah, if You know that this affair -and here he mentions his need- is good for me in relation to my religion, my life, and final end, then decree it and facilitate it for me, and bless me with it. If You know that this affair is evil for me towards my religion, my life, and end, then turn it away from me and turn me away from it, and decree for me what is good wherever it be, and make me satisfied with that).

Supplication for seeking Allah’s guidance (Isikbara)

★ “Allahumma inni a’uddhu bika min su’el-qada’i wa min darakish-shaqa’i wa min shamaatattal-a’ada’i wa min jahdal-bal’ai” (O Allah I seek refuge in You from the evil decree of predestination, the reaching [to me] of misery, the gloating of the enemy, and the harshness of the trial). ★ “Allahummaghifir li khadijati wa jahlil wa israa’i fi amri wama anta a’lamu bihi minni Allahummaghifir li jiddi wa hazii wa khatati wa amdi wa kullu dhaalikah indi, Allahummaghifir li ma qaddantu wama akhkhartu, wama asrartu wama ‘alantu, wama asraaftu, wama anta ‘alamu bihi minni, antal-nuqaddimu wa-antal-ku akhkhiru wa anta ala kulli shai’in qadeer” (O Allah, forgive me my mistakes, my ignorance, my extravagance in my affairs, all those which You are more aware of than me, O Allah forgive me my seriousness and my jest, my intentional deed, all of that which I do, O Allah forgive me what I have sent before me and sent behind me and what I have done in secret and in the open, and that which exceeded all bounds and for those things about which You are more knowledgeable than I am. You are the Foremost and the Very Last. And You are capable of all things). ★ “Allahumma aslih li deeni alladhi huwa ‘ismatu amri wa aslih li dunya ‘ya allahi fiha ma’ashi waslih li aakhirati allati fiha ma’adi waj’al-i hal-yawadaan li fi kulli khairin waj’al-i la ma’addal li min kulli sharri” (O Allah rectify my religion which is the most protective affair of mine, and rectify my life of this world which is my livelihood, and rectify my Hereafter wherein is my return, make for me in life an increase in all good and make for me in death a rest from all evil). ★ “Allahumma inni as’aluk-al-huda, wat-tuqa, wa al-faqfa, wa-lghina” (O Allah! I beseech You for guidance, piety, chastity and contentment). ★ “Allahumma aati nafsi taqwiaha, wa zakkeeda anta khairu man zakkaaaha anta waliyyuha wa mauaaha. Allahumma inni a’uddhu bika min ‘ilmin la yantfa’ wa min qalbin la yakhsa’, wa min nafsi la tashha’, wa min da’wait la yustajaa-abu laha’” (O Allah, grant me to be God-fearing and purify my soul as You are the Best to purify it. You are its Guardian and its Protecting Friend. O Allah, I seek refuge in You from knowledge which is not beneficial, from a heart which does not fear (You), and from desire which is not satisfied, and from prayer which is not answered). ★ “Allahumma inni a’uddhu bika min zawaali ni’mataka wa tajawwuli a’fiaiyatika wa sufjad’atti ni’matika wa jame’e sakhatik” (O Allah I seek refuge in You from the disappearance of your blessings, the removal of Your bestowal of good condition, the quickness of Your punishment, and all of Your anger).
Dhikr-Allah (Remembrance of Allah)

Allah made humans superior to all other creatures and gave man the special endowment of speech, making his tongue nimble. Man can use this blessing for good or evil. If he chooses to use it for good, it will take him to happiness in this world and to the higher chambers of Paradise. If he chooses to use it for other than that, it will lead him to destruction in both this life and the Hereafter. Remembering Allah is the second best thing (after reciting the Qur’an) that a man can spend his time in.

The virtues of Dhikr-Allah (Remembrance of Allah):

There are many hadith mentioning the virtues of dhikr. Among them is the saying of the Prophet ﷺ, “Shall I tell you about the best among all your deeds, the purest in the estimation of your King, the highest of your deeds in status, which is better for you than spending gold and silver, and is better for you than encountering your enemies and striking their necks and them striking yours?” The Companions said, “Yes, indeed inform us, O Messenger of Allah!” The Prophet ﷺ said, “(It is) the remembrance of Allah.” (at-Tirmidhi). He ﷺ also said, “The similitude of the one who remembers his Lord and the one who does not remember his Lord is like the living and the dead respectively.” (al-Bukhari). He ﷺ said as well, “Allah (üş) says, ‘I am as My servant thinks of Me, and I am with him when he remembers Me. If he remembers Me in himself, I remember him in Myself. If he remembers Me in a company, I remember him in a company better than his company. If he comes one handspan nearer to Me, I come one cubit nearer to him. If he comes one cubit nearer to me, I come a distance of two arm-lengths nearer to him. If he comes to Me walking, I come to him running.’” (al-Bukhari). He ﷺ also said, “The mufarridoon have come ahead of other people.” The Companions said, “Who are the mufarridoon, O Messenger of Allah?” He ﷺ said, “Those men and women that remember Allah profusely.” (Muslim). He also gave the following advice to one of the companions saying, “Let your tongue remain moist constantly in the remembrance of Allah.” (at-Tirmidhi). And there are many more hadith encouraging the remembrance of Allah, (ṣ).

Multiplication of the rewards:
The rewards of good deeds are multiplied just as the reward of reciting the Qur’an is multiplied, and this occurs according to:

1) What is in the heart of a person, his faith and sincerity, love for Allah and what flows from this; 2) The contemplation of the heart in remembering Allah and preoccupation with this, making the remembrance not simply by the tongue alone. Whoever fulfills these two conditions, will have Allah expiate his sins and give him his full reward. As for he who is deficient in these matters, then the expiation of sins and the reward will be in accordance with his deficiency.
The benefits of remembering Allah:

- It repels, weakens, humiliates, and debases the Satan while pleasing Allah.
- It develops the love, nearness, awareness and fear of Allah. It results in returning and repenting to Allah and it helps the believer to obey Allah.
- It removes depression and anxiety from the heart and brings happiness, giving the heart liveliness, strength and purity. The human heart has a void and emptiness that can only be filled by the remembrance of Allah. It has a hardness that can only be softened by remembrance of Allah.
- Remembrance of Allah is a cure and treatment to the heart. It provides it with strength and pleasure that no other pleasure can compare to. Forgetfulness in remembrance of Allah, on the other hand, causes sickness and is a disease in itself.
- Lack of remembrance of Allah is a sign of hypocrisy, whereas remembering Allah very often is the sign of the strength of faith and true love for Allah, since when a person loves something, he recalls it often.
- If the believer gets to know Allah in good times by frequently remembering Him, then Allah will be with him in the difficult times, especially at the time of death and its stupor.
- Remembrance of Allah is the means of salvation from the punishment of Allah, the descent of tranquility upon a person, the encompassing of mercy of Allah, and of the angels seeking forgiveness from Allah for the person.
- Occupation of the tongue in remembrance of Allah prevents it from foolishness, backbiting, spreading dissention, falsehoods, and other prohibited and obnoxious acts.
- Remembrance of Allah is the easiest yet the best and most virtuous among all acts of worship. It is also the means for sowing the seeds of Paradise.
- The person who remembers Allah becomes brighter in his face with a sweetness and light that inspires respect and awe. Remembrance of Allah is a light in the life of this world, in the grave and in the Hereafter.
- Remembrance of Allah entails that Allah and the angels will send peace and blessing on the worshipper and Allah expresses His pride to the angels for those who remember Him.
- The best of worshippers are those that are more profuse in the remembrance of Allah, (ﷺ). Similarly, the best of those who fast are the ones that remember Allah more while fasting.
- The remembrance of Allah makes the difficult things easier, the complicated things simpler and the harsh softer. It brings to the worshipper sustenance and strengthens his physique.

Sheikh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah (ﷺ) said, “The remembrance of Allah is like water to the fish. What would happen to the fish if it were separated from the water?”
### Daily Remembrances of Allah in the morning and evening

#### (al-Wird al-Yaumi fis-Sabaah wa-Masaa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The daily remembrances of Allah</th>
<th>Amount and Time</th>
<th>Effect and Virtue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Aayat-ul-Kursi</strong>&lt;br&gt;The verse of the Throne (2:255) ¹</td>
<td>✤ Once in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Once in the evening&lt;br&gt;✤ After the obligatory prayers</td>
<td>✤ Satan will not come near him ✤ it is a reason for entering Paradise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Last two verses of <strong>Surah-al-Baqarah</strong> [2:285-286] ²</td>
<td>✤ Once in the evening or before going to bed</td>
<td>It will suffice him from the evil of everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Surah-al-Ikhlas</strong> [112], <strong>Surah-al-Falaq</strong> [113], <strong>Surah-an-Naas</strong> [114]</td>
<td>✤ Three times in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Three times in the evening</td>
<td>They will suffice him from everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Bismillahilladhi la yađurru ma`ismihi shai’un fil-arðhi wala fis-sama’e wa huwa as-Samaste’ul-‘Aleem” (In the name of Allah with whose name nothing on the earth or in the sky can harm one and He is the All-Hearer, the Omniscient).</td>
<td>✤ Three times in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Three times in the evening</td>
<td>No surprise calamity will befall him, and nothing will harm him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“A`udhu bi-kalimatillaahiti-taammaati min sharri ma khalaq” (I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allah from the evil of what He created).</td>
<td>✤ Three times in the morning, or when one breaks his journey and takes rest in a place</td>
<td>This protects the living quarters from whatever can cause harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>“Bismillahi tawakkaltu `al-Allahi, la hauila wala quwwwata illa billahi” (In the name of Allah. I place my trust in Allah. There is no power or strength except in Allah).</td>
<td>✤ When one departs from his residence</td>
<td>He will have this suffice him and distance him from Satan for that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>“Haṣbi-Allahi, LA ILAHA ILLA HUWA, ala<code>ihi tawakkaltu wa huwa Rabbil-Asbatil-A</code>zeem” (Allah suffices me. There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Him. I place my trust in Him, and he is the Lord of the Magnificent Throne).</td>
<td>✤ Seven times in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Seven times in the evening</td>
<td>Allah will make this suffice him, and take care of his concerns of the affairs of the life of this world and the Hereafter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>“Raddeda billahi Rabban wa bil-Islami deenana wa bi Muḥammadin, sallallahu <code>ala</code>ihi wa sallam, nabiyyan” (I am pleased with Allah being the Lord and with Islam as religion and with Muḥammad, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him as Prophet).</td>
<td>✤ Three times in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Three times in the evening</td>
<td>Allah becomes obliged to please him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>In the morning say: “Allahumma bika aṣbahna wa bika amsaina wa bika naḥya wa bika namoot wa ilaikan-nushoor”&lt;br&gt;(O Allah by You the morning enters upon us and by You the evening enters upon us and by You we live and by You we die and to You is the resurrection).&lt;br&gt;In the evening say: “Allahumma bika amsaina wa bika aṣbahna wa bika naḥya wa bika namoot wa ilaik-al-ma`ṣeer”&lt;br&gt;(O Allah by You the evening enters upon us and by You the morning enters upon us and by You do we live and by You do we die and to You is the return).</td>
<td>✤ Once in the morning&lt;br&gt;✤ Once in the evening</td>
<td>✤ It is reported that it is encouraged to say this</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ See page 153 for a translation and a transliteration of this verse
² See page 154 for a translation and a transliteration of these verses
<p>| 10 | “Asbahna ‘ala fitrat-il-Islam wa kalimat-il-Ikhlaas wa deen nabiyyina Muḥammad, sallallahu ‘alaihi wa sallam, wa millati abeena Ibraheem haneefan musliman wama kaana min-almashriken” (We wake up in the religion of Islam and sincere word (LA A ILAAHA ILL ALLAH) and on the path of our Prophet Muḥammad, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, and in the nation of our Father Abrahaam, steadfast Muslim, and he was not of the polytheists). | ★ Once in the morning | The Prophet used to make this supplication |
| 11 | <strong>Whoever says in the morning:</strong> “Allahumma ma asbaha bi min ni’matin au bi-aḥadin min khalqi fa minka waḥdaka la shareeka laka ṣalam-Ḥamdul-walakash-shukri” (O Allah what I or anyone else from among your creatures got from the bounties in the morning, it is all from You alone, You have no partner, so for You is all the praise and to You is all the gratefulness). <strong>Whoever says in the evening:</strong> “Allahumma ma amsa bi min ni’matin au bi-aḥadin min khalqi fa minka waḥdaka la shareeka laka ṣalam-Ḥamdul-walakash-shukri” (O Allah what I or anyone else from among your creatures got from the bounties in the evening, it is all from You alone, You have no partner, so for You is all the praise and to You is all the gratefulness). | ★ Once in the morning | ★ Once in the evening | He has thanked Allah for his day and the night |
| 12 | “Allahumma inni asbahtu ʿush-hiduka wa ʿush-hidu ʿamalata ṣaršik wa malaaʿikatika wa anbiyaʾika wa jameeʿe khalqi bi annaka antallahu la ilaaaha illa anta wa anna Muḥammadan ’abduka wa Rasaooluk” (O Allah! Verily, I wake up calling You to witness and calling to witness carriers of Your Throne and Your angels and Your Prophets and all of Your creatures, that indeed You are Allah, There is none that has the right to be worshipped except You, and that Muḥammad is Your Slave and Your Messenger), | ★ Four times in the morning | ★ Four times in the evening | Whoever said it four times, Allah frees him from the Fire (of the Hell) |
| 13 | “Allahumma Faṣṭir-as-Samaawaatī wa-Ardī ‘Aalimal-ghaibī wash-shahadaati Rabba kulli shai’in wa maleekahu ash-hadu un la ilaaha illa anta aʿudhu bika min sharri nafsee wamin sharrishātaaani wa shirkihī wa an aqtaarī ἀla nafsee sooʿan au ajurrahu ila muslim” (O Allah Originator of the skies and the earth, Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Lord and Sovereign of everything, I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped except You. I take refuge in You from the evil of my soul and from the evil and shirk of the devil and from committing wrong against my soul or bringing such upon another Muslim). | ★ Once in the morning | ★ Once in the evening | ★ Once before going to bed | Protects the person from the whisperings of the Satan |
| 14 | “Allahumma innee Aʿudhu bika minal-hammi wal-huzaa wa aʿudhu bika minal-ʿaẓzi wal-kasali wa aʿudhu bika minal-jubni wal-bukhli wa aʿudhu bika min ghalabatid-daini wa qahr-ir-rijal” (O Allah, I take refuge in You from anxiety and sorrow, and I take refuge in You from weakness and laziness and I take refuge in You from cowardice and miserliness and I take refuge in You from the burden of debts and from being over powered by men.) | ★ Once in the morning | ★ Once in the evening | ★ Once in the evening | The person gets relieved from anxiety, sorrow and debt |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>“Allahumma anta rabbi la ilaaha illa anta, khalagtani, wa ana ’abduka, wa ana ala ahdika wa wa’dika mastat’a tu, a’oodhu bika min sharri masana tu, abu’u laka bi ni’ matika alaiyya, wa abu’u bidhanbi, faghfirli fi innahu la yaghfirudh-dhunooba illa anta” (O Allah, You are my Lord; There is none that has the right to be worshipped except You. You created me, and I am your slave, and I will be faithful to my covenant and promise to You to the best of my ability. I seek refuge in You from the evil of what I have done. I acknowledge your multiple blessings upon me. I acknowledge my sins, so forgive me, for none forgives sins except You).</td>
<td>This is the master of supplications in seeking forgiveness, and is to be said once in the morning and once in the evening. Whoever says this as evening enters upon him and then he dies that night, will enter Paradise; and if one says this as the morning enters upon him and then dies that day, will enter Paradise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>“Ya hayyu ya qayyoom, birahmatika astaghheeth, aslih lee sha’nee kullahu wala takilnee ila nafsee jarfata ‘ayn” (O Ever Living, O Self-Subsisting and Supporter of all, by Your mercy I seek assistance, rectify for me all of my affairs and do not leave me to myself, even for the blink of an eye).</td>
<td>Once in the morning  Once in the evening  The Prophet ﷺ advised Fatimah, his daughter (ṣ‹), to say this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>“Allahumma A’afinee fi same’e, Allahumma A’afinee fi basri, Allahumma inni a’oodhu bika minal-kafri walafq, Allahumma inni a’oodhu bika min ‘adhaabil-gabr la ilaaha illa anta” (O Allah, grant my hearing health, grant my sight health, O Allah, I take refuge with You from disbelief and poverty, and I take refuge with You from the punishment of the grave. None has the right to be worshipped except You).</td>
<td>Three times in the morning  Three times in the evening  It is reported that the Prophet ﷺ supplicated with this supplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>“Laa Ilaaha ill-Allahu, wahdahu la shareeka lah, lahal-malku walalul-hamd, wahuw’ala kulli sha’in gadeer” (None has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone, without partner, to Him belongs all Sovereignty and Praise, and He is over all things Omnipotent).</td>
<td>Once or ten times in the morning  Once or ten times in the evening  It equals to freeing a slave  Ten rewards are given  Ten sins are wiped away  Ten grades are increased  Protects one from Satan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>“Subhaanallahi wa bihamdih wa adada khaliqi wa rida nafsih, wazinata ‘arshihat wa midaada kalimaatih” (Glory be to Allah and Praise be to Him by the number of His creation and His pleasure and by the weight of His Throne and the ink of His Words).</td>
<td>Three times in the morning  This is better than sitting remembering Allah from the early morning to mid-morning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Sayings and deeds that have rewards in Islam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The virtuous saying or deed</th>
<th>The proof of its reward and virtue from the narrations of the Prophet (ﷺ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>To say “LAA ILAAHA ILL-ALLAH wahdahu la shareeka lahu, lahu-mulku wa lahu-hamdu wa huwa ‘ala kulli shai’in qadeer.”</td>
<td>“Whoever says, ‘LAA ILAAHA ILL-ALLAH wahdahu la shareeka lahu lahu-mulku wa lahu-hamdu wa huwa ‘ala kulli shai’in qadeer’ (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone without any partner: to Him belongs all sovereignty and all praise, and He is capable over all things) in a day one hundred times, this will be like freeing ten slaves, one hundred good deeds will be written for him, one hundred evil deeds will be erased, he will be protected from the Satan on that day until he reaches the evening, and no one will be better than him except the one whose deeds are more than his.” [al-Bukhari and Muslim]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>To say “Subhaan-Allah, al-Hamdu lillah, LAA ILAAHA ILL-ALLAH, Allahu Akbar”</td>
<td>“I met Ibraheem on the night of Ascension and he said, ‘O Muhammad, convey salutations of peace upon your community and inform them that the soil of Paradise is pure, its water is sweet, its valleys are luscious, and it’s saplings are of Subhan-Allahi wal-Ḥamdu lillaahi wa LAA ILAAHA ILL-ALLAHU wallahu Akbar, wala hula wala quwwata illa billah’” (Glory be to Allah and Praise be to Allah and there is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah and Allah is the Greatest and there is no power or strength except by Allah). (at-Tirmidhi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>To say “Subhaan-Allah” and to say, “Subhaan-Allahi wa bihamdihi” and to say, “Subhaan-Allahil-‘Azeem”</td>
<td>✩ “Whoever says in the morning and in the evening, ‘Subhaan-Allahi wa bihamdihi’ (Glory be to Allah and with His praises) one hundred times will have his sins dropped from him even if they were like the foam of the sea and no one will bring better than him except one who said as he said or more.” ✩ “Two expressions are easy on the tongue, weighty in the scale, beloved by the Most Beneficent in Mercy: ‘Subhaan-Allahi wa bihamdihi’ (Glory be to Allah and with His praises) and ‘Subhaan-Allahil-‘Azeem’ (Glory be to Allah the Magnificent).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>To say, “Subhaan-Allahil-‘Azeem wa bihamdihi”</td>
<td>“Whoever says ‘Subhaan-Allahil-‘Azeem wa bihamdihi’ (Glory be to Allah the Magnificent and with His praises) will have a palm tree planted for him in Paradise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>To say, “la hula wala quwwata illa billah”</td>
<td>[The Prophet (ﷺ) said,] “Do you not wish me to guide you to a treasure of the treasures of Paradise?” I said, “Of course!” He said, “La hula wala quwwata illa billah (There is no power or strength except by Allah).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prayer for expiation of sins after a gathering</td>
<td>“Whoever sits in a gathering in which there was much boisterousness and then says before he stands, ‘Subhaan-Allahumma wa bihamdi ma ash-hadu un LAA ILAAHA ILLA ANTA astaghfiruka wa atoobu ilaik’ (Glory be to You O Allah and to You are the praises. I witness that there is none that has the right to be worshipped except You. I seek forgiveness from You and repent to You), his sins of that gathering will be expiated.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Salutations upon the Prophet (ﷺ)</td>
<td>“Whoever sends salutation upon me once, Allah will send salutations upon him ten times and drop from him ten mistakes and raise him ten degrees.” - And in another narration, “and write for him ten good deeds.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Virtue of reciting verses of the Qur’an</td>
<td>“Whoever recites in a night fifty verses will not be written among the neglectful; and whoever recites one hundred verses will be written of the patiently obedient; and whoever reads two hundred verses will not have the Qur’an be a proof against him on the Day of Resurrection; and whoever recites five hundred verses will have written a huge bounty of reward.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9    | Virtue of reciting Surah-al-Ikhlas                                    | ✷ “Whoever reads, ‘qul huwallahu ahdad’ ten times, Allah will build for him a house in Paradise.” (Ahmed)  

  ✷ “Qul huwallahu ahdad” is equivalent to one-third of the Qur’an.” |
| 10   | Memorizing verses of Surah-al-Kahf                                   | “Whoever memorizes ten verses of the beginning of Surah-al-Kahf will be protected from the antichrist (al-Dajjal).” |
| 11   | Reward of those who call to the prayers (Mu'adhdhin)                 | ✷ “…For no human or jinni hears the voice of the caller to prayer except that he will testify for him on the Day of Resurrection.”  

  ✷ “The callers to prayer will have the longest necks on the Day of Resurrection.” |
| 12   | Repeating after the caller to prayer and the supplication afterwards | “Whoever says when he hears the call to prayer, ‘Allahumma rabba hadhhihid-da’watit-taammah wassalatil-qaa’imah aati Muhammadanil-waseelata wal-fadeelah, wab’ath-hu maqaaman mahmoodanillardhi wa’adadah” (O Allah, Lord of this perfect call and Lord of this established prayer, bestow upon Muhammad near approach and great virtue and send him upon the praised station which You have promised him), my intercession for him will be made lawful on the Day of Resurrection. |
| 13   | Perfection of Ablution (Wudoo)                                       | “Whoever makes ablution and makes it well, will have his sins removed from his body, even from under his finger nails and toenails.” |
| 14   | Supplication after ablution (Wudoo)                                   | “There is none of you who makes ablution and does it well then says ‘ash-hadu ALLAA ILAHA ILL-ALLAH WA ANNA MUHAMMADNAN ABDULLAH WA RASULUH’ (I testify that there is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah and that Muhammad is his servant and Messenger) except that the eight gates of Paradise will be opened for him and he may enter through whichever he wishes” (Maslim) |
| 15   | Prayer after the ablution                                            | “There is no Muslim who makes ablution and makes it well and then stands and makes two Rak‘ah prayers directing himself with his face and heart to Allah except that Paradise will be due to him.” (Maslim) |
| 16   | Many steps to the Mosque (Masjid)                                    | “Whoever goes to the congregational Mosque, his one step erases a sin and his next step writes for him a good deed as he goes and returns.” (Ahmed) |
| 17   | Going to the Mosque                                                   | “Whoever goes to the Mosques or returns from it, Allah prepares for him a place in Paradise every time he goes and returns.” (al-Bukhari and Muslim) |
| 18   | Preparing and going earlier to the Mosque for the Friday Prayer      | ✷ “Whoever bathes on the day of Jumu‘ah (Friday), washing well, and then goes early (very early) and walks and does not ride, and gets close to the Imam and listens and does not get into idle talk, he will have reward for each step like the reward of the deeds of a year of fasting and standing in prayer.” [Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa’i and Ibn Majah]  

  ✷ “No man bashes on Friday and cleanses as much as he can and puts oil on himself or of the perfume of his home, and then goes out (to the Mosque) and does not separate two (sitting together), then prays (supererogatory) prayers that were written for him, and without speaking listens attentively to the Imam delivering the sermon, except that Allah will forgive his sins that were between that Friday and the other Friday.” (al-Bukhari) |
| 19 | Reaching the first *Takbeer* (saying of *Allahu Akbar*) of the prayer | “Whoever prays for the sake of Allah forty days in congregation reaching the first *Takbeer* of the prayer, he will be written to be free of two: from the Hellfire and from hypocrisy.” |
| 20 | Obligatory Prayer in congregation | “The obligatory prayer in congregation is better than performed individually by twenty-seven degrees.” |
| 21 | Praying Isha and *Fajr* in congregation | “Whoever prays *Isha* in congregation, it is as if he stood for night prayer until half the night. And whoever prays *Fajr* in congregation, it is as if he prayed the entire night.” |
| 22 | Praying in the first row | “If the people knew what was in calling for the prayer and the first row and they did not find any way to it except by drawing lots, they would draw lots.” |
| 23 | Maintaining the performance of regular supererogatory prayers | “Whoever prays in a day and night twelve *Rak’ah* (of supererogatory prayers) will have a house built for him in Paradise: four before *‘Zhur* and two after, two after *Maghrib*, two after *Isha*, and two before *Fajr*.” |
| 24 | The prayer of a woman in her home | “A woman came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘O Messenger of Allah, I love to pray with you.’ He said, ‘I know that you love to pray with me. [But] your prayer in the most secluded area of your home is better for you than your prayer in your room. Your prayer in your room is better than your prayer in your house. Your prayer in your home is better for you than your prayer in the Mosque of your people. Your prayer in the Mosque of your people is better for you than your prayer in my Mosque.” |
| 25 | Abundant supererogatory prayers | “Perform many prostrations since you will not make one prostration except that Allah will bring you one degree closer and remove one mistake from you.” |
| 26 | Supererogatory prayers before *Fajr* and obligatory *Salat-al-Fajr* | “The two supererogatory *Rak’ah* before *Fajr* are better than this world and what is in it.” *“Whoever prays morning prayer is in the protection of Allah”* |
| 27 | Prayer of morning after sunrise (*Salat-ad-Duha*) | “Every morning there is a charity due upon each joint of the person, so every *Tasbeeh* (saying of ‘*Subhaan-Allah*’) is an act of charity, and every *Tahmeed* (saying ‘*al-Hamdu lillah*’) is an act of charity, and every *Tahleel* (saying ‘*LAA ILAHA ILL-ALLAH*’) is an act of charity, and every *Takbeer* (saying ‘*Allahu Akbar*’) is an act of charity, and every commanding of good is an act of charity, and every forbiddance of evil is an act of charity. Making two *Rak’ah* bowing in the mid-morning (*Duha*) suffices for all of them.” |
| 28 | Whoever sits in his place of prayer remembering Allah | “The angels pray for one as long as he is in his place of prayer as long as he does not break his ablution. They say, ‘*Allahummaghfir-lahu*’ (O Allah forgive him), ‘*Allahumm-arham-hu*’ (O Allah have mercy on him).” |
| 29 | Remembering Allah until the sun rises after praying *Salat-al-Fajr* in congregation and then praying two *Rak’ah* | “Whoever prays *Salat-al-Fajr* in congregation and then sits remembering Allah until the sun rises and then prays two *Rak’ah* will be rewarded as if he made greater and lesser pilgrimage (*Hajj and Umrah*), complete, complete, complete.” |
| 30 | Those who wake up in the night and wake up their wives | “Whoever wakes up in the night and wakes up his wife and then they both pray two *Rak’ah*, they will be written as those men and women that remember Allah profusely.” |
| 31 | Whoever intends to wake up at night for supererogatory prayers and then is overcome by sleep | “There is no one who misses a regular supererogatory prayer at night because he is overcome by sleep but that Allah (ﷺ) writes for him the reward for that prayer, and his sleep is charity.” |
| 32 | The supplication when one wakes up during the night | “Whoever wakes up during the night and says, ‘LA ILLAHA ILL-ALLAH wadhahu la shareeka lahu lahul- mulku wa lahul-hamdu wa huwa ‘ala kulli shai’in qadeer. Al-hamdu lillah, Subhaan-Allah, LA ILLAHA ILL-ALLAH, Allahu Akbar, la haula wala quvwata illa billah’ (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone without any partner: to Him belongs all sovereignty and all praise, and He is capable over all things. All praise is for Allah. Glory be to Allah. There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah. Allah is the Greatest. There is no strength or power except by Allah) and then says, ‘Allahumma-aghfir li’ (O Allah forgive me) or supplicates, Allah will answer him. And if he makes ablution and prays, his prayer will be accepted.” |
| 33 | Saying Subhaan-Allah, wal-hamdu lillah, wallahu Akbar, each thirty three times, and then finalizing that with saying once LA ILAHA ILLALLAH after the obligatory prayers | “Those who say Subhaan-Allah, al-hamdu lillah, and allahu Akbar, (Glory be to Allah. And all praise is for Allah. And Allah is the Greatest) each thirty three times, so this is ninety-nine times, and then says at the end for the hundred time LA ILLAHA ILL-ALLAH wadhahu la shareeka lahu lahul- mulku wa lahul-hamdu wa huwa ‘ala kulli shai’in qadeer (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone without any partner: to Him belongs all sovereignty and all praise, and He is capable over all things) after the prayer will have his sins forgiven, even if they were like the foam of the sea.” |
| 34 | Reciting the verse of the Throne (Aayat-al-Kursi) after the obligatory prayers | “Whoever recites Aayat-al-Kursi (Verse of the Throne [2:255]) after each of the obligatory prayers nothing will prevent him from entering Paradise except death.” |
| 35 | Visiting the ill | “There is no Muslim who visits another Muslim in the morning but that seventy thousand angels pray for him until the evening, and if he visits him in the evening then seventy thousand angels pray for him until the morning, and he will have a garden in Paradise.” |
| 36 | To say the Word of Monotheism (Tawheed) and then die upon that | “There is no slave that says, ‘LA ILLAHA ILL-ALLAH.’ (There is none that has the right to be worshipped except Allah) and then dies upon that but that he will enter Paradise.” |
| 37 | Those who condole the person afflicted (with grief) | ✪ “Whoever gives condolences to an afflicted person will have a similar reward.” |
| 38 | Those who wash a dead person and hide his faults | “Whoever bathes a dead person and hides his faults will have Allah forgive him forty times.” |
| 39 | Funeral prayer and following the byre to the graveyard until the burial | “Whoever witnesses the funeral prayer until the prayer is made will have a Qeeraat of reward, and whoever remains until the burial will have two Qeeraat.” It was said, “What is two Qeeraat?” He said, “Like two large mountains.” Ibn Umar ☪ said “We have missed many Qeeraat!” |
| 40 | Those who build a Mosque or help in building it | “Whoever builds a Mosque for Allah, even like a little nest, Allah will build for him a house in Paradise.” |
| 41 | Spending and giving money | “There is not a morning that comes except that there are two angels descend and one of them says, ‘O Allah give more to the one who spends’, and the other one says, ‘O Allah hold back from the one who holds back from spending.’” |
| 42 | Charity | ✫ “Wealth is not reduced by giving in charity. A Muslim does not increase in magnanimity but that Allah increases him in honor. One does not increase in humility but that Allah raises him.”
✫ “One dirham surpassed one hundred thousand dirham.” They asked, “And how was that?” He said, “There was a man with two dirham and he gave one as charity, and there was a man who went to a side of his wealth and took one hundred thousand dirham and gave it in charity.” (an-Nasa’i and Ibn Khuzaima) |
| 43 | Lending without interest | “There is not a Muslim who lends another Muslim a loan two times but that it is like giving charity once.” |
| 44 | Overlooking another’s deficiencies when in hardship | “A man used to give out loans and he would say to his servant, ‘If you find one in hard times then pardon him (in forgiveness), perhaps Allah will pardon us.’ Then he met Allah and He pardoned him (in forgiveness).” |
| 45 | Fasting for the sake of Allah | “Whoever fasts a day for the sake of Allah, Allah will move his face away from the hellfire the distance of seventy years.” |
| 46 | Fasting three days of every month, and the Day of ’Arafah and the Day of ’Aashura | ✫ “Fasting every month for three days is like fasting for the entire year.”
✫ He (ﷺ) was asked about the fasting on the Day of ’Arafah, so he said, “It expiates the sins of the year before and the year after.”
✫ He (ﷺ) was asked about the fasting on the Day of ’Aashura’, so he said, “It expiates the sins of the year before.” |
| 47 | Fasting six days of the month of Shawwaal | “Whoever fasts thirty days of Ramadan and then follows it by six days of Shawwaal, it is like fasting the entire year.” |
| 48 | Praying Salat-at-Taraveeh with the Imam until he finishes | “When a man prays with the prayer leader (Imam) until he finishes, it will be counted for him like the prayer of the entire night.” |
| 49 | Pious pilgrimage (acceptable to Allah) | ✫ “Whosoever makes pilgrimage for Allah and does not act improperly or wickedly will return like a new born baby.”
✫ The reward of a pious pilgrimage is nothing less than Paradise.” |
<p>| 50 | Umrah in Ramadan | “Umrah in Ramadan equals a pilgrimage.” Another narration states, “a pilgrimage with me.” |
| 51 | Good deeds in the first ten days of Dhil-Hijjah | ✫ “There are no days more beloved to Allah in which good deeds are done than these days, i.e. the first ten days (of Dhil-Hijjah).” They said, “O Messenger of Allah, not even struggling for the sake of Allah?” He said, “Not even struggling for the sake of Allah, except for a man that goes out with his soul and wealth and returns with nothing.” |
| 52 | Slaughtering the Udhiya | The companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “O Messenger of Allah, what are these Ud-hiya?” He said, “The Sunnah of your father Ibraheem.” They said, “And what do we receive from them O Messenger of Allah?” He said, “For every hair a good deed.” They said, “And the fleece, O Messenger of Allah?” He said, “And for every hair on the fleece a good deed.” |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Good intentions along with what one is able of action let a person reach the highest elevations of Paradise.</td>
<td>“The similitude of this nation is of four people. One is he whom Allah has bestowed wealth and knowledge and so he acts according to his knowledge with respect to his wealth and spends it properly. Another is he whom Allah has conferred knowledge but no wealth, and he is sincere in his intentions and says, ‘Had I possessed wealth I would have acted like he acted.’”—The Messenger of Allah ﷺ added, “They are equal in reward.”—“Another is he whom Allah has given wealth but no knowledge and he squanders his wealth wrongly. And another is he whom Allah has bestowed neither wealth nor knowledge, and he says, ‘Had I possessed wealth I would have acted like he [without knowledge] does.” The Messenger of Allah ﷺ again added, “They are both equal in sinfulness.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Reward of the knowledgeable person</td>
<td>“The superiority of the learned scholar over the pious worshipper is like my superiority over the least of you.” Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, “Verily, Allah, His angels and the inhabitants of the Heavens and of the Earths, even an ant in its hole and the fish, pray for blessings on the person who teaches goodness to the people.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Being wounded for the sake of Allah</td>
<td>“By Him in whose hand my soul is, no one is wounded for the sake of Allah except that he will come on the Day of Resurrection and its color would be the color of blood but the smell would be that of musk perfume.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Stationing oneself in guard duty for the sake of Allah in front of the enemy</td>
<td>“Stationing oneself in guard duty for the sake of Allah for one day is better than the entire world and what is in it, and the place of the whip of one of you in Paradise is better than the entire world and what is in it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Those that equip the warriors for the sake of Allah</td>
<td>“Whoever equips a warrior has gone to war himself (for the sake of Allah) and whoever takes care of the family of the warrior while he goes out to battle has gone to war himself.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Crying out of the fear of Allah and guard duty for the sake of Allah</td>
<td>“Two eyes will not touch the Hellfire: the eye that cries out of the fear of Allah; and the eye that remains awake in guarding for the sake of Allah.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Trials</td>
<td>“There is no Muslim who suffers tiredness or hardship or anxiety or depression or discomfort or sorrow or even a thorn irritating him except that Allah expiates some of his sins.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Those that avoid cauterization, seeking incantation and taking omens</td>
<td>“The nations of people were presented to the Prophet ﷺ in a dream and he saw his nation and in it there were seventy thousand entering Paradise without account: they are those that do not cauterize, seek incantations or take omens; instead they place their trust in Allah.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Those whose small children die</td>
<td>“There is no Muslim whose three children die, none reaching the time of sin (puberty), except that Allah will enter him into Paradise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Those that suffer the trial of losing their sight and are patient</td>
<td>“Verily, Allah says, ‘If I test my servant with his two beloved eyes and he is patient, I will then recompense him with Paradise.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Those who avoid something for Allah’s sake</td>
<td>“You will not leave anything for the sake of Allah, Almighty and Majestic, except that Allah will give you something better.”</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Protecting the tongue and private parts</td>
<td>“Whoever guarantees for me what is between his jawbones and what is between his legs, I will guarantee for him Paradise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Saying in the name of Allah when entering the home or when eating food</td>
<td>“If a man remembers Allah as he enters his house and when he takes food, Satan says, ‘There is no place here to stay the night and no food.’ And if he does not remember Allah as he enters his house, Satan says, ‘I found a place to spend the night.’ And if he does not remember Allah as he takes food, Satan says, ‘I have found a place to stay the night and have dinner.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Those who praised Allah after having food, and while wearing new clothes</td>
<td>“Whoever eats and then says, ‘alhamdulillahilladhi at’amani hatha wa razaqaneeli min ghairi haulin minni wala quwwah (All praise for Allah who gave me this food, and gave this sustenance for me without my strength and power) Allah will forgive what preceded of his sins.” When he wears new clothes he should say, “alhamdulillahilladhi kasaani hadha…” (All praise for Allah who gave me these clothes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Those who wish to lessen the burden on themselves</td>
<td>Fatimah asked the Prophet for a servant, so he said to her and Ali “Shall I not teach you that which is better than a servant? When you retire to your beds, say, ‘Allahu Akbar’ (Allah is the Greatest) thirty-four times, ‘al-hamduillah’ (All praise is for Allah) thirty-three times and ‘Subhaan-Allah’ (Glory be to Allah) thirty-three times. This is better for you than a servant.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>The supplication before sexual intercourse</td>
<td>“If one of you wishes to approach his wife and says, ‘Bismillahi Allahu hamumma jannibnash-shaytaan, wa jannibish-shaytaana ma razaqaana’ (In the name of Allah. O Allah, keep the Satan away from us and keep the Satan away from that which you have blessed us), then if Allah decrees for them a child, Satan will not harm him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Excellent treatment towards one’s daughters</td>
<td>“Whoever is tested by trials in caring for daughters, they will be a screen for him from Hellfire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>A wife pleasing her husband</td>
<td>“If a woman prays her five and fasts her month and protects her private parts and obeys her husband, it will be said to her enter into Paradise from whichever gate you wish.” “Any woman who dies while her husband is pleased with her will enter Paradise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Staying connected with the blood relations</td>
<td>“Whoever wishes to increase abundantly his sustenance and increase his lifetime let him remain connected to his blood relations.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Guardianship of the orphan</td>
<td>“I and the guardian of an orphan are like these two in Paradise.” He then indicated with his index and middle fingers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Those who strive to help the widows and orphans</td>
<td>“The person caring for the widows and orphans is like the warrior fighting for the sake of Allah and like the one who stands in prayer without sitting down and like the one who fasts without breaking the fast.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Good character</td>
<td>“The believer reaches by good character the degree of the person who constantly fasts and stands in prayers.” “…and a house in the highest part of Paradise for the one who is of good character.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mercy for the creatures and compassion for them</td>
<td>“Allah only has mercy on those of His servants who are merciful. Be merciful to those on earth and He who is in the heaven will be merciful to you.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Benevolence to the Muslims</td>
<td>“None of you believes until he loves for his brother what he loves for himself.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 77 | Bashfulness and shyness | “Shyness does not bring anything but good.”
“Shyness is a part of faith.”
“Four are of the ways of the Prophets: shyness, perfume, siwak and marriage.” |
<p>| 78 | Initiating salutations | A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, “as-salamu ’alaikum” (peace be upon you). The Prophet ﷺ then said, “Ten.” Another came and said, “as-salamu ’alaikum wa rahmatullah” (peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah). The Prophet then said, “Twenty.” Another man came and said, “as-salamu ’alaikum wa rahmatullahi wa barakaatuhi” (peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings). Then the Prophet said, “Thirty.” Meaning good deeds (since one good deed is increased by ten times). |
| 79 | Shaking hands upon meeting | “No two Muslims meet and shake hands except that they are forgiven before they separate.” |
| 80 | Those who defend the honor of their Muslim brothers | “Whoever defends his brother Muslim’s honor, Allah will defend his honor on the Day of Resurrection.” |
| 81 | Loving the righteous persons and sitting with them | “You are with those that you love.” Anas ibn Malik, ﷺ said that the companions were not happy with anything as much as they were cheered by this hadith. |
| 82 | Those who love each other for the sake of Allah | “Allah the Almighty and Majestic said, ‘Those that love each other for My Majesty’s sake will have pulpits of light and even the prophets and martyrs will wish to be like them.’” |
| 83 | Those who supplicate for their brother Muslim | “Whoever supplicates for his brother Muslim while he is absent, the angel that is entrusted to him says, ‘Ameen wa laka bi mithlahu’ (Accept his prayer and for you similarly).” |
| 84 | Those who seek forgiveness for the Muslim men and women | “Whoever seeks forgiveness for the Muslim men and women, Allah will write for him a good deed for every believing man and woman.” |
| 85 | Those who guide another person to goodness | “Whoever guides another person to goodness has the reward like him.” |
| 86 | Removing an obstacle from the pathway | “I saw a man moving around in Paradise for cutting a tree from the pathway of the people, which used to annoy them.” |
| 87 | Being constant in goodness | “Indeed Allah does not become bored until you become bored, and the most beloved deeds to Allah are that which are done constantly, even if they are small and few.” |
| 88 | Leaving off argumentation and lying | “I am the guarantor for a house in the edge of Paradise for the person who leaves off argumentation even if he is on the right, and for a house in the middle of Paradise for the person who leaves off lying even when joking.” |
| 89 | Those who hold back their anger | “Whoever holds back his rage while he is able to execute it, Allah will call him on the Day of Resurrection in front of everybody so that he will choose whichever luscious eyed maiden he wishes.” |</p>
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<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Those who are praised</td>
<td>“Whoever you praise will have the Paradise obligatory for him, and whoever you disparage will have the Hellfire obligatory for him: you are the witnesses of Allah in the world.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Alleviating miseries and making things easier for the Muslims, shielding and helping them</td>
<td>“Whosoever removes a worldly misery from a believer, Allah will remove from him a misery of the great miseries of the Day of Resurrection. Whosoever alleviates a person in need, Allah will alleviate him in this world and the next. Whosoever shields a Muslim, Allah will shield him in this world and the next. Allah will aid a servant as long as the servant aids his brother…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Those who consider doing a good deed and those who consider doing a bad deed</td>
<td>“Whoever considers doing a good deed but does not do it will have one complete good deed written for him. Whoever does it, will have ten good deeds up to seven hundred up to many more multiples of that, written for him. Whoever considers doing an evil deed and does not do it will have one complete good deed written for him. If he does it, one evil deed will be written for him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Trusting in Allah</td>
<td>“If you were to place your trust in Allah as is rightful, you would be sustained like the bird which flies off with an empty belly and returns full-bellied.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>The just ruler, righteous youth, attachment to the Mosque, loving for Allah’s sake, etc.</td>
<td>“Allah will give shade to seven people on the Day when there will be no shade but His Shade: a just ruler; a youth who has been brought up in the worship of Allah; a man whose heart is attached to the mosque; two persons who love each other only for the sake of Allah and they meet and part only for the cause of Allah; a man who is invited in seduction by a charming woman of noble birth but says, ‘I fear of Allah’; a man who gives charity so secretly that his left hand does not even know what his right hand spends; and a person who remembers Allah in seclusion and his eyes are then flooded with tears.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Justice in all affairs</td>
<td>“Verily the people who are just will be before Allah on pulpits of light, on the right hand of Allah and both hands of Allah are right: those who are just in their judgments, their families, and for that which they are responsible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>The Prohibited Affairs</td>
<td>The Proof of the Prohibition from the Hadith of the Prophet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arrogance and conceit</td>
<td>“No one will enter Paradise who has an iota of arrogance.” Arrogance is rejecting the truth and belittling the people and looking down upon them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hypocrisy of showing off and seeking status</td>
<td>★ “Whoever is acting for show in order to gain status, Allah will expose him.” Whoever acts for show by showing off, Allah will make his hypocrisy public.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shamelessness and atrociousness</td>
<td>“The worst person before Allah on the Day of Resurrection is the one whom the people leave fearing his shamelessness and atrociousness.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>“Woe to those who tell tales with lies to make the people laugh: woe to him, woe to him!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sin and temptation</td>
<td>“Temptations present themselves upon the hearts like the strands of a straw rug, one by one, and any heart that falls into a temptation has a black spot blighting his heart…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Spying and eavesdropping</td>
<td>“Whoever eavesdrops upon people and they detest it or they run from him will have molten lead poured into his ears on the Day of Resurrection.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Making pictures</td>
<td>★ “The picture makers will have the worst punishment on the Day of Resurrection.” ★ “The angels do not enter into a house where there is a dog or picture.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Slander mongering</td>
<td>★ “A slander monger will not enter into Paradise.” “Nameemah” is to pass on what people have said in order to cause strife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Backbiting</td>
<td>“Do you know what is backbiting?” They said, “Allah and His Messenger know best.” He said, “Mentioning about your brother that which he dislikes.” It was said, “O Messenger of Allah what if he has what I mention?” He said, “If he has what you mention, this is backbiting and if he does not, it is a false accusation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cursing</td>
<td>★ “Cursing a believer is like killing him.” ★ “The people who curse others will not be intercessors or witnesses on the Day of Resurrection.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Revealing the secrets</td>
<td>“Of the worst people before Allah on the Day of Resurrection is the person who has private relations with his wife and then reveals her secret.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Accusing a Muslim of disbelief</td>
<td>“Any man who says to his brother, ‘O disbeliever,’ it will reside in one of them: if that person is as he says (then it will be with him) or, otherwise, it returns upon him (the person who said it).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Claiming relationship to other than your father</td>
<td>★ “Any man who knowingly claims to be related to someone other than his father, Paradise will be unlawful for him.” ★ “…and whoever denies his father has committed disbelief.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Frightening a Muslim</td>
<td>★ “It is not allowed to frighten a Muslim.” ★ “Whoever points a piece of iron (i.e. weapon) at his brother, the angels curse him until he puts it down.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>To treat a hypocrite or wicked person as an honorable one and leader</td>
<td>“Do not say to a hypocrite, ‘Sayyid’ (honorable one and leader) for if he is an honorable one and leader (among you) then you have angered your Lord.”</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The visitation of the graves by women</td>
<td>✽ “Allah curses the women who frequently visit the graves”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✽ Umm Atiyah ﺔﻤ katılأ said, “We were prohibited from following</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the funeral processions, and it was not so strongly enforced.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Cheating the people for whom you are responsible</td>
<td>“There is no servant whom Allah makes responsible for a flock of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>people and then dies on the day that he dies while being dishonest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to them but that Allah will make Paradise unlawful for him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Pronouncing religious verdicts without knowledge</td>
<td>“Whoever gives a religious verdict without knowledge, the sin is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>upon the one that gave that verdict.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A woman who asks for divorce (i.e., without just cause)</td>
<td>“Whichever woman asks for a divorce without any harm done to her,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Allah will make the fragrance of Paradise unlawful for her.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Hanging a bell on an animal</td>
<td>✽ “The angels do not accompany any travelling group that has a dog or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a bell with them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✽ “The bell is the wind instrument of the Satan.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Leaving the Friday congregational prayer</td>
<td>“Whoever leaves the Friday congregational prayer three times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>negligently (in succession) then Allah will imprint hypocrisy upon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>him - meaning without a valid excuse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Stealing land</td>
<td>“Whoever takes possession of a handspan of land unjustly, Allah will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>surround him for this with seven earths of land on the Day of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>resurrection.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Speaking that which angers Allah</td>
<td>“Verily a man may say a word which enrages Allah while he does not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>give much attention to it, and he is thrown down into Hellfire the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>depth of seventy years due to it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Talking too much without remembering Allah</td>
<td>“Do not talk too much without remembering Allah, for indeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>profuse speech without the remembrance of Allah makes the heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hard.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Wearing false hair and putting on others</td>
<td>“Allah cursed those that wear false hair and put it on others, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>those who tattoo themselves and tattoo others.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Shunning and boycotting among the Muslims</td>
<td>✽ “It is not allowed for a Muslim to ostracize another Muslim for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>more than three days.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✽ “Whoever shuns his brother for a year, it is like spilling his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blood.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Men and women imitating the other gender</td>
<td>“The Messenger of Allah ﷺ cursed the women that imitate men, and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>men that imitate women.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Those who take back their gifts</td>
<td>✽ “Whoever takes back his gift is like a dog that eats his vomit.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✽ “It is not allowed for a man to give a gift and then take it back.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Seeking knowledge for this world</td>
<td>“Whoever seeks knowledge in order to receive a portion of this world,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>which in fact should be for Allah’s pleasure, will not find the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fragrance of Paradise on the Day of Resurrection.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Looking at that which is unlawful</td>
<td>“Allah has written the portion of fornication which a man will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>commit. There will be no escape from it. The fornication of the eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is the sight, the fornication of the ears is the hearing, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fornication of the tongue is speech, the fornication of the hand is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the grip, the fornication of the feet is the walking. The heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yearns and desires and the private parts confirm or deny it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Being in private with a woman who is marriageable to that man</td>
<td>“No one secludes himself in private with a woman except that Satan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is the third besides those two.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Marrying a woman without her guardian’s consent</td>
<td>“Whichever woman marries without her guardian’s consent, then her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>marriage is void, her marriage is void, her marriage is void!”</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>To marry each other’s daughters without a dowry</td>
<td>“The Prophet Muhammad prohibited Shighar.” Shighar is to make a deal for marriage wherein a man marries another’s daughter on the condition that the other’s daughter is given to him, so that no dowry is paid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Seeking to please people (instead of Allah) with one’s deeds</td>
<td>“Allah said, ‘I am the most independent and rich partner. Whoever does a deed associating a partner in it with Me, I will leave him and his association of partnership.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Wailing</td>
<td>“The person who is wailed upon will be punished on the Day of Resurrection for being wailed upon.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✳ The Messenger of Allah cursed the one who wails and the one who listens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Annoying the people in prayer</td>
<td>“Whoever eats onion, garlic or leeks should not come close to our Mosques, for indeed the angels are annoyed by that which annoys the sons of Adam.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Swearing by other than Allah</td>
<td>∀ Whoever swears a vow by other than Allah’s name has committed disbelief or idolatry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>∀ “Whoever is swearing an oath, let him make it in the name of Allah or be quiet.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>False testimony</td>
<td>“Whoever wickedly swears an oath in false testimony to take the possessions of a Muslim will meet Allah while He will be angry with him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Swearing oaths for selling</td>
<td>“Be warned about frequent oaths in order to sell, verily he will spend but destroy (any blessings).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>∀ “Selling by swearing oaths sells the product but destroys the blessings.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Imitating the unbelievers</td>
<td>∀ “Whoever imitates a people is of them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>∀ “Whoever imitates others besides us is not of us.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Envy and jealousy</td>
<td>“Beware of envy because envy devours good deeds as fire devours dry wood.” – Or he said, “dry grass.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Building over the graves</td>
<td>The Messenger of Allah forbade plastering the graves, sitting on them or building over them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Treachery and deceitfulness</td>
<td>“When Allah would gather the first and last of all people on the Day of Resurrection, he will raise a flag for every treacherous person and it will be said, ‘This is the deceit of so and so, son of so and so.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Sitting on graves</td>
<td>“It would be better for one of you to sit on a burning coal and burn his clothes rather than sit on a grave.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Opening the door of begging for oneself</td>
<td>“Three things upon which I swear and about which I inform you, so remember it well… no one opens for himself a door of begging except that Allah will open to him a door of poverty.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>To offer a higher price while not intending to buy but solely as trickery</td>
<td>The Messenger of Allah prohibited for a resident man to sell for a Bedouin and do not offer a higher price (as trickery in auction) not intending to buy, nor should a man bargain on an already done deal of his brother.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>To publicize the lost item in the Mosque</td>
<td>“Whoever hears a person publicizing his lost item in the Mosque should say, ‘May Allah not return it to you,’ for the Mosques have not been built for this.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Passing in front of the person in prayer</td>
<td>“If the one who passes in front of the person in prayer knew what his sin is, it would be better for him to stand waiting there forty years than to pass by in front of him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Leaving the ‘Asr (afternoon) prayer</td>
<td>“Whoever leaves the ‘Asr (afternoon) prayer has had all his good deeds nullified.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Shortcomings in prayer</td>
<td>✳ “The covenant that distinguishes us from them (i.e. the disbelievers) is the prayer, so whoever abandons it has committed disbelief.” ✳ “Between a man and idolatry is abandoning prayer.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Propagating misguidance</td>
<td>“Whoever calls to a misguidance will have its sin and the sin of those who follow him, without decreasing any of their sins.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Some prohibitions in drinking</td>
<td>✳ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ prohibited from drinking from the mouth of a pouch or dinking container. ✳ The Prophet of Allah ﷺ scolded (people) for drinking while standing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Drinking from silver and gold vessels</td>
<td>“Do not drink from silver and gold vessels and do not wear silk or embroidered brocade since this is for them in this life and for you in the Hereafter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Eating and drinking with the left hand</td>
<td>“Do not eat or drink with your left hand for Satan eats and drinks with his left hand.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Cutting off relations with relatives</td>
<td>“The person who cuts off his relations with his relatives will not enter Paradise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Not sending salutations on the Prophet of Allah ﷺ</td>
<td>✳ “May his nose be spited - he who hears my name and does not prayer for me.” ✳ “The miser is the one who hears my name and does not send salutation of prayer upon me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>The braggart in his speech</td>
<td>“The most detested person for me and the farthest from me on the Day of Judgment is the loud-mouthed, the braggart, the arrogant…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Owning a dog</td>
<td>“Whoever owns a dog other than a hunting dog or a shepherd dog will lose every day two Qeeraat from his reward.” (Qeeraat equals size of a mountain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Torturing animals</td>
<td>✳ “A woman was punished for imprisoning a cat until it died and she entered the hellfire for that.” ✳ “Do not take anything that has a soul in it as target practice.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Interest and usury</td>
<td>✳ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ cursed the one who took interest and the one who gave it. ✳ “If a person knowingly consumes one Dirham of money in interest, his sin is more severe than the sin of thirty six acts of adultery.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Addiction to intoxicants</td>
<td>“Five people do not enter Paradise: the one addicted to an intoxicant; one who believes in sorcery; one who cuts off relations with blood relatives; the soothsayer; the one who mentions often his beneficence.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Enmity with the friends of Allah</td>
<td>“Verily Allah said, ‘Whoever is an enemy with my friend then I have declared war against him…””</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Killing a protected person in the land of Islam</td>
<td>“Whoever kills a protected person without justification, will not find the smell of Paradise, and verily its fragrance is found at a distance of a hundred years.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Taking the inheritance of a person</td>
<td>“Whoever takes the inheritance wrongly, Allah will take from his inheritance of Paradise on the Day of Resurrection.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Those who have the worldly affairs as their biggest concern</td>
<td>“…and whoever has the worldly affairs as their biggest concern, Allah will place his poverty before his eyes and dissipate his concentration and nothing will come to him but that which is written for him.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Grave: This is the first stage of the hereafter: a pit of fire for the hypocrite and disbeliever and a garden for the believer. We come to know through various narrations that there are certain punishments in the grave for various acts of disobedience. From them are not cleansing oneself properly from urine, tal bearing in order to spread strife amongst people, intentionally sleeping through the obligatory prayers, abandoning the Quran, fornication and adultery, homosexuality, interest and usury, withholding payment of debts and other sins. Salvation from this punishment can be achieved by performing good deeds done sincerely for Allah, by seeking refuge in Allah from his punishment, by reciting Surah al-Mulk [67], and by other deeds. Those who are protected from this punishment and will not face it include the martyrs, those who died in guard duty, those who died on the day of Friday (Al-Jumuah) those who died in childbirth, and others.

Blowing of the Horn for Resurrection: This is an immense horn that will be blown by the angel Israfeel who awaits the command. The first is called the Blowing of Shock: Allah (ﷻ) said: “The day the trumpet will be blown and everything in the heavens and on the earth will be swoon as shocked except for those whom Allah wills to exempt,” [27:87], and everything will be destroyed. Then after forty years, it will be blown again, the Blowing of Resurrection, as Allah (ﷻ) said: “And then it will be blown again, and they will be standing, looking.” [39:68]

Resurrection: Allah will send a downpour of rain and the bodies will sprout (from the tailbone), and they will be a new creation, one which will never die. They will be resurrected uncircumcised and naked. They will be able to see the angels and the jinn, and they will be resurrected according to their deeds.

The Great Gathering: Allah will gather all creatures for their account. They will be in shock, in stupor like people intoxicated, for a colossal day, the length of which will be fifty thousand years. Their time on earth will seem to them as if it were no longer than a mere hour. The sun will draw near a mile away, and each will perspire according to their deeds. The tyrants as well as the weak who followed them will fall into dispute. Each disbeliever will argue with his patron devil, Satan, and even his own limbs, and each will curse the other. The unjust wrongdoers will bite their hands (in remorse). The Hellfire will be dragged before them by 70 thousand latches, each latch held by 70 thousand angels. When the disbelievers see the Hellfire, they will wish that they could ransom themselves from the punishment, or that they could be turned to dust (to escape the coming torture). The disobedient (of the believers) will be punished. For instance, the one who refused to pay obligatory charity (Zakah) will have the money he refused to spend brand him like iron rods. The arrogant will be resurrected like ants (to be trod upon). The treacherous traitor, the embezzler and the robber will be exposed. The thief will come with what he stole [for all to see]. In short, all things hidden will be brought out clearly into the open. As for the righteous, this day will not frighten them, and it will pass like their performance of the Žuhr prayer.
Intercession (Shafa’ah): There is a special intercession besought by Prophet Muḥammad (ﷺ) for all creatures, wherein he will intercede for the removing of this great tribulation from all people and to let the accountability begin. There will be other forms of intercession besought by others of creation, such as the prophets, for removing disbelievers from Hellfire and to raise their levels in Paradise.

Accountability (Hisaab): The people will be presented before their Lord in groups for their deeds to be seen by all and to be questioned. They will also be questioned about their lives, their youth, their wealth, their knowledge and their responsibilities, the blessings they received, their faculties of seeing, hearing and intelligence (how each was utilized and expended). The disbelievers and hypocrites will be taken to account in the view of all creation to reprimand them, to prove their guilt, and for people, the earth, the days, the nights, wealth, the angels and their own limbs stand witness against them. They will admit their sins and acknowledge them. As for the believer, each will be given a private session wherein they will admit their sins to Allah, until, when they think that they will be destroyed, it will be said to them, ‘I hid them for you in the world and I will forgive them for you today.’ The first people to be taken to account will be the followers of Muhammad (ﷺ). The first deeds of worship taken into account are the obligatory prayers. The first disputes to be settled will be those which involve the spillage of blood.

The Spreading of the Scrolls of Deeds: The scrolls which recorded each person’s deeds will then be spread. These will be records “wherein no great or small deed will be left unaccounted”. The believer will be given the record in his right hand, whereas the disbelievers and hypocrites will be given theirs in their left hands and behind their backs.

The Weighing Scale (Meezan): The deeds will be weighed on a scale in order for each to be rewarded accordingly. This scale is a real instrument of measuring with two hands, wherein the deeds that were sincerely done for Allah and according to the legislations of Islam will be made heavy. Some of the deeds that will be given even greater weight are saying laa ilaaha ill-Allah (there is nothing rightfully worshipped except Allah), good character, remembrance of Allah, like the saying of ‘Al-Ḥamdu lillah’ (all praise be to Allah), ‘Subḥāan-Allahi wa bī ḥamdih (Glory be to Allah and all praise to him) and the saying of ‘Subḥāan-Allahil-Ażeeem (Glory be to Allah the Magnificent). Allah will give and take some people’s good and evil deeds for others for the evil they did in their lives.

The Reservoir (Haud): The believers will then come upon a reservoir of liquid. Whoever drinks of it will never suffer thirst thereafter. For every Prophet there is a special reservoir, and the greatest is for the Prophet Muḥammad (ﷺ). Its water is whiter than milk, sweeter than honey, and more aromatic than musk. Its vessels are of gold and silver, the number of which is like the number of the stars; its length is the distance of Jerusalem in Palestine to Aden of Yemen. The water of this reservoir springs from the river of Paradise called “Al-Kauthar.”
Test of the Believers: At the end of the Day of Gathering, the disbelievers will follow behind the gods and idols which they used to worship. They will take their followers to the Hellfire in groups like flocks of sheep, either on their feet or being dragged on their faces. Then only the believers and the hypocrites (pretending to be of them) will be left waiting, and Allah will come to them and ask: “What are you waiting for?” They will reply: “We are waiting for our Lord.” He will reveal Himself to them by exposing to them His Shin (Al-Saaq -the promised sign) whereupon they will all fall down in prostration except for the hypocrites, as Allah said of them: “The day that He reveals the Shin, and they are called to prostrate but they will not be able…” Then they will follow Him, and the Bridge (Siraat) will be established (over the Hellfire), and Allah will give the believers their lights and darken the lights of the hypocrites.

The Bridge (Siraat): It is a bridge extending over Hellfire which the believers must pass over to reach Paradise The Prophet (ﷺ) has described it as “that which confounds and makes one lose his step and trip. On it there are clamps and hooks like the thorns of a Sa’daan tree...It is narrower than a hair, and sharper than the edge of a sword...” (Muslim) The believers will be given their light according to their deeds, the largest being as great as a mountain and the least being as small as the tip of the finger. This will light their way, and they will then pass over the Way in accordance to their deeds, the believer passing like the blink of an eye, flash of lightning, a wind, a bird, fast horse, or a rider (or walking and crawling). Some will reach safely while others are scratched by the hooks, and others will be pulled into Hellfire. (Al-Bukhari and Muslim) The hypocrites will not have any light; they will turn back, but a wall will be erected between them and the believers. Even though they will desire to cross over the bridge to safety, they will fall into the Hellfire.

The Hellfire: The disbelievers, the hypocrites and some of the disobedient believers will enter the Hellfire. Out of every thousand, 999 will enter the Hellfire. It has seven gates. The heat of the Hellfire is seventy times more severe than the hottest fire of this world. The body of the disbeliever will be made to grow so that he will taste the torture more: the space between his shoulders will be like three days’ journey, and the size of his molar tooth will be like the mountain of Uhud. His skin will be made thick and it will be repeatedly exchanged after being thoroughly burnt with a new skin in order to increase the pain of the scorching punishment. Their drink will be boiling water that will scald their stomachs. Their food will be Zuqquum, excessively bitter, in addition to the flushing of wounds and the pus of the inhabitants of Hellfire. The least punished among them will have two burning coals placed on the soles of his feet, and by this his brain will boil. In Hellfire, their skins will burn and there will be melting, ripping, pulling and usage of chains and locks. The lowest dreg of its depth takes seventy years of the falling of a body to reach. The fuel of the Hellfire is disbelievers and stones (of idols), its wind is poison, its shade is fierce heat, and its clothes are the fire. It will devour everything and leave nothing. It will growl and moan grotesquely burning the outer skins and reaching down to the bones and depths of the mind.
The Boundary: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “The believers will eventually be saved from the Hellfire and come to a boundary (Qantarah) between Paradise and Hellfire. Here they will recompense one another for the injustices and crimes with which they transgressed each other in this world. Then when they are refined and cleansed, they will be admitted into Paradise. By Him in whose hand is the soul of Muḥammad, one of you will know his place of residence in Paradise better than his place of residence in this world.” (Al-Bukhari)

Paradise (Jannah): Paradise is the final abode of the believers. Its bricks are of gold and silver and its mortar of musk. Its pebbles are pearls and the dust is saffron. It has eight gates, and each opens to the size of a three-day journey, even then it will be thronging with those entering it. It has one hundred degrees, between each degree and the next like what is between the heaven and the earth. The ‘Firdous’ is the highest part, and from it the rivers of Paradise gush. The roof of Paradise is the Throne of Allah, the Most Merciful in Benevolence. Its rivers are of honey, milk, wine and water, gushing without channels, and the believer will be able to make them flow as he wishes. The fruits of Paradise are permanent, close by and easy to reach. In it there are tents of carved pearls the width of each is sixty miles, and the believer will have a wife in each corner. Men will be fully grown but youthful without beards. Their youth will never disappear and their clothes will never become threadbare. They will not urinate, defecate or have any impurity emitting from them. Their combs will be of gold and their perspiration like musk. The women of Paradise are all beautiful virgins of similar ages of their companions. The first to enter Paradise will be Muḥammad (ﷺ) and then the other Prophets. The lowest of the inhabitants of Paradise will wish and be given what they desire tenfold. Their servants are eternal youths like treasured pearls. Indeed among the greatest bliss of Paradise will be the seeing of their Lord Allah (ﷻ), and Allah’s pleasure upon them, and their abode of eternity in Paradise.
Ablution (Wudoo)

Prayer (salah) is not correct without ablation (wudoo). Ablution must be performed with water that is in its original state, such as water of the sea, wells, springs or rivers. **Note**: A small amount of water becomes impure (najas) if it is mixed with a substance deemed as impure. A large quantity of water, about 210 liters, does not become impure if it is mixed with a substance deemed impure unless it has changed its taste, or color or smell.

One should begin the wudoo by saying “Bismillah” (In the name of Allah) and it is preferred that one washes his hands every time he makes wudoo. One who awakens from a night’s sleep must wash his hands three times. **Note**: It is preferred to wash any part of the body in wudoo more than three times each.

Then it is obligatory that one rinses the mouth (madmadah) once, while three times is better. **Note**: It is not enough to merely placing water in one’s mouth when rinsing it. Rather, water must actually be swirled around in the mouth. It is deemed a beloved act to use the siwak.

It is obligatory that one rinse their nose by sniffing in water and blowing it out once. To do so three times is better. **Note**: Merely sniffing the water up into the nose is not enough, the water must be blown out and not removed by the hand.

Then he should wash his face once, while three times is better. The boundaries of the face are from ear to ear in horizontally and from the hairline of the head to the chin in vertically. **Note**: It is obligatory to run one’s fingers through the beard if it is thick, while praiseworthy if it is light.

Then he washes both hands from the tip of the fingers up to the elbows once, while three times is better. **Note**: It is preferred to wash the right hand before the left.

Then he wipes over the entire head including the ears. He puts his index finger into the ear and wipes, and uses his thumbs to wipe outside. This is all done only once. **Notes**: 1. The obligatory part of the head to be wiped is from the front hair-line of the forehead to the nape of the neck (where the hair ends). 2. It is not obligatory to wipe the entire length of ones hair if it is long. 3. One should wipe the scalp if there is no hair on the head. 4. One must wipe the hairless area on the head behind the ears.

Then he washes the feet up to just above the ankles once, but three times is better.

**Notes**:
1) The parts for washing in wudoo are four
   a) The face with madmadah and istinshaaq; b) The hands and arms;
   c) Wiping of the head and ears; d) The feet up to just above the ankles.
   One must perform these acts in sequence, and performing them out of sequence nullifies the wudoo.
2) One should wash the body parts continuously without any pausing. If one delays doing so until the previous part dries, the wudoo is nullified.
3) It is a beloved act to say after the wudoo, “Ash-hadu alla ilaaha illallah wahdahu la shareeka lahu wa ash-hadu anna Muhammadan abduhu wa rasuluh” (I testify that there is no god except Allah alone, without partner, and I testify that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger).
Prayer (Salah)

One begins the prayer by saying “Allahu Akbar” (Allah is the Greatest) while standing upright. The Imam says “Allahu Akbar” loudly in the beginning, as well as in all the other takbeeras of the prayer in such a manner that those following behind him hear him. The followers, however, should say it quietly. At the beginning of the takbeer he raises his hands up to the level of his shoulders with his fingers closed together. The follower says Allahu Akbar after the Imam has finished saying it.

Note: It is obligatory to say the pillars (such as takbeeras al-Ihram) and obligatory acts of the prayer (such as all of the other takbeeras) loudly enough so that only the person praying can hear himself. It is to hear yourself.

Then he says (Allah hears him who praises Him) and raises his hands to his shoulders. Upon returning to stable upright standing position, he says Name is Blessed; Your Majesty is Exalted, and none has the right to be worshipped but .

Note: All the Takbeeras and Tasmi’ (saying “Sami’Allahu liman Hamidah” -Allah hears him who praises Him) are said when one is actually moving, not before or after it. If one delays them on purpose, his prayer becomes invalid.

He then prostrates saying Allahu Akbar, keeping his stomach away from his thighs and thighs from his calves. He should prostrate on his forehead and nose, both palms of the hands, both knees, and both toes of the feet, with the fingers and toes pointing towards the Qiblah. He is to say in the prostration “Subhaana Rabbiiyal-A’laa” (Glory be to Allah, the Exalted) three times.

Note: The prostration must be on seven appendages: the two feet, two knees, two palms of hands, and the head, which includes the forehead and the nose. The prayer is invalid by intentionally leaving any of these parts, except due to a valid excuse.
Then he raises his head saying Allahu Akbar and sits. The sitting between the two prostrations has two correct manners: 1) Sitting on his left thigh while propping the right foot with the heel up and the toes planted to the ground facing the Qiblah. 2) Propping up both of his feet, keeping his toes towards the Qiblah and sitting on his heels with his buttocks.

He says “Rabbighfir-li” (O Allah forgive me) and he may add “warhamni, wajburni, warfa'ni, warzuqni, wansurni, wahdini., wa ‘aafini, wa fu’ anni” (Have mercy on me, and strengthen me, give me sustenance, give me victory, guide me, pardon me, bestow clemency on me).

Then he prostrates again like the first time, raises his head saying Allahu Akbar, and then stands erect, putting pressure on the front part of the souls of his feet, and prays the second unit (Rak’ah) like the first.

Note: The place of reciting al-Fatihah is while standing, and therefore if he starts reading before the sitting, putting his right hand on his right thigh and left hand on his left thigh. He should make a fist of his right hand, making a circle with the thumb and middle finger, and point with his index finger. He recites, “At-Tahiyyaatu illaahhi was-Salawaatu wa-Tayyibaat, as-Salaamu ‘alaika ayyuhan-Nabiyyu wa Rahmatullaahi wa Barakaatuh, as-Salaamu ‘alaina wa ‘ala Ibadillaahis-Saalihin. Ash-hadu allaa laaha illallahu wa ash-hadu anna Muhammadan Abduhu wa Rasooluh” (The best of salutations and greetings are for Allah, and our prayers and our purest and good deeds. May the peace, mercy and blessings of Allah be on you, O Prophet. May the peace be upon us and on the righteous slaves of Allah. I testify that there is no god except Allah and I testify that Muhammad is His Slave and Messenger).

He then stands for the final sitting of Tashahhud if the prayer is three or four Rak’at (Maghrib, Isha, Dhuhr, ‘Asr) between the prostration, putting his right hand on his right thigh and left hand on his left thigh. He should make a fist of his right hand, making a circle with the thumb and middle finger, and point with his index finger. He recites, “Allahuma salli ‘ala Aali Muhammad kama ballaalu ‘ala Ibraheem wa ‘ala Aali ibraheem, innaka Hameedum Majeed, wa Baarik ‘ala Muhammad wa ‘ala Aali Muhammad kama baarakta ‘ala Ibraheem wa ‘ala Aali ibraheem, innaka Hameedum Majeed” (O Allah, send praises upon Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, just as You sent praises upon Abraham and upon the family of Abraham. Verily, You are full of praise and majesty. And send blessings upon Mohammad and upon the family of Muhammad, just as You sent blessings upon Abraham and upon the followers of Abraham. Verily, You are full of praise and majesty).

Then it is deemed praiseworthy to recite an authentically reported supplication like, “Allahumma inni a’udhu bika min adhaabi Jannaham, wa min adhaabi-Qabr, wa min fitnatah-Mahya wal-Mamaat, wa min fitnatah-Dajjal” (O Allah I seek refuge in You from the punishment of Hellfire, and from the punishment of the Grave, and from the trial of life and death, and from the trial of the Dajjal [Antichrist]).

He then says the Tasleem saying “As-Salaamu ‘alaikum wa Rahmatullah” (Peace be upon you and the Mercy of Allah), turning first to his right and then his left. When he finishes this, he recites the authentically reported supplications which are to be read after finishing the prayer.
**Acting According to Knowledge**

O my brother & sister:

Allah has facilitated for you to read this beneficial book, what now remains for you is its fruit which is to act accordingly.

- In this book before you the verses of Allah’s Book, the Qur’an, and its exegesis have been presented, so be keen to put into practice what you know of these verses. It is mentioned that the companions of the Prophet (ﷺ)：“…would learn the reading of ten verses from the Prophet (ﷺ) and then not take ten more until they would know completely what these ten contain concerning knowledge and practice. They would say: ‘We learned the knowledge and the action.” Islamic law has encouraged putting knowledge into practice. Ibn Abbas (��) said about the meaning of the saying of Allah the Exalted: “They recite it with its rightful recitation.” The meaning is that they follow it with the rightful practice. Fudail (ṣ) said: “Verily the Qur’an was revealed so that people may act upon it, but the people have taken its mere recitation as the action.”

- In this book before you, some aspects of the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ) have been presented, so be quick to respond by doing good deeds accordingly. The righteous people of this Ummah would not learn anything except that they would vie one another in implementing it properly and also call others to act upon it in accordance with the command of the Prophet (ﷺ): “ If I forbid you to do something, then keep away from it, and if I order you to do something, then do of it as much as you can ” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim] They feared intensely the painful punishment of Allah, as Allah the Exalted said: “Then let those who go against his command beware lest they be struck by a trial or they be struck by a painful punishment.” There are many examples of their desire to practice the Sunnah as best as possible:

- The example of Umm Habibah, may Allah be pleased with her, when she narrated the saying of the Prophet (ﷺ): “Whoever prays twelve units (Raka’at) in a day and night then Allah will build for him a house in Paradise.” [Muslim] She said: “I have not left them since I heard this from the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ).”

- The example of Ibn Umar (��) when he narrated the saying of the Prophet (ﷺ): “It is the right of every Muslim who wants to bequeath something not to
spend three nights except that the written will of the bequeathal is with him.” [Muslim]

Then he said: “No night has passed by since I heard this from the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) except that my will is with me.

The example of Imam Ahmad (/rfc) who said: “I have not narrated a narration except that I have acted upon it, even to the point that the Prophet was cupped for blood by Abu Tayyibah and he gave him a Dinar (gold coin) so I went to the man who cups blood and he performed this for me and I gave him a Dinar.”

The example of Imam al-Bukhari (/rfc) who said: “I never did backbiting against anyone since I came to know that backbiting is prohibited. Verily I hope that I meet Allah and He does not take me in to account for ever backbiting anyone.

One hadith narrates: “Whoever reads the verse of the Throne after each obligatory prayer, then there will be nothing to prevent him from entering the Paradise except death.” [al-Baihaqi] Ibn al-Qayyim said: “It has come to my knowledge that Sheikh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah said: ‘I have never left it ever except due to forgetfulness or something similar to it’.

After attaining knowledge and acting upon it, you must propagate what Allah has blessed you with, so as not to deprive yourself of the reward of propagation, nor other people from this goodness. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Those that guide to a goodness have a reward similar to those that perform it (after learning from them).” And he (ﷺ) said: “The best of you are those who learn the Qur’an and teach it.” [Muslim]. And he (ﷺ) said: “Convey from me even if it is only one verse of the Qur’an.” [al-Bukhari and Muslim]. According to the amount of goodness you propagate, your reward will increase and your good deeds will grow in this life and after your death, as the Prophet said (ﷺ): “When a person dies his deeds are cut off except through three: continual flowing charity, knowledge from which others benefit, and a pious offspring that supplicates for him.” [Muslim]

**Enlightenment:**

We read Surah al-Fatihah more than seventeen times every day, and we seek refuge from being like those on whom there is anger and those who are astray. Yet we imitate them in their actions: we leave off learning and act out of ignorance, or we learn but we do not act upon it.

We ask Allah to bestow upon you and us beneficial knowledge and good deeds and Allah and His Messenger know best. May the salutations of peace and blessing be upon Muhammad (ﷺ) and all his family and companions.